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iv /Preface

This monograph on Academic Relationships and Teaching Resouites is one of
the Fogarty International Center Series on the Teaching of Preventive Me-licine.

-In it is described the interdependent relationshipS between schools of public health
and departments of preventive/communiq, medicine, two organizations which can
productively collaborate in promoting the health of indiridualioand the community
they live' in.. Also included are disCussions of, the content and objectives of
undergraduate and graduate training; orienting the medical student toward disease
prevention and health maintenance; methods of teaching the concepis of
epidemiology and demography needed to understand the disease patterns in
population groups; and resources in the 'medical school and the community that
can be utilized in'teactung preventive medich4. It-is hoped that this monograph,
will be used by students and- teachers as A reference sourcLfor departments' of
community and preventive medicine and for schools of pullic health and will
stimulate the collaboration between these two institutions.

MILO D. LEAVITT, M. D.
Director
Fogarty International Center
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PREFACE

L--

The Fogarty International Center was establis i 1968 as a memorial to the lae
Congressman John C.. Fogarty from Rhode Island. d been Mi. Fogarty's desire
to create.within the Natio fiat Institutes of Health a center for research in 'biology -
and medicine dedicated to international cooperation and collabottion' in the
interest of the health of mankind.

The Fogarty, International Center is a unique resource within the Federal, estab
lishment, providing a base for expansion of Am''ica's health research and healthcare
to lands ab'road and for bringing the talents and rcourges of other nations to 6ear
upon the many and varied hearth problems of the United States. . 4 *

As an institution for advanced study, the, Fogarty International Centel- has em-
,,braced the major themes of medical education. environmental health, societal factors-
influencing health and disease. geograptk health pro items, international health re-
search and education. and preventive medicine. Our commitment to the study of
preventive aspects oChuman disease is expressed in the forthcoming Fogarty Intern-
tional Center

Improveme
, measure. on t
the preventive
with this thesi

es on Preventive Medicine.
the health status of. the American people will depend. in great

4esign and applidation of programs \villa' pile Major emphasis on
spects 9f human disease. Although health authorities generally agree

. there ids need for more precise definition of effective methods and
programs of prevention. financial resources required to implement these programs,
and pribrities to be assigned to research in preventive methbdology. The need to
assemble expertise in'this field to elucidate mechanisms whereby the full impat of
preventive medicine may be brought to bear on the solution of Arpeisftc,a's major
health problems has been expressed repeatedly in public statement by leaders
throughout the health field,

.40 In response to this need, the 'Fogarty International Center initiated a series of
comprehef.sive statiTs of preventive medicine in order to review and .evaluate the
state of the art of prevention and control of human diseases, to identify deficiencies in
knowledge requiring further research, including analysis of financial resources, pre-
ventive techniques. and manpower. and to recognize problems in application of
preventive Methods and suggest corrective action.

In anaffort to contribute to the educational aspects of preventive medicine, the
Fogarty International Centro-has undertaken a cooperative program with the Assoc"

ation of Teachers of Preventive Medicine to create resource material to assist in-i
teaching, research, and service responsibilities among departmentS of

preventive medicine, to. enhante collaborative activities between depart-dents of
preventive medicine and other academic, units of health science schools. and to
propose national programs of teaching, research. and service in preventive medicine.

' Topics to be given major entphasis include the role of behavioral sciences in-preven-
five medicin academic relationships between departments of preventive medicine
and schools of public health, international and extramural teaching and research
Opportunities in preventive Medicine, teaching resources of departments; health
education, primary care and family Medicine. the role of ancillary health personnel in

`the health care delivery systems, and'constimer participation in heakh care delivery,
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/ . A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR

,vb

{
This whine contains conference reports on three related themes of considerable-

concern to milcal'school departments of preventive medicine:: --
A considertion of Academic Relationships of Departments of fire-Veritive

Medicine and 'Schools of i)ublic HiAilth took place at a conferedre held at the
Fogarty International tenter. National' Institutes of Health. under the chairman-'
ship itif Dr Warlen Winkelstein on March 8-10, 1973 This in fact was scheduled
as the first in a senes 13f conferences destined for cosPOnSorship in theMIA-.
sevnties by the Association of Teachers of Preventive Medicine and the Fogarty
Int4rnational Center Selection of this theme for the first conference r, itself tacit"
acknowledgment of the importance in which teachers of preventive medicine hold
their relationship to schools of pulic health. An. association between the two goes
back _Many years: in fact. the first large national conference of professors of
preventi4 medicine ever convened in this country was held at Ann Arbor.
Michigan. in 1946 whentlie University. of Michigart Schbol of Public Health
served as host. At substquent national`conferences on preventive medicine, the
1963 Saratoga Springs Conference in particular. spokesmen from schools of public
health made important contributions to what is Seen on both sides as work in a
common cause. However.- the 1973 Fogarty Conference was the first assembly
pritnanly ganvened to focus alone on relationships between the two kinds of
institttoris As a consequence, the Association of Schools of Public Health agreed

4 to serve as cosponsor of this conference as well.
The second theme. the, Teachiog Resources of Departments of Preventive

Metcine, Was the object of conference discussion on August 15-17. 1973 at the
Fogarty International Center with -Clr. Peter 6. Peacock serving as chairman. A
fair part of this conference-was given over to consideration of'extension of. the
original terms of reference that had been chosen by the program committee. 'and
this led to the step of commissioning additional papers after the conference. In.
effect, 4bput half of the papers here presented were invited after the conference.

The third theme. Residency Training in Preventive, Medicine, was the subject of
NN a conference at the Asilomar Conference Grounds, California. on February 12-13.

1972 This meeting was held solely under the sponsorship of the AsSociation of
Sc -tools of Public Health. The views and findings coptamed in this Jeport desco,be
the first 10 years experience with general preventive medicine residencies in the
United s. and, in -the view of conference chairman Dr. Joseph Stokes Ill and

Aeynote .s ker Dr. Kurt W $uschle, the picture then visible Was.still valid
well into 197._

It can-be argued that these three co rence themes are part and parcel of a
single lalger -theme and this, too. justifies heir _lux. osition in the one report. It
seems, no stiIin-ef-e44 orial-license to adva e this view even though convenience
of publication as. a single volume has been of equal consideration. In brief. the
teaching resources of -preitentive medicine draw strength from the ideas and
activities of schools of public health as well as from the world of the medical

xvil
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Refatioriships and Teaching Resources

school. The continued evolution of residency (raining in general preventive
medicine in medical schools and schools of public health is clearly essential,for the
developments of new generations of teachers and investigators. The schools of
public health depend in considerable part for medical recruitment on the in
the subject first established by exposure to preventive medicine in a medical
school., Finally. there is a movement of faculty as well as students in both
directions between deparrents 'of preventive medicine and schools of public
health.

I

r
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DUNCAN' W. CLARK, M.D.
Downstate Medical Center
State University of New York
Brooklyn, New York
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PART I

ACADEMIC liaLATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MEDICAL SCHOOL
DEPARTMENTS OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE AND SCHOOLS OF
PUBLIC HEALTH

Chairman: Dr. Warren Winkelstiin
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INTROIM)CTION

In planning a senes of workshops to. be sponsored inntly by the Association
of Teacheri of Preventive Medicine and the 'Fogarty International Centel,' in
the general fiVd of preventive medicine, it became evident that many of the
concerns and responsibilities of medical school departments of preventive
medicine,were shared by schools of pablic health.

Each has special commitments anir opportunities and yet there is tnticli in
coirtmon: the teaching of common themes, service to the same public, and
research on many of the same community gealth prbblems. A workshop on
relationships between ,these two types of educational institutions, it was
decined, should take place under the aegis of the Fogarty International Center.
As a center devoted to the international aspect4 of health, preventive medicine
is or great concern, and the Fogarty Center is committed to its advance and

4
application.

This review took -place At A time when the :future f federal funding and
support of teachineand research programs in' public health- were less than
clear. About 35_ participants gathered at ;he' Fogarty Internation0 Center,
National Institutes of Health, op March 8-10. 1973, and this report contains

A. highlights from that meeting
ROBERT L. BERG_ M. D.
Association of Teachers of
Preventive Medicine

HERSCHEL E. GRAkiN, M.D.
Association of Schools
of Public Health

AV
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EVOLUTION OF PUBLIC HEALTH' AND
PREVENTIVE MEDICIN}
UNITED STATES

Milton Terns

ln, e Public Health Reports and Papers (1)
presented at the .first Annual Meeting of the Amen-
can Pubhei Health Association in 1873. the Seere-
ta of the Associfition began his introductor note

.
as ollows .

i)n the 18th of April, 1872, cm informal confer - /
ence of a nu her ()I gentlemen silo for seteral
years_had bee It some degree co-i.orherin the

' stM,l' of Pre entive Mcdu me and in duties of
public sanitart ver,vice, was 'held in the (IA' <et
New York, n nth :the design to sec ire t oncerted
effort,..ivid estalllish some ,adequate plans in the
cultivrition of hygienic hno,kt time. ilid procuring1,,

mofe effective applictitions o: primyinitar pr if,- les

and laws /The «manatee tvluch'vt as appointed at
that conference submitted a plain of organs ation
at a subsequent riveting, heed on the 12th and"
13tsh of September, 1872 .'". ''

- . . .

i ire to make arty-distinction between
public health and preventive -medicine at the birth of
the American. Public' Health AssOciation is worth

°noting. as is the emphasis on both the cultivatign.of
hygienic knowledge and its practical application-. Of
interest also is the fact that all, tlYficsrs and members
of the Executive Conimatee electid 2n Stvember
13, 1872. and again on rslouemberNi, 073. were
physicians. , ,

. The first President of the assocytion.' Stephen
Smith. M.D., opened the. annual meeting in 1873

with an addrAs Oh the Lomita ions and Modifying
Conditions of Huthan *Longevioft. the, Basis of
SanuarP World.'Whic`h began With `ttie statement:

We inaugurate to-day the American Public Health
Association, the objects of which are '..The advance-
ment of sanitary science; and they promotion of
organizations and measures for the pratticalapplica"--
Lion of public hygiene.' '',. He declare% his ju-dgment a

st,

11

)

the,great potentialities.of public health and prevenf
tive medicinea judgment that was tobe_giver-
whelmingly confirmed'in his own lifetimeby stat-
ing that "the science which we cultivate. and which
this Association is irganized to promote. discarding`
theltraditions of the pastand the teachings of false
philosophies. interprets the laws that have 'been set
for the guidance and control of man's earthly
existence by the exact demonstrations 4,)f. a true
physiology. This science:of life reveals to its the
stupendous fact, that man is born to health and
longevity, that ,disease is abnormal, that death,
except from old age.. is accidental, and that both are
preventable by human agenCies."

Smith asked the question: "thivv ttlays,santtary
knowledge be madeavailable arid 'beAP'Plied- with
the gre.atesr-effect ?" and discussed the more ionfior-
tant methi.ids which included: (I) the _education-of
the'People (2) the thorough ,education 'of tae
medical -profession in sanitary science. and the
reduction. of -that s9ence to daily,,Practicet' (5) the

ofessions Ofivrchilectures- enignienng. and allied
departments of tginess Must be educated in sani-
tary science; (4) the state must 'perfoirn an impor-
tant part in the application of sanitary -knowledge;
and (5) finally. the general, government-'should,
within its appropriate sphere, cooperate .with state

s.,

governments
It is'interesting -to note that, Smith began his

, discussion. of item I; the education ittf thepeople,
with the, statement general cts of
pl4siology and pathology, the basis, Of all preventive
medicine. should be taught- in aleiour:sdools."
Even more interesting ant' ;disturbingly modern-=---
was his discussion of item 2. which is here repro-N-
duced in full:

46,
4

The medu al profession is the proper eonserid;
for of the health of the people Its members are
devoted asj.a work to this study of:ihe
nature, causes, and rerriedies'ildiseiises. What-

, ever advance has been made in our knowledge 4
disaees, either in Us prventurn or c ure,nas beer'
made by this prAffission.lAnd although medical-
*Intrrifive -always been sanitary reformers', yet the
customs of society have sadly,,misplaced their
duties. In practice, the_pitysician,is called to ctite1
disease, and to this feature of his every-day duties
lm devoes all" his thoughts. He. waits until 'The
raise has begun to-49peratefiefore he ,begins to
apply his knowledge. His effOrts are mow di-

4.
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rettell, lint: to:vd;:e lif.e, "(aid vet ond, to preterit
durnctgle,to-iiie system Great, as has been the

. adt'anee in our knoWle ,e d. therapeiqu.s, iris
but lair to sus thus in yth effort,' Re is ep habit
to 4:11 One fact in nearly et eh. (,a,si' 0) siknetv
known is abe al v apparent to the plittudeui. and ,

that is, that at one period the div)iose ituciht love
heel! preventedi Yo7t1 he -rat os,nuz'es /wit mfinifel
is important his udrqe Vt as at that time Theh
disease ,could have heen prevented ,Nrow it
( armor perhaps even he -( ontcolled The ( wu lu-i
sum seems'inetuahle, 111'H hateter kght tte nice
view the sublet. 1, that the pin su 1(141;0411es _are
stab imilphu ed lie:-' ,iandt.4- ha, e sigh'iNa4Ons
to the faindies tj'ht(ifhe attends' thin his /awe is

tor:stand\ ,soul,,ht of methods of pret en Milt ',` cis

stetl as m .rPte (hod., of ( me If dus here the ease,
and the medical profession it us to ,nut h devoted
to the [warm 9,of the art of proclaim; as It 0 III
-1.11r1lIt; disease there l'an he no doubt that mam
diseases vs hu h rum der unate ( IMMilinitieS tl 01161

d I SUPPear (1/N1i:ether, , and the IarVer number
st o aid has e ti-e 'newt all IN .s ( t Op pOiyt e them
Wreath' ye (hi( ed 1 /MS Jim- normal lon..,,etaN could
availc he lar,,e1\ ( ktend«1_, In order to (attain) rid\
import( int re form the medu al se hot )15 IIII.ISt ate or-

injraf, Salmon Si u9u e in ilk it c ours(' 0/ studs,
WW1 ( °titer dei,,rt t'N, for erotic tem v m thew stud-
-les, It itil< th, ( ush"h ot, 5, r(tv. must he so
(hant;ed that the pit sic kV/ t 5 t fitph,N ed to prat cm
r=ather 1 helll t' ( ure thseuse

CHANGES IN coNTENT

The concerns of public_ health and preventive
maijjcine in i871 arc indic.ated by a partial listing of

.the -`kul-ije,ts discussed at this first annuli raFetinwof
the American Public. Health ASNociation. Thtty
included, public instruLtionfti sania*vnce. pnn-
cip of hospital hygiene. 1be ielations c)f architec-
ture and hygieSez, heat co.iflan ekfrnegt in sanitary
climatology. the relation of city and coihntry life to
health. and longevity epidemics.;., ,cholera
yellow fever: vac:L..441ton against sit ailliox: pnnci-
Ples indipractices of quarantine, sanitary care of
refuse. d*infection,.water supply of citieq. state and
local sanitary organization: the necessity ft. a

-k, naticstal sanitary bureau: and-the need for d uniform
syfem of registration ot causes ot death throughout
the United. States . Prophetically. the volume -con-.

I
tains- Austin ,Flint's description of a water-borne
outbreak of typhoid fever in North Boston. New
York. as' well as a paper by the President Yyt
Coliinibja College. F. A P Bernard. LL. D., on
The Germ Theory4of Disease .a.nd.its Relations to

-Otsen>e,!.Which 'Concludes that '`neither the germ-
theory of (:Oritagtoits disease, hOr.the chemical
theory. 14xcluSively

fK 1897. at the 25th Annual Meeting. the associa-
tion boasted 568, members. of whom 452 or 80
percent were physicians (2) In his presidential
address. _De. Henry B. Horlbeck of Charleston.
'South Carolina, noted that "BactEriology is not a
:part and: parcel =of our science. It'is one of ,thjef7
foundation stones of all progress in the opening of
our knowledge of sanitaryrseience Refemng ..to
thewbrk of Jenner on smallpox.. Pasteur on rabies,
and Behnng on diphthena and tetanus. he declared*,:'
(hat "projective inoculation has been established
and recognized for gur, daily use and benefit;
confemng a vast boon that is simply- incalculable.
already bearing the most abundant 'fruit. and des-
tined: it is hoped. to increase and multiply its
usefulness and donations to mankind. It is a
discovery opening up a land of promise of almost
unlimited teraitdry, in which the, enlightened practi-
tioner.can combat and conquer the most fatal-
disease$ that'-iissail the human race.,As-the...,pnrci-
ples of natural and- acqui?ed immunity have-been_
studied. and the observations of Pasteur, Koch
Sternberg. and others, appreciated and ;rioted and
understood. there has been a mighty impetus given
in this direction.-

Tht papers presented at this,' annual meeting .

cos.;*reg, a wide range of probleins of infectious
disease Control. -including: disinfection and fumiga-
on: water punfication: refuse disposal: isolation:
e diagnosis of. typhoid fever by Waal's bldod

reaction: studies -in the etiology and prevc-ntiOn'tf
whoa fever; diphttiena. tuiserculosis. an41 yellow
Over: and the need for uniform-arid cooperative
health lalais

The scsquidientennial meeting of the assoceitiom
held in 1921, regist ed apPrvitnattlly a tenfold
increase,* member there being about ,iromget-.
members th In addit to...the papers 'on infectious
diseases. there tere rI a deatifig with industrial
hygiene, other;

Concerned with maternal' and child .

others' with health ediksatton, and a fairly
large nu
healthincluding such subjects as maternal mortal-

)
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ity. the midwifery probleln." prevention- of rickets.
undernourished school children; the. hygiene of
cardiac childreh. and, school health supervision (4)
,-r: The 75th AnnuOieeting in. 1947 marked some
expansion in the scope of public health coil,:rn
Fluoridation and other aspects of-dental health.
nutrilion. aalth education. and indUstnal hygica.

1,It
problems. were discussed C u nousi y .. there were- n ;
reports at all on chronic disease epidetniolt y-. while
medical care was represented by a single paper by
Surgeon-General Thomas Parran on \i'cli Problems

`in the Field ol Vedic al Care, and ,a single" session
.,...on hospital relations 51 ,

Compahe this tolie- be wildenng array of subjects
presented at the centennial meeting of the Arnensian
Public Health Association in 1973 (6) The epid
miologiCal sessions were concerned. in the inf
tiouvilisease area. witjtiubella. diphthena. measles.ii
hepaTtis. venereal' dis ase. tuberculosis. diarrhea! N;

disease..acute lower respiratory disease irkxhildren.
nosocomial infections. food-ixline drkeases and ser-

°p,eat epiderhtylogy, Other subjects included, can-
r of khe c,ersix."(keupational lung cancer.

fi,he 'Mouth and Pharyn)ii.fehil
coronarycoronary heart dl ace. Metes mt.

sir sir e; b f : akthma: psoriasis. n ki`,-.

4rom #'a on and air pollution. obesill i
se: pregnancy outcomes. arematutity.and fetal.

i t. and materrial. *alit!. resulms' of nutntiop
surveys, and ''s--reerung for childhood lead polsomng

T4 The epidenuology of violence receivecT considerablo
tiltentron. including homicidelsinde. childhood
injuries. buril injun6s. and 'Motorcycle and.automo-
bileAcidents The effects of specific control
grams'ilOn healtkstatus were repor g. twludingre

.

impact of-liberalized ibbortion 10E; on ,pregnancy- ,

associated deaths. the evaluatr of health gr.tterms of outcomes, and the sults, of metr

facilines,_ and a national health policy for the
environment Specific disease control programs in-.
eluded venereal disease. tuberculosis: nibies: bru-
cellosis. dental disease, lead poisoning: drug abuse:
sickle cell disfiase: blindoess. reading disability

linAtury. alcohol-related auto accidents. coIonary
-zbeart disea'se: children', emotional cisorders. malnu-
trition. and coal workers' pneumoconiosis, Public
hcalVadministration issues concerned: local health
de partment services as well as internatonal health
programs. regionalization of laboratory services,
health program evaluation. health education for
migrant. populations: training and testing of person-
nel. screening programs for 'chronic disease detec-
tion. Lon-ipiehensive health planning; and a national
ply for health education hi the field of maternal

d 'child health there was discussion of ihild
development services.. contraception and pregnancy .

adolescents. school' health. nutntional high risk,
prenatal patients. hearing scr;ening programs. learn--
to disabilities. abortion Ad ,sterilizatios..farrkty
planning services. and the relation of population
policy to health policy

perval health services included a wide
range from menial health services and dental care to
ambulatory care and emergency services. with
cussion of health maintenance organizatibns. the
role anii, training of health workers in different
countries. expenence with physicians''assistants and

'411041ily nurse pra4tioners. evaluation and vontrol of
quality of care. ulTlization of service. prepaid Aroup.-1..
practice. health services for older people. neAbor-
hood, and rural health centers, social .services.'
nursing homes. pharmaceutical' services, care in
correctional institutions, health problems and care in
the black community. the right to' treatment. na-''
tional health programs in other countries. the strug-
gle over national health insurance. and a national
health policy for personal health services

The development of sections of the Amencan
Public health Association proides another measure
of the growth, in the scope of public health. on the
one hand: and of specialization within public health.
on,ihe ofher Elie Laboiatory Section vas the first
to be established. at the turn of the century: now
there are 19 sei.nons, covering a wide vanety- of
disciplines and content areas-jable 1) Perhaps the

e

most crucial decision regarding iinewsectiOn was
made in 1948, when the Medical Care SeCitrtriwa?5.
established despite the determined oppositionof the

cer
erma.

in

ne"
mnainteltt nee prrigftfor drug addicts. The u of
Inultiphasie screening to eValuale health tau *as
also presentitd.

w.* Even nitre striking. 'perhaps, --vitthe _scope of
subjects-includtd- in the presentation and discussio.n
of health services Environmental control issues

.ctimpnsed: radiation protection, housing. food -pro-
tection: water resijurces and quality: waste treat-
ment teehnology:11Z:upational health and safety.-t

-41.0rnming pool codes. air pollution, environmental
makx)wer: planning and standards: nonionizing ra-
diation, The environment c long-terrry health care
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TABLE I. Y ear oT Organization of Current Sections of the
American Public Health Association

Year' Section Year Section Year SeLtion -

75

76
77

78

79

80

81

1907 .1940

41

42 School
Health

43 Dental
. Health .

Health Ad- .

08 ministration
Statistics

09 .

10

1 Environment 44 0.°
' 12

13

45 /
46

82 _ 14 Occupational 447

85 Health 48 Medieal
84 15

_
care

85 16 49-

86 17 Food and Nutri- si5

87 twit Si

88 18 s't

89 19 s3

90 20 s4

91.N.'4'"rt .21 Maternal and sS Me .0
92 Child Health , Health
93 17,, 22 Public Health 56

,...._ .ie,I4 Education ' S7
9

0
95 ' 23 Public. Health : 58

'slursmg 596 9'

61

62

1900 27 63

64

97 24

. ..25
99, 'Laboratory 26.

01

.02

0.3 -

28

29

30

31

'

33

34

36

37

38

39

E pide m iology
65

66

6?

68

69,

Radiological
Health

C'omTunity
Health,
Planning.

Soeial Work
Veterinary

70 .Public
Health

71 Nev. Proles-

', sional

72

Health Officer Section and of others who wished
to health within the confines of preven-
tive med icine The ideological and organizational
,background of thiS conflict has

may
well docu-

mented by .ViscItear (7), but it may be helpful to
chart some of the cc.nceptual _changes regarding the
scope and functions of public health which emerged

, in this period.

CONCEPTUAL CHANGES

In 1944, the American Public Health Association
adopted an official statement on Medical Care in a

National Health Program (8) which stated -that -A
national program for medical, care should "make
available to the entire population all essential pre -
ventive, diagnostic, and curative services:' and,
"Should be adequately and securely financed
through social insurance supplemented by general
taxation, or by general taxation alone." It also
recommended that d'A single responsible agency is
a fundamental requisite to effective administration -at
all levelsfederal, state and local. The public _health
agericiesfederal, state and localshould carry
major responsibilities in administering the health
services IA the future."

In 1948, in a joint statement of the American
Public Health Association and the American Howl:
tal Associatioji -On Coordination of Hospitals pnd
Hyalth .epartments (9), the point was made that
"Preventive and curative medicine have reached the
state where they are no-longer separable. and it is

necessary at the present time to bring them together,
physically and functionally."

These statements were clearly at variance with
the policy adopted by the association in 1940 which
outlined the "desirable 'minimum functions" of local
health departments in a restricted fashion. The
'thasic six", functions included vital `statistics, sanita-
tion, communicable diseise control, laboratory serv-
ices, maternal arid child heplth, and health education
(10). Ten years later, in 1 950, the functions of the
local health department"f& basic service unit in

'the administration of publichealth"were drasti-
cally redefined. In an official statement on The
Local Health bepartmentServices and Responsi-
bilities (IT). the American Public' Health Associa-
tion noted that "The concept of the services of the
local health department has undergone' considerable
change. As a result of advanci?ig medical knowledge
and pubic'healtb. practice, there has been a sharp
decrease in morbitlity and mortality &Om infectious
diseases, particularly in Infancy. chili:1h°. J. and the
early adult" years of life. Because of the marked
changes -in the age distribution of the population and
in the spectrum of our health problems, the theory
and practice of PUblic'.,health has expanded to
include not only prevent* of the onset of illness
but also prevention-of the' progress Of disease, of
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associated complications, and of 'disability and
',death." The: statement also noted that, "Definitions
of local health services and responsibilities based on
limited categories of activity- have become quickly
outdated as a result of this, rapid development of
health a,dministration.. It is essential, therefore, to
define the optimal responsibilities of the local health
department, to list the general types of service
provided, and to indicate the specific methods
utilized in the, solution of local public health prob-
lems:" These were then categorized as: (1) Record-
ing and Analysis of Health Data, (2) Health
Education and Information, (3)' Supervision and
Regulation, 44) Provision of Direct Environmental
Health Services, (5) Administration of Personal
Health Services, (6) Oreflan of Health Facilitres,
and ql-Coorchnation of Activities and Resource.

It was this marked change in the conceptualiza-
tion of public health tnat made it 'poSsiblc to
establish the Medical Care Section in the ,..kmencan
Public, Health Association. From a ,concern limited
to 'infectious diseases, public health Workers had
moved toward viewing all causes of ill health as
their

'preventive
From a( -limited preoccupation

with preventive medicine, and preventive health
services, they became interested in the organization

Of all-types of health services. In 1955. 7 years after
the bitter struggle over the Medical Care Section.
the organizers of the campaign for creation of a

.Mental Health Section were surprised, pleased, and
a little disappointed that there was not the slightest
opposition to their request. The battle had been won
in 1.48; the restrictions on the scope of public
health had been decisively and irrevocably broken.

CHANGES IN PUBLIC HEALTH PERSONNEL

.11

With the establishment of new sections and the
influx of new types and categories of health work-
ers, lihe membership of the American Public Health

tion grew from about 5,000 in 1921 (3)' to
almoar1,3,000 members in 1952 (/2). It remained at
about 13,000 until ,1961, when a penod of unusually
rapid growth occurred Within a short period of 7
years, the membership increased to 221000. Pace

,setter in this growth was the Medical Care Section,.
which increased from less than 1,300 members in.
1961 to over 3,100 members in 1968. WhereaS in
1961 the Health Officers had been the largest

t)

°

,t
section in the association,

,

by 1966 the Medical Care
Section had taken first place in riumbeof members.

Concomitant with the growth of the association,
there occurred a considei-able decline in the otpon-
deanee of physicians, who had accounted flor, 80
percent vf the 568, members in 1897. In 1968,
physicians were still the largest professional group
in, the association, but they now comprised only 29
percent of the menibershiti Holders of -Ph. D. and
Doctor of Science degrees accounted for 9 percent,
Registered Nurses 6 percent, dentists 3,pbrcent, and
Doctors of Veterinary Medicine 2 verceat. Sixteen
percent of the 'members had master's degrees,
mainly in arts or sciences, but. some were in more
specialized fields such as nursing, edhcation, social
work, hospital administration, and sanitary engineer-
ing. A variety of other nonpublic health degrees
were represented, each in small'numbers; while 2b__
percent of the members had no such degrees. It is
worth noting, furthermore, that 26 percent of the
members held a public,-heafth degree, and in 83
percent of these it was the Master of Public Health.

The great increase of nonphysicians among public
health personnel reflected a general phenomenon in
'the health field. In 1900, physicians accounted for
63 percent of all professionally trained health work-
ers; by 1960, they were only 21 percent of the total
(13). But the growth in numbers of public health
workers and the 'scope of their functions also
reflected profound changes in populat- attitudes and
understanding. It became recognized increasingly
that the health of the public, was a matter of public
health, that organized community action was neces
sary not only to prevent disease and violence but to
mitigate their effects in causing ill health, disability.
and death, and that the issues were too important to
be left to chance or to the practicing physicians.

REACTION OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION
0

The practicing physicians, it should be noted,
were for the most part hostile or indifferent to the
growth and .apansion of publIF health., It. is true
that at its first session in 1847, the American
Medical Associatiori (AMA) chartered a policy in
favor of adequate vital statistics legislation in the
United states, and that prior to World War I it also
campaigned for a national health department and for
federal legislotion on food and drugs (14'. ,These
were restricted concerns, however, rind were

fij
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superseded, by a moreN general concern that the
growth of governmental fic lion in the field of Publit
health might be competitive with the physician and:
make inroads on his income ,This has been clearly
evident-al the local level, where physicians Ad' this
day have resisted health department immunization
programs because they might lose fees as a result.
and Ogre medical societies have succeeded' in
many, communities in forcing the health department
tontine its services to the needy in order that
there be no infnngement on the market for physi-
cians' services. i

At the national level. the American .Medical
Association campaigned actively against the She;:
pard-TOvner Act of 1911, whith. provided federal
subsidies to the slates for maternal and infant
welfare programs. In 1930. the House..of Delegates
of the AMA condemned the act as 'unsound in
policy, ,wasteful and extravagant, unproductive of
results and tending to promote communism. ."
(14). This attitude on the part of physicians and
their organizations has persisted ever since. and has
become- more .pronounced as the scope of pubfir'
health has continued to widen

A fe%A., examples may help to give concrete
foundations to this general statement. In 1897,
acting on a recommendation by Dr. Hermann M
,Biggs, the New York City Board of Health-made
tubercu is a' notifiable disease. The medical
professi n condemned the action: not only the New
'York County and Kings County medical societies

(.1but even the New York Academy of Medicine
officially opposed it. The Me u al Record reacted

with an editorial which stated that The real
obnoxiousness of this amendment to the sanitary
code is its offensively dictatorial and defiantly
compulsory character. . . . The profession as a
whole has watched with jealous eye the encroach-
ments 'of the Board updn many of the previously
well-recognized privileges of the medical attend-
ant . . ." In a later editorial. the objections v:ere
made More' explicit. stating that ,,"there is no
objection to the reports of pulmonary cases. fdr,
statistical purposes." It goes on to say that -It is,
however, the extra Missionary work assumed by the
board which is the ominous and threatening quantity
in. the equatiorthe_desire to assume official con-
trol of the cases after they have been reported, thus'
not only, by means of, alarming-hactenological
edicts, directly giterfenng',with the physician in the

... _

AI

diagnosis and treatment of the patient, but in the
end, by the creatiop of .a public, suspicion of his
ignorance, possibly. depriving him of one of the
'means of a legitimay livelihood.' The editorial
furtner states that 'The 'oely pasis!_hfrir-proper.
understanding in this matter is the guarantee of the
board that in case the returns of pulmonary asps
are faithfully made, for statistical purposes only,
there shall be on, its part' no direct or. fridirect
interference betcveen patient and physician, eithein
the way of official inspecitions, bacteriological diag-
nosis, forced isolation, suggestions for treatment, or

'presumptuous' instructions to the patient regarding
precautiorf If we mistake not, the profes-

sion is very much :in `earnest in thus-dividing
responsibility with the board and will yet be able to
vindicate' its rights and 'demonstrate its power."
(/5). Its power, however, prov.d to be insufficient.

Again in 1912, when the New York it Iy11ealth

Dr..partment. under Biggs' leadership made venereal
'flieases reportable, the opposition was so strong
that he ,statec:'"The ten year long opposition to the
reporting of.tuberculosis will doubtless appear as a
mild breeze compared with the storm of prent'st
against the sanitary surwaalance of venereal dis-
eases." (15). The pr.:test, again failed to stop the
program.

In 1920, !-, dwever, while Biggs was New York
State Comrr issioner of Health, the medical societies
did succeed- in defeating a proposal 'which could
have greatly expanded the scope of public health.
This was Biggs' Health Center Bill, which provided
for state aid to local communities to 'create health
centers which could include hospitals, outpatient
clinics, including especially thoSe now regarded as
public, health clinics," laboratories, public health
nursing,- school health services, periodic medical
examination for individuals desiring it, and Head-
quarters for all public 'health, medical, nursing and
other public welfare agencies wishing to utilize the
center. The bill was defeated, both in 190 and
194! primarily because of the hostility o
medical piofession (15, /6).

At a syniposium on the health center legisl tion
sponsored by the New York C2unty °Medical
Society, the objections -of- the medical profession
were summarized by the Secretary of the State
Medical Society. Of the five speakers, only Biggs
spoke in the affi v He preSented the argu-
ments for the bill, a the went on to say:
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But rdo want to' emphasize One or two things
strongly. That is, that the medical profession has
been sip unfortunates., I think, in the keneraNII
attitude. which it has taken: Perhaps you do not
remember it, but I re)nember seven years ago
speaking at a meeting in this hall, when you were
discussing the supervision of venereal diseases, in
which three 6f .four papers were. read attacking
th,e action of the City Board bfHealth
reference ,,to the supervision ofr the Venereal
diseases. I remember at 'that scan time commit-
tees were appointed by the Medical Boards of the
City Hospital.. the Metropolitan Hospital and the

-Kings County Hospital, and these three commit-
tees forming a joint committee went to the Mtlyer
and asked him ,bo atervene and to compel the
Health Board to rescind its action looking toward
the supervision of venereal diseases:,; And all that
the Health Board required then, or asked then,
was that cases of venereal 4.1.4ease under treat-
ment in general hospitals and in tftspensaries
should be reported to the Health Department, it
providing laboratory facilities for the diagnosis of
venereal diseases.

Nothing could have been sharper than the
,criticism at that time on the action of the Board
of ficalti!, or more general than the demand of

medical profession for the rescinding of that
action: That was exactly what happened with
regard to tuberc ulosis years aga, and I *spent a
good part of.the winters of 1898 and 1899, and
part of 1900 in Albany, trying to present the
ehlctment of legislatio* which was initiated by
the New York County Meducil -Society for tivth

..drawing the 0)...er from the York City
Board of Health to deal Kith tuberculosis at
all. . .

Now the general attitude of the medical profes-
sion is part of the kind of wbrk that they do, the
fact that a physician is generolly,so absbrbed in

e-what hr q doing, his own work and the -stork with
his sowntpatients, thin 4 does no; look out and
get a,broad vies% of e'situ on as it exists in the
state, and Ifisattitu dtural attitude, is (one
of obstrucaorl. Now, I do not venture to -main-
tain, nor would 1 for one motiet argue, that the
healni center legislion Which was introdu(ed
fast year is model legislation. It was the best that

. ke were able lb devisitat that time. The need for
it exists. Now; no action tvhuh this Society, the
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Academy of Medicine, or the.profession of medi-
cine M -this, state may takeno action' of a
negative kind is going to change that situation(
and if we do not change it somebody Ilse
take action to meet this condition. . . .

`V w if your Comitia Minora, or some'speciat
c omrr4iittee, will study the situation Nil offer
const c ve legislation or constructive criticism,
that is what we want. But you inay be quite sure
th the attitude of simple opposition will not
much longer be effective." 416).

THE ORGANIZATIONAL FRAMEWORK

( ir one examines the scope of programs and
prOblemsAanussed at the 1873; 1897, 1921, and
1947 me: Wings of the American Public Health
Association, ite:is evident that the broddening scope
or public: health took place within the established
fralaework of federal, state, and local health depart-
menti.and their allied voluntary agencies. In 1921\i
for example, the new areas of discussion were
maternal and child health, health education, and
industrial hygiene. These reflected developments -
within the official health agencies. The first Division
of Child Hygiene had been established in the New
York city Health Department in 1908, the federal

,Children't Bureau was created iii 1912 (the famous
pamphlet, Prenatal Care, first appeared in 1913),

and federal aid to the states for maternal and'infant
welfare began in, 1921. The first bureau for health
education was organized by,-the New York City
Health 'Department in 19L4, and the New York
State Health _Department _followed suit in the same
year. A' Division of Industrial Hygiene and Safety
was established by the U.S. Public Health Service
in 1914, the year that a Section on Industrial
Hygiene was established by the American Public

'Health Msociation (17).
Contrast this ,With'the 1972- annual meeting. where

it was abundantly clear that the.content.of the
Sessions went-far btyond the programs and prob-
lenis of health departments. This is particularly true
of medical ca e and of the envfronment. Not even
the federal he th'services can be said to encompass

.these areas, si e MediCare"and Medicaid are the
responsibility of ther adrpioistrativ? units. 46d
environmental programs are the concern of a special
agenc

)

J

These discripanciet between- traditional, orgamza-
.

.

ifs "
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burgeoning content of public
ptive1y descnbed in a recent
orge Rosen, ,editor of the
ublie Health. He writes that:

It is 91ear that th «manning spec mhzatum of
public health is on, of the anportant factors
underlyin* the maim e and disarray stluch 'narks
it ThecentrdugyltOulenues inherent in speciali-
ation couidbe effectively controlled as_Jong as

the goals of public health were ( learlv em ',aged
within an q«eitted program, and an institutional
form svas available to etupmpas.s, the chversity of
knowledge and professional identity villa!!
emerged stall the evpansion of publulske.*Ii in
the earlier decades of this (wan-4i% Essentially,
this involted thc"4tontrol of bt7 renal pollution in
the'environment,'Ihe presention of communucible
diseases and «miihtionp produced In defective
nutrition, and the *tic Inevemeni of these alms
through an official ileldth agent), a lot c.il or a
state health departmenCynnyAmented in sanous
ss ay:; by vohintary health 11truies

The ac hie veme tit of these `fins 10-a ( on Went-
ble extent. Jhe ,,emeigence oktNsier health prob-
lems. and the «msequent than* in the scope
and Jac IS of public. health chsrufitccl the previ-
OIMIV 'existing situation, and left( 74e s:arunis
groups of public health horkers ssitlunitv:gener-
ally accepted integrated program or an visual-
tional stria ture'trotigh ss_hich it might he mit'tt,vii)
prat toe 'ln this\situation ientrifugal tendetulk
of special groups hire led of a tilnlaph«laon of 1"..,
agencies «m«'rned vs itit health. problems. Frag-
mentation which appeared earlier in chnt«il meth-
(Int as a consequence of spec whzation is nos%

fully apparen{ in public health Recognition of
this probli,m has not hen lacking, but so Jar
efforts to deal tith it have not ailneved much
success. Health serf u e admitastrinion- has
emerged (17 a u.nucbpt, but more than a one

is needed. (/8)

be little hope of achieving an adequate structure'.
Instead, we shall be subjected to a financial, as
oppOsed to a health service, program: to the
administrative separation of medical care from pre-
ventive services; to the exclusion of immunization
and other preventive procedures from health insur-

. ance coverage; to the continued dominance of fee
for service remuneration; to the use of- deductibles
and coinsurance; and to 'the legal prohibition of
changes in the health care delivery system. It will
require maximal public health leadership to prevent
these outcomes. Perhaps he traditional friendly ties
of the United States with Great Britain and with
Canada will be helpful, for if we are willing to leai-n
from the experience of the National Health Service
in Great Britain and Nationals Health Insurance in
Canada, we may yet be able to avoid following the
path taken by most Western Europearf health
insurance programs .

The present imbalance betweenthe content of
public health and its organizational struNtire will
eventually be rectified. In the interim, however.
there are only two institutions that can bring
together all of the diverse fields and programs of
public health into a working unit. For this reason,...
they have a crucial significance in this difficult
'period and_should be treasured and supported
unstintingly I' refer to the American. Public Health

-Association and the schools of public health 41Ir

Rapprochwnent between the present cvntent of
public health and its organizational framelvo'rk is
fully possible only with the establishment of a

. national health serrce For a nation which had not ,-
yet attained national health insurance, however, the
former is ihardly an immediate Possffulity. If the
precedent set by Medicare are followed it the
organization of national health insurance-, there will

THE SCHOOLS OF PUBLIC HEALTH.
- ,

Just as the AmencanPublic Health Association
Was grown in terms.of membership, sections. and
scope of program. so the schools of publis'health
have expanded in number: the size of student body
and of faculty: the variety of types of students. and
the'breadth and depth of their teaching and research
programs.

Unlike health departments, which could not ex-
pand their scope beyond that which legislative
bodies would permit.-the universities have been
relatively free to_act."Today, all of the schools base
their prOgrams on broad concept of public health,
although..they vary considgrably_in their ability to
kealize that concept.

The reorientation 'of public health and preventive
medicine has placed impdhant responsibilities on
the schools. They have the task. on the one hand,
of developing further the scientific basis of public
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health in ew and unfamiliar areas, On the other
hand, they need to educate the large numbers of
different kinds of public health workers who are
now required to organize and administer health
services for the public. To be effective in carrying
Out both functions, the schools need continuing and
increasing federal and state financial support. It is
essential also that they maintain close linkages with
the health departments and other health service
agencies in their region in order that they do not
stray too far from reality. Finally, they must in
every cane be an independent .school witnin the
university, since administrative subservience to a
fneclical school is seriously restrictive and growth-
inhibtting. No school of public health should be
eligible for accreditation unless It is genuinely
independent.

It is curious that not a single one of our great or
even small universities has taken the opposite
position, naMely, that physicians' services are only
part of the total complex of health services, and that
the,medical school should therefore be administra-
tively responsible to the school Of public health., Ip
this situation, the latter would be iri a position to
develop policies which might encourage the medical
school to educate physicians ,w119 are genuinely
concerned for the health of the public.

DEPARTMENTS OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

The dep ts of-preventive medicine 14 the
nation's medical sc Is 'have the most,difficnIt task
of'all. As this revie Hof the evolUtion of public
health and preventive medicine in the United States
has indicated, progress has occurred despite the
indifference and hostility of most members of the
medical prqession. Much of the hostility. of course,
is a by-product of the fee-for-service method of
remuneration; physicians .on salary do% not need to
fear the inrciads of the health department. In the
medical school, at least for the full-lime staff, the
economic factor is less important because only part
of the faculty meraberi' incomes 'comes froth pri-
vate practice. However, hostili"ased on struggles
for departmental and personal power Is not uncom-
mon, while the indifference is both real and perya-
Vve. Biggs was eminently correct when he stated
that The general attitude of the medical profession
is part of the kind of work that they do; them fact
that a physiciah is generally so absorbed in what he

.

0
is doing, bus own work and the work with his own,
patients, that he does not look out and get a broad_ ___,--.
view of the situation as it exists in the state, arids
attitude; the natural attitude, is one of obstruction,r
(/6).

A

It follows that a major task of departments of
preventive medicine is to undertake research and
pr6vide effective teaching in epidemiology and

' health service organization, not only because t4is is
an important part of the scientific, an medical

a6background of medical students, but so so that
/They may "lopk out and get a broad view of the

situation" in which they as physicians_will setvelhe
public. Another important task is to bring /hose--
Students who are strongly motivated toward piiblic
service, into the field of publie---health; each, new '

generation needs -tube encouraged to bring forth its \ic
Stephen Smiths, its Charles Chapins, its Joseph
Goldbergers, its Hermann Biggses, and. its Joseph
Mountins.

,

/ The ability to meet these responsibilities cannot ,

be achieved by reliance on budgetary support
re

froraar,---
the medical schools;4the indifference is too :-
Yet federal grants were not made av or the
teaching of preventive medic*-tiMi the middle of
the last decade. Inn presidential remarks te the
Association 4-Teachers of Preventive Medicine in,,7_

noted the curious parade that while the
Public Health Service was granting federal subsidies
to all medical schools for .training,i0 a number of
special fields, no such provision was made for its
own field oftublic health despite, Itie shortage of
medical candidates for public bialth careers and the
woefully inadequate budgets- of departments of
preventi'Ve medicine. It was my judgment ;then that
"What is neededandneeded nowis an` eftadequat
preventive medicine training grant for every. medical
school in the country," (19). Today that:judgment
remains painfully valid. -

-- ..11
Any realistic appraisal must recolihize that the

departments pi preventive medicine, then with such
aid,' will be in no position to &taster he,resouttes '-'
that are available to the schools of ublic health.
lire growth in,the number of these schools and the
improvement of their geographic coverage make
possible the development of regions in which each ,
school of public health can relate effectively, for
mutual benefit, to the ,surrounding departments of
preventive medicine., Let us hope that such modest/ . . .,
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attempts at rettionalization will not suffer the rate of
their more global predecessors.'

Should they be successful, these programs to ,

strengthen' epartments of preventive ,medicine ill
hel 1 but not decisive This was deafly'

tihd tood by Stephen Smith. who .saick of ph)isi-
2.--:erans in 1873 that "the customs of society h4ve

sadly misplaced their duties, :4' and that not only
must the medical schools.incorporate sanitary ki-
ence in their course of, study but "the custom) of
society must be so changed thaikhe physiciai is
employed to prevent rather than M`cure diseases.-
(/):

. It is -the custom of society th.at needs revision.
Nothing less than the complete restructuring of
social custom in healthincluding both. organiza-
tional and conceptual elementswill make it, possi-

,ble to realize the primacy of prevention which
Stephen Smith advocated. This- is a consummation
devoutly to be wished; to";gain it igi re^,nre years
of work and change. ./

t.
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DISCUSSION

Warren Winkel.stein.:.,,Jr

Terns has-provided, us with a-stimulatingand
provocative review of the public health mosement
in America from the establishment of the Amen-
can Public Health Association LAPH.A1 by physi-
cianiNterested pnmanly in 'preventive medicine
to its ,present multidisciplinary and multidirec-
tional state He has shown' how the organized
component of the mosement interacted with or,-
gamzed medicine and how the social components
of medical Sare were incorporated into public
health Finally. he has suggested that achievement
of the goal of primacy for prevention will depend
upon the basic restructuring of social customs in
health. and he has challenged the schools of
public health to continue to proside leadership to
this area and for departments of prevennse medi-
cine to introduce this philosophy into clinical
medicine I should like to add t' Terns' recital a
few _comments on some parallel developments
which 1 benese support his interpretations and
conclusions

The 1830s and 1840c were turbulent decades in
Europe with many social reforms suggested and
some actually implemented In England in 1848.
Chadwick completed his monumental Report
the Poor Lai Commis sioner v. hich proposed
radical measures designed to improve the life of
the laboring classes. This report relied 'heavily
on rtiortalikty statistics and morbidity testimoniaR
to justify' ns many. recommendattons. Chadwick.
sometimes called the most unpopular 19th century
Englishman. arranged fir the printing of 200.000.
.copies of the report It was. thereforei highly
probable that copies were quickly shipped to New
England for distribution through Boston book-
stores One of the most pniminent booksellers in
old Boston was also the founder of the American
Statistical Association and was himself a maci of
unusual abilities I refer". of course. to Lemuel
Shattuck. whose report for the Massachusetts legis-
lature published in the earl:, 1850s. provides a
prescnp,tion for ,a modern `...alth service which is

_

/..,
0 \
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almost comprehei.sive enough to meet Terris' ad-
monition for a rational health service If one
examines the Shattui k report in the light, of the
previous Chadwick, report. even to the title page,
one will be amazed at the similarity and struck by
the realwtion of the import which English soda'
reform had on the development of American public
health policy.''At any rate, I would 'hypothesize that
dunng the late 19th century. Arrierican medicine
was far more receptive to-,social concerns than it
would be after the advent of bacteriological era
and the so-Called reform of merican medical
education Thus. the ideas .inc porated in the
Shattuck report would.have.found s pathetic ears
among many enlightened physicians. ong whom .
would probably number the founders of APHA.

as bacteriology began to inclitate that
many diseases had a "single cause: the ecologi-
cal approach to disease prevention was deenha-
sized. Furthermore. after the Flekner report. Am
ican medical educaildep'laced increasing emphasis
on the science of medicine and the pragmatic
practices of the physicians. which were called
"art." and which we now are beginning to
recognize as psychosocial understanding. were
deemphasized. This led ;,to a further isolation of
clinical medicine from soah.Lcontact and concern. ,

Incidentally. I think the fail* to include a social
and preventive medKgrie comp3' t in, the, model
medical scholsl wad y a td Ily read
and understand the F4exn- epo?t

Nevertheless. in the late 1920s. t ,Ame
Medical Association. in cooperation w
organizations. commissioned the Commit e on
the Co,st of Medical Care (CCMC). The C C.
unar" the chairmanship of a very promin t

physician. Ray Lyman Wilbur. President of th
AMA. completed in 1932 the 18 volumes which \
proside the prescript6n formuch of what we- now \
view as progressive medal care organization. Of
course. the repOrt of the_CCMC was anathema to
most of organized medicine. lut wAs the
reference point for the unsucc Sful efforts fo
organize a national health, service during the
Roosevelt and Truman administrations of the
1940s and4rly 1950

There seems little doubt that the social legisla-
tion of the Roosevelt adminktration
enlightened leadership of people like Thomas
Varran and Joseph Mountin s rheaded the rem-

'I
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troduction of social concern into medicine. The fact
that organized medicine had to confront the new
ideas so, often forced it to eventually attempt to
understand them'. While .this is a tremendous over-
simplification, I think there is good reason to accept
this hypothesis. ,

However, even if...organized medicine accepts
the concept of 'social res'ponsbility for medical
care. the recognition of primacy for prevention
must follow the realization that the provision of
medical care is largely unrelated,tb the health

,.'

-------

;
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a

status of the population. This truism was apparent
to Hippocrates. to ,Frank, to Chadwick. and to
Shaltuck, but is rejected by most practitioners
and thi public who have been led to believe they
are giving and getting healthc3Fe when, indeed,
they are getting (sometimes) medical care

And-so, we, return to a consideration of our
joint roles and responsibilities in providing the (
education and training for thosewho would
concern_ themselves with thF social aspects of
health and disease.
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2
DEPARTMENTS OF PREVENTIVE
MEDICINE IN THE U.S.A.:,PAST
PRESENT, AND FUTURE

Roi L Berg
fi

The development of departments_ of preventive
medicine has, been haractenzed by great vanability.
mainly of two kinds between departnients and
within departments over time It s a result of forces
to which all medical disciplines ha been exposed.
but the consequence for,preventive dicine has
been largely a different set of respo s e perierked
by other disciplines and oftin ompen atory to
them. It can be seen. as an ex' inple. :n results
of-increased specialization -fter World 'far IL
aided by the rapid growth in federal funds for
research. Most triedieaI disci ines offered leSs com-
prehensive care. and some hdrew to labor;atones
and special s This shift created a cinim
in the are o stitutional provision of com rehen-
sive Itf cage- which then became the responsibil-
ity of se e ilepartm$,nts of preventive medicine
when newly creafedfOr' diverted from ,other func-
tions

EXTERNAL FORCES _

The major forces or:;events 'which have shaped
the roles and activities of'departments of preventive-
medicine include the following:

A. CiVtrol of Infectious Diseases. As Terns (I) has
pointed but in this conference. organized public
health. as seen through the annual conferences of
the American Public Health Association, was pre-
dominantly concerned with infectious disease, from
the latter part of the nineteenth century into the
1930s. Departments of preventive medicine reflected
these.concerns in their teaching and research activi-
ties. There was a need to instruct all physicians in
the principles of proper sewage disposal and water
supply in the- penod before these' activities were
highly institutionalized. A 19. majority of the
population lived without' common 'Sewage disposal

$

and there was much concern for the proper relation-
ships of the well and the privy. As the migration
from the farm to the city grew, and as institutionali-
zation progressed. it was recognized that only a few.
of the products of medical schools would be
concerned with water supplies and sewage disposal.
The growth of schools of public health provided a
setting in which those physicians who would have'
interests and responsibilities in these,Areas could be,
trained. Nevertheless, infectious-dIsease research
continued as i major strength arid predominant
concern in many departments or preventive medi-
cine. Indeed in 1960,' infectious-disease research
accounted for 38 percent of projects in departments
of preventive medicine (2).

The success of im
reduced the impact of in
particularly during the 1920s a
considerable tendency for
viewed as a public health

ization programs further
tious disease. and,

1930s, there was a
munizations to be

ponsibility under the
jurisdictionof health departments. In the 1940s the
development of antibiotics led to' new efforts in
disease control._

hi addition to continuing toner for infectious
disease control, new energies were directed to other
areas of community health activities, as pointed out
by Terns (I). including chronic disease, -maternal
and child health, mental health, and health care
delivery. This was evident in Leavell:s (3)'report in
1941:

There have been thy developmental stages in
teaching preventive medicine o medical students.
First, the bactenologk- and sanitary advances of
the,past 100 Nears were presented. This was quite
often done as a sideline by the professor of
bacte,nology. Then, as, public hifolth advanced,
many deans felt their students should billitfaimed
of the progress underway. Local, state or federal
health officers 'were called upon to teach, usually
on a part-time basis, and at small cost to the
medical schools. These health officers and their
bureau heads generally presented their subject in

moire or less technic ql terms. giving little thought,
to the et that fe4 medical students wo
hew ublic health specialists In recent yea
the tendency has been to recognize that most
students would become practitioners of medicine.
and to teach prevention, positive health, construe
the medicinereubionc medicine, social medicine,
however one choosey to define it. Efforts are

11P
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being made to , one emirate more upon a kind of
regaling ,which students can readily see applies to

4eir future practice. This requires full -time teach-
rs thoroughly Wormed, not only about public

health and preventite medicine, but also of
progress in medicine generally. Emphasis is bei4
placed upon the .coo cal problems which ac .en-
tuate ds well as cause ill health. and on the
commitnity defenses erected or needed to combat
such drffic itlues_" ,

B. The After-Eifects of Military Medicine in World
War 11. ,Whatever-the military-and political conse-
quences'of the war may have been, one result was
the exposure of a large majority of the young men
of this nation to .a program of comprehensive health
care that was prepaid. without deductibles or coin-
surance. and that covered much of the health care
kif their families. For many. especially for the poor,
this was the first exposure to readily available health
care.. conveniently situated. and provided, without
much evidence of bias. It is not clear that the latter
statement is in fact valid, and it is regrettable that
there are got more data on this point Nevertheless,
this experience undoubtedly had much to do with
the now prevalent notion that every citizen has'the
right' to free medical care.
. The physician (and most younger physicians were

in the armed forces) was also exposed to prepaid
health care for which he received a salary For
many it was undoubtedly a revelation that under
such circumstances physicians did a committed and
responsible job. Notable also is the fact that many
newly graduate0 physicians received at least a part
of thei education free, in addition to living ex-

penses. return for a commitment to about 2 years
of servic . Subsequently. this program became the
model for government support of the -costs of
medical education in return for late? service

The medical officer in the armed forces was
usually responsible for a defined population, a group
of men for whom- he had a general and often a
comprehensive responsibility. This may have been
the first situation in which many physicians clearly
identified to therristes aRopulation for which they

.were responsibIv t niy,at sick call, but also for
--, _ ,

the public hea which care was being
provided. For me -ers on ships, with field
units, or for families a fixed base. the physician
had both the opportunity and responsibility to be
concerned, not only about clinical disorders: but

also about the prevention of, situation that exposed'
his population to risk -In some ca es he 4as
assigned to a specific public health responsibility,
and, just as in the aftermath of other wars, many of
these phyeCians took tip public health assignments,
with a number of them going into departments of
preventive medicine.

For many medical officers the war Ns their first
experience in having to allocate scarce resources.
particularly at times of crisis. The basic military
rifincipie of keeping then maximum number of men
on duty was exquisitely evident at the time of a
kamikaze attack. In normal circumstances, a physi-
cian would have a clear responsibility to spend his
time with the most severely injured; but during
attack. it was important td keep as many men at the
antiaircraft guns as possible. As a result. 'physicians
were faced with the necessity of ,giving first atteri-.
tion to those with minor injuries. Due to the lack of '-
optimal resources. there were other circumstances
when they were faced with painful decisions as to
which patients to evacuate and what amount of care
to provide a seriously injured.patient before evacua-
tion. The use of optimization techniques was long
delayed in medical care planning, and has only now
begun to show itself conspicuousfy, but these
wartime experiences were an important breaking of ,

the ground
C.. The htiptIct of Increased Research Funds. The

rapid growth in support for research following
World War II had a *found effect' on all medical
school activities. Prior tit. this time. funds' for the
support of medical school departments had flowed

through the dean. who could plan appropriate
division of activity and responsibility. With the
appearance of external research funds7 individually,
applied tor. the growth of medical/ school depart-
ments became more dependent ,upon the vigor,
academic standing, and entrepreneurship of an in-

vestigator or departmental chairman than upon an
overall school policy oc program. Since most monies
were categorically( oriented, departments with a
more general concern, such as preventivemedicineA
were required to work in categorical areas in ordei
to obtain research funds. Proportionately fewer
research funds flowed into departments of preven-
tive medicine than into other departments. Iti 1963.
only 1.4 percent of U.S. Public Health Service
grants went to departments of preventive medkine

(2).

3 1 -



Dunng the period between 1950,and 1970. 27
percent of the total output of United States' medical
schools was diverted to ths.increase in faculty
positions and residency training programs In this
periodk when 162,603 students were graduated (4),
full-time facuky positions increased from an esti-
mated' 9,000 to 28.099 (5). and the number of resi-
dents in training increased from 14,495 to 39.463 (6)-

This Aiversion greatly reduced the expected were-
'ment m-practitioners. and those that chiise to enter

practice inc4easingly headed for careers in specialty
medicine In this was the origin of a delkiency
which subsequently became an important political
and health care issue At a relatively early stage.
deans and tither medical leaders recAvnized an
important gap appearing in -the preparation of medi-
cal students and young physicii.',ns. they attnbuted
this gap to a lack of sense of responsibility for
comprehensive health care needs Of patients Since
the beginnis of the chnica c,lerk'ship as a revolu:
tionary devaoprrient in m teal education. almost
exclusively an in-hospital xpenence..there had
been the nsk,that the extramural needs of patients
would be overlooked The etolution of S'ocial
casework and the de% elopmnt of social work
rounds in medical education had countered this.
trend to some extent. but with the development of
an increasingly specialized faculty and ,idmiruitra-
tivOstructure in medical schools. the comprehegsive
needs of patients were generally overlooked De-

partments of preventive medicine were expected to
cope with,*s gap

Increase specialization had the corollary effect
of little interest in meeting general medical responsi-
bilities. particularly Within the area of ambulatory
care Specialists largely confined their attention to
patients referred for specific problems and increas-
ing specialization of the out-patient clinic took place
This made it difficult to man the clinics and provide
continuing care to patients with general medical care
problems, although in many institutions service in
the clinic remained the quid pro quo for staff
membership. With increasing specialization there
were insufficient personnel for the general medical
and pediatric clirucand for their supervision. and it
became a common resrxmsibillty for departments of
preventive medicine to till the supervisorylunction.
often assuming overall coordination of responsibility
for both ambulatory care and teaching However. in
many institutions. departme-Ats of medicine and
pediatncs retained these responsibilities
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Initially, rehabilitahom was seen as a portion of
comprehensive care of patients that did not fit
neatly into a specialty category, and it was some-
times assigned to the department of preventive
medicine University health services also offered
opportunities for studying thecomprehensive care
of students. and in many schools this too became a
lesPonsibility (if preventive medicine.

Concern with meeting comprehensive care needs
was onLued to individual patients. It was a far cry
from the movement that developed inthe.196N.for
the organization of comprehensive health care sys-

'terns An occaspnal voice was heard insisting on
more comprehinsive health care coverage in financ-
ing. beginnwg with the Social Secunty Act of 1935.
in which health insurance was almost included
During the 19405. the Ylurray-Wagner-Dingle Bill

made health insurance a national issue. and some
departments of preventive medicine were involved
in teaching about these matters at an early stage
For others. the focus was on the comprehensive
health care needs of individual patients This led to
emphasis on discharge planning for patient. the
needs of patients after leaving the hospital. and the
con/ributions that could be made by community
agehcies There was. little-medical 'school involve-
ment in the expenments in New York and.on.the
West Coast with comprehensive prepaid medical
care. although Nev. York Umverssty for a time
sponsored a Hospital Insurance Plan (HIP) group
practice. which later was forced to seek other'
auspices due to pressure from medical alumni

.*
Dunng the 1940s and 1950s there was a mush-

rooming of voluntary health agenciec which were
,categoncally oneuted to the control of such diseases
as cancer. heart disease. multiple sclerosis, alcohol-
'ism. mental retardation. etc There had been a ,long
tradition of such agencies (witness the American
Tuberculosis Association: see Gunn and Platt) (7)
which long had been active in promoting disease
control through increased public funding as well as
voluntary contributions In many instances volun-
tary vencies provided direct patient service. partic-
ularly case finding. social service, and health educa-
taM By the early 1950s. however, there was a
tendency to move away from direct service and
stress instead the support of research and public
education

The availability of services frtm-these voluntary
agencies has vaned considerably from one commu-
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.4*

nity to another. but in many instances, these
services significantly supplemented the care availa-
ble from other sources. Indeed, the development of
such agencies can be viewed as a response to gaps
in the health care system Departments of preven-
tive medicine, in teaching medical students about
the comprehensive care ofitdividttal patients, often
found it useful to acquaint them with these agencies
and their services, and not infrequently involved
students in special agency, projects--

D. Federal
insurance

The failure to enact na-

tional health nsurance in the 1940s undoubtedly
exaggerated thW effect of the monies poUred Into
research, in that.national health insurance would
have created demand for increased numbers of
primary care physiciani. while categorical research
motes .have tended to increase the number of

_specialists. The passage of Medicare._ Medicaid. and
Regional Medical Program legislation in 1965 and of
the Comprehensive Health Miring Act in 1966

had additive effects. Increased monies for health
care for the aged and the poor strained the medical
care system, and brought to light the fact ghat even
with monies offered for services. many of the poor
had difficulty in obtaining personal physicians or
personalized or dignified care in institutional set-
tings. The rapid rise in health care costs, which was
partly responsible for the legislation. created in turn
a new popular pressure for protection against cata-
strophic costs. ,

The advent of comprehensive health care plan-
ning agencies offered a special opportunity fo
academic programs to become involved in planning
and evaluation, but many of the planning agencies
were by chance or accident remote from geographic
or psychologic identification with medical school

settifigs These agencies often lacked authonty to
act effectively. and in many instances were so
preoccupied with irrrrnediate political problems that
there was little attempt to exploit advanced tools of
management or decision making. Some departments
of preventive medicine did become acyvely involved
with planning agencies. but there was uncertainty on

th sidesnhe planning agency.for its part. was
t to question the ability o4he university to be
sponsive to public need. Universities, on the other

hand. were reluctant to be thrust into policy making
for which they would beat' responsibility.as decision
makers rather than as investigators In spite of these
problems there were great opportunities for depart-

ments of preventive medicine to p ay a significant

role with planning agencies. They provided
much needed' expernse in epidemio ogic. administra-
tive. and health care fields

By contret§,t. the Regional Medical Programs.
which had ken seen as devi sr, for .helping the
diffusion of knowledge from thnedical center to
the community. moved in CategoriCal4lirections. and
only in their later evoldtionwere aimed at improv-
ing health care delivery. In any event, departm. ents . .

of preventive medicine were faced with increasing;
involvement in problems of health care deliiiery,
lack of financing,and needs of deprived segments of
the population, such as the aged and the poor. A
concern for patients in settings outside the acute
general hospital. and a relationship with Outside
agencies. led to the involvement o f t hsdepartment
with chronic disease hospitals, home dilli inner citsi'lk
populations, and Amencan Indians. .

Legislation that supported mtnpower training in
public health provided significant support to depart- It
ments of Preventive medicine. espeAlly in the
development of graduate training programs. The,
stimulating effect of .graduate students on research
and teaching was, coupled with the prepaViali of

....

specialists in 'various preventive medicin disci-
plines Sumnier programs for medical students con- 'i
.iclerably enhanced their exposure to commun4y. #
health-projects and the skills needed for such work.

E. Student Unrest in the Late 196( -The wave of
unrest that appeared on college campus Ilkd its
parallel in medical schools. While there also was
much enipha on the unresolved war in Indochiv.

= much Of the oncern was oriented around unmet
medical care needs. Since this was an area that had .._
been assigned to. or been absorbed by. departments
of preventive medicine. it was not surrinsing that
many student movements interacted with a home
base in depahments of preventive medicine. in turn. r
they stimulated such "departments to efforts and
activities that otherwise might not have been initi-
ated. Many free clinics were student sponsored.
Students were a potent force for awakening medical
faculties to the unmet needs of inner city areas
particularly.' Organizational activity took place at a
national level, not only among medical schools but
between disciplines. National student grips (Stu-
dent American Medical association and Student
Health' Organization) supplied students/ from rnedi- ..
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oine, nursing. dentistry, pharmacy, and social'work While these is advantage to flexibility in role and
wetk -together in certain of these free clinics. title. this has also leg to difficulties in promotinthe
s was a further contribution to the evolution of beS,I interests and needs of the discipline since not

interdisciplinary health 'teams.'" It is interesting to all educators. legislators, or civil servants 'perceive
note that many-of the studeit leaders in these a the features in common among these 1/variously titled
activities in sub, quent years became leaders of a departments. As to the advantage of initiative for
movement toward famtly medicine as one'approach,_ changidg its set of responsibilities, such a depart-
to- the scarcity of personal physicians It Is import ,.ment by definit.on becomes an agent for change
tant to recognize that family medicine is a genuine'-'withrn the university and community and is more

A

movement and liot merely a form of replacement for
general practice. Although-there is a concern for
overall needs of patients. this is coupled with a
dfmand for higher quality in gerieral care and
improved tools coirnmunication and management

F. Ve ResuIgence of, Family Practice. it: is
difficul to' sort out he influences which led to this,
movement. Tk decline in the number of personal
physicians. t political pressure resulting there-
from. the willingness of state and federal legislative

bodies to allocate gnomes for" training in family
practice. thelctivism resulting from student unrest
allhavt played a role.,The movement is still in its
infancy and emphasizes getfing a Job done While

there hasipeeifilittle attention to research. there are
indications that more rigorous planning and evalua-
tion are under way From the beginning, family
.practice spokesMen have been concerned about

*adequate patient records. and they were among the
early advocates of the problem onenttd.record In

addition. they have developed registries oldiagnoses
and.complaints so that a substantial body of ambu-
latory care material is becoming available.

G. (list of Identity. Thel*C

ow
ontinuing emer-

eI new respon-ibilmes--the migration from
4 public health to coinpithensive health cote for the

individual and on to the organization and evaluation,
of health care delivery systemsreflecls considera-.
ble flexibility and resiliency in departments of
preventive mecticine. -This accounts in part for the
concerti with the identity of such departments. their
unique responsibilities and skills, and where they
are going. No other discipline has expencuced so
rapid a shift in responsibilities and activities One
sign of changing responsibility and rkus is to be

`found in the titles of departments (Table 1). By and
large. the change has been in the direction of
substitution of the term "community health" for
"preventive medicine,"

prepared to deal with new demands or Circumstan-
ces than other departments. While it presents grave
problems. this status offers great opportunities.

TABLE t. Titles of Departments of Preventive Medicine in the
United States

Number of Instances
Title

1964' 1972-73°

Preventive Medicine
Preventive Medicine and Public

Health
Public Health
Pubhc Health and Preventive

Medicine
Preventive Medicine and

Community Health
Community Health
Community Medicine
Community and Preventive

Medicine
Community and Family Medicine
Community Health and Preventive

Medicine
Lpidemiology and Publis: Ett*Ith
Family and Community Medicine
Preventive and Community

Medicine
Preventive and Social Medicine
immunity Health and Medical

Practice
Environmental Medicine and

Commcnay Health
Epidemiology and Community.

Medicine
Hygiene and Preventive Medicine
Industnal Medicine and Hygiene
Preventive Medicine and

Administrative Medicine
Preventive Medicine and

Environmental Medicine
Preventive Medicine and Genetics
Preventive, Medicine. and Industrial

Health

29

17

7

6

5

2

0

0
0

1

0

0

0

1

I

I

11

7

2

1

5

20

3

2

2

2

2

1

I

o

0

0

0

0
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TABLE 1continurd

Nurnhcr or Instance,
Talc

Preventive Medicine and
Rehabilitation

Social and Preventive Medicine
Tropical Medicine and Hygiene
Vrrology and Epidemiology
Blostatistics and Epidemiology
Community and Environmental

Medicine
Community Health and Family

Practice
Community Health and Social
, Medicine
Community Health Practice
Community Health Sciences
ComMunity Medicine and Health

Care
Community Medictne and

International Health
Community Medicine and public

Health
environmental and Comm-unity

Medicine
Environmental Health
Epidemiology and F nvironniental

Health
Family and Community Health
Family Medicine and Community'

Health
Family Practice and Community

Health
Health Services Education and

Research
Human Ecology
Preventive 'viedicine and

Comprehensive Health ( are
Preventtve Medicine and

Environmental Health
Public Health and Epidemiology
Social Medicine
Tropical Medicine and Public

Health
Divisions tincludingspecialties

without orgartireitional autonomy)
Schools of Public Health

responsible for teaching

No department (including 8 newly
established schools')
Total

),

Titter of i"partments of Pre ,entive Medicine An Canada

1%4° I 972- 3

0

Tine

Numbecof
Instances

1972-73°

Social and Preventive Medic*
Corunity -Medicine
Prc4.entive Medicine

0 Clinical Epidemiology and Biostatiski

0 I-
Community Health and Epidemiology
Community Heal" Science
Fitklemiology and Health

0 Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine
Health Care and Epidemiology

0 I. Preventive Medicine and Public Health
0

No departments'
0 local - 16

94

r

t 8

113

'Shepard. WIIand JG Roney. Jr 1964 The Teaching of
Preventive Medicine in the United States Milbank Mem, Fund
Vol XL11. No 4. Part 2 October -

°From the 1972-73 AAMC-Directory
In two institutions there were two separate departments

THE CHANGING SCENE IN DEPARTMENTS OF
PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

A. Personnel and Budget. As with all academic
departments. the, availability of research and training
grants led to a substantial in'crease in budget during
the 1950s and 1960s. Leavell (3) reported )n 1941
thht 55 percent of the medical schools had one or
more-full-time faculty .membprs in preventive medi-

* cine This nursber had not -increased strbstantially,-
195i. when the Colorado Springs Conference (8)
d in 0 schools an'avei-irage of 1.4 to 3.2

me bers iVith a range of 0 to 19 and a median of
between I anti 2 faculty members. In 1960. Leymas-
ter (9urveyed 58 selected departments of preven-
tive medicine There were 272 full-time professional
faculty members. with an average of 4.7 per
departmeni Four departments had no full-time staff
members. Fifteen percent of the full-time faculty
received half or more of their salary fronT.federal
sources. and 19 peicent received some bast salarY,
from the federal government. By 1964. Shepard and
Roney (JO) found a range of 0 to 29 members in 78.,
schools with a mean of 4.8 members. Eighty-eight
percent of the tiepartments now had one or more
members. Of these 78 departments, N percent had
physician faculty merribers only. Enfwisle (14) ob-
served in 1968 that 64 reporting departments had an
average of 8 budgeted faculty posts. Two hundred
and. twenty-one were full-time physicians. but 63
posts available for physicians were unfilled. There-

II
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were 170 nonphysician faiulty members. and 31
unfilled posts for nonphysician faculty members.

There was a delay in ' ncrease in size of faculties
in departments of preventive medicine, for a large
increase had occurred in most departments prior to
1964. Some indication of this can be gathered froiti
budgetary figures. In 1944. Mustard (/2) reported an
average departmental budget of $5.700 which repre-
sented 3,4 percent of the average medical school
budget.

In 1960, the Association's Committee on Re-
search and Training (chPaed by Shank) (p3) re-
ported on the results of a survey with responses
from 65 to 83 departments. Schools of public health.
oven though providing the teaching obligations of a-
department of preventive medicine. were not in-
cluded in the survey A total of 258 research
projects were reported at that time with support in
excess of $5 million (or an average of $77.000 for
the 65. departments): Of this amount. 69 percent
came from governmental agencies. 12 percent from
private foundations. 8 percent from industry, and
2.3 percent from within the medical school.

By 1%342) a breakdoWn of monies distributed by
the Public 1-1ealtb_ Service and voluntary ag ericies
indicated that 1.4 percent of Public Health Service
grants were assigned to, departments of preventive
medicine (a total of $6.314.30) Thts was repre-
sented by t83 grants In addition. 19 grants had
been received from voluntfiry agencies amounting to
$472.000. At that time only a third of the depart
ments had training grants. More significant informa-
tion was available in the Entwisle report (//) of
1968. Information from 64 schools at that time can
be tabulated as follows.

Univetsity Research Training
Grants Grants

Median $62.990 $.23.572 $24.500
, Mean $91,664 $125.280 $46,015

The university monies` o the averan represented
only 1.8 percent of the medical' school budget.

crne/19.

Thirty-nine percent of the departments had no
research grants and 30, percent had no training
grants. The average departmental budget in toto
amounted to $263,000

While university contributions had increased ab-
solutely over the years. in 1969 the-departments of
prr-entive medieme accounted for only 1.8 percent
of medical school budgets, while in 1944 they had
accounted for-3.4 percent. In 1972, the Association
of American Medical Colleges made a cost alloca-
tion study (/4). Twenty-two medical schools were
used in the calculations of a rhean and median
percent of the school budget assigned to preventive
medicine. -These schools were Tufts, Iowa. Illinois,
Medical College of Wisconsin, Duke. Ohio State,
Case Western Reserve. Missouri. Alabama, Mount.
Sinai. State University of New YorkSyracuse,
Vermont, Georgetown. 'University of California,
Kansas. Albany, St. Lotfis. Hahnemann Creighton,
Nebiiska, Medical College cif Pennsylvania, and.
'Arizona. Although the fiscal years studied vary
among the schools,-1117finounts have been adjusted
to 1972 dollars. The percentage for preventive
medicine ranged from a minimum of 1.0.percent 1.o
a maximum of 8.0 percent. The mean was 2.0
percent as was the median. '

It would be interesting to know whether this
rather small support for preventive mediciAe reflects

-a--preferential conscious decision by medical school
administrations to favor other departments. The
major growth in departments by 1969 was in
research grants and to a .lesser extent in training
grants. It may be speculated that the somewhat
delayed growth in departmeritbudgets was related
to the ,effects of new types of training _grants
available through Public Health Service manpower'
programs and through various kinds of communi$y
programs in which departments of preventive medi-.
tine was especially involved.

B. Administrative Structure. There continue to be
some medical schools without formal departments of
preventive rnedicjne.

1944 195! 1964 1972

Number of Schools -78 83 92 114.
Separate Department 46 (59(7) 54 (65. I%) 71 (77:2%) 90 (79.0%)

,Combined Department 75 (32%) 21)25.3%) 8Z 8.7%). 7.( 6.1%)
Other or None 7 ( 9%) 3 ( 3 6%) 13 (14.1%) 10 ( 8./1%)
Sch. Public Health . . 5 ( 6.0%) /7 ( 6.1%)
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NO substantial study has been* made of schools
that do not have departments of preventive medi-
cine. Most are new schools that do not have.',as yet,
a fully developed academic prOgram in seven
schools there'are combined departmepts, and only
three established schools hale at present no identifi-
able department or section in another department.
However, no medical school is tacking in a derrart-
ment of preyentrVe medicine or in access for work
in thitearen in one Of the related schools of the
university, unless it is a new ,school

C. Teaching Time. There have been only two
surveys of teaching time: one by Leavell (3) in 1940.
and one by Shepard and Roney (/0)_in 1964.
Shepard and 'Roney &ncluded thal thlre has been
no significant change in the amount of teaching
time. `The amount allotted in the first and second
year was almost- the same, about 24 hours in the
first year and 48 Flours in the second. In the third
year there was a slight reduction fromfl6 to 43
hours and in the fourth year a slight increase, from
50 to 58 hours.

D. Curriculum. While traditional subject matter
provided the backbone of preventive medicine
leaching in the 1910seand 1930s, interestihg depar-
tures allowing new directions evolved in the 1930s,
such as that made possible by -the New York City
Health Department. The department built health
centers adjacent to each of the medical schools,

'made 25 'percent of the space availa., and gave
access to their personnel and clientele for teaching
purposes. This al' )wed the schools to house a full-
time chairman, and other staff. and to establish full-

- time clinical clerkships.
Involvement with public health agencies wig

stressed-at the 1946 An'n Arbor Conference spon-
sored by the Conference of Professors of Preventive
Medicine. In its review of teaching brograms in
preventive medicine (15). the Committee on Teach-
ing Content and MethodsPreventive 'Medicine
recommended

That the mstrut non include Inostatistit s, epide-
miology, physical, biologic and social environ-
mental factors Involved in the' preservation of
health: and the Control of disease 11_0 reiog-
nized (hat this is...a broad «incept (Ad corers
mftenzanon relative to the prevention of disease,
the protection of health, and the prolongation of
life It is further re«ignced that the problems
involte both indit:uhial and community health. We

mt
are z'ogni:ant of the fait that the, mode of
presentation of the above may van' considerably
in the various medical schools. We urge, how-
ever. that the departments of preventive medicine
unit public health maintain responsibility for the
dissemination of su :'h informviion to medical
students either in their own departments or by
suitable arran;:ements vs ith other departments.

As to methods, we recommend.
1. That clinical, environmental and ivoai ap-

proaches be, used whoever possible and to the
ertent that rhir, be most effective.,

2. That al,0611.)upl aids in teaching preventive
'medicine add peblii health be developed and
used where they may be of value.

3 Sindll group teaching, using «inference and.
rah 'rut,ry methods Ili student participation
wherern possible- -
'4. That time be de- oted to suident participa-

aim in health departm nt activities.
5 That field trips anittemonstraiiins be used

11 hen possible.

A summary (/6) of other recommenilationS from
this_conferenCe is. iticludesipp'endix A 11 will
be noted that, social and economic issues figured
prominently.

smaller report (of the "Motard Committee;
chaired by Dr. Harry S Mustard, for the Executive
Council of the Association of AmenCan Medical
Colleges) ( /2) suggested, a curriculum- in a 1944
report that emphasized statistics, epidemiology, nat-
ural history' of disease, the concebt, of disease ns,a
mass problem. environmental factors (including bio;
logical. physical. economic. and social), sanitation,
and a variety of tommunity issues. 'In addition.
however. uric ,other component sounds strangely
c.urfent:

,The student must beslimy/cited by problems
lead to a consideration of the health status

of the individual's family.-' how the racial, heredi-
tary, cultural, educational, 'Social. economic, and
psychological barkieound hf that faaily may,
have played a part;in air' mental or physical
health, of the indiisdual and the possible opera-
tion of tliiise,,factors In the present and 91 the
future.

In spite of this rather broadly conceived Lurrjcu-
lum, there is no mention of the orOnization and
financing of health services or the developmeut of a
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comprehensive health care program However,
Ithere. was' considerable interest.in this area in some
departments:

'During the, 1950s, there was ger110114,1 emphasis on
the comprehensive care needs of individual patients,
a a reduction of visitations tb public health
facili = . More recenHy. active involvement in the
work of comniunity agencies or health deliv&y
systems has appeared, even for first year students.
hi many instancifs they play an active role in
community organization, health 'education and
health advo-acy, and. in tg10 years, in the
-develoPmenr of free clinics r. city cOmmuiii-
ties. Such activism would have seemed very strange
in the 1940s, when community programs were
limited to providing.physical examinations for chil-
dren in settlement houses. or performing home
deliveries,. under * required pi,l'gram in obstetrics.

Bliick..Electives and Field Experience. The
. active involTement of students in communitikhealtti

activities often has ,been extended into, summer
electives or block electives. In 1968, Entwisle.(//)
'found that 48, of -64 *garments reporting' had
student fellowship programs'of more*ThIn 4 weeks
duration and in that year mare than, 409, students

- we ip ing. These programs often involved
Medic car- delivery or,,..a he tion_ assign-
ment fora targe n in 41) inner y or rural
area, in other instances they involved mo rigorous
study. using epidemiologic techniques.

remarkablek early effort was that o the Na-
tiohal Foundation (/8) topromote inter in pre-
ventive medicine and public heajt . Be een 1953
and 1959, thi gave 71i student llo hip'avittrds,

'to preVentive,medicine nd ubli health! and
several hundred rat ,m, r abilitati . This pro-
gram was terminate in I

'Particular note .should aken 'of th extraordi-
nary contribution of DRobe.rt D,ye of jhe
California State Departr,i.irof Health to demio-

ali:igfC`fiel421 work. Over 4, period of 11 year (from
1958-70) several hundred students, from 20 t

/summer. were assisted in planning an. epid' iologrc
field study. making observations. and anal ng and
making a final repdrt. This*meklel was adop d by a
numbei-of medical schools; in spite of consi erable

.disbelief that any -field' study of merit cou d- be
opmpleted in a period of 10 weeks.

F. Researcii Activities. Not known a
.research activities in departments of_prefltive

.

.

r
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medicine prior to the Colorado Springs -Conference
of 1952. `At that time 17 departments had re rch
programs in epidemiology, 12 or more in infecliOus
disease, 11 in parasitolbgy and related fields, 15 in
clinical trtls,.,And a scattering of other activities in
administrative research in medical care, etc.

In 1960, the'Shank Committee (73). found that.43-
of 65 departmentereported no "re h projects
underway, butethe, other 52 were involv
projects_as follows:

Number

in 251

Percent

Maternal and Child Health , 4 1,

Nutrition 6 2

... Mental Health 13' 5

infectious Disease' 96 38
Chronic Disease 52 20.
Medical Care 0 20- 8

Rehabilitation - 6 2

Environmental Hvards and
Toxicology 20 8

Accidents 3 1

Public Health Administration 17 6
Statistics 4 -1

`Teaching Procedures 4 1

Miscellaneous 6 2

In addition to identifying the'se topical areas the
Shank Committee cla,sified the projects, by the .
major methodlilagies used in the studies: The
predominant approach was through the laboratory
(86 projec Epidemiology, accounted fors 54, sur-
vey's for I , evaluation and/or attitude felting for 22,
clinical research for 5, sanitary enginegrifig fbr 5,
statistics for .12. and Entics for 9. The committee
also drew attention tc71-1-.arge amount of coopera-
tive research with other medical school departtnents
or community agencies. Sortie00 projects.Of this'
kind were identified. .

Hy 1963 the predominant emphais in infectious
disease was still evident with -37 percent of depart-
ments pavirtg research -'n microbicgogy (ptdbably
including major emphas on epidemiology). These
pronditions will have c'tianged by 1973, but there is
no recent survey. There probably has been an
increased emphasis in the last few years on'-health
:are research in a variety of ways including use of

epide iologic "techniques. Furthermore, in some
meits.,i-esearch activities and medical student

graruate teaching has included economics.

4 !
*v.
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systems analysis. and other management skills. This
development is intimately connected .with the con-
cern for Unproved health care delivery. the need to
prepare health care system managers. planners, and
evaluators, and the requirements that these activities
place not only on descriptive and analytic setnces

abut on optimizing... skills as well The' survey tech;
niquEsdtWniOqi..7-sOci_ology. .and market re-
search are closely allied. While theys, give clues
to human' ehavior and the origin of disease or thy'
origin of health behavior..they do not of themselves
provide the techniques for optimizing the use of
scarce resouFces. either in terms of cost benefit

4 analyses or allocatrsk decision models. It is likely
that in the foreseeable*future there will *a
strengthening of these trends ,in terns of manage-
ment skills and also in terms of the 'applicatfon of
knowledge deny from behavioral sciences (soci°1-('ogy. psycholo y. cultural anthropology, political
science. and ec nomics) to the optimal development
of health care yst:-rnsa

. .
G. Graduate Stiklent Programs. Graduate training

is pretty rich a franchise of the schctols of public
health_ In some cases. however. fairly large depart-
Ments of preventive medicine have developed grad-
uate training programs. but this was frequent a
precursor to evolution as a separate school of public
health. In 1963 there were 42 graduate students in

TPT:rtments of preventive medicine in Medical
schools. By 1968 there were 51 resideins in resi-
dency training programs and an unknownnumBeron
gradual g programs (II) Further studies need to he
made of this development

44

H. HealdfEducation. A nun l5 of departments
izzventive.rnedicine and schools of public-health
have more orllesS active training and research
programs in,the field of health edycation. Recently'a
survey was made of consumer education by depart-
ments of preventive medicine (/7). Of 63 schotils
that replied. about a third said they were involved in
health education activities. The remainder said' they

.

were not and had 'no 'immediate plans for fieure
programs: althoughelopny yverfAnvolved k pro-
grams of health promotion that, might qualify as
health education. Of the 20 schools involved in
healthcceducation. only 5 were involved directly in
educating the at-risk groups in the_commundy4and
the 'others cspcentrated their efforts On visitors to
their facilities. Three schools were utilizing televi-
sion: one had s4 (e involvement with radio'.

4 *

1)

PROGRAM RELATIONSHIPS TO SCHOOLS OF
PUBLIC HEALTH

There has been considerable variation in the
contact or communication between medical school,
departments of preventive medicine and schools of
public health. ',In,the prepaOtion and conduct of
periodicnationarconferences a nu ofes-
sors from schools of public health have assisted the

--',A.ssoc,iation of Teachers of Preventive Medicine by
preparing position Papers and attending the confer-
ences. They are exchanges of lecturers. and many
'chairmen at schools of public health were, formerly
on the staff of medical school departments of
preventive medicine.

*Cunously enough. this failure to communicate. is
sometimes most evident in universities where both
kinds or schools coexist. Where a school of public
health .has the de facto role of tie. department of

spreventive medicine Yale. Tulane. Washington
(Seattle)there is no yncertainty because the school
has a single identity.
.,Wfien departments of preventive medicine have.,

considered their activtdet vis-a-vis schools of public
_ health there has usually been a ready acceptance of

the notion that school's of public 'health should
continue to. carry. the major responsibility for train- II
mg epidemiologists. biostatisticians. ,sanitarians.
health educators.and health administrators.

Penhaps on reason for delay in the development
-tof gradu4te trailing programs in departments of

. preventive medicine is thattheJield Sq broad that
it is difficdlt to have faculty in depth in a particular
area of expertise. ThIs is- perhaps the principal
reason why the trainilbof epidemiologists and
biostatisticians has been largely'left to* schObls of '
public health (and in the of brostatistics to
Other university settings),` A critical males of a'
variety of epidemiologic personnel is ,needed to
mount a successful graduate timing program. and it
would be very-unusual to lind such a group in a
department of preventive medicine. Only since
preventivd\ Medicine's increasing involvement' it
health card research, has it seethed .feasible to
mount graduate programa

In s/plools of publi7 health. a belief in ,the
necessity of supervised extftrnura experience as a
part of !earning administratiye skills has not ap-
peared. By ',contrast. activities .in dePartments,of
preventivs:medicine often-;have -been intimately
involved the prbvision.of 'health Fare services.
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and much pf teaching done in a clinical setting.
Indeed, t re ha been some speculation as to what
the fate of schools of public health might have been
if they had copied the clinical clerkship model, i e.,
lemon& tinder supervision white involved in. the
provision of services. It is a ,good deal more
complicated to create such a relationship with a
health department than with a hospital, but substan-

_fayor_of this
arrangement. ,

Although these historical 'relationships can be
readily'explained. it is evident that with the move=
ment,pf iverest in departments of preventive medi-
cine toward health care planning and evaluation
and. delivery In a comrrehensive sense, there is an
increasing need for the skills4vhich have, until-now.
been concentlated in schools of public `health. The

,:application of epidemiological and hiostatistidal tech-
niques to health cane evaluation is a good-example
On the other hand, it is likely that- the problems if
patient compliance with prescribed regimens will be
as cpajor focus for the next 10-20 years (peyhaps
always), and a great variety of skills including health
education, comnipnity organization, communication)

1'

,0

t

science, and behavioral science will be needed to
carry out these programs effectively. More than
ever there is need for readier communication of
,concepts, skills, and experience between schools of
public health and 4lepartments of preventive medi-

cine
summA ley

7Teathiiii-arid-Fesearch In deratimes-of-rcven-
five medicine ha've' followed the same broad `timids
observed in the field of public health generally. and
in schools of public health. While-concern with
infectious disease- remains a major interest in many
departments, others have emphasized programs in
the field of, health care delivery. Epidemiology and
biostatistics. continue as basic disciplineg" within
departments of preventive yuedicPie

The location of departments of preventive medi-
cine' has led to more clinical involvement and less
graduate training than in schools of ptiblic health. In
1973 this was most evident in relation to the
organization and evaluation of-comprehensive health
care delivery systems.

4
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APPENDIX A

VICESIMO ANNO

Ed. Note: After 20 Years, it is of interest to look
back at the first set of policies ever advocated for
medical education by proje-ssorT of pret,entie medi-
tine in this country ,The oe «ision is as the Ann
Arbor Conference of /946. the 'predeiessor ofthe
Colorado Springs'and Saratoga Springs, assemblies
The meeting wa.c held or the name of the Confer-
ence 'of Professors of Preventive Medicine. subse-
quently, reconstituted as this Association in 1954
The statement is of interest on set'eral counts In as
day there sere. fens d any comparable :statements
from other bikini hes' ol'Ameru an medficil
cion..The durability of the principles ,proposed and
predictions made ire open to the judgment of.each
reader, as are the goals-as vet unmet

Preventive Iledicine

.

I Report of the Committee on Philosophies and
ObjeCtives

We believe that the prevention of diseWse and the
Conservation of health. physical and mental. eonsti
tute a major obligation of society ,The medical
profession has the ethical respOnsibility to provide
the necessary direction and leadership toward
achieving suc goals. Medical schools and .thetr,
faculties the fore have the inescap,able duty ,Co
assume an aggre ive role:

Teachers of preventive medicine shall devote
their energies.

I. To the education and inspiration of their
colleagues and students;

2 To the study of problems of health in their
social settings;

3. To the development of methods for solving.'
Ifie-se problem*

4. To the education of the people in the availa-
bility and proper utilization of all Community
resources.

Finally they sh1110/Oster the education of, all
members of society in their personal responsibilities
for their own health and for that of their fellow man.

I I. Report of the Committee on Teaching Content
and Methods. Preventive Medicine

As to content. the Committee,recommends:
That the instruction include biostatisucs; epide;

miology; physical. biologic and social environmental
factors involved in the preservation of health/and
the control of-disease It is recognized that this is-a
broad Concept and covers information relative to the,
preventiOn of diseaSe, the protectidn of health, and
the prolongation of life. It is furtlitif recognized that
the probleins involve both individual and iommuni\ty
health. We are cognit..aot of. the fact that the mode

preskritatioi of the ab8ve may vary considerably
the varioirs'inediCal sehrools. We urge, however;

th t the. departments of prevehtive medicine and
',public Health niiintain'responsibility for the dissemi-

,

nation 9f, such information to medical students ,
either their own departments or by suitable

vanangements. with other departmenis
As to Methods we recommend:
Plat -clinical. environmental and social ap-
pl-oaches be used wherever possible and to the

1. In the advancement of learning in,,thetiold of .

health;
2. In the preparation of students with the neces-

sary knowledge and skill derive,11 frbm.the
physical, biological, and social sciences

3. In the education of the public Co apply the
. pnnciples of preventive medicine.

To achieve such objectives medical schools mwt
provide, asan integral part of their orgar...zatiOn abd 4.

structure- sufficient full-time persoraelywaliQed in
preventive medicine; and adeonate funl, ,facilities

4,'anti teaching time. k.

3.

11 r

,extent that May be most effective.
That audio-visual aids in tvching preventive

.meajcineand public health %, developed and
used where they may be of value.

Small group teaching.' using conference and
laboratory methods with student participation
whereve ssible

That time tae devoted to student participation in
hialth department activities.
That field trips and \demonstrations be used
when possible

4
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of the Committee on Preventive Medicine
Curriculum Planning

. . . there should be a degree of flexibility on
the part of, individual, schools in developing their
curricula and that any of the recommended subjects
may be 'given in conibinatiorPone with the other as
desired.

We recommend:
9,

1. That the teaching of public health and preven-
tive medicine be started not, later than the
world year and be continued in each year
thereafter..

2. That the teaching of biostatistics be inaugurated
in the curriculum at the earliest practical time
for adequate correlation.with the teaching of
courses in the basic sciences, and further that
additional expenenceand use of the statistical
methiod, be provided in courses during the
cliniCal years , -

3. Tht there be included likewise as, early as
piacticabk an introductory onentation outlining
,The gener"ar-speld, purposes. .and /ctivities of
public health And rteventive medicine

4s. The teaching of epidemiology simultaneously
with or following the courses in medical bacten-
ology. parasitology and biostatistics.

5.. The teaching of environmental sanitation simul-
taneousl with or following the courses in
medical bactenology and parasitology.
The teaching of public health administration and
of industrial health at times in the curriculum
when they can be correlated best with related
subjects.

7. Thf teaching of clinical preventive medicine and
. the- s'ociologic aspects of disease and health as a

part of or with the clinical courses-:of
study.

That the desirable mirumum'hours in preventive
medicine and 'public health incltdirig health

total clock hours of the medical cum, irn
economics be approximately 4 pe of the

In maltincgiese recommendations the Committee
foresees iiin.`schools of basic medical sciences (two-,
lyear schools) conditions which may make, it advisa-
ble that these subjects be Thtegrated or merged with
courses in one or more already organized depart-
ment*

The Committee ,consuleredthe question of distn-,
bution =of .the subjects m preventive medicine and
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CpUblic, health with respect- to hours and deemed it 1
inadvisable to make specific recommendations.

Health Economics

I. Report of the Committee on Teaching Content,
Methods, Curriculum Planning and Teaciling
Personnel

In line with the recommendation adopted by the
Council on Medical Services and Public Relations
of the American Medical Association to have each
medical school give a course on medical sociology.
and medical ecq,nornics, and in accordance wits) the
recommendation of the Joint Committee of the
Amencan Public Health Association and the Asso-
ciation of Amencan Medical Colleges to the same
effect. the Committee recommends that:
I In all medal schools, as S'oon as possible,

basic factual instruction be provided in the
following subjects:

A. Socio-economic aspects'of illness, including:
1. Effect of socio= economic conditions on

health: .These socio-economic conditions in-
91e ;dude population composition. housing, nu-

tritjon. income, occupation and other'fac-
tors affecting the health status of the peo-
ple.

2. Effect of illness on socio-economiccondi-
tions of individuals, families: communities
and nations.

3. Sigpificance of imprbved socio-economic
conditions in the preventiOn of disease and
in the reduction in frequency and severity
of illness

Methods of providing health services and medi-
cal care including:
I. The histoncal development of health servl

ices and medical care;
2 The present structure of health, services and

medical care.
3. The available resources of faciiKel and

personnel.
4 The quantity, quality and cost of health

services and medical care.
5. Individual practice and group practice.
6 Types of organization of preventive,

nostic and treatment facilities.

2 In addition to the above subject matter. provi-
sion be made for presentanotrof the points of

B.

dtag-

ss
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view of important professional find other orgarl
zation$ concerned .

3 In order to make the teachirig of the' above
' subject matter as authontative. Ind effective as"

possible, provision he made
A. Intensive courses of instruction for teachers

of this subject. followed Ely visits, to
programs of healtfi sery,-

ices and medical mare
B. Pertinent literature. syllabi and other teach-

inglds
C regional or general institutes for

instructors in health economics
W

4. The services of a few experts in the teaching of
health ecAomics be secured to visit schools
upon their invtation for the purpose of stimulat-
ing and supplementing instructn n in this sub-
ject

5 The assistance of foundations be so ght for the
implementation of these reCommendationc

The Association of America ,Medical Colleges
and the council on Medical Education of the
American Medical Association be strongly
urged by a forrhal communication from this
Conference' to consider the matter of the re-
quirement of instruction in the social sciences

' (sociology, economics, government and psy-
chology) as prerequisites to admission. at the
sacnfice. if necessary. of some of the prese t
re9unements. and that this change in requ e-"
ments he instituted as soon as possible-

. II Report of the Committee on the Training of
Administrative Personnel .

The 'views expressed by the Committee are not
presented with the intent of any official acticin, on
the part 'either of the Conference of Professors of
Preventive Medicine or of the Association of
SchoolZ of Public Health at this time. tiiit rather
with the intention of (unphasizing the need of) a
better understanding of The field of medical adminis-

,tration and for a more carefully considered approach
to the selection and training of the individuals who
may enter it .

Tlie Committee recognized the need for further
tudy and definition with respect' to all types of

) ministrative personnel associated with the broad-
e ng field of public ,health,' hui reciricted its
consideration largely- to the problem of the health

.41 r.

and medical administrator 4s exemplified by the full-
time health officer. the hosPital administrator, the
adminstrator of a medical care program, or the
adminAration of a medical service insurance plan.'

The Committee gave careful consideration to the
definntion of the fields of service for which such
personnel will most likely have to be trained. It
considered the traditional functions of the health
officer and the fact that, with few- exceptions.
-gradu-a. tet in the *gee_ Master of Public Health.
Diploma in Public Health,- or Doctor of Public
Health from the schools of public re being
trained and equipped only to carry out a estncted
field of function The Committee is aware of the
difficulties and avoidable handicaps imposed upon
such personnel when 'aced "with the obligairon of
conducting a far -reap
such as the Fede
conduct of a medical

Piing and complicated program
EMIC program. or --,ah the

care program for the medically
indigent, or the resporfsibility. imposed upon many
of them, for the planning. coordination andupervi-
sion of hospital services, by such measures as the
Hospital Survey and Construction Act.

It is the' opinion of the Committee that such
programs'as these and the duties that they impose
upon 'unprepared administrators. will see rapid in-
crease in number and in tlicsadth of functions
that they emtu-ace We have taken the view that

-these events can no longer he viewed by the
universities with detached academic interest and as
a trend that should be watched. but rather that they
are forerunnersof an accomplished change in the
medical-social philosophy of the nation

The Committee did not view it as its function to
discuss the reasons for. mi'-'4he relative ments of
these events and- what they may bet-onsidered to
portend It believes that we face a factual problem
it is a pPlein of need and of a responsibility on
the pgrt of the universities to prepare' for a growing
demand as well as to act in the public interest by
doing the best job that can bs done the selection
for training and the preparation of the requisite
administrative personnel.

To summarize this phase of the Committee's
discussion would, in brief. result in a much more
comprehensive interpretation of the field of public
healththan the cne that has determined the cumcu-
lum content in the training program of the past

We believe tha`sthe point has been reached in the
recognition of our national and local needs for the



organization, integration and operation of public
health, hospital and medical services where their
administrative functions can no longer be considered
as distinct and separable. It is necessary for the
health officer to understand the underlying problems
and principles of hospital service and of meckal
service plans. It is desirable for the administrators
of these latter two types of service to be fully alert
to th_ problems and opportunities of a basic public
health program. In certain circumstances, adminis-
trators in one of these fields are being called upon
to supery se functions in another or to coordinate

one -or ore of them with their own programs
Particulaily is this true of the health officer.

Therefore. it 1/ the opinion of. ttul's Committee

that:

I Basic training of health and medical administra-
, tors-{doctors of medicine serving in the adminis-
.trative fields of, health. hospitals or medical

care) should be similar for those entenng any of

the field mentioned

2. Basic training should embrace the fundamental
skills common to all fields of health and medical
administration. And in addition. it should in -'
elude substantial onentation in the several spec-
ialized areas that can. it present, be defined.
such as basic public health alit preventive
medicine. hospital administration, and medical
service program administration.

3 Post4a.cluate students (physicians) taking such
instnktion also should be provided with oppor-
tunity for more advanced study in these several

administrative fields and this be supplemented.
where appropnate. by opportunities for field or
other internships as in hospital administration

4. The foregoing areas of educational need are the

local responsibility of the postgraduate schools
of public health.

The Committee recommends to 'the attention of
the Association 'of SChools of 'Public Health, the
nsed and the urgency of conference in the planning

of curriculum content. It is recognized that the
results of much-needed job analyses and of future
developmertts and expenence will indicate further
curriculum revision.

The Committee recommends to,the attention of
the Conference of Professors of Preventive Medi-

cine the fact not only of the existence of this
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growing nrd and demand for the recruiting and

training of competent health and medical administra-

tors, but also the fact that, in their favorable
position of contact with the young minds in medi-

cine, they occupy a peculiarly advantageous posi-

An to direct the interest of qualified personnel to
the field administrative medicine.

It is our opinion that the professor; of preventive
Medicine are confronted not only by a responsibility
but -also by an oppottulity in seethis_s ct which
bears a very great obligation to the Mae quality of

health and medical services.
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DISCUSSION

Michael Ibrahim

Dr. Berg's paper raises a number of issues that
I propose to address by asking rather general
questions These can be discussed now or consid-
ered later in the coarse of this' 2-day meeting

Did departments of preventive medicine. or
do 'they now. take on responsibilities which
are of no interest. for whatever Teason. 'to
other departments in medial schools? Ex.
amples.4.4 these responsibilNes which Dr.
Berg had mentioned were the provision of
what has been termed comprehensive needs
of patients. the organization and administra-

_ non of ambulatory or retrabilitative care. If
these responsibilities are of no interest to
other departments. why is this so and what
rs the, impact of placing 'departments of
preventive medicine in such a position' Are
the?: flexible enough to absorb these/ kinds of
assAnments)

2 V6y do medical schools give preferential
treatment to departments other than Preven-
tive medicine departments as exemplified by
budget allocation. which is something like 2
percent of the rr .tdi I school budget. andor
comparativ sales of members of the
faculty of preventive dicine compared to the
members of the clinical acuity?
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3 Did departments of preventive medicine an-
ticipate the contemporary health issuesc.or
did they simply act after the issues wererit
raised? The question here is really a ques-
tion of leadership in this area.

4 Are departments of preventive medicine di-
vorced from the practice of medicine as are
schools of public health from public health
practice? The comment was made by several
of you that people in preventive medicine

' generally are not trained in public- health,
that perhaps they are mostly clinicians, or
that they are neither clinicians nor puttlic
health practitioners. In other words. has the
practice base of the faculty of departments
of preventive medicine been adequately de-
fined''

5 Why is it that the curriculum offered by
most departments of preventive medicine has
been receiving unfavorable or. to say the
least. unenthusiastic response from medical
Students and medical school faculty? Epide-
miology and biostatistics have been two
major disciplines in most departments of
preventive medicine. How much of these

* two disciplines is really relevant to the
average climcian?

6 What is to he gained by comparing the
differen-ces and similarities of departments of.,
preventive medicine and schools of public,
health? What are we really trying to achieve
by this companson0

These are a few questions we should discuss



GCURRtNT STATUS OF RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN SCHOOLS OF PUBLIC
HEALTH AND MEDICAL SCHOOL
DEPARTMENTS OF PREVENTIVE
MEDICINE

Lester Breslow

This paper, being pre cared as part of a confer-
ence on academic relationships between preventive
medicine and public health. is one of a substantial
number of elements developed over the past 30
years to delineate the means of academic prepara-
tion in the United States and Canada for the field(s)
called preventive medicine. public health, commu-
nity medicine: sociz4 medicine. community health.
and other terms -

Major efforts in this regard have included the
American Association of Medical C011e,ges

(AAMC) (Mustard) committee report of 1944 (1),
the, 1946 Conference on Presvente Medicine and
Healtr Economics at the' Irniversity of Michigan

.:/1 School of Public Health (2). the 1952 Colorado
Springs Conference (3); the 1963 Saratoga Spnngs
Conference (4). and the 1972 Asilomar Conference
(5):

Expressions from these previous conferences on
the t-opic-e4this paper include

4116,

Perhaps in the term 'milieu. lies the essential
difference betheen pro'grams based in schools of
medicine and in sc hoots- of public health. The
milieu of the medic al si lung is once "in hie

attention is directed toward basic science and
c lino al applucition of knowledge', usually to prob-
lem s of sick patients Engrafted to this can he
interest in preventise medicine and the applica-

tion of statistical and epidemiologiccd methods,

but the prevailing atutudes,,values, and interests
are those of biological re-search and individual
patient c Aire. Graduate students in depc:nis of
prevenuye medicine lox ated in medic al schools

ss ill he exposed onslantly through lectures, work
experience, and contacts ssith associates oriented
to clinical and basic sc ience information and

f

attitudes The milieu of the school of public
health focuses attention on broad problems af-

fecting health, on the multidisciplinary up=

prom hes, and on administrative methods for their
solution. Clinical knowledge can' be engrafted on
Mike programs 'but will be important only cis it

contributes to the solution of the largerproblems.

The graduate students in this setting can expect
wnstant reinfOnement of attitudes «mcerning
the importNme of public health problems and
methods by which they are apprba (.'-hed

While it is more that certain values,
Anossledgi, and skills aevelop in one setting
than in the other, there_ are many examples of
activities flourishing in either a school of medi-

cine or a school public' health that could
prosper equally in the other setting.

Availability of clinical facnities.and patients is
often cited as the advantage of medical centers
over schools 'of public health graduate training
programs is preventive medicine and public
health. The importance of these may bo more
apparent than real. Patient care in med cal

centers is directed largely to diagtu;sis and treat-
ment of illness in individual patients rather ,han
to the consideration of prevntiontof illnesA v. to
the study of health of groups as it concerns
administrative practice. Medical centers in
departments of preventive meduige have devyi-
oped special pc:pi:law:1.s for clinical study may

an asset of special value for a training
prop m. Howeser, these often are not in the
mainst im of the clinical activities of the medi-

cal center and; therefore, might be developed
with equal facility by schools of pall( health.

' A s a department of prevenVe ediine'consid-
ers' its 'figure it must take into account certain

neecg which are prent in every medical center.
These include the teaching of medical students in
the fields of epidemiology, statistics, public
health, and 80( cal mcdicine.Additional needs are
for faculty who will i4orporate,prevention. com-
prehensive care, and rehabilitation into patient
treatment and teaching activities; pkoirote medi-

cal center interaction will tire community, and
develop new knowledge in the field of preventive
medicine. In medical .schools not associated W1,1{/

1.
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schools of public health. these functions are
act entirely or in part by de artrnents
of preventive medicine lnInstanseiKrn Which
-sAtiols of medUme and public health coerist, It
is not uncommon Jr o Icuults from the si.lunil cif
publu health to assume filling the unappealing
role of admunstrante middleman in the absence
of its ott n re Tim es and t apac ine-s ,

Titus :: seems that the fortes directing depart-
ments of prevennte nzeduine to urn still influ-
ence them in some Instances to develop programs
which still duplicate those of,sochools of public
health. This does not deny nor preclude the
possibihts that ()grams in preventive. medicinelc
can he built collo oranvelv with schools of public
health Indeed, since most departments are not
yet «mirizated to graduate programs. It may
Indicate that thy decisions can still he made

-A about the respecnte roles that they and schools
of public health 14111 phis in such programs

It is impo.s ible. arbitran, and artificial to try
to divide responsibilities for postgraduate educa-
tum bettieen schools of public health and depart-
ments of presenute medicine The _Scope and
quality of programs range tsidely among schools
and departments (Ind there is substantial overlap
in areas or Interest and responsibilities Medical
schools hate mans needs in the fields of preten-
nve medicine and pisiblu health vt hu lz «in he met
best by programs organized and 4onduc ted withal
these 'whools la regions of the countrs tsithouttschools (if public health. it seems rec ( )noble to
expel t eepurtrgents of pretennve meth n to fill
some of these fun( (Ions in respec t ti; the sur-
rounding t ommunin . i
Data for this paper were collected by means of a

questionnaire to the schools of public health in the
United tates and Canada. and a questionnaire' to
the med -al schools' departments- of preventive
medicine i the two countries. R rn ame''from
all 19 schools of public health a 96 o the 127

medical schools Copies of the two uestionnaires
are appended.

SCHOOLS OF PUBLIC HEALTH

pf the 19 schools of-public health. 11 were
founded prior to. during, or immediately after World

War 11. 4:me between 1948 and 1960, and 8
following 1960. The 19 schools of public health
reported a total of 4.827 graduate students during
the 1971-72 academic year. of whom 2.089 received
degrees during that Renod. Federal funds which
became available in 1958 supported a rapid grdwth
of schools and students during the 1960s.

Most schools of public health havg emerged
either from, or in. close connection .with schools of
medicine Almost all of the schools of public health
are located in medical or health centers-18-associ-
ated with medical schools. IS with nursing schools.
and 14 with dental schools. Thirteen of the schools
are in centers with all four schools (public health.

edicin .---nursing, and dentistry), and several of
these also lave schools of pharmacy or allied health
professions . ,

The physical proximity of the schools of 9Gblic,
liealtji and medicine icshown by the fact t t the
distance between the offices of the deans is 5 feet
or less in 13 of the situations and no more th- 0.5
mile in,all the others Physical proximity, of tour
indicates the potential for cliise working relatimi-
shiPs. not necessarily their attainment

,

Half of the medical schools located orttrompuses
with schools of public health maintain separate (or
joint) departments of preventive medicine, but in
some of these situations serious consideration is

.nqw being given to turning over to schools of public
health the preventive medicine responsibilities in
medical schools. In the other half of the situations
reported this haS already been done.

In practically all of the 18 centers where schools
of public health and medicine coexist there are
crossover appointments between the schools. and in
most cases these involve three or more medical
school departments In all 18 situations, faculty of
the ,medical school teach in the schooll of public
health and, in all except two, faculty of the school
of public health teach in the medical school. While
in sevefal cases the participation of one faculty in
teaching students in the other school seems quite'
substantial.'in about half it iS clearly only slight.

About half of the schools of pulVic health report
arrangements.to earn the M.P.H and M.D in joint
degree programs. covenng only 4 years (one within
3 years). but such arrangements are actually used to
a minimal extent. Comments on th'e questionnaire
indicated that such arrangements are receiving more-;
attenUon currently than in the past.

I.
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In most schools of public health and medicine
located ontthe .same campus, faculty of ,the two"
schools collaborate in research and community
service projects. These involve a wide range of
activities and in abOut half, the situations appear to
be quite substantial endeavors.

Among the 19 'schools of public health, 2 are
essentially components of medical schools and 'an-
other is located on a campus *where there is no-
mqical school. All 16 of the remaining schools
have the same status in .their academic hierarchy as
the medical schools, usually participating on a
coequal basis.,/. a council of deans with the other
schools of the health professions, or reporting
directly to the president or -a vice-president of the,
university. In some cases there were indications of
considerable and cordial administrative collaboration
between the schools on a campus: in others. the
council of deans or other coordinating mechanism
appeared generally to function on a low key and
sometimes with evidence of coolness.

The flavor of responses from schools of public
health to item 17 of the questionnaire. concerning
present relationships to departments of preventive
medicine, is indicated in the following extracts:

The .5thool evolved from the jOr.mer Depart-
ment of Preventive Medicine. in the School of
Medicine . still serves as a pre'ventive
medicine department, bet the relationship is not

--formalized, .

Relationships have flu( waled tremendously
Relation.slaps ai present lease 'Mit h to he
sired.

Both sc hooli- are verv-- nets
very cordial and «toperatite.

de-

Relationship is

The relationship between thejtya. schools has
been close from the outset ! ties were main-
tamed and strengthened by joint development.of
community services. No major -dehulties 'have
vet been encOuntered.

TO School has always valued the relatively
dose association with the Medical School, how-
ever, and_indeed, we find very little difficulty in
developing collaborative projects Kith the faculty
. . Onjoy, good working- relations with' the

)
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administrative structure and our ability to 11i)
more is limited now by our own lack of resources
rather than administrative obstructions to collabo-
ration or char'e.

No difficulas . . Current sentiment suggests
that the School Of Medicine s;ill request the
Sc hoc of Public Health to do all teaChing of
public health and preventive medicine for the
School of Medicine.

it is the intent of the Dean of the Sch9ol of
Public Health to recruit faculty so that all major
departments in basic scien:.e sand clinical areas
will have at. least one fully credentialed faculty
member jointly appointed and salaried with the
School of Public Health. Gradually, all teaching,
service, and researc h functions of the Department
of Preventive Medicine and School of Public
Health will be consolidated and the disease
prevention, health promotion and environmental
prdlection curriculum will he taught by the jointly
appointecrSchool of Public Health faculty. As an
itherim, the Deans of Medicine and School' of
Public Health have designated one jointly ap-
pointed faculty member to be responsible for
curriculum planning and course scheduling be-
tween the twosprograms.

The School of Public Health and the School of
Medicine were established at approximately the
same time. . . . in their initial stages of their'
development,. it is fair to state that there was a
feeling of friendly competition. Since the assump-
tion of the medical school deanship by the current
Dean, the relationship between the Schools has

$ become increasingly productive. and at the pres-
ent time is probably as close as any two schools
on the campus.with similar interests.

. there have been few difficulties between
the Schools, but neitner has there been much
value in the relationship, in spite of close ,gro-
!ruphi proximity. A major factor in the lack of
relationships has been the personal attitudes of
the deans and certain department chairmen. This
is not to say that mutually beneficial arrange-
plenty, involving both teaching and research,
hail nctevolved between faculty members of the
two Sibools, they hate, but 'Undoubtedly there
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would hate been more in a more ljavorable
.

.

The School Of Public Health and the-St ho ol of
Medicine are physic alb mho( ent in the Center for
the Health $ciera es This facilitates intercourse
and sharing of facilities Several of the School of
Public Health faculty have joint appointmehts an

one or more departntents of the School of
Medic me. The On ision of Epidemiology ISPif) as
composed of fatuity from both schools, anti gives
tourses -fn both a hoots Relations between the
st Itools -have always been t °operant e and or-
chid, except ;n a ompention for budding spa( e

`There are mans strong and healthy research
relationships There is a t lose histora al tie

lbehteenthe ?Ito tools The dissolution of
the Department of Presentise Medicine of the
St heel of ,Medu ine has led to a %pelts and
unfortunate history as regards the formal teach-
ing of epule.miologs, blostansta 5 .and publa
health in the Medu al School The original plan
was for the St /tool ., to Serve instead of a
Department of Pretentise Meda me Howes er,
the ha k of an sin vie senior individual responsi-
ble prunards for teat lung ul students, and
the abs'eme of any soue Medic al .Sc land
lei/ to a gradual mid( non in the number of -hours
available for trinal teat lung and esentually to
the «empiric disappearance from the t ourse
requirements for meth( al students of any tourses

Blostatista s, kindmiolog. Preven-h!e Meduone
or NIA( Health The responsibility for

teat lung 'Presentive Medicine' to the students
rests it ith the mills 'dual .11edu al St hool De.part-:
ment Chairmen

it hen the St hool of Medium' at as started
the dec ision was that the Department of Preen-
uve Meiji( me and Public Health of the St hoot of
fsledaine isould offer the graduate «mrses ul
publu health The rapid growth of the School of
Public Health during the past 10 yeeirs led us to
obtain our autonomy for more flexible fun( honing

tit e bet time separatd front the .'c bout of
Medium' but it ith t eritun ondaion

(-a) School of Public Health si mild he thi
Department of Prevenute Medu me

and Pu u Health (> the Sclw,o1 of
ine

The r ationship o the two se lands may he
(ha a teri:ed as being ( mer an philosophy and ih
mutt' 1 re«,gmtion of interdependencies than at
any (Ant in prior history. Tins 'has evolved as the
Sulu )1 of Medicine has." sloWly begun to develop
from the traditional posture of medical edia
wan empl.sis on disease and clinical medi-
cine, to a new disc wery of the family, the
tommunayand a responsibility for health c are of
populations. The School of Public Health has
brOadened Its philosophy tit include not only
healtili promotion and disease 'prevention but a
toncern with all of the Prev, biologic al, social
and othenuse, Which influence health. These two
factors- hate led npturally to close collaboration.
Unless the trend Is Interrupted by a t hange of
leadership on other factors, this trend should
«vow

During the . years that / have been here, we
Mie experienced a variety 'of reknionslup.s be-
ttteen this Scilwol and the School of Medicint%;,
some of which- have been mutually beneficial. .

(lose working arrangements e.tist between .our
Departments. . . -On the other hand, relations
between the Department of- . in the Medical
Schaal and our Department of , . has, been
generally at arms-length partly bet cruse of local'
ha-stoat al reasons / detect also a general cool-
ness on the part of the Dean of the Meth( al
Sc haul becomes(' of his general belief that
anything we «in do, he tan do better. ,Although
tie work together a,s needed, / don't feel that our
relationship is imeffet five as would he desirable.

In the . rears in which the two st hoots have
been separate entitles, relationships have- been
erellent Emit school permits students to/ tale
ilea fives in the other school. The' developnaint of
the combined M.D.-M.P.H. and M.D.-M.S Hy-
giene programs has strengthened relationships
between the two schools ...Joint «mulatto' am.
muniments . on curriculum and ex-eutive
"ommutees . are useful. There have been a
fett problems related to financial reimbursement
of the Ittoschobts for various curricular responsi-
bilities Ott asionally problems. Of c ahem t



telt ha'e detel-jped hut' these have not been
difficult to solve. There are a few "departments of,
the Medic al School that, do not perinit joint
appointments. This should be cham,,ed.

Although d Department of the Medutal School,
there. have peen some difficulties 'cif isolaVon.
Currently a ,w ement tcptards stronger relation-
s hips. thr gh.

joint arming in relation to medic a! c enter
activine

joint &Live programs
joint teuc KIK
joint researcih
joint service projec ts.

The principal ideas from, schools of public health
an the aleikrelationship with schools of ,piedicine
;item 18 on the'titiestionnaire1 are given below:

-If universities had no schools of public health,
they would have to invent something like one.
Whether the located .sic 171' a unit within a
medical school (as a department of co* nunity -

medicine Q( some such !tame) dr elsewhe-re
should depend on how effectively ihf? unit could
develop tilted:aces It ith other part, of the univer-
sity (e.g. economic A. polite al scien«,. law. etc.)
as well as with the medical school. My vote
would be for administrative mdependen«, of the
`unit but with strong imentiveS from the central
"administration to assure -lose cooperation among
the respective deans'in developing joint 'academic

,..programs, loint,appointrIfents,.and other forms of
cooperation . I think the deans Of the medi«il
school and st'iool of pabb, health' must share
objectives in A to( hipg of medical students unit

in the detc-.1opment of community health servo es
vehicl-s for teat hing'and reseauh In this stay

Ow). can bring together the resources of two
invautions tovtard common goals. The two owl-
tulions can and should differ substantially in their
othkrfum tions.

'

. SC hoots of midu inc and schools of public
health, should be lox ated on -general university
campuVes. I believe that the relationship between
such professional schools should be close and
cooperdtive. . the teaching 4.4_ preventive/,medi-
cine anci.comrpunity health as well
ogy and ibiostatistic s should fundamentally,
Place in the schoorof public health. . . the basic
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--sciences are probabk-as well taiight in universtty
departments cis in the schools of medicine. They
-may. indeed, be better- taught in such loci . . .

medical scififols are primarily oriented, and
should continue- so, toward the training of
tioners of try' luine."Schoots of publiclihealth can
the othe nd -should devoie.ther;,selves t($ the
training of praCtitioners,and leaders in corninunity
health a d the delive of services, both herilth
and medical.

i also strongly believe that ,we need more
problem -c entered training in both our medical
and schools of public health. Ifland when such
activities are developed on a general campus, it
svtH be finind that a great many professional and
nonprofessional schools will contribute more ef,
fec tivels ,to the solutions.

believe it . . is very important that the
School be in *strong position to serve its the
Department of Preventive and /or Social Medicine
for the Medical School in the '70's. Whether or
not we can find the 'resources to do that remains
a question. We do have unique concepts to offer,
however, and belic4e we should Fmk+ every
attempt to Junction in that capacity. If we do not,
social presiures ysill cause schools of medicine to
provide these iiinctions for themselves and
schools of public health may well end up as part
of the allied health professions.

Relationships between 4,lie .s*sc hook are depend-

ent . on the mutual respect of the faculty at
every level. , . This. l ()operative 1pitft .; an be
fostered by . . .'instrumentalities for cywerati,l,
research. tea hing and service.. .

The stabhshment of joint academic. programs
, M.D . M.P.H.) joint educational endeavors

entrahzed edici ational «, titers for continu-
ing education and the maintenance of a cordial
spirit between' the school deans is more important
in effectuating positive action than any pattern of
organizational sthic tune.

In the 70's "medical students should get, more-
exposure to social medicine. This can be
achieved through a sharing of School of Public
Health fiuultr,141the School of Medicine.

4. . .

:5*
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4
''''4'" Thi *schodis of public beelth 4nu,'u remain,

autonomdits graduate scluiols capableV afford-
ing opportunities /or adeqnced `training at the

...
mast 's and, doctoral level of all the various

.°. -prof and -parciprofessiondl groul,s co > ,
prisiiig the tealth industry! The srhools'represent

P,
the - singly g#QuP .4 institutions which afford

. . .
opportuniti es for true inter disiiplinary .collabora-

.
.

tifrit of "pees; giOups." The schools of medicine 4;

mu /t endsithyld give priori t) their own.

p4 profession and should, have faculties whose pri-
-_-).

-110-
mars, infixes!. and expertise*lie,with the training of -
medical students and, p4ysalans. Schhols of pub-
lie, health, or'the Ars' hand: 'should attract
faculties whose' interests, inetinatitlofe---lc e allow they to deal with tvmuc)

individuals coming from more va
,,....grounds and «wekikg -the entire gprnyt of the

,
health professconal fie0.

V
te

Schools of medicine should ,-,have their bwn
separate departments of preventive me'cliing0-
which ertsurWat medical students are well
grounded in the epidemiologic principles and
methods which underlie sound preVentive met!):
cint ret-,ams. Thee shot by cdnple course
offerings available ro medical students to allow
them elertivOopporfunities in some cif' the ''ad-
mirtistralke tthcine" specialty sareasand these:
could be offered by schools of-PUblic health for
thedialitudents in their own.' universities,as well
as for tudents in ether neighboring universities.
Hot er, the phy'skian muNeequipped toVeul
with e clinical aspects of *mechcineregardltss-,-
cif his later spec ialikition interests or his ac ua t

.area of practice' lr? Yater life. Therefore the
primary concern of'the medical school should be

lffle thesa-aininkof physicians con( erne.d k;:ith., the ,

I IIMare of the putent.,1"fte"primkey concern of the ,
sc-Po'd1 of publi heafthshould be with the training .;
of all health profeskionals, inclucheg physh.ian'sT in

'the.sipecia lized problems of popuThtion and com-
mirnity health. .; 4... '

4
. . . where Schivls of public' health ep.it; K.

otvoidd not favor *the existence. of a separate
deparorfent of preventive medaike and public

. --
health-This dual existence leadsiolsoladdn. The

.
-' fa citify Of,ohe, schools of pubt(l health must

realiZe and inttrnalize the importance to them-
selves of being an integral part, of the sehool of

/-

-
edicirie, . . . Service activities should 'be in

.
consortium with the °other pi kfessional tschools

);

4 meree'
rather than individualistic (say e for research): .

. . .

In' my opinion; ..icth s of public health igfe
, unique institutions for which there is no substi:

tute. Their missions' tare directed at' the study and
solution of community problems aild their stu- ',

dents are prepared for .this purpose. Departments
-of community medicine, in my experience, dre
primarily concerned with the preparation of physi-
cians to deal with personal' health problems in an
,
organized fashion, but they do not ,pretend.to-
frain their students either to 4n specialists in the
scientific' fields that underlie public health nor- to
be .managers of'major publit 41 private enter-
prises. - _ ,

Aiepting these Pots to be factual, I cannot
but on'lude that it would be a mistake to
blanket schools of public health into medical

1
schools. At the same'time, Plirmly ,believe that
there must be the clolest possible relationship

tablished between the two shdols, and particu-
y th departments having similar interests

(e.gi, e 'eine, radiothgy, psyehiatry, communi
rnedicine'), when they exist on the same camp,

, . . .
.

. kelatilinships depend on--people as much as
adhlinistrative structure
The 'ideal relationship would r-'--ic)t be limited to
public. health-medical 'school, but would inclhde
-all Health sciencesas equal phrtne rs. 1

The ideal reldtionShip would be a collaborative
one in teaching, research andservice.

ALA-
A

. . A Joint contmittee of the itiedicaOchool
and the School of Public 'tea' lth should meet
regularly relatiVe to teaching of medical students
by faculty of the School of Public -Health. This
committee might- also serve as a joket committee
fur the combined It CP.-M.P.H. program: It
would be helpful* if a Member of the
School faculty sat on the Executive Cdrium
the School -of Public Health in an ex officio
capacityl(nhn-voting), and ,a member of the
School of Public Health. faculty, continued to
serve on- fhe Medical School Executive Faculty as
an ex officio member. . . . Joint depgLtmental
appointrn' ents are desirable where there r interest
to onabaration in teaching' or .research. Some

) )
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representation of each school onlithe corm Wm
cordmittee of the other sc hurl a desirable; A

'separate administrative and financial structure Jr
the two schools has proved to he must useful

MEDICAL SCHOOLS

Among the medicalsehool departments, respond-
ing to the questionnaire about half reportfedVA
combination name, such as Public Health and
Epidemiology, Preventive Medicine and Community
Health, Family./ and Commu ity Medicine, and the
like. The flavor of the department names may be
seen intthdirrumber. of nines that
'appeared:

,

410
Medicine
Community

tl ,Preventive
Health
Family_- "1"
Epidemio
Board

certain words

73

I

38

31

9

8

' While several of the departments of preventive
medicine indicated that they earned rellhonsibility
lcir teaching the newly emerging specialty of family
practice in their schools (more than nineirichcated
by the term Iri their title). the dominant pattern
seems tObe for separate departments for tlys field.
Thirty-two of the reporting schoo; (about one-third)
have alreidi established independent departments
of familY practice (including a fe\w sections in

ii4gpartments of medicine), -and. anotk 28 are re-

ported fiRipe considering doing so It ig worthy of
note that only five of the departments indicated that
consideration etas now being given to establishing
schools, of publiC health white these do not

ist
pres-

ently eit ,
iIn contrast to the extensive commitmeia of

scpltof public health to awarding graduate de-
gr rs.. the departments of preventive medtethe are
only minimally involved in degree-onented graduate

ucation. Only 14 -of .the medical school depart-
% is reported 4p-ding such -degrees during J972

iit and;,..,;- anc1. 2 others rritiOned degrees awarded by ar-
rangement vOth otheidepartments: 6 awarded only
one or two graduate degrees during the yew: and
justAschool awarded rnor than Rk 1 '

- In addition. to_ physiCi4is almost Al the depart-
ments 'of preventive- medicine include on therc
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. .t.
faculties a bipstaktician, usually full time, bu in a
few instances the, medical schools maintain se te.

departments Cr this discipline &large majority, of
preventive medicine fculties---also include someone
in behavioral science, and most illPsocial workt. Only
a few mentioned faculty rriembers4 environmental
health. A wide variety of other disctplines were
represented. There is great variation Srthe size of'
departments of;preventive- medicine, from a very
few part -time faculty to large departrnents tvith full-

'time faculty in many fields. . I
Almost all the depajoiments. reported being en-

gaged in some community health service itctivines, .

about half o these quite extensively. In some cases
this kind of e eavor obviously involves a' large

f\
proportionso faiulty effort. While several depart-
ments mentionedilocal health department activities,
more commonly the departments reported being
engaged in the new forms of ambulatory care being
established in communities, such as, neighborhood

',health centers, 'drug abuse clinics, and the like.

The iternin the questionnaire calling for the vie 's ..

of preventive medicine department chairmen on
how training for public health should be condo ted,
and particularly the -role of departments of p even-
tive medicine. brought a substantial respon Most
prevalent ,was the idea that departments of preven-
tive medicine shcwid teach medical stu ents the ...-`

basic elements of preventive medicine (,/verat mei:. f

tioned epidemiojiogy specifically) and orient siudenls
to public health. leavin ig.grade preparation for. -
profdssiOnal'caree'rs in ,public he h/to schools of
public health. Many mentioned roidenc t !ling in
preventive medicine particularly, to' prd physr-
clans to assume managenar'respOnsibili In new-, 4
forms ofohealth care delivery. Several emphasized,
Collaboration with schools of public health present,
planned, or potentialiin the graduate education bf '
physicians. A small nUmber asserted that depart-
ments of preventive medicAne cquld offer training
equivalent to that available in schools of public
health.

/ -
$ 9 .

To give a more direct flavor of the responses the
following c acts maybe cited: -

We prep re physicians ,who wish to retain N,

clinical responsibihties titid activities but sclio wish
to he .ahle to allocate health carirresources :t
appropruitely Jr O istablkshed needs of at defined
population. We envision such physicians to be

,)i
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clinic or HMO medical directors. We ilvise
postgraduate clinical experience in medicin andl
or pediatrics; some formal'coursework in medical
care planning, evaluation. organizatiOn; expori-
ence itr same.

The most urgent in public health is
broadly trained arid;experienced rr ,,<.gers, both
physician and non-physician.-Tho,e departm'ents
of preventive medicinc:c.urrntly engaged to plan-
'ning and orgi:ni;iing new delivery systeng xfor
their medicabekers are an obvious resource for
such trainmg *and should move increasing:Iy to-
ward offering graduate training in the techniques
required to nra,iage large .scale health care
systems Tice basic sciences (biostatistics, epide-
miology, management science, accounling, sys-
tems analsis, etc.) are already generally availa-
ble. The practical experience is being a«-umu-,
lated,.and I believe oar departments have an
obligation to,nove this actiiity as quickly as
possible.

Thee possibility of expanding some of our
departments into covplete ichools, of public
health ,on the University 41' Washington model)
should be seriously onscdered, as should the
development of more programs on the 'clinic-al

,sc holars' model.
, .

2,- I see graduate training for public health as
' h;lainly' but Ma volely,the fun( tion of schools of

Fubli health, both at masters anddotdeal levels.
Others' contribrilemedu al schools and other
units, of the "university. Cle,arly. some medical
school Jepartments of preventive medicine should
be' encouraged and permitted by public health
program .iccr,editation ligencies, together qith .

assistanue from federal fiinding sources, to "de-
vetOp graduate degree programls,inpublic health-
corittrrensurate sath -their abilities, resourcel`and
opportunities.

. the. sc hools of public health at UCLA,
University of Wellington, Puerto Rico, Okla;
homa, etc. all eiolved out reTilliFe7T strong
departments of preventive medicine and M
important that this model for SP_ I.Cdevelopment
be recogtared and sustained. New 'instant'
schools of public health like Pittsburgh are apt to

be rare. Further, while only abput 20 perCent,of
the states have schools of public health, most of
the states have schools of medicine*. 0 seems
especially incumbent on schools in such Mates to
exercise leadership in publk health, throe gh their
de menti of preic'etitive medicine, and /this* may.
include warrant for the provision of public health
training.

,
, ,

,
1,

.

- it
. . medical school' departmentsoof :13 reventive

mldicine have'not considered 'enough their capac-
ity,to offer Ph.D. or other doctoral degrees. such
as Doctor of Medical Science in a public 'health
specialty. , ,

4 ,A.. . other units of universities (pith( adminis-
tration, business administration, ehgineeting, eco-
nomics, behaVioral science:, etc.) haVe the capa-
bility of associating their programs With schools
of medicine for training for tertain public health
specialties. Should this be encouraged?

The chief advantage of the medical school
department of pr ntive medicine as compared
to schools of pi' ealth is .tile intimate contact
with clinical discip inesinvolved in clinical care,

.These-fields also provide the model of learning by
doing. under supervision. I see the Medical school;
departments of preventive medicine playing a;
special tole in training health aa re manakiLlt.oll
evaluators because of thii close and often direct
involvement in healthcare delivery,

r

I see diminishing role in the field of enyiron-
mental health ,in medical schools, bid' believe
schools of public health should develop intimate _

contacts with public health deliverysystems
whereYhe graduate student ontinues a close
preceptorkhip-ferationship to hool of iublic
heatth. during his. field work. ptitAally there
would be no shaip .demarcatioh between the
period in the school of public health and m the
pubic health practicum. . -

There will continue 0 e o some ime,
course. a need for workers in traditional 'public.
health fields but ultimately I believe that the
'schools of 'public health are going to have to_
Gonver4 themselves into some: sort of direct
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service-rendering orlanization in order to provaijog
pertinent training,

"I\
Medical school departments, have iiresponsibil-

iti,. to orient medical students to the principles of
public health and disease control and to acquaint
them with hots people function in tariousrtypes of
aggregates. about the societal «9iitext, and the
roles of health per-4(4pol in service systems
Through the activities of the department a pro-
portion of students should he 'Trued ago ,the
health field as prciessional public health physi-

Apicllf. The students Ahit'uld belltgiten special
pportunities throug electives to learp:dbefit the

role and he an Opporti to Jr v it fiat to some
extent in vanous real-life field situations

To mepubla heaa' means anTmenention,
action-oriented program for enhamerent of the
health of the popultition I do not believe that this
can be realistualls or effectively taug ht in any
setting other than one in whic h this actit.ifty is

being carried out
For this reason. a medical school environment

las noss constituted) is a better site for :pubh(
health- training. Current publii, health school
environments do a beautiful lob of training ana-
lvst,s biostanstu tans. and other methodologists
hkath are badls needed talents, hut are not

in 'public health

iledical se hool should provide bask input for
all plissa ians regardless,of speataitt career
(iron e Sc hool of public health should he truly
post-graduate for those desiring a career in
preventive medicine as defined /7) boards) Alter-
native input ss Ain medical sIcehool departments
should also be acceptable for post-graduate tram-

')
Mg.

At present most of these den. artments. inched-
sing our optn,do not hate the s«,pe and numbers
of faculty required for efjc;c aye training for public'
health. Training for publAhealtlftis hest done in.

schools of public heult4 and in communits;health
ageni les.

Believe training in strung departMents of pre-
ventive rhecia me should-he «insidered-equitalem
to that in schools of ptthhc:,health s'

1
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Tge trend in recentflyearittoward academic
health centers versus medial centers an name
at leastlk,speaks an increasing emphasis upon
maintenance and promotion of .health. In our
department, as' withsnumerous other medical
schools, an effort in family practice or.primary
care is growing because of public pressure and
professional recognition. For undergraduate' med-
icaLtraining, a department of preventive medicine
is still vital in medical school. Residency training

an preventive rneAine should also,'be a feature of
.ikis effcirt if the 'department is Strong enough to
support 'advanced stscients. An academic sihool

.of public health can exert a,leaveruing influence'in
}he university by _ircirging with medical' school
atiiities or programs. The growth of schools of
willed health professions is another realm in Which
medical and public health schoo.ls ai*es promOting
the rec ent concept of academic healilk.:4.ers,

IfTraining for traditnal public health activities
Should be given

medicine
schools of/publit. health.

Schools of medicine can give unique training
OppOrilla/CS to figure academic teachers of
preventive ntedicine,Nlanners .cind managers of
health «ire delivery progrkms, arid Joint training
in preventive met& inc an another c tins; al spe-
cialty

Departments of cwmtnicnit tnedicine that have
sufficient' resources (and this is a must) should
develop strong resident' programs in «immunity.
medicine. Where possible for example. geographi-

-.calls% liaison of such programs should be ex-
plorad,with schools of public haft, partk Warty
where depth Of specialization may be important in
an individual candatate's training-. For example,
one \ear of a three-p,ar program might be
obtained at a school.of public health (MPH
ft/In-Wien! year). The medical school (*mild better
support the clinic al, field research, ,and teat her
.training 'aspects of residency programs.

Modern medic ql .5( hool curricula leave little
room for teaching public. health. In dipth instrucg
tarn in this discipline must necessarily be done in

.. sitiiii; s o pug ic w ere sans ary vigineeis.
biostatisticums. public health administrators, fo-.
cial tsorkers, epidemiologists and public health
.norses are ,avaphle to _giVe a (oorpiet# prypary
of instruction.
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Medical stude s, on the csthee hand,'should all
be taught' the ele rents of prevention. While 'there
is considerable verlapping between preventive
medicine and public health, the two are definitely
nest the same.

I expect th t within the flex; S years the
developing dep rtsnent3 of Social and /or Commu
nity Medicine n our Medical .5( hoots will have to

with probciblv a selective

I Kent through u_ 'period ,of wondering whether
there was a genuine reasoin for the Department to
continue to AN. I have tome to feel rather
strongly that if it' did not, the interests, of the
medi4al Itudeni:s "might be lost, in the ,demands
which faculty members at the School of Public
Health inevitably-have placedtipon ihern. Jo be
-sure, all of.th4Sassumes, that the departments in
the- &IOW. o7 Public Health.awould be provided .

play a key roll
with staffing patterns which take into accountmentarity hi.) between themselves and with
reoansibilities far stiedkal student teaching andschools of p btu health in Toronto or in the
researc h .i; ppcirtuntile.s.

U.S A . .-. ' ''' .

"\\Undoubtedly a very careful exchan'ge and
discussion of ideas between interested educators

r

Medical .Settarg-Wepdrtments (preventive medi-
facing such a' possible integrated future approach -cine public health- and /or coaimunity. medicine)
and those yip traditional pubilic -health sr hoots

_ _should have in depth- educatan in behaitioralgit ,_
is essential ',- . - . .

-- - . sciente and elltuntitaive methods (epidemiology,
-.'"

a syMergistiprogrant nught _be (Oweived biostatistic s, and-the- decision process) as Well as #

whereby the 'iaborators, yr Ira( awl, Or clinical' the more Jraditiotial preventive riled:fine -and-, -
component crt,the training _forpublic h alth «stild public health amtent. In addition, stu ent expo-

be developed by the -clepartment of winmiiiiily sure at the c'Ommunit'.. level with 'the delivery

medicine in conjunc lion with a neighboring SI hool '1,-ystem is essentia/ ton( urrent inter-relationship

of public healt# . . A ith_tt school ofisublic ,health would he ideal
. -

- __, . . durofg this process and combined degree pro -
11n summary, ms experiences lead me to The graz,n,s- possible and encouraged.

4behtf that the multiple crises of :rearm-Ilonal. ,
programs and "the variety 14 faculty which need to ;--4. , .

definihon, I do not see. a regular role for
departments of pret'entiv; medicine in. methcal:

be brought togetherfor a saccessful srhool_of Unless 'Public Health' undergoes a change in

public, ,health do not _lit easily intn the orani:a-
tion of a medical st hm`s1. The close association of
medical faculty and paalu health faculty is highly
desirable and their UsslIciation may provide an
excellent basis for incorporating other
schools. into group cu may train student
effectively fir the health programs of (he

u.hools in suc7t traini'i. There Kill always be
special circumstances and students who could 'be

alth involved in mfdtcal School departments of preven-

more , five medicine, but I doubt that this would be for

tike. degree purposes In general, f think that schools
of public health have quite another responsibility

Although I__coskl-griOn at wasiderablelength,' and need _which are not realizable in schools of

o formulate the relationships briefly' medicine,. This in no way should he inferred as

as follows It seems to me that the department of meaning that there cannot be cooperative ffort

preventive and social medicine sauld retained both in research and training between the cc hoots

as an `entity in the medical school wit.h' a
relatively moderate size, faculty. It :shouklirif ycvc ,

will pardon, the expression, serve an adv.cac'y
role in the schbol of public health to mobillize
appropriate resources for the teaching of medical
students and also to rechat medical students for
were in the various departments' cif the s( hoc :01

public, health and ,also, to work! f4ir degrees is,
Pah& health' '

4

of medicine and sihools of public health. ere

_ are certainly many places where this could be
done,- fctr example, some students in a schoo of
public health might desire some 'Clinical ex eri-

- ences: which could be arranged through s obls,
(if medicine. The s 'quid hold feir epiclemio-

.. logical investigations voliing i Buccal smititions.'
r 4

C
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'The role of medical' school departments of
preventive medic-tie and community medicine
should be to introduce medical.students to this
holistic method or viewing ill' health, and to
respond to and encourage individual students'
potential interest in.th:s-ureu of medic ine that is,
treating populattbns 9f people, rather than indt-
idual disease entitles. Presentiv,.we feel our
spons'ibility is to teach our, students 'that ill

th occurs as a community problem, that it is
inf enced by social. psychological, and political,
as ell as organic factors We also focus on
economic factors influencing the availability of
quality medical and involve our staff and
students. in the planning and implementing of
health care services to underserved populations

p
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QLESTIONNAIRE ON RELATIONSHIP 9F

SCHOOLS 0F PLBI IC HEALTH 10

SCHOOLS OF M.E. DIC E.. 5

4 .

I Name of School of Public Health --y

.01
2 Date of Its establishment
3 Number of graduate student, 19'1-)972 _ - _
4 Number of graduate degrees W.". didett .197-19-"
x Does parent UniYersity also ha'.e a medical school'' t Yes No

6 If no skip to item 18
If ye, please complete items --18

' What other health professional schools does the LniYersity include '
Dental Yes_ _ No
Nursing , Yes No

Pharmacy Yes_ __ No

Other '
specify .

8 Vika is the approximate physical distance between ttte offices of the Dean of the School of Pdhlic Heath and the Dean'of

-I the Medical School'
(feet or milesi A

9 Dyes the School of Medicine hay apart from the Schoolof Public Health a Department specifically cion,.erned with

' Pticentive or Community Medicine' -1
Yes 4 Ni_

If. es nemetof Department . _ ' .
,

10 Do member's of TO ISIty of the School or Public` Health base joint appointinents in the School of Medicine'
Yes No__

If yes spell, the departments in -the School of Medicine ir, which such joint appointments are held

I Oa Do members of the faculty
-
of.the School of M. dicine have joint appointment4 the School of Public Health'

. .
_ __ .= Yes __ No _
If yes specify the departments in which such appointments a,e held in the SchoLl of Public Health .

... 3

11 What required-courses ispecur

V. hat elective courses' spec-ifs 1'
12 Do the Schcxth, of Medicine and' Public Health offer joint degrees. e g M D 4nd M P H ' ,_ ' = ''-----

12a Do sou have any special arrangement now for medical students to take the whole M P. H course dS an elective'
Yes No

12h If yes can the', receoc credo( tow irds the NI P H during the same period of time they are earning their M D
' degrees* . . Yea No

12, What is the shortest period of 'ime,'Yearsi necessary for a medical student to earn both degrees IM 0 and
M P H i' ' Years

... __
.

12d D9 you offer such students P H S Tra neeships' - - . Yes___. No 6 ____

13 To what extent do faculty memhert of the School of Medicine participate, in the curriculum of the School of Public Healtr4
i Descrihe,hnefly i

14 List titles of major research projects in which fac'ulty members of School of Puhlij. Health and School of Medicine are new

collaborating
15 .7 List major commt nits service projects initiated hy the L mYersity in which faculty members of the School of Public. Health '

and the School o' Medione are nos collaborating .. ,

16 Describe briefly administratiYe relationships between the School of Public Health and the Scholl( of Medicine. e g Council.
of Health Science Deans tom! planning enterprises etc

17 Summarize the relationship between the School of PutTlic 4ealth and the School of Medicine in your lAtvarsity with
attention to the historv,salues and diffictilties in the relationship as well as its natuie and extent , .

18 Summarize your views on the,ideal gelationstup between schools of public health and schools of madicing,for the 1970s .

V . .
,

*It

''I
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON RELATIONSHIP OF
MEDICAL SCHOOL DEPARTMENTS OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

TO ACADEMIC TRAINING FOR PUBLIC HEALTH,

'1.
1 Name of Medical School L

A
2*; >lame of Department (Preventive Medic 'Me. Community Medicine. or other)

t

3". Does Medical School have a separate Department of Family Medicine? Yes ,No If not, is
consideration being given to establ stung one Yes
Number and type of gradual rees carded in Department of Preventive Medicine, 1971-1972

5. Doe's patent University a o have a School of-Public Health? Yes No
If not, is consideration being given to establishing one? Yes -No
Besides medicine. what othe&_disciplines are represented by-one or more persons on''Department of
Preventive Medicine faculty .

Full time
Yes No

Biostanstics
Behav, SCienee ,
Social Work
Other (Specify) -.

7. List7jor community health service projects in which Department is engaged!

_Part-time

Yes No
r

.'8. Summanze you-r views on hov, training for public health should be Larried out, especially on the present'
and potential role of Medical school departments of preventive medicine in such trairOng:

4

(.

I
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I
DISCUSSION

Maureen M. Henderson

Dr. Breslow has described examples of aca
deistic relationships between schools of public
health and schools of medicine in the United°
States and _Canada during the past 30 years He

carefully pointed out that our schools of public
health were founded at varying points of tirne,..T-6-
some extent then. the initial and su equent
formal and informal relationship ith Medical
schools were to be mold by time-related
circumstances. including..-varying sources of fiscal

'support. student elation. and prevadmg ap-
proaches 'to .c1 ase control. .The last should be
giv,en sin s consideration as a determinant of
the c ent and format of educational programs in
b health and medical schools

' j A -simplistic summary of changes in the ap-
proach to disease control over time is shown in
Table 1 Dis- tinction at the level of program
activity is crucial to Perceiving the appropriate-
ness of medical school or school of public health

as the preferential site of training. It should be
emphasized that this sequence of 'approaches to
control is applied to one set of disease problems
after the other.,Technical training of practitioners
to maintain environmental control of "older'
diseases continues unabated. This discussion is
restricted to -th raining of future physicians for
their contemporary ole in disease prevention and
..ontrol.

Our first public 'healih schools were founded at
a time when there as a general emphasis on
control of infections by enviapmental measures.
foll4wed by a phase in which the control of
infectious. disease by immunization and similar
procedures represented the new emphasis. These.----
procedures were first applied at a corrontinity.
level and later at an individual level through-

' personal physicians. First atteffipts to counteract
the effects of chroincdiceases focused on thera-
peutic intervention and itscorollaries,' those of
early.,,,detectioq of disease and a comprehensive

_..approach to I dividual patient management. Cur--
fent practic emphasizes efforts at control of the
anticipated effects of chronic diseases by altera-
tion of risk factors Introductory pvograrns 'have
been focused at the individual patient level. but I

predict they will gradually broaden into commu-
nity level application and then int4a period of
concentration on control of the effects of chronic
diseases through the application of environmental
measures.

Whether or not there is.general agreen-iint
aboot these summarized sec8lar trends they at
least illustrate the 'point that it,is,easy to' Identify

orelative advantages to ;raining in one or the other
type of institution in line with change in the
content and practice of public health measures.

Dr Berg has described changes medical
schoOl departments of preventive medicine over t.
time (111) It is particularly 'important to note that
these departments have an ability to change
programs to meet training need This ability is; in
great measure. the result of their-homogeneous
student -population and their hislorica ack of
commitment to formalized degree-awar du-

ale programs It is unlikely that schools o public
health. with a .different stude population and
more formalized degree ring programs, could
ever achieve the same potential for rapid re-
sponse. If joint training programs are conceived.
it would be impOrtant to exploit this characteristic
of departments of preventive medicine to mutual
advantage.

Events in other countries. whether introducing
innovations in existing organized health care ser-
vices or developing entirely new services, can be
drawn upon to predict patterns of change in this
cortry /N,- selected review of the, 6:xPerience of
other cmnthests that we In the United

TikgLE

Level of Program
Control of Activity

infections by Environmental Measures
Infectious Disease by Immuni I.

zation
Chronic Disease by Therapeutic: inter-

vention
Chronic Disease by Risk Factor

Intervention
Chronic Ditigase by

Measure's

Environktented

community
community
individual
individual

individual
vommunits
community>.-



States will be faced with tncreastng pressure to
make efficient use of health professional educa-
tional resourcesand institutions. anti to' provide
training programs 'which will allow students both
to learn and to develop new role, models Both
pressures can be met by an ucanonal system
that identifies levels of scientifi c ucation and
levels of training in specific skills, and is prepared
to offer education and training at appropriate
levels to all students who need to reach that level.
whatever thiticiittal career goal

Schools of public health are nearer, to this type
of education than b. her professional
schools and should ,be in a position to give
leadership to other schools if the, predicted pres-
sures matenalize. It is interesting to note that this
approach to professional health education and
training requires objectives of undergraduate med-
ical student, education similar tothose adopted in.
the United Kingdoms In that country. they-have
agreed that medical school education 1s to provide

all '.hat is appropriate` to the understandrng of
medicine as an evolving science and art to
provide a basis for fatUre vocational training It is
not to train doctors' to be biochemists-. surgeon?.
general practitioners or any other..kinnf special-
ist: the fundamental requirement is that basic
medical education should give the studenj
edge of the sciences upon which medicine is
-based and an understanding of the scientific
method.' (2,)

The current trend in sc hool education
in this country is in a different direction. namely.
an increasing tendency to track or systematize
groursof studentsa format that encourages
early specialization If continued. these trends
will itkely lead to an-earlier or possibly premature
separation of medical students into Roup,s di-
rected towards basic science,' clinical. and com-
munity health practice In sum, this dispariity,
between evolving patteros, of education ,and train-
ing IQ Medical and other professional schools and
in schools of public health should he given
consideration in relation to future needs and the
possible development of joint progranis .

rently. there is world-wide .interest in the
opment of efficgent

nry programs
pment of pro

sh Departmei

ntegrated health cure
ual .enthasis on the

management skills The
Health and Social Security

Current Status /45

o
has published a report of its(VOrking Party on
Administrators- (3). in Avhich- is made for
including physicians trai d i the specialty of
community medictee as ecutives and managers
within the newly organize and unified national
,service. This new role illidistin fished from the role
of advisor an4 teacher in community medicine, and
in mx view its introdtiction will increase, national
needs for the latter. In the published program of
work fo'r 1973 tQ f977 (4), the Director'General of
the World Health Organization (WHO) has stated
that "increasing, government involvement in the-

control 91 health, services will dictate the necessity-
of preparing. suitably qualified and experienced
health managers capable of forming links between
the technical components of the health service and

'the administrative ale legislative components of
fovenAnt." These and cithv statements reflect a
consensus that high quality program management
and eiCuation are fundamental to comprehensive r
nel'Ith service program developthent, that a`certain
proportion of administrIalors at all'levels must be
physicians and that community medicine training is
tile best medical specialty training, for this group of
administrators.

The British advoctite a 3-to 4- year pist- graduate
spefialty trains' ,program which includes supervised
in-service experience in a vanety of operational
circomstaces Their training programs *will be co-
operative' .ventures between academic and profeili
sionat bodies and health service authorities. Appren-
ticeship training is to be complemented by formal
academic education in the sciences basic tQ the
practice of disease prevention and control. The
sciences will include those bapc to management and
to the implementation- of social organization, The
World Health-brganization will pay more attention
to providing ,raining services in-both administration
and managemoot of health services and will empha-
size modern scientific and technical methods of
management adapted 'o local conditions.

Dr. Breslow's analysts of the results of his
survey notes that sev,:tal medical school depart-,
?Rents already have specified interest in -training
both physician and nonphysician^health-care-gan-
tigers These 'departthe.:nts' tend to emphasize the

*need for available ongting/serviCe programs in
which apprentiCeship training can be pursued.
Some schools of public health have de'scribed
long-standing training programs which use health
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departments
for in-service experience. A recent

recruit to the field of formal specialty training in
general preventive medicine is the Centerfor
Disease Control in Atlanta, Georgia. and its
wide-spread service programs have become avail-
able as .vehicle, for this form of in-service train-
dig. Schools of public health and training pro-
grams run by public health authonnes have hardly
begun to .emphasize, and '..specify -the content of
training for managers.

An .obviOus but perh457Nver-simple suggeition
is that these particular career/provide a unique
opportunity for the specification of collaborative
training programs .:which. would make maximum
use of the academic and broad disciplinary re-
sources of schools of public health and the clinical

This is an appropriate time for the leaders-4
public health and general preventive medicine to
review their total teaching resources- and aim to
utilize theM in so effidien't a way as to favor the
irkvoduction.of innovative, contemporary training
programs. While recommending the developent
of truly collaborative training programs,- I must
stress the urgent need of wide recognition of the
exceptionally important and unique responsibili-
ties and mission of the., two sets of institutions.*
Undergraduate health professional students must
be prepared or the future. Exchanges with coun-
tries with health services in more advanced stages
of organization than our own susgest that past
deficiencies in the professional health schools'
curriculum must be anticipated and compensated'

programs belonging to, or. available to, depart----for by Arvasive and high quality education in the
ments of preventive medicine Very tentative and
early steps have been 'taken toward this,jype of
Joint training within the contextof contract-
supported, large-scale, population-based studies.

, These studies serve to build new, if narrow.
bridges between medical service operations, ,usu-
ally in medical schools. and a limited number 'of
departments within schools of public health. Re-.
search of ens type is likely to increase if more
stringent public questions are askd about eftfct
and efficiency of, both medical and health cite
services and programs This is another area where
existing relatiortships should begconsidered for
exploitation to further the development of training
programs 0

A second - trend in professional education in this
country rs' toward a reduction in duration of the
educational process accompanied by an i rease
in technical training The result is dispro mon-
ate reduction in scientific educations in medical
school, a direction likely to require, in the long
run, additio,ial compensatory basic science educa-
tion in mast residency training programs In "its
requirement of postdoctoral academic training in
its basic sciencesegentral preventive medicine is
_ahead of other clinical_specralties and has a
unique opportunity to prekide leadership in'the
format of specialty medical; training.

e

principles and applications of community health
sciences. For a number of years, therefore,
medical school departments of preventive medi-
cine intst educate both faculty and ,students in
theseisciencts and must serve as tlieihitial kource
of recruit rent. Schoels ollipublicheallfemust4e.
prAide. advanced trainint in prictice--and in
rgsearch methods and thing implement.. research
which will ekpand both the, knowledge and tfi)
IkOrizon of t ield.

S
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4
VISIONARY AND REVISIONIST VIEWS
OF SCHOOLS OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Reuel A. Stallones

The origins of formal education in community
health in the United States have been traced a
number of times. Theccounts do not always agree.
but the discrepancies likely can be accounted for by
differences in definitions and in the instituOons from
which the authors received their owirs degrees.
Sometime in the 191M, graduate education in com-
munity health was begun. and there was a formal
designation of schools t'if public health in the 1920s.
The development came out of the sanitary/bacterio-
logical revolution-of the 19th century. and, despite
the prophetic adjurations of some the earliest
educational programs in the schools were devoted
very largely to medical microbiology an4the control
of communicable diseases.

at least partly, to the desires! of the splintered
specialty groups for, more time in the sun for their
students. In the 1960s substantial variations were
introduced, usually in the directions of increasing
the elective hours at the expense of core courses.
Opinions surely vary, but this can be considered to
have further decreased the likelihocid that commu-
nity health would be viewed as an area worthy of
study for its own sake.

The central issue in education for community
health is whether community health (or public
health) represents conceptually something more inte-
grated than the separate activities of a number of
professions. ThSt schools award master's and doc-
toral degrees does not answer the question. becau
the degrees are umbrellas covering extraordinary
diversity, Usually our notions of what constitutes
academic disciplios -are determined by ideas derived-
from science, whelever greater specialization and
narrowing have differentiated and defined the fields,
and little prestige accrues to those who try to

- understand the intersections arukinterrelatiohs be-
tween fields. Community' health can hardly be

(defined as other than the coalescence of activities of
people from many fields concerned with health and
illness within human communities. Therefore, the
discipline of community health must consist of the
linkages beireen these interests and the rationale
and purposg for asserbhng them.'Although the mix
of professions has changed as the problems ad-
dressed have ohanged. this definition of.kommunity
health is relatively stable.

Thetie concepts are material to an understanding
of- relations between schools of public health and
departments of preventive medicine, and of alter-
nate says in, which education in community health
might be accomplished within a university. Among
the possible models are;

A free-standing school cif public health on a
caPihmis with or without a medical school.

2.7An academic consortium on,4 general campus,
with` or without medical

From this a pattern, for schools of public health
emerged; they were organized into cietigut.ments that
carried disciplinary identtlication...ipecificalb -epide-
miology. biostatistics, environmental health. and
administrative methods. As new progrens emerged
or grew in importance. thty were, likely to be
declared to be disciplines and. in some schools.
added to the structure as new departments.\

Although Curncula were reviewed and modified
frequently, organizational forms changed very little.
The result was aprogressive fractionation and*/
divergence of the factions; the schoo. Is were held
together by a core curriculuisc-ornotised of sepal
rate courses or a more or less inteirtrrvgram of
instruction., The core curriculum reflected allegian
to the origins of public health with emphasis Ton

epidemiology. biostatislics. environmental heaf014
and administration. altered only by the addition of
some behavioral science in sonnAW the schools.
The rigidity of this pattern was'promoted by the

-edicts of the accrediting agency, the Committee on
Professional Education of the American Public
Health Association.

By about 1955, some muttering complaints were .

heard concerning the core currjculunt.this was due.

1.

3. A consortairnaoi health professions in a health
it Science center.

vertheless, while all of the school's of pubijc
heal* he United States share campuses with

Is of medicine- some ofttrem ,are not on
general campuses. Pretlniably.'llie pattern is the
result of a view more commonly held earlier that
public health was a subspecialty of medicine. Al-

/-
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FUNCTIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF AC'TIVITIES
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though -severil, sthoolc of public health deuelopee
from deBarirnents, t4 preventivemedicine. add sev-

'',eral schois serve as the departments for their sister
medical schools, unix one department now functions

as an accredited schbol of public health.
- The einerging'vOncept "of'-'an academic health

"I: science centengseems to be attracting much favor,
and has significant implications for the future of
education for community health A health science

-center should. I suppose. incorporate at least three
different ipealth professions schools into a single
atImingtrative 4,tructure. Some fears hive been
expressed that in this environment. a school of-

PE RS( i711

ME DINE.

ST RX'IL ES

.-4540NE

PRACTITIONER'ONF.
IF NT1

public health would lose" its; identity. and the
important functions served by the school ?hay he' d
slighted in -the competition for funds and"spa,ce.
That this hitzard teal cannot be denied: the track
record &the medical 'schools in supportizt these
functions is not bright. However. only sO much
protectionism' is defensible and if thesi.hools of
public health can only survive in some, kind of
academic sheltered workshop. then we might as
well bid them a fond.farewell

Most of the academic health sciericecenters seem
now to be federations of autonomous faculties. and

. t";=-2.long as, this persists.-most of the potential
advantages of the structure 'cannot he realized.
Almost certainly. therefore. schools within the cen-
ters will be required to give up some of their
independence. and the boundaries between them
will become blurred and perhaps disappear com-
pletely. In other .health professions as well, as in
Community health. scientific disciplinary identifica-
tion is no longer an appropnate .base for solving
'problems in the field. and hence' not a satisfactory
approach for education in, these professions. A
[number of institutions have adopted procedures
'emphasizing the values of synthetic. systems-ori-
ented teachings Conceivably these ideas eventually
may be reflected in changes in administrative struc,
cure. and problerti-centered units. establrthed with-,
out regard for traditional xlepartinental forms. may
become more common

An adaptation of matrix management is a useful
way to preserve some of the advantages of aggrega-
non of persgns of like background and yet provide
mixes of disciplines as needed to attack broad
problems A health science center can easily be

conceived of as ;t system of linked matrices, with
the linkages, occurring both according to the prob-
lem aduressed and by discipline. As the linkages
increase in number. the distinctiveness of the
schools will decrease. and eventually a school might '
come to be not, more than wspecially dense cluster

of activities [tithe total constellation.

14tn 4 4 S
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Kenneth D. Rogers

1 have no quarrel with Dr. ,Stallones recon
struCtion of the past. I find it credible, and agree
with him that one's view of the origins of schools
of public health is heavily dep..ident upon one's
personal eXperiencethe school with which he
has been associated.

I would add a few observations about the past.
In The halcyon 19511s and 1960s, schools of public
health were twice blessed: they had the opportu-
nity to share in the largesse of federal support of
biomedical research and they had lenefits accru-
ing to their unique status as health profession
schoo They were able to accept institutional
sup ort as weM as specific support of their
ed ational programs' at a time when such support
fr9n public funds was effectively opposed by
organized medicine for schools of medicinethe
other major category of health professions school.

The mutterings about the relevance of the core
curncultim. which Dr Stallones noted. may have
been uttered in the mid 1950s but they wereo
(where I.,was) more the attempts of thoughtful`
professionals to achieve excellence and to im-
prdve what already was considered good than to

'question the fundamental value of the entire
enterprise. There were questions as to whether
schools were addressing the problems of mental
health. 'chronic disease, d astycts of the physi-
cal environment othe'c an water and sewage.
Our own school in Pitt burgh' added programs in
public health, mental ealth, and-radiobiology.
Although there were sures to specialiie
within departments to. the e lusion of exposure
to all departments. this tenden was strongly and
effectively resisted The core *Cum was still
regarded as an important, and necessar ite of
passage for anyclgke embOrking on a career
public health.

Dr. Stallones abruptly shifts from discussion of
the conventional past to -a series of definitions,
among them basic 'question. of the prowent..
:What is publio -health?" Is if onty an integration

Visionary and Revisionist Views /49

of separate activities Aa-number of professions
a coalescence 'of activities of people from many
fields concerned with health and illness in human
communities whose discipline is the rationale and
purpose for assembling these interests and link-
ages between them? One interpretation of this
question, is that public health per se is not a
disciplineonly an application.

I-do not agree-with this interpretation. and.,1 do
not consider it fruitful to debate it. Healtkoand'-
illness of groups of people is, to my mind, a
phenomenon -or set of occurrences which differs

lin a number of ways from health and illness irk.

individual persons. 1 believe that medicine is a
discipliNe, even though it might be regarded only
as the application 'of physiology, pharmacology,.
biochemistry, psychology, etc., designed_ to un-
derstand and control individual health and illness.
Application of engineering. management science,
behavioral -science. statistics, etc*. to the- under-'
standing and control of population health and
illness4enerates a unique body of factual knowl-
edge and concepts which, to me,, constitute the
dikipline of public health.

At_ a less esoteric level, I shOuld like to add to
Dr. Stallones'- description of the present. In the
past decade. the number of schools of public
health has-increased from 12 to 18. The number

. of graduates has doubled (885-in 1961 to 1652- in
1971) Durint this time, however. there has been
little change in the basic productthe terminal
master's degree. Over 90 pefcent of the graduates,
are in thislcategory. This is at a time when there

has been-i sharp rise in doctoral degrees in many
fields and in which 3-4 years of postgraduati.
'91 udy 6ecame. almost universal for physicianP
During the same 'decade the proportion of physi-
cians enrolled in schools of public health de-
creased from 31. to 23 percent and only half the

. enrolled physicians were U.S. citizens.. During
the same period, the number -of residency pro-
grams in general preventive ;nedicine in the
United 'States inc`reased' from 3 to 21 and of
residents froni 3 to 106. The number of physicians

rolled in all 'preventive rnedjcine residencies
(aer general, occupational, and public
health) s 219r.T_his was slightly more than the
num r of U.S. M. 111,s enrolled in schools' of

lo health. This may represent in alternate
aming-rbuti-to-sintitarrareer objectives.
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In-JarneTroupin' imentbry of schools',

of public health, he identified in 1971 the follow-
.ing .profesSional categories of enrolled students:
physicians, adininis.traidrs,. nurses.Chealth educa-
tors.. statistiCians.,dentists, 'bacteriologrcts. dieti-
cians, biologists. samtarians, engineers, behav-

4 ioral scientists, soci21 workers, chemists;.pharma-
coliigists, veterinarians, physi ists, physical,thera-
pists, lawyers. and in:dustnal h enists.

In testim2ny.,befpre a Senate C mmittee m 1971
by the Association of 'Schools of Public Health.'
this di eersity of student bac,kgrouPds as stated
as-a strength "Only in graduate schools_of publie
health is it possible to find the faculties. students

,-_ and special curricula representative of thp- several
disciplines and sciences releVant to the solution of
today's health problems, Nor only are physician,
dentists, nurses and other,basically trained.health

' profesionalsinvolvtd..out also engineers4ecvno-
. mists, statisticians adinniistrators. lawyers. urban

planners. and other experts ,Yepre.,enting natural
and social sciences.-

Perhaps- diversity of professional background
was a strength' or at least. defensible, in 1920 ,or
so'when Dr, Stallones dates the'adkent of firma!
public health education ,progranis, The field of

4 public, health ptattice was considerably narrower
then,' arkl the diversity of students less. These
conditions o.longer prevail I question whether it
is any more reasonable to think of a common

itt , educational progrim such as the M PH' as the
apprbpriate prepaiation for I- professional per-

e

sons working in public Ith than it to
prescribe a common educ non program for physi-
clans, nerses, and therapists because they all give
individual patiew care within the hospital

Thus; in an era of specialization, graduate
schools of public, health do not appear to have

-held their 4ative position among graduate train-
ing programs. The master's level preparation.
which was infrequent in )934, is common today.
Is today's"mtister'slevet program in public..health
a preparatioNfor than middle level prbfes-_
sibnal activity?, Does the 'engineer or physician
really !dun to apply his disciplieteto public health

. problems and rearn the factual and conceptual
knowledge assodtied.with this

My 'own background in medicine prompts me td
aSk another -yueslion about presenl,puhlic health-
'eduCational prct That is, do they use-fully

Ite /

11.;1
c.

(or at all) the real' world -Of public heith practice
in. the way tlobnedicine. is taught a patient
care setting? Is Public health bei taught by
those actively engaged in practice'. antinquiry
being mad' in, fhe subject areas they profess?
This is not to imply that programs should be
vocational in)brientatipn (I pan write the'complete
script -for that discuslTon which is standard faculty
and curricifu,Iin committee meeting fare). It is to
imply that educational programs boat fron i-. a
reality base which the Precepts being ex-.

pou;ded are constantly te3,ted for validity and
w

being prepar
rofessional role for which students are

is modeled in p tice.
The final observation about /he pres'ert is still

too recent o interpret fully and pesh s 'too
painful even to discuss The-blessings or 1950s

and 1960sresearch and educational s port-
have bean markedly reduced. It may not be- as
bad as one dean was quoted to have said.in the
past that if' the Hill-Rhodes money disappeared
one month, his school would have, to close the ,

next. But the present financial crisis, to my mind.
exceeds Jhe adaptive capacitlisof schools of public
health in their presents form Their future form
will not be ,lust or altered version of
the present, it ill have !u be sdmething different.
Hopefully, it will preserve the strengths and
excellence ofthe past.

Dr. Stallones raises important questions 'about
the future. First., with whom should the public
health academic enterprise be.; associated') Is it

pwith medical 'school*, or with /their schools and
programs, of the utsty--t u h'as thins spOn-

sible for teaching economicS, inipageinent ehav-

;oral science'' Second "how 'should fac: Ines bed
organized internally? iht.-depailtment. I agree. n'-'clonger is the suitable unit fOr administratio n
inquiry, graduate teaching, crud basic teaching.
Dr. Stallones correctly identifies this- problem as
notganique to public health but an inevitable.,
acs.Mpaniment,/of increased knowledge wilOch

`identifies the artificiality of discrete-disciplinaryidentifies ..

and professional boundaries.
ff

,

I 4.4,Pt what' I perceive,to be Dr Stallones:it
answer to the first question. that( iq the foreseea-
ble future, sOctols of public health \ will continue
to have mores in .common with other stheols of
the health professions especially medicine, than
with other Sehook milli programs of the univrity.

4
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-Therefore. sd'hools of ,thiblic health should pre-
serve, and likely increase, theirassociations .with
medical and other health-professions schools.

With respect lo internal orgatuzationof re-,
sources-% I also agree with Dr/ Stallones A
problir-oriented---organization often is fruitful--
The increase in centers and program' projects atI
least attests to the current popularity of this 'view
with funding agencies An essential attribute of

-the4roblem-orjented-organization is that it kie'iir
hoc and capableof'reaciy. easy dismsintlement and
.assembly in other forms to meet new pylerhS.
The interdisciplinary orgamzation also has Aorked

. well in our medical school for basic itytrodlictoor,
teaching and in our school of public, health for
some portions of the core curriculum. I am not

its utility for graduate education ,and
training in indiyi u isciplines. I have had no

.experience with interdisciplinary programs for this
purriose and do not know of the experience of

et>, I surmise that the educational objectives
raduate education in specific.disciphnes

a separate identity -for The faculty and
ram
y final comments on the future concern: ( I)
advisability of separating terminal master's

degree training in generalepublic health from in-
depth graduate teaming in separate disciplines in
public health, and (2) the fringe benefit which
might be derived from making graduate education
in aublic health spore ,invoived in practice in the
arels about which itteacle,

Tile roaster's level training has increasingly
become the basic professional dsgree for mapy
health professions It probably is adequate prepa-
ration for many of, these' This training is not
definitive8wczfessional preparation, and it doe"( not
require faculty and program of the- competence
and completity of disciplinary graduate'education
It the doctoral level. If schools of public health
Ogiconcentrated on doctoral' evel training it would
alfow their progrars.to achieve an e,xcellince aixt
riser now missing in some Concentration,- on
doctoral level education woilld focus and con R'
serve efforts of qualified faculty and would create
a milieu jn which inquiry should flourish Thej
present .commitment to master's level training to
som.EXtent inhibits these developments which
would be possible with doctoral level programs
Perhaps master's level pri*rams in public health

I ,

. .
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should be gtouped with other te'rminal master's
prilgrams in,schobls of health relatedowofessions. :
Perhaps they should be placed in schools. of
nursing. efiginee a c ublic adfninistration as
one of the speci. Ity s _programs which are
Offered'as terrnktal pro sional prepSration in
such Schools. All the responsibilitt for teaching rn

a givelTarea does not have tobe ilse responsibility
of a single schdol br tinder the su ision of a
single administrative un medicine
ave not -assumed respons' y for preparation of

all professionals working in dical care.

A major impediment to such change would' be
the loss of revenue which schools of public health
would experience by noulonger r'eeivinkgovern-
ment subsidies for master's -level programs. It
may be paradoxical that loss, of federal support
presenfs relief froni the compulsion of Meeting
federal requirements for formula grant and train-
eeship support ,bpd 'permits change of the kind
disciissed. .

If the mission of schools of public health, as
often is stated by, their representatives. 15--to:o,
pj'epa're professiOnals to plan., manage, lead: and
evaluate programs in tire health field, and to
investigate andkontrol health haZards in the
phiysicai and social environment, then 'should not
schools- of public health take active responsibOy
for these functions') ShoThd they not relate to
public health practice as medical schools relate to
individual health prvice?.The,fringe benefit from
asst ptionof such service respOnsibilities,(whtch
serve a a base for education and inquiry) trio be
that they -iterate fin cial suppor for the entire
enterprise. Pecs `in he discussion, people who -
are better informed---than I can tell about the
Canadian schools. My understanding is that sev-
eral years- ago when health insurarice was estab-
lished- by the Canadian ,Government, deprtments
of preventive medicine were giveia remunerative
contracts to be the evaluation and planning arm of
the enterprise. Dour own country. a number of ,
medical schobls have had firlancially rewarding
relationships with regional medical prOgtains.
does not seem too unrealistic, then, to think that
schools of public health.might become involved in
programs suitable fir their educational and re-
search missions and also for producing some
revenue.

p
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UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION: TEACHING RESOURCES OF
DEPARTMENTS OF PREVENTIVE MEDICNE

Chairman: Dr. Peter B. Peacock
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., deciding *hat was being taught by a department of
preventive medicine (for sitnplicitY we Will dse this

DEPAWPMENTS- OF PUBLIC HEALTH,,
PREVENTIVE MEDICINE, OR
COMMUNITY MEDICINE: /CURRICULUM CONTENT'

Peier B Peacock '4

generic title from'here on) were; (a) the attitude of
the dean and other departmentaf'chainnen'. kb) the
attitude of the -*students; (c)?the viewpoint" 4 the
departmental. chairman; (d) the number of teaching'
hours arilable; and (e) the,interests and cadmic

, background of available faculty. f
.. Nearly all the medical school'sf that replied offered

some electives in the area of public health arid'
, preventive medicine but very few gave any idea as

, s %to what percentage of medical students made use of,

.
Role-identification, teaching methods-, and fapIll; these electives. As might be expecte,d. those medi-

-requirements for any organizational 'unit teaching cal schools associated with graduate teaching pro-

, ,public health and preventive medicine to medical grams in.the public health-,area provided the most
students most depend to a large extent on what is to utpressive lists of potential. electives: Electives

% ___.--

- be taught Without a clear and somewhat detailed included special, courses i'p'nutntion, comparative
definition of curriculum content iriibecomes difficult health systems, medical economics, mectcal sociols..J.ki,

.
:to-establish standards or to prepare% national exami- ogy, computers:medical history. medical insurance.v

nations. For these reasons, and to assist those occupational health, philosophy, taw. adolescent
persons responsible for planning teaching progr.e454medicine. preventive cardiology, Medical- aspects of

in this area. ail Attempt was made to find shit what .environmental medicine. and a wide Variety ofi , ..-
was being taught at the present time This info,rma -1 health care topics. .

_lion could then 'serve as background mat enal for 'Required teaching exposure for ail 'medical stu-
discuStions from which a cOnsensus of opinion dents can be looked atunder a variety of headirigs.
hopefully would anse .' . The followingitopics can be grouped in different

-Early in June 1973. a circular letter was sent to a ways but haw! been chosen because, by consensus/

randornesample4 30 of the 94 medical schools in ' they are within the purview of preventive, medicide
rather than medicine. surgery. pediatrics. obstetncs._
gynecology. and psychiatry.

c °

"the 'United States and Canada for Arch a apart--
ment of public health. ander preventive medicine.
andOr cOmmunity medicine (or some related title)
could be identified -This-letter asked for an outline
of what was being taught in thee general areas of
biometry., epidemiology. dise4se control. and the

"provision of health services; theSe are the four area's
Covered by .the Preventive Medicine and Public
Health Part II National Board examinations. It was
realiZed that considerable overlap in teaching 're-

\ sponsibilnies between various departments in. a
medical school existed:%, but it was assumed that
soik.e one department (by. whateve,r name it might
be identified) would be responsible for bringing
together the:teactung in this general area. or would
knoW about it. To the 30 inquines that were 'sent.
22 rePhes were received ,

The most impressive feature of these replies was
their variety Required exposure times for medical
student., vaned from over 100 hours to zero. It was
apparent that among the variables involved in

BIOMETRY''

Some teaching in biostatistics was provided
most of th,e medical schools sampled Material
covered Chcluded sooftes of data. measures of

-central tendency. measures ofspread...life tableS..
simple probat*nes, confidence intervals, hypothesis
testing. lineari- regression. correlation, introductory
computer science. sampling. inference, t-tests. and
chi-square tests lk seemed probable, however. that '

most medical schodls were not teaching Statistics at
this level.

'A subcoMmittee of the American SfatigUrid Associatictn:the
Committee to Effect the Optimization of Medical-Statistical
Interactions under the chairmanship of Dr Stanley Schor is

now engagedin developing guidelines and a suggested cfmtent
for a core curnculturt in biostatistics

116
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EPIDEMIOLOGY .

4It i in the area of epidemiologY that perhaps the
frost stlrtling contrasts are to be found when
companng one medical School with another The
practical assumption must, be made that vn those
medical schools where departments of prcyentive

_ medicine are not teaching_ epidemiology thiS' role is
being taken over by the clinical departments, of .

Y

pediatrics. ,obstetrics. Surgery. medicine. and pss.!
chiatry. Unfortunately. these departments cannot be
expected tiv teach epidemiology in ,the organized
fashion which distinguishes a science from a niece
transmissiqn ,of- unassimilated 'and uncriticall.y re-.
%/felled data

Fiv--ie departments of preventive medicine specified
some teaching --time for method and concepts.
deallngeytith such topics as incidenee:---prevalence.
rates, retrospective and prospective studies. and
study design, in general Presumably these to
were also covered in the, coure° of case stu
selected seminars. or tutonals descnbea by
more medical schools. . c

.Considenng the -histoncal foundation of. preven-
nye medicine in communicable disease. it is notable.
hov. Iittre attention has been given to communicable
diseases in rrps1, medical schools by t,IVpart-

nicablements of preventve_medicine-Those
diseases 'receiv ,partiesitir attention were 5, enereal
disease. tuberculosis. hepatitis, and npsocomial in-

"" dievions' In one department of preventive
ncrifev..er than 20 hours of teaching" were devoted to
parasitii_._--ilisetkes This, obviously, reflects personal
interest and probably_ a ,shift--44e,ukual" teaching
responsibilities The tiuthor 'is aware.of a ilieliar
gchool Cortclicut where the department of
pathologily present devotes 42 hours of teaching to
parasitic disease;, such emphasis on parasitic
diseases is not altogethe, r out of line - e

Surpnsingly" few departments of preventive medt.
cine gave more than a token lecture or two dealing

it the elierfuology- of poncomrnumcable disease
'Only .threr gavre a lecture devoted' to. coronary
c lisf.ase (the most, important ,health problem facing

. the Arnericarillubli* today, 'and onlyfive ,discussed
.neoplastic disease Several ,morefAle'voltd an e 'Or
more -lectures 'to drugs and alcohol' Other subjects

'dealt with by vanous departments of preventive ,
medicine included-accidents. homititle andviolence.
mental health:, prostitution anditlinquepcy. suicide.

leukemia, diabetes, multiple sclerosis, stroke, arthn-
'and cirrhosis One assumes that many of these

topics may be left to departments of Medicine but
this is questionable

POPULATION DYNAMICS

. ,

Five.iievartrrients of preventive medicine arranged
at least OPE. lectur'e on population dynamics One
had fainily planning as the to'plic to which it gave
most 4itention with a..rnany as eight classes

";devOted.to this subject From the joint of view of
licensing examinations. it is assumed that this
subject area is also v.-,Overed by departments of

,-ohstetncs!though theirapproath is somewhat more
clinical as,evident in the examination question.4

No particular refereite was mike to the area of
vital statistics" in the quest6nnaire respon4, Qrae

hopes that metrical students learn the terminology in
introductory lectitreS. in pediatncs. in obstetncsi: or
in casual reading, but it is noticeable that correct.

_ response rates-.to ,questions- in this area Antnational
licensing .examinations. have dropped in recent
years

NUTRITION

'Only fiio.,5 departments, of prevenfive medicine
devoted_specific lectures to nutntion. dealing with
malnutntion. obesity. and food handling Possibly

this area ts covered adequately by other depart-.
ments of the medical-school. although the attention

4 given this area' in National Board' examinations/by
committees other .than the 'Preventive Medicine

very; limited and .makes this assump-
tion questionable

DISEASECOINTR01,

'Considenng, that preventive medicine -is still the

mist bommon detiartrnentaljname in this area' and
given the political presst to apply wh'at we know
cif pleyention, it is surrinsing that so 'few depart-
menti. efl)reventive medicine make any referepce to
disease .ciintrol when listing lecture -topics, may
beJ thaF this is taken ;for, granted, or that persons
with vtical expenence in pRplyingApease preven-
tion a in short supply m (necii44 schook 'It is

-hoped that many teachers add a few words on'
preveir,on and control when d Iscussing a specific

i'
1

S.



condition. Knowing the epidemiology is not enough:
for example, the practical aspects of..preventing
coronary artery disease are only indirectly related to
ours understanding- of nsi .factors and natural his-
terry.
, Two departments- of preventive medicine gave
particular attention to health, education and twin
others devoted at lea'sT one Iccture to the subject of
health screening Single topic receiving attention in,
at least one medical school were yaccinatton. infant
mortality, giomerulonephnns-lead poisoning. hyper-
tension; diabetes. tuberculosis, venereal disease;
malignanCies, and automobile -acci&nts Since the
national licettsing examinations- pay particular atten-
tion to-this area, it is apparent that medical students
are expected to obtain their information frlyrn'
sources other tWan departments of preventive medi-
cine I presume this is obtained fi-equently from the

;
. commonly used teithooksv.hiQh. unfortunately. are

. ' often out of date

N

ENiARONMENTAL HEALTH
.....

Only one department of prevtritive medicine of
those 'sampled, v.asaPparently still. paying venous,
attention to teaching health problems, associated

ttwith tide environment This is sulipnsing consid nng
student and public interest in this area and th real
need for the Medical profession TO take an ettucated
leadership role in requinng appropriate environmen-
tal standards., Specific topics still being taught
included water and air pollution food handling
radiation. and housirt problerns This is a flu cr-,

'from the public Wealth syllabi of the 1930s. with
their attention to sewage disposalthe pasteunlation
of milk, and housing standards. -and-probably repre-
sents a minimum For most:schools. this author
feels that 1 pendulum Was sy.ung.nx far

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH

Four' medical schools .gave lectures dealing with
such topics as occupational hazards: black lung.
physiciansi in industry. v.orkmen.s,cfompensation,
and rehabilitationdenng the large number of
physicians who enterinchistnal health in one way or
another, ir.is apparentthat departments of preven-
tyre medicine do have some responsibility in this
i'egard -.

Cum( ulum Content /57

s

HEALTH MANPOWER

About one-third of lAe departments of preventive
`medicine, that responded descnbed one or more
lectures devoted speCifically to problems of health
manpower. These lectures dealt with physicians.
numbers: tlypeS and distnbution.- practice trends.
primary care, alterifafives. and allied health profes-
sions.

HEALTH SERVICES

The vanetyi of etopics covered in this area by
departments of preyentive medicinti in the various
medical clioo).s is tremendous, It isobvious that
this is the most popular teaching afe-a at present. A

'partial listipg of topics nientionetilkincluded. Medi-
care. Medicaid. consumer mvolve'rnerit-r national
health insurance:prOp3sals. hospitals. the care of the

1_ poor both rural aod urban. medical foundation', and
peer rodeo, quality of care. clotnprehensive health
care. pei-sonal health services. health service utiliza-
tion ambulatory eare. long -teem care, health main-
tenance organizations and pre-paid group practwe.
anal voluntary health insurance Othersubject mat-
ter. receiving attention incifided the administration of
local state. and federal health' departments. the
(4ganization of4ealth services, the measurement of
disease outcome. and the Impact of health services
on the health of a population

Relatively ev, departments of preventive meldi-
one a ed lectures 4pecifically entitled-Medical

'Economic s Those that were given dealt with such
subjects as achievementlkano shortcomings of health
ihsurance, v.hopays foi- health services, and trie
cost and financing of medical care

- also appearssthat much of this material is impres=
, --monistic

The Public Health and Preventive_ ,Medicine
Committee of.the National Board-11as had trouble in

setting:_questiOns dealing with health services be-
cause of an inability to agree on what are the
correct answers to umber of questions. Not only

differences between states cause difficulties but it

INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE

Foiir departments or preventive medicine had
lectures, entitled International Medicine but it
seemed likely that there was little agreemeAt on a

1

I 4
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common focus. The topics dealt with varied from
the kinds of heart disease found in various countnes
of the world to the several patterns of health care
delivery.

MEDICAL SOCIOLOGY

Sever 1 departments of preventive -medicine have
apparently continued to maintain a real interest.in'
medical sociology. ,although the number is small It
is probable that this interest dependS on the availa-
bility of appropriate faculty Where medical sociol,
ogy was covered one found such topics as social
values. social needs. the politics of health.. hultani
ing health care. senior citizens. bereavement. the
blind, attitudes of sdeiety toward the chronically ill
and disabled. and the price of affluence

MEDICAL ETHICS AND THE LAW

Five departments of preventive medicine gave
some iattentirt to medical ethics. patient-doctor
relatio pAtlektiil issues in determining the quality
of 4-ke. health legislatipn. terminal illness.
arkd t general tie -growing importance of

oa

a.*

these problem areas need not be belabored, and the
Siontnbution.-4 preventive medicine department4 to
the institutional, and societal aspects of the -subject
seems self-evident.

For all of us who are concerned with disease
oprevention on a, national scale it is of primary

importance that Our medical students_ be better
equipped to_he leaders 4in this area. The final proof
of success will be a rechktion in age-specific disease
incidence in defined populationsa ileduenon that
could be ascribed to positive action by ourtned,ical
graduates (e g . smoking cessation advice). We w
however. have rtk wart for this. Meanwhile w ust
perforce assume hat knowledge at grad tion (as
measured by the existing examination ystem) will
reflect what medical graduates and Land and will

practice It is what the graduates know. accept. and
practice that, is important. nptyhow they tot to this
srAge

. To de"telop an effective cumculum we must bear
in maid not only t our ultimate goals might be
but also how we co borate with others in
achievingt goals We will e more irhpact or
medical eattation if we work w h our- colleagues
than,&'weldb our striving in splend isolation.

I



TEACHING RESOURCES: MATERIALS
AND METHODS

Rtchard F. Morton

PRINCIPLES QF EDILCATION

I. Clear spee'lfication of learning objectives
2 Definition of learning steps toward attaining the

°objective
3 Selection of appropriate means for implementing

these steps
Evaluation of effectiveness with the aim of
further improvement of implementation

CURRICULUM 'PLANNING

One must-first define the end product in terms of
what the graduate must be able to do From this
descnption one ,Can specify levels of 'competency
and hence behavioral objectives In turn therne*s
for learning these behaviors_bccome the cumculum
(I)
-

. DEVELOPING" EDI/CATION-AL OBJECTIVES

Many faculty members regularly prepare educa-
tional objectives for their courses and fiedba4
indicates that 'Mos( students appreciate listed objec-
tives as a study guide

Writing educational objectives (,?.,i) may seem to
be an added burden to a teaching load But. Use
who have made the effort.found that, objectives.Telp

'in, the preparation of tephing material by chall,mg-
ink them- to define precisely the hest ways fo'
presenting the material and by evaluating the learn-
ing experience Students have voiced appreciation

-ofjaculty who use educational objectives because
direction of the course is- clear arid they know
precisely'what is expected of them

Darning may he described/as a change, in
behaviOr Educational objectives are statements of
the changes in behavior-which learners are expected
to exhibit following an educational experience (4)

An example of objective tnting for a course in
community health folldws.

THE OVERALL COURSE GOAL

Should be;\
A genera'kstatement of what the student will be
ablq to do following completion of the coprse
Encompassing of the entire coarse

,0*`
Wntten.t/Anclude an action verb

Example.
Ovicall1Course eitol flicitcommungili Health

'Following the completion of this course the,
student will be able to describe the methodol-
ogy and...usefulness-of diagnosis.apd treatmelt
of commPnity health .problems..as well as
describe how the practicing physician and his
patient relate'to community health progFams

-s
COURSE OBJECTIVES ,

Should be
Stated in a prOblem. solving manner when
possible

,
_Encompassing of a range of more specific or
enabling behaviors

Realistic in'terins of the learning e.xpenences
provided and the time available
Stated in full-behavioral terms: (1) conditions or
givens; (2) an action verb: and (3) criteria for
assesSment

Example
Course Objective for Health Delivery System
(CoMmunity Health Course)- `

41 I Conditions When presented with a possible
change in the manner of health

Action service delivery the student will
be able toiPredietlhow suth

4

Verb_
-Fruet alter patterns of

medical care utilization.
Satisfactory achievement will
include: (a) an accurate'

3 Criteria recognition of the basic structure
of the health delivery system; (b)
identification of factors impinging
on the health service system;
and (c) justification of why the

_predicted changes woutd occur
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TASK OBJECTIVES

Should be:
Placed immediately after and'relate specifically
to a course objective
Specific. the, level of detail expected should be
conveyed through phrasing and quantity
Stated in'a manner as to convey the types of,,,
items which may be included in a spec-ific test,
Written to include an action verb

Example'
Task ObjeetiveS for Health Delivery Sy 'ern
(Community Health Course): it

I List the various government; voluntary "aid
pnv ate agencies v hich deliver heal
within the United States. noting ti Leo
graphic- and socioeconomic: nature cxf tEze

populations they serve
2 Identify present pat o ou

utilization including the private prat.
hospital out-patient clinic, universi
tal, emergency room. '-and, neig
health care centers

_

_ in utilizaJJon of m dical ser'r-
ices-by the medically indigent if

a access were improved at the neightior-
hood level. and

t k .- v.-i 03;1:
'ir

Assessment pruceaures:(verbai and written exam-;..
ination:Alemonstration ot---Skills. and clinical perfor4
manCe ratingsr should be specified to students.
State regargutg departmental *Id coo ev*a.1.-

bar s should contain the cnt used f deter-*
mining minimalterfarmance an- go e num-
ber ..e,xarrileftions: whether the v,,,. ation cov4
ersVi materials ,pr specific material! an Ahe
lexaminatienformat shotiti also be ilfsde kt

- EDUCATIONAL STRATEGY
tt,

3

, e teaching method used 'should alwayj be
hosen to conjunction with 'the objective ta be
ught; axid with the evaluation These three items
ectiv instructional method. and evaluation--
pny a module. Each module is assembled and

c'ecrin; sequence to construct the course. The
-yes are first' listed in detail. the instructional
es are then matched to these objectives. the

teaching talsks are outlined. and the evaluttion
1.0fied

VARIETIES OF TEACHING METHODS

410

J., third party coverage paid* foj 4J-costs
above a small deductible fees

4 List the. problerns of a medical sch;.xil and
university 'nospital which are,likely to occur
when suddenly they become responsib
the health services of a defied g&graphic
community .

5 Identify the characte4sticat of a national
.health insurance plan and the alterations'in
the existing system whichlko.uld occur if
brought into effect
Distinguish the HMO as policy aignt
from previTisly existing prepaidcOniprehen-
sive group practices

EVALUATION
cr

Evaluation of student performance is an important
aspect of the teaching-learning process (5) It not
only enables the student to,Aetermine if he tias
'earned. but also provides it guide to the teachtkin
developing lemming expenences which will hcl the
student mach the desiredoterforinance level

4ikr

In teaching preventive inedicine. the range of
mettods hich may be employed is as ,broad as
those em eyed in any other medical diSciplihe No
carte metkiod is assumed to- be superior. and a
ranking' should nor be attempted Rather, the var-
ious methods* should be,perceived in the context of
components of a spectrum., each employed when
be,st *s.uted for a particular objective.

. The teaching method cannot be Aivorced from the
4bjective to be taught. or the evaluation method
chosen to test this objective The objectives of any
course may he classified in turn under three do-
mains of learning: cognitive (head), psychomotor
(hands). attitudinal (heart)

r.

tta4
In general. cognitive objectives are the easiest to

teach alid evaluate. ture,small group thing,
s rinar, and giin' tionai rwo ms, littraiwoe
used Multiple --c is questiore*,re t preferred

th evaluation
W

,.1-.

sAtiomotor skills may be introduced by
means of 1PPilm for ewnple, learninellt niq ues
mus e ismuired, by simulation (6) on as odel I.
by

.tice in a clini al. or laboratory selling:__:
Evaluation require's pet nce of the newly ght
skill in edetermtne setting 4itlts

3



believe
capacity
comprehend
conceptualize

depth-
expenence
feel
hear
intelligence
know

Teithing Resources: Materials and Methods /6I

Words and Phrases to be Avoided'When Writing

Show:
appreciation for
attitude for .
awareness of

----oomprehension___of

enjoyment of ,

feeling for .

interest in . is
knowledge of. .

understanding .

Objectives

Attitudinal objectives are the most diffitult to
achieve They may be acqUired tl- nigh role model,
preceptor teaching. and seminal interaction groups.
Evaluation usually must be indirect by question-
naires. problem situations.- and observation. A sim-
ple analogy for the three types-of learning objectives
may be drawn from the procedures of leamng-to

4,7"

Action Verbs, for Stating Cognitive objectives

Simple Tasks

choose
complete
define
descnbe
detect
duplicate
find
ideritify

'indicate
label
list
match
name

order
provide.
recall

A
recognize
repeat
select
sort
state
underline

0

listen
raemonze
perceive
realize
_recognize

see

think
self-actualize
understand

Become'
acqua nted with
adjusted to .

rzivible of
familiar with .

interested .

knowledgeable about . .0
self-confidenOn,. .

Reprinted kcith permission of INGROUP.'hu,

drive an automobile. Testing for the highway code.",!,
constitutes cognitive knowledge. Operation of the
vehicle is a psychomotor skill. But the manner
displayed while driving, be it d
erratic, or predictable, is an a
difficult to teach and difficult to

Study Skills
arrange
categonzz
chart
classify
compute
diagrain
document
follow
formulate
itemize
organize
quote-
record
reproduce
signify
suggest

( '
Ascending order of difficulty
Reprinted N ith perniis4ion of liVGROUP;

Analysis Skills

analyze=
appraise
combine
compare
conclude
contract
cnticize
deduce
defend
differentiate
discrirmnate,
evaluate'
formulate
generate
induce
infer
interpret
list reasons for
paraphase
plan
present

-save

shorten
structure
switch

ienwe, ,aggressive.
q al objecti ve
aluate

Synthesis Skills

alter
change
design .

develop
discover
expand
extend
generalize
modify
predict
propose
produce
question
rearrange
recombine
reconstruct
regroup
reorder
rephrase
restate
restructure'
rewrite
signify
simplify
synthesize
systematize

sP

am.
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Each of the teaching methods to be described in
this paper must be. related both to a teaming
bjective and an evaluation procedure, each planned

in 1a teaching setting This forms identification of the
befit instructional resources

,

,PROBLEMS OF Slit DENT PERCEPTION OF
PREVENTIVE MEDICINE .

One problem peculiar to preventive medicine
stems from the diversity of fields no included
within the discipline A second difficulty lies- in
giving weight to the subject as the students see it
The degree of credence given our, courses by
students inevitably mirrors their perception of the
relevance of the subject to their professional

, ,Itycs,t71...2he.5tuctents. view reflects the position of
the specialty with reference to the several clinical
specialties To promote the inclusion of a preventive
medicine approach in the teaching of the major
clinical. fields. it is necessary to inculcate under-
standing and support of the principles of preventive
medicine within the faculty. specifically our .clinical
colleagues The presence of the department must be
readily felt in the clinical arena of the teaching
center. From the visibleprofile thereby presented,
our subject is in a position to gain a corresponding
rating in student assessment

LNTERDISC IPL IN ARV. TEACHING

The cOntnhution of preventive medicine is often
displayed best in collaboration with otheqisciplines
during a panel discussion The emphasis vines with
the disease but should include the natural history of
the disease in the community, the spectrum of the
dise'a in the individual, and the, public health
proble,n posed by the'disease Epidemiology is used
to illustrate etiological factors. assess predictive risk
factors, and analyze the effectiveness of treatment
Any interdisciplinary presentation faces several pit-
falls that must he guarded against and several
precepts that must he adhered to if a successful
session is to follov. Someonebst plan, moderate,
and coordinate the session. two or three participants
must outline the objectives .of the teaching session
together Each delineates his t.ontnhution and allot-
ted time Planning h mandatory but flexibility is

desirable. Bnef presentations by each participant.
preferably linked together by a moderator. are most

111

effective. An open discussion with questions from'
students should follow. Repeating each question
ensures that the audience knows what is going on.
Debate among the panelists should always be

.thought - provoking The moderator should always
summarize. Participants should be chosen to exploit
recent advances in the subject and to show the
public helth.,impact of the disea*.
Examples.

Multiple Sclerosis: epidemiology balanced wath
immunological discussion. t

Epileps not only its prevalence but the oppor-
tunities Ind limitations of employment for epi-
leptics..

. Cancer of the Cervix: -including Input from a
virologist working with the Herpes II (genitalis)

,
Breast" Cancer. with a surgeon and radiologist

reviewing mammograms and comparing this
with other-screening procedures. '

Coronary Heart Disease: the majornsk factors
may be demonsttated by taking a history from
a single cardiac patient "

These interdisciplinary exercises bring iireventive
medicine into the hospital world and enhance the
students learning

Collaboration 'with clinicians through attending
departmental rounds and conferences provides an
opportunity to discuss the epidemiology of the
diseases in question, thus teaching some of the
clinical faculty and keeping preventive medicine in
the mainstream of medical teaching

FORMAL LECTURE

This method remains one cif the best for the
delivery of new information to large numbers of
students. Currently. the lecture method is in dis e-
pute as a teaching technique. This is due
deficiencies in lecturers, not in the method (8).
Generally. there is no systematic attempt to teach
the art and science of lecturing, although it is to be
hoped that this situation will be corrected by the
new departments of medical education appearing in

some of our mediAl schools Most of our schools
do, have examples ofexcellent lecturers. but they
are rarely asked to pass,on their skills Unhappily:
if teachers are poor tecturers, little is done to
prevent them from alienating large grows of stu-
dents while exercising their -shortcomings The



, . .
..,,,4

students then develop such a .1mkexpdetation of .

lectures that iattenclance,shows a steady atiritioft as
the

i
semester advances. This situalion i ,partially'.

remedial, in that.. although the arkistic aspects of
lecturing (elocutitiii, verve, and flare) may forever
elude some faculty, even a novice can be taught,
lecturing as a.science. list of the pints to be.
made during a lecture,,' variety or vivid ikamples,
and' reinfodeinent, tyough.surnmary of the points
.covered can all be/taught (0). Rehearsal and cn
from a faculty audience should be used.

The lecture should be-accompanied by a han
distributed at the beginning of the lecture. Con-
trolled studies have shown that students learn More
if (a) a handoqt is used (JO) anti Ell) such handout is
given at the stall of the lecture "rather than at the
finish (//).

Students relate better. to ne or two lecturers
rather than a bewildering rogression of different
faculty even from the same department._ tilts
may be assured by inviting a series of visitin F

lecturers, each an "expert" on the tOpic under\
discusSion. The visitor is usually under several
handicaps. He does not know what has been taught
pieviousli. what will be/taught in the remainder of
the course, and he has difficulty -adjusting the level
at which to aim the lecture. Some are too abstruse
pr advanced and others too simple. repeating 'nate--
rial given previously. an action viewed by students
as insulting. The visiting expert invariably includes
far lb° much detail and is 'prone to engage in name
dropping and references to personal controversies
within his field, which are of little value to students
Those responsible for core *courses should c mbat
their urge to invite visiting, experts- to ii ore,
especially in the medical school curriculum. E en if-
the lecture is a success in the opinion of faculty, it
is rarely of lasting value to the student, f9r it alway§
stands alone,. not building on the previous knowl-
edge gait*:

1., There are situations however: particularly in a
discipline asOlverse as preventive medicine, where
useof a visiting leC,turer)s. appropriate. Examples
might include medical malpractice. where an attor-
ney___speciilizing,, in thiS area ?nay deliver a most

ritaiion. The local medical society can
s identify an attorney versed in medical legal

-%issues usually deferr;i pnented. Those lawyers,

,briiii0fie-alira and stle of the courtroom into the

lecture hall and give
1

practical approalik supported
, ..I

it 4

-
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by current examples from their experience...This is
mucht2o be preferred to A academic presentatiNi
from the law,school.k,

41fr
Programs based in a community hospital; and tlie

ratitionships with And problems of such hospitals,
are usually bestrelated by someone intimately
concern ed with the operation of the prograrrii such
as the di r of arii DI care:-

minister; ,or possi rtA chaplain from the
hoipital, may be invited to discuss, topics such as
death anedying, prolongation of dying, euthanagit
quality of ,Ufe, and .kindred subjects in medical
thiche se rriay..;he given in a -discussion format,

together with a cl4cian.
These, three examples are cited in illustration' of

the use of iotitside lecturers who bring a specific
point of view, kOwledge, and eZpertise not availa-
bleln regular depattinental faculty. In order to use
outside lecurers-effectively,` both sides should
clearly understand.the objectives and-.the evaluation
to ,be used: VisitineteQturers slkpuld be asked to

provide written objectiveea handout to accompany
thein.lecture, and some multiple-Choice questions..
These requests* prior 'lecturing,. are becoming
increasiegly compon, but are ,fesented by sortie.
'The discipline that this imposes on the course
direCtor who invitesthe letftwer, and the lecturer
who accepts, is beneficial to both and to the
students. The lectureri7shourd be supplied' with
feedbadt'from ttie students both in Vie- form< of an
assessment whAte the students are asked to -grade
the lectureg, on a scale oft to 5, and the students'
performances on the multiple,70oice questions. ,

In summary. if.the course director and the visitor
know precisely which objectives they want to Cover,
the lecture will be fruitful.

SMALL GRQUP TEACHING

`).

This format has had an intensiv trial in preven- 4
live medicine, 'particularly in teaching -biostatistics
and epitmiology. The advantages are that a large
class, say 150 students or more,,may be divided into
six groups pf 25 students each. This enables the
instructor to delve into priniples and concepts and,
to 'demonstnate 'a probkm-sOlving approach *a-
dents can she'gitickdAr040,difficult steps, and
examples illustrating used.

The disadvantages of shiAllgroup teaching stem
from thetiery diversity of Oistnictors. They varY'in

t )
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co tenee: sty ace emphasis. and teaching
effeC.tivf.nev. Ttrac er differences can be minimized
by lakinOgpS to assure 1' common understanding
61-.0bjectifes among instruct° s. The faculty mem-
ber in_ charge of the course Should list objectiveZc-
and the terms, to be defined for each session for
both-students- and instructors. Following_each tear.h-
ing session progress reports should be assembled for
review. Where several instructors are used, one
faculty member should be de'signatedas ambulatory.

visiting several of the groups and observing the
teaching process This insures some degree of
uniforNity, and it is helpful, at the instructors'

.rnee:tings, to have one rierson qualified to compare,
reactions of the student grouw '

students should be encouraged to contribute and
question dunng the session, as a form of participa-
tory learning But their input, or attitude, should not
be used, as part oft the evaluation ,process The

.. student must feel secure enough not to be fearful of
exposing weaknesses to the instructor Student
assessment is a separate procedure Clearly detailed
to he student at the, beginning of the course.

home points for effective teaching in small
-. _

groups:`,x, r.
L 'spell el* your objectives very clearly
2.:Evalyation should never bei used when stu-. .

den are learning anew skill.or behavior
3 SmaH roups are not, the best method to

impart w' lammatron.
all groups are for "self-discovery,-

54 e learner.musl. understand what is to *he
learnt, Slow it is to be learnt, why it should be
learnt, and if it should be remembered. *

6. The rekardpunistoment system still works
very-well

7 Most people want to succeed, we have to
direct-their efforts towards sivess.

8 Do not teach all that you kliercv. 6.
9, Permit students time for inlemalifation

10 Involve the students in group-discussion. Let
Om explore anti invest in the subject.;

in studentbackground and variability of preparation
in the biological sciences, self-instructional methods
have many assets (10). Obviously, programmed
instruction tequires'a facult,y- bc:h in ppar-
ing materials.land in adequate' testing to insure the
effectiveness of the program. The advantages of the

--method are;

1. Rate- of inst
on the capacit

2. Instruction c
sary.

3. Irsttuctional matenals can' be reproduced for
many studentS.

4. Instruction can be made available for study at
any time

5. Faculty are freed fiir the role of clanfying
specific problems.

6. Student participation can be encouraged with
continual feedback.

7. MotOiation for learning ea' n be immediately
reinforcecF.

8. Students with language difficUlty can adapt
well to these program's.

Disadvantages of the method are:
I A MO for faculty support throughLcontnbu-

.tions. recommendations.-and attendae in the
*dependent learning center during_ busy. hours.

¶2. Students must be tested on the material taught.
, Tor they tend to' assume that this is what

faculty deem important.
1. The independent learnineceriter musT be situ-
. atewkin an ideal location and main open

during the most convenient hours.
.. 4. The center must be conunktally supplied with a

quantity, of good material.
Each self-instqlEtional material program (SI-MP)
Congtructed in `Isimilar fashion (12). The objec-*

tives are-listed and taught in sequence and is a,
step ip learning. The student is guided'through the
steps and a test follows each to assure mastery
before proceeding. The SIMP is concluded by a -

post -test.

Lion can be vaned, depending
of the individual student.
be repeated as often as neces-

LI Let one student help another. There are sever
12 - Encourage students to'Workiin pairs One is a student war

thuds of presenting a SIMP.
k (13). Economy, simphc-

13.. A setting conducive to learning is most , ity. and mobility'of the workbook are its great'
important. , ..-- .

assets , -5 ,

SKLE-DiSTRUCTIOrst MATERIAL PROGRAMS
( P)

, .-; ,. . nated w th seites of illustrats in ()tor featuring
With in easing. student rollment, heterogeneity .either fine diagrams. c-artoons.Irphotographs. The

An5ther method of presentatiob is. the .slide -tape
urograrn-..-fh this, the sciipt is recorded:and csitOrdi-

i 4
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technology is simple. robust, and inexpensive. The
effectiveness of the presentanon is heightened by
the' inclusion of a4largeinumber; of imaginative
illustrations. For a 15-minute ptograrn 65 illustra-
tions would be adeq (Mt.

A
TECHNOLOGICAL HARDWARE

TeaChing Resource : Materiels and Methods /65

FILMS
br

The use of 61 s in teaching preventive medicine
is happily very re.' as there are feW films that are
suitable for' the subject. As art instructionIu tech-
nique. films. -re useful irilhe intrtiu'uction to learning

-s-kill--or -in-*ibefittfrri-..
Hospital prt used by Frederick Wiseman). Re-
course to films. a the mainsta; in instruction is an
abdication oti the teaching responsibility. Further-
more, in awl selection of films, faculty should he'
aware that i1 is most difficult to get an objective
appraisal' of! a film in advance. and once having,:
teceived- th film the temptation toshow it is

... . .

This method (S1 MP) does not 'require ewensive.
elaborate instruments. although it freqpently con-.
fused %lei their use The disailvantages of elaborate
`technological teaching aids are: --;

I Mechanical breakdown.
2. Faculty unable to use the machine'.
3 Learner unable to Use machine

4$ Vandalism.
5. Theft

01beleveenee_-
-1;z1-VY

7, Garbage Mrgarbage our
8 'cost.
The self-instructional materials project of. the

Southern -Medical SchOols' Consortium (basekat
the School of Medicine. Unkrsity of North Card
linaJChapel Hill, North Carolina ;751, 'telephone
919966-5170)1 marntams acatalogl whicr&updated
continually, and a newsletter, and moo W a senes.
of workshops for those wishing to lea'rn how to
wnte SIM P' For interested faculty you need a tope

'that_ you hik_taught several times. are thoroughly
familiar with, mild know the points at which'students
habitually make errors Some good itiustratititicir-
line drawings are or great help_ Afte-F attend
2-day-'workshop In Chapel Hill. you can construct a
S1MP.

Overwheirrii

1"7
'4}1!"MN11-wtrvi --I, f;a r. r-4 i.m1-011190Kq

po t .+Y ., i --

s

g of precise. detailed.- specific objec-
ntal to effective teaching: The input

4letedettfor the student to achieve these objectives is
74fien defined, and the evaluation 'method to test his

attainment is then linked
course. the instructor should strive

to- gain active,student participation, which is a vital-
ingredient of learning.

SEMINAR TEACHING

/This should've, distinguished from small group
teaching Freqfiently the latter is rnisiemi-
nar. The definition Of seminar is a "a group of
advanced students studying undeF a professor with
each 'doing original research and all exchanging
resultS through reports 'and discussions (/5)..This
type of teaching isNe.ally suited for postgraduate
students. for 'undergraduate students doing ekctive
wOrk, and. for residents IL is rarely practicarfor a
farge cltss Essentially. the innut should be by

Nstudenis and the role of faculty restncted to that of
direction, clarification. ciiticism. t

and evaluation.

'or

.--..
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, BEIAVIORAL OBJECTIVES FOR
PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

,

-Vert L. Kane. Frederk Bass, and Samuel
' Bosch

4

;Ike olictiveslhat .tive been written in a
frarrjesloorkilf. terminal learner behavior in effect.

. each statement should be interpreted to begin with
"The student should be able to The intent of
the is i-perely that of illustrating hod" such
obAtiOs may be constructed In no sensT is 'the

exhaustive. arid.' admittedly. some items are
couched in ideal terms ,MoNwouer. slime ---wcalld be-
.appropnate- only frit- the medical student vfho has
had arl'extiosuie' in depth to a particular part of the
pirevecitive.:medicinLcumcuIump

These oi.:1JeCtiver were assembled by- the authors
4ctirtg as a committee of three ai the request of the

Fogarty .Conf;Mfice on Teaching itesourCes. They
are grouped under four cormrpnly empin-yed, divi-

sions of preventive medicine content -

I Medical Care Organization
,.11. Epidemiology and Biostanstics

Environment and .Disease Control
IV, Behavioral Science. Health Education. and

the--Law-

r

I. MEDICAL CAI* ORGANIZATIQN'

le List the several steps in the proceSs of getting
medical care. and the potential impediments to

(1each step. 'List *uld intflude at least: recogni-
nail of illness. deg siort ;o seek ...care. p re se n ta-

, tion for care. carerocess. al compliance
L. Analyze clemograpIiic chatactenstics of'a,

tient papulation usink a physician's _office to
clatrajlIP with population in potentuile.targel
area _

. 3 Compare a randomly selected sample of a
egrnmunity with 'a d'up of patientsln,:
doctor's wail room i 'terms of:, (a) Social
'class: tblpfoirrtion who e likely to be ill: and
(c) protable at,tittides* tpwat medical-oure

110

- 4 Distinguish between need and demand for medi-
cal care.
Disc,us*the implications of medical care as a.
right from the ,perspectiVe,of: (a) government;
(b) physiCian: and (c) consumer.

6. Define the following: coinsurance. deductible.
indemnity. .health, maintenance organization.
peer review. Medicare. Medicaid. ..capitation.

- cost-effectivenes
7. Contrast a national health insurance plan and A

national health servicegsfstem.
Describe the role of third party insurers in
controlling medica! care costs.

9 Compare different fords of a medical practice
in terms of '-prefessional-atitonomy. quality, of
care. income. and time devoted to work:
a. solo practice
b partnership
c single specialty group practice
c* main-specialty group' practice
e. prepaid group practice

10 Describe the structure of tastructure prepaid group
practice as represented by the Kaiser system.
Distinguish between. different fOrms-of physician
payment:
a. fee-for-service
bi- salary

capitation
12 DiscusL, prepaid group practice in

effecK.up:
a. ambulatory care utilization
ki hospital utilization
c overall costs of medical care

13 Distinguish between a Oluntary and pr-Vpi;etary

5

i 1 .

terms 'of its

hospital. - .

14 Outline the re.latr nship of the medical staff of a '
voluntary hosMar to the governance of the
hospital .to the hospital administration.

15' Discuss the t ,itatial_ntn-ses'. dual lines. of respon-
4)- sibility to the physician and the hospital adminis- '1'

..,
tration. and the pioblems presented' by it. .

(6.'' Match' agiven set of patient descriptions to the
appropriate level of 'car& for ea rum The

. following list: ', Wiri
a. acute care hospital
b.- skilled care nursing home .

Ate

personal care home
home.car-e
ambulatory care

'r
e

f
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17. Describe the-level and extent of training of each
_of following:

a. family practitioner (board eligible) at' 28.

b. cardiolgist (board gigible) _
c. neurosurgeon (board eligible)
d. pharmacist
e. registered nurse
f. licensed practical nurse

18. Given an apprapnate patient pro tem identify
----potentral rules to be played by each of the

following:
a .- public health nurse
b. social worker
c. physical therapist
d vocational counselor

nutntionistdietician
19 Given an appropriate patient problem. w nte a

request for specialist consultattoh
20. Discuss`physician's role in influencing access to

care: (a) inpatient; and(b) outpatient. v--

.21 'List barriers to access for an indigent patient
seeking: tai pnvate medical care; (b) care from
a public, institution

22. Distinguish among die .three major elements in
the measurement off quality of care process,
outcome, and organization. Suggest possib
cnteria for each' of the three elements

-given-problem
23' List the dimensions by wile') the outcomes of

it ,medical,tare might be eXamined.
4

, 24. Identify the-Major components.of medical costs,
the relative Size of each, tnd thOse over which
the IA ysician has,conlol,

25. Identify the major components and relative
magnitude of'hOspital costs. .-

-26,-For a given set of patient idescnptions identify
community resources which might be most
helpful for 141, List of resources would in-
clude the followingj
a local health department
h. visiting nurses
c. comprehensive mental health *ccriter
0.- vocational rehabilitation service
e. Alcoholics Anortymous

Cnppled Cfillerfen's Services
g. Division of Family Services
h. child welfare services

2/. Analyze a patient population.u.sing a physician's 2.
office in terms a types. of problems presented
and extent of workload whigi could 19e, dele-

V.

29.

gated to someone other than a physician (e g.
.physician assistant or nutse practitioner).
Descnbe the, major social, political, economic,

and health factors which must be cogsidered
when developing a comprehensive medkal care
plan.for the community.
Identify available resources (including structure.
availability, payment methods, quality of serv-
ices. etc `f
a existing health care delivery systems

I pnvate sector services
' 2. governmental services

b. funding Sources-, manpower sources, and
organization for systems not currently avail-
able.

30. Determine Pend set priorities br attacking prob-
lem's using a varietyotStectmiques, e.g.: r
a-. cost benefit -
b cost effectiveness
c. ethical cOnsiderations
d. political expediency
e public derhand

31:.jdentify the kinds of services provided in an
acute, general hospital and the sources of
payment for each

32, Compare cost-benefits with cost-effectiveness
analysis, and identify their applications to health

rare -delivery.--
33. Estimate within 10 percent the proportion of the

U,S. adult population with 'insurance, coverage
for each of'the following:
a. inpatient acute hospital services
b. Inpatient chronic hospital services
c. Outpatient or an:'ou.laio6 physician ore
d. Prepaid dental care
e. 'Prepaid medical care
f. Psychiatnc outpatient services

II. IPIDEMIOLOGY AND BIOSTATISTICS

Define each of the followiing ,jettj'is: rate. inci-
dence. ratio, prevalence. fir:laity rate, crude
,birth rate, mortality rate. infant mortality rate,
mOrtality...j.atio, relative risk. absolute risk.
confidence 'interval, case history study- cohort
study7 statistical significance. and independent
variable.
List the three, major dem.*raphic factors which
should be considered in co-mpan'eng rates of*"
health problems,amoug different populations.



3. For each of the following disease pro.e.sses
choose three factors from the accompanying list
which have been shown to be-associated with
the disease.
Disease processes
breast cancer
coronary artery disease
cervical cancer
tuberculosis
peptic ulcer disease
chronic bronchitis
glomerulonephritis

F a< tars
marital status
socioeconomic status
age of first pregnancy
smoking.
duSt exposure
psychologic stress
air pollution
streptococcal

infection

. s obesity

4. Describe the requisite el entg of a study to
test the effecjivieness of a m of medical
intervention (a clinical trial)..

5. Contrast-a study if the relationship' between
smoking and lung cancer with a study of the
effectiveness of rheumatic fevdr prophylaxis

6.' For each of a set of descriptions of study
results, Indicate which statistical test of signifi-
cance would be most appropriatechi square, t-
test, botall or neither--and defend the choice.

7. Interpret a set of graphs to determine whether- , an association of the vanables is shown and if
so what kind;
Alatch each of the following terms to a series Of
case exampFes and Identify --the appropriate
application or .interpretation of an example of
the follov.lag terms:
a. .cohort, case-control, an d cross-sectional

studies
b. dependent and independent va ables
c. Incidence and prevalence

rate_and ratio
e. specific find adjys e

relative and°4ittnbutable nsk-
-4..

g. reliability and validity
h. specificity and sensitivity

bias and selection _

ecological fallacy
k. secular trend

statistical significance, P-value,

m. probability
n. X2 and Oudtnt's t ,

o. regrestion_and correlation
4

a'-

'

Behavlorai Objectives/69

p. determinants of sample size-adequate
q histogram and cumulative Astriboion graph
r7 nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio scales
s. mean, median, and mode
t. prognostic stratification
u chance, secondary, direct, Indirect, and

'spurious association
multifactorial etiology of disease

w simple random; sstematic, stratification.
. and cluster sampling
x. hypothesis
y blinding

9. Use the above items appropriately in a critical
review of a current study or literature report,
chosen by the student from lie following areas:
a. acute and/or chronic infectious disease (hep-

atitis, etc.)
b acute and/or chronic noninfectious disease

(hypertension, etc.)
c limited interventional studiesr(drug or surgi-

cal treatment)
d large group interventional studies (drug,

educational, etc.,}-
e health-related behavior (patient compliance.

attitudes, etc.)
f. health care delivery (use of paramedics,

medical record keeping, etc.)
g., multiphasic screening

qualityof care assessment
environmental disease (physical, social, cul-

and medical

^

J.

tural)
health and disease sutveys (analytic)

10. Outliq an 'epideerniciiosie apprOaCh to a problem
-selecied from ariOtWArea listed in (9) other
than that chosen foethe-critique In the outline,
stu-dent will iclentifYlbe pOpulatton involved. the
population at nslc.1.:. dent and mdepend-

-ent variables, of influencing' factors;
student Will 1 s ,tII 'interrelationships of
these variablek .factOrs.. Stfid'ent iWInclude
forrhulati -at(itypirthesik. selection pr, a p p r 0-

, p ri a t e St 1, frieatis of 'minimizing spu-
' rious'a c(tised by stied y design, and a

tabular dis"pf, y prnjected (dummy) results.

11 List the major factors,
grOwth

e
12: Match a set of poctulati

of descittions of differe
13,. Compare the cqmmunity.based approaA with

affecting population

pyramidrswitha set
es. . .

e4 I
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the patient-centered approach to _the definition.:
diagnosis. and treatmen; of he4th problems.

14. Apply the techniqUelof commurnk; analysis to
describe and develop solutions for local health
problems for an identified community.

15. Cstablish necessary data base for analysis of
community health:problems from among types
of data,. e.g.:
a. , health records
b.. demographic data

ll

c. vital statistics
d. environmental
f. social. cultural. 4,nd historical

I6. Identify, and gain access to sources of dAa.
-N., e.g.:

a. health care facilities (including tuNittal rec-
ords)
'public safetNtraffic accidents)

\ c. schools jattendance records. etc.)
d. welfare
e individual in community

industry (absenteeism., retirement.- 'safety,
etc )

g.- insurance
h v National Health Survey data

.17. Construct and `apply appropnatenstruments for
vanous methods of data generation and collec--
non. e.g.:
a. persona,) interviews
b. mail queConnaires
c telephone surveys
d health diaries

'18. List four different types of transmission
.disease and give an example of each*

State the likely sources of ttie following intor:-
matron in your community:

a. incidence of coforitry heart disease
b. prevalence of arthritis
c. prevalence. of involutional melancholia -

d. distnbution of birth weights
e. mortaility rate from staphylococcal pneu-
. mom*

20. Fcir a -given disease descnbe a set Of diagnostic
criteria which takes ihto account the biologic
gradilni, of that disease.

21. Contrast the' prevalence of classic textbook
descnption,s of a given disease with other forms
Kiund-throughout its.natural history

19.

7'

rt

III. ENVIRONMENT AND DISEASE CONTROL '

1., For one health problem from the plowing, list e
the environmental hazards which might cause or
e,xac&bate the problem; describe ways in which
these might be eliminated and reasons
why this fight not be done. ,

a. salmonellosis
b. hepatitis
c. chronic bronchitis
d. lead poisoning

1 e. automobile accident -

2. For each of a series of occupational histories of
'patients list the major hazardv-which Should be
anticipated; for ell hazard indicate the ciiriyal
manifestations expected.

3i, Match the type of intervention listed in column
1 with diseasetsipreventeda by it in-column 2.

'Ccilumn 1 Column 2

placing an malaria-

-.envirorung barrier .sastrointestinal
between agent and host infections

"pellagra
bronchitis

Pellagra
asbestosis

-

increasing resistance Of -polio

diphtheria
pertussis

1 measles :

'<the host7.

destroying the agent
and- thereby cilligenting

read

y deteetion'

alcoholism,
heart disease

tuberculosis
syphilis
gonoishea

;
diabetes mellitils
,iron deficiency

anemia .
cancefof the cervix
`br'east cancer'.

4 List the attribires of a good screening Lest and
apply these cnteria toteach ofthe following:
A. pap smears for cepvictl cancer
b. pip, smears, for lung caner
c tonornetry for glaucom
d. vision testing, for refrac errors
e. E.,KG for coronary arterylise kse

5 Distinguish among priniary: se.eondary., and
tertiary prevention in the contest of the preven-,_

,
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,.-Lion of renal failtire and the prevention of lung
,.C1) cancer. .

f ill'
61 Foe each of the followilitg diseases list one non,

medical- activity which would have a Major
impact on the incidence of the chsea,se and give
he expected intermediate effect.

a. heart disease 111 ,

b., lung cancer
c. stroke .

V cl ' peptic ulcer disease` .
e. . pulinonirig
f. tuberculosis
g

.

schizopdtirema
h. pnewitococcallmeumonia _

i. automobile accidents .
2. Given' a eatient 'Who has not follbv.ed medical

_ .

,. advice, Wendy the possible reron(s) for non-
comphabce and design a therapeutic program
_which would lessen the chance ,of noncoinpli-
ence. 1,

3. Explain to three patients from differ ea socioec-
onomic strata the implicationv of their disease in
a- vriertt they can explain-it adequately to a
third party

4 Explain to the same patients the thAktoeutic
_regunen;p1a.nned in a way that they can explain

.,- it adequately-to a third party .

5. ,Describe the medical student's own' changes_ in
.self-image slitce° entering medical schoOl and
compare`these ith descnptive studies 'in the
literature. ,.

,

d.` automobile accidents
7. Define the activities ofaily living.

IV. BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE, HEALTH
EDUCATION, AND THE LAW

-

Giyen a disease from the following list. _discuss 11.

the social and cultural factors which may be

'Objectives/7I

Co
.

shows nonsupporuve behavior; and (b) authori-
tarian behavior vs. participatory behavior. -,

7. . Identi(La hospital policy which impedes patient
care anool-'comkrt; and design an alternative
which would tlifeasible to both hospital admir.-
istration. and the medical s .

ebunsel- the family of a ch nic diseast patient
on the patient's., prognosis and alternative ways
to care for him
Discuss means to assure confidentiality of pa-,
tient data and the, restrictions these impOse en
the physician.

8

9:

10:- Given a series of cased histories, determine
wheter. the physician's actions in eac'h suggest
malpractice. .)
In a inEitk,tnal give testimony (using a case
history-provided) which Semains consistent un-

involved r1 its Laiiifion.
a: stroke
b. heart disease
c. cancer of the lung

't 1. 1

6. Observe a ,series 43f dqctor-patient interactidns
and identify where the physician shows- (a)
positive orvi an(supportive) behavior he
V

.
, - _

I

4,

.

- der cross-examination.
- 12.- For each of .a series Of case htstones identify,

whether the physieian ,fulfilled his contractual
4 responsibility -to his patient. *

13. Discto, euthanasia as' an alternative for each of
the folloving: .

a. an 85-year-old man with metastatic cancer
who asks ta die
a 30-year-olthguadriplegic mother of ,three
who asks to die
a' 55-year-old man with a brain tumor
comatose for three weeks

14. Discuss abortion as
, the following:

e:18-year-old unmamed college student six
weekS pregnant r:
a 26-year-old mother of two exposed to
rubella in the first trimester

c:_ a 17-year-old Negro high school student'
v.ho was gang raped

15. Recognize major questions of pplicylnNyed in
the debate over sele 8-sociomedical
e.g . abortiork---birt c
holdrugs. etc. 4 .

A6 "RecogruzegsSues 'in seleCted problems in-mccti-
, cal ethics. e.g.:- transplantation ;, definition of

_death. physician responsibility to care for the
' 'Sick -(and .free" medical care), the ''.good

If.

t,
b

c.

an alternative foil each of ±,

a

b

satnantan role..etc.

411
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EPIDEM101:OGY, DEMOGRAPHY,
AND BIOSTATISTICS IN A
PREVENTIVE MEDICLNE

e. CURRICULUM

Donald B. Loam. Inderja S %lanai A
Lavenhar,,and Lee Dui to

%arm

. This chapter is an att
of what should be covere
preventive medicine in for

bf epidemiology, demogra
to doing thit it is nec

pt to provide an outline
by every departmenCor
al teaching in the areas

y. and biostatistics Prior
acv to note two, problems

facing ever} department chairman'. namely. the
limited 'number. of hours available for teaching in
these areas and the y earts) in the medical school
course cutnculum that shall be assigned to the
department of preventive medicine. In 'Schools that
have adopted a 3-year curnculum, there may be
little choke for either student or raculty Even in 4-

year schools. much of the teaching in preventive
-medicine is relegated-to the-first 2 years Since there
are many clinical points in teaching matenals used
in epidemiological instruction. it'is desirable to

fi
at

4

ual patients rather than on the patterns'of and the
'risk factors involved $ disease occurrence.

As to tht, mini# um ,tig,te'required. to teach -ii
thee areas effectively. there is generally not suffi-

-vient time, and some §chools even fail to provide
. formal instruction in the use of quantitative methods

despite their increasing 'use in medical` and scientific
s ,

; v.(irk%
t

EPIDEMIOLOGY

There is much variation in leaching approaches to
epidemiology The polar views are.represen d by
those who give a traditional' course focu g on
communicable .diseases.'and those who reject this
emphasis in favor of preparing the student in how to
better read the literature /or hating the student
develop ,skills through problem saving. Some feel
that tlie,focus should be predominately on delive
of health care in the United States and proble
inherent thereon. _While the various departmentS

'appear} to have tolally disparate approaches to
teaching_ there is. in point of fact, a substantial
overlap. Even preventive medicine courses that
focus on critical reading ability or problem-solving
draw upon a great deal of traditional efliclernivi;c
teaching concepts. The recent spate of ne t-
bo6ks in epilerniology "refleCts, both the
imporiance of tht ined
the variation:of f' g approac

, t in i lion and
-.-.-
'Y-

r--

attempt to carry out teaching in the Ihtter part of the In representing what ev sludent should be
second and preferably -in the third and or fourth

. . taught in ;ipidernjology, we have drawn upon the
years It would appear sclf-evident that the more - experience of Airs, There follows below. for the .,
mature the student and the more clinically knowl- most part, i outline forrn'. a consideration of :(A) -,.
edgeable. the more receptive he or she is likely to teaching yes: ( oecific term5'or donceptst
be to preventive medicine teaching, On the Othez...4. and (Cf. antiio. e areas that warrant
hand, epidemiology. bio-Statistics. and demography ,atterition. eil.r. --- ,L

,I, .1

c o m pr i s e the basic science of preventive medicine. i . -.P',`
and not a feS medical schools prefer to introduce: :A: -T

c"" 74students to these, subjects even in the Mt yearbf . - ... .'
- ,

the medical course During the first year anatomy. at'..' Onela .4i$1,4,.ecourse is to familiarize the.
biochemistry'. and physiology each have lajger -' strideArliaixt. ckrtinritcepts and methods The
blocks of time and in this competitive situation, the' 101100);:ii,u5liw, is tai,:e4keifit tlitilob)&tiVes listed .

I time available for pretentive medicine is distinctly' ','-' for 'a iont-se=xirganizeiTtby_.4Kgger;De4e14,,, 11,, D..
limited. BS, the second year. students ate ibokAg, : Isdr tif -E,PitternAgy.'`ktioa-VniVersil7.o ;,/, -,.. , . 7,4..,--.. c L ..1..01A
forward to the clinical years and- are likely to be Californieit l,' "`eig,.-y...------ :: . --_.: ,_ -_ .... ..

s , --r r it
, exposed .to some aspects of chrucaljnedicine This I. What- ai%. main problems. of health and .-
-,is an ideal tame to expose them simultaneously to disease.. tspecially,,in_ihe UruTed $tat,45,440..,-sa.. .,.,kit. .*-

preventive meilicine..conceptsbefore they goOkitly 1 AcivtiPrAalirktori. ooblest$:' IA ati460: and, - ---

. involved in clinical prohl(e.ms that focus on inclivid- --... arapascharigisig:. 1 .. , 2, ; . ' " ', ' ' -,- '.
. . 4 .

" 'I' , ""..-

144%1 4co : ..- ) t- '73
...4.7. /e'rs=.1..0c

A
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Methods 'of Itireasunng and descriltng health
problems a$b occur in populatign groups:
including incidence, prevalence. morbidity. and
mortality rates.
Methods dr comparing health problems among

,different populations including pnnciples of ,4
demographic charactenzafion and adjustment
for age aild other possible `confounding vana-

t!es.
2. How ePidemiorogy contributes to knowledge

of disease etiology-
Characterizattfon of disease distribution by
tir,e, place. and pers'on Approach to an
epidemic of knowtror unknown etiology. For-
mulation of hypothesesdescriptive and retro-

, spective. Evaluation of hypotheses
Epidemiologid' study designprospective. ret-
rospective, experimental and cross-section.
sampling. selecuon of contrbls..migrant. studies.

'Uses of 'vital statistics and the silection of
study populations Analysis and interpretation
of epidemiologic data-zvariahility, means. deb

ductive inferences. observer error. significance
Deterrrunation of association and risk factors.

3 How disease is controlled in populatiOn
groups:
Intervention in the natural.pistory of disease.. -.,
vaccine nals and vaccination programs. drug

tnals
nsk intervention

Screening techniques
Wile of epidemiology in evaluation ci health,
care delivery and utilizatiOn.

4 How scientific esaituations are-made:
Ability to evaluate the medical hterature
Ability to evaluate an unusual observation

-

Specific Terms and Concepts

Tfielitillowing are' specific t

included in a Comprehensive, p
teaching program. .

accuracy
-.-acutet-c
agent: physic :biolOgic. social

s.,114';'," )4M" Mdie0 r.SpUtiitps =-
b

it that should 6e
venti rriedicine

carrier
case - control . It+

causation: pause and effect . A
.40

cf

chronic
chni Trial

,co orfr.:birth. currentAge
communicable infections
contasous. communicable period
contamination
control.

* controlled study: cross-over study
dross-sectional study
descu*ve epidemiology
disease spectrum
distnbution
double blind stud
efficacy
endemic
environmental biologic,. physical. social
epidem common, source.$ProgressiVe
expeniantal study

host-agent-environment intera.44
immunity: herd immunity
inapparent
incidence
incubation penod
index 'case
inter- and intra-observer vanation
International Classification of Diseases
infection
infestation"
infectivity
intervention
latent
longitudinal study
morbidity'
mortality ,

natural history oif disease
pathogenicity
population
population -atmsk
Oita' of entry
pitevalence: point. penod

1==

V

prevention: primary: secondaey, tertiat-y,
precisjpn
precursor N. t t
proportionate mortal' y'

\Pi"og.pecii-4!r Oudy,
=

rates:- adjusted. c e;specific
ec.rudeseence

.reservoir

. r

a
4



resistance: inherent, acquired
retrospective study
risk: absolute. antibutable. 'relative
nsk factor
seasonal variation
secular trend,

. sensitivity
screening
specificity
standardized mortality rates
standard populations
susceptibility
/arget population
transmission: indirect, dIcectrc-yclical
'variability
variable independent, dependent. confounding
vector
vehicle
virulence
zoonoses

- ,

,.
Certain of these terms quire time and the use or

many examples to insu -their assimilation. Lec-
tures need to be comp} enteil by group discussion
of exercises to reinfor e understanding in the use of
these terms. Briefly, uch exercises include.

Calculation ofi . Students have to calculate
rates by themselv s in the tontext of a problem to
understand the p tic:vies and Theiratidhale iii Verir
mining vanou rates A classical example is the
understandm made mailable by work on age-
adjuSted ra

Studies. Recognition of the differences
between Toss- sectional, retroSpectile. prospective..
and ot r types 'of studios. 'together with the

-isetecti- n of_one to answer a given question, requires
a gre t deal of teaching effort. Cohort analysis, a
vale ble tool in an investigation, is appreciated by

-stu ents in lectures supplemented by a problem-
ing,exercise: as in *dies of lung cancer and

Laboratory: exercises should be in
tal part 'O`f apepidemiorogy course,"since they
only sopplemenf the lecture but point Lp

difficulties in the analysis of data.
la addition,.to\the 'terms already' listed. ceftaai

rafter and,sratios are-of particular importance 'These
1&%, -

-agetecific rare
attack rati '

caseigatalitYtatio

4". TvPes 0

-e
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cause-specific rate
crude rate
disability rate
fertility rate
infant mortality rate
matefrial mortality` rate
neonatal mortality rate
pennatal mortality rate.:

C Specific Disease Areas

L Communicable Infectious Diseases. Analysis of
communicable ir4etiOus disease remains a marvel-
ously effective Oay to teach the 'basic principles,
concepts. and 'analytic procedures. -We have found
the exercises distnbuted by Dr. Milton Terris of
New York Meclicd1 College, Department of Com-
munity and Preventive, Medicine, ro be of great
value in teaching epidemiologic principles that relate
to communicable diseases.

2., Specific Diseases. Hypertension; tuberculosis;
carcinoma of the stomach bowel. brev- t, and lung:
venereal diseases: hepatitis; coronary /fiery disease;
mental illness.

These have been chosen because they are impor-
tant. occur frequently, and, with the possible excep-
tion of breast and, stomach cancer.-can be prevented
or controlled at Ig,ast to some e tent. Carcinoma of

-ffiestomach and carcinoma o the bowel 'appear
particularly important gbecaus -lie intriguing
incidence trends or the former and the extreme
geographic Variation in incidence of the latter.
Through rapidly expanding research on the potential
role of toxins, fecal flora, and -diet. students *may
better understand the epidemiologic beh'a'vior of

,these tumors and the possibit role of the various
risk factors.

The case example of carcinoma of. the lung..
provides not only an opporturuty to analyze.some
classic epidemiologic, studies, but also to demon-'
strate the distinction of association from causation.:
It provides an opportunity to look at an important
problem from a multifactorial point of vieab, i.e,. the-

.influence of tobacco,' virusis.;aflatoxins. tiicequet-
als, and air-pollution, Among others..

The epidemiology of tub'rculosis remains of
enormous interest, both in regtard to its diminishing
incidence in the Urtifed Stites. the international
pattern, the relation of epidet<ologic data to keinfec-.-
non concepts. and Aittpl'oposed new attack_ in the

4 e
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United States on -the reservoirs
infection. 0

of tuberculosis

Currently. the venereal diseases and hepatinS are
two of the most important sets of epidemic diseases
in the United States Salmonella infection offers-41ot
only an opportunity to look carefully at common
sdurce epidemics. but to focus as well on what is
really needed to render foodstuffs and liquids nonin-
fectious. Our students know far too little abbut the
mechanics of food cont non and decontamina-
tion.

The prevalence of hypertension and coronarj,
artery disease. the ability to intervene in the fornier
b secondary prevention and in the latter by efforts
atIcontr71 of risk factors make these crucial cOmpo-
nents &any preventive medicine cumculum

Mental illness is all, too rarely taught from the
eqidernrologic point of view and. more than any
other kmm of disease, it rs considered as a one-on-
one doctor to patient entity. This. clearly. is short-
sighted.,there differences in rates in various
areas arid definable risk factors; increasingly. data
from registries of mental diease are available ,for
teachiit purposes

In many 'of these areas. specific exercises are
available from Dr Milton Terns that are relevant
and helpful
43. Accidental Injury, Homicides, and Suicides. The

pretention.of injury due to accidents has long been
negjected inAie medical school cumculum: yet this
is the leading cause of, death between the ages of I
and 44 years Homicides, and suicides are not far
behind in the age_ groups of 15.35 years, Students. are often quite interested in these areas but. for the
most part', cJculties are not There is an increasing
interest on the part of epidemiologists in societal
problems.. and -much intriguing demographic and
psychowcial data are aVaitable for ustin student
teaching programs

4. Use of Illicit Drugs er Promiscuouis Vitiation of/ The abuse of alcohol. marijuana: over-
/.. -the-counter medicaments. and prescnption drugs

occurs in epidemic proportions in the United States
Many competent epidemiologic studies "on the use
of illegal mind-altering agents in suburban communi-

-- ties, in high schools. and in,,calleget traVe bee
.conducted tach,,e, knoWn' about the reasons
use and tonusegothe changing patterns of involve-
ment. and the interrelationships amongirdnigs; There
are far fewer studies on the use of legallOciPtained

.
tranquilizers. "sedatives, and stimulants by house-

busitressmen.- and others. but data are accu-
mulating It is valuable for the student to become
informed bn these problems. There are. of course, a
plethora of studies on alcohol. This intoxicant costsf
us tens of thousands of lives and an estimated $25
billion in economic loss each year. but the subject is
underrepresented in preventive medicine, teaching'.
Even when it is taught. the inclirfation is, to stress
clinical manifestations consequent to alcohol abuse
rather than risk 'factors and demographic agpects.

5 Hospital Epidemiology This is becoming a
onafide subspecialty area of its own.' The methods
tried to gather datg, the organization of hospital-

,. based teams. and the surveillance of nosocomial
infections are an intrinsic part of medicine in the
United States today. and the subject should be
taught in preventive medicine The student should;
be conversant with these problems by the end of the
second year and before entering upon clinical
clerkship experiences. Many hospitals have ap-
pointed,holpital epidantologists who could be called

.-upon to take part in teaching in this area
6. Geographic Medicine. This particular area of

preventive medicine becomes more important each
year. Marked ,differences in the rate of stroke in
Japan and -the United States. or a comparison of
United States' coronary artery disease rates with
those of areas of the world ,re worthy of
substantial discussion relating to diagnostic' stand-
ards and risk factors The international statistics on
cancer are of particular-mterrest With virtually all
the important neoplasms. 6- to W-fold differences in
'reported incidences occur around the-svald.:Esoph-
ageal cancer in certain mideastern areas pccurs..with
a. frtghtening frequency in comparison to, adjacent
area 'a few hundred kilometers aWay Students,
appe be progress more intrigued with,
interna nal disease comparisons and their potential'
meanings for the preventive control of environmen-
tal factors.

7 Occupational Diseases These are many lessrins
to be learned from the p eventi edicine experi-
ence of those engaged i the w occupatibnal
medic*, Adult populations- at -ns, are more acces-
sible for continuing evaluation._ ano long-term obser-
vatifins are available from'Rre-emp:Piment and
periodic examination ,Tqc ords. The systematic epide-
miological investigation of indUstrially occurring dis-
eases may. in fact, give early warning of the

°
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potential harm of vanous substances before this is

evident in the community-at-large The long-term
consequence of low level dosages of the new
chemicals being manufactured requires evaluation
for tnutagenmc as well as carcinoienk: effect Pre-
ventive medicine teaching at present does not
exploit or represent adequately die lessons to be
learned from -die v,ork environment:
'8.. aisases.trangmitted from Animals to Humans.

In recent years. the incidence of disease via the
aninlal-to-human route of transmission (zoonotic
disease) has been a cause of increasing concern in
both rural and urban communities Whereas a"gncul-
turally retfiCed and feral animals cause a substantial

.,.._unount of the z(xmoses reported. household pets
are not, free from potentially pathogenic organisms
Both dogs and cats have been implicated in rabies`'
and larval migrans. Dogs may also harbor the
orgarim.s,.causing leptospirosis and echinococcosis.

--and cats contribute to cases-of toxoplasmosis and
cat scratch disease. In addition, birds have been
associated with psittacosis, domesticated ,animals

with tularemia. and domesticated turtles. chicks.
and dt.-kjings with salmonella infections Many of
these. as well as her tanirhars, serve as reservoir
host for arbo-rivthropbd-borne) diseases transmitti-
trle'to marl.

The incidence of these diseases depends on the
-geographical area and presence of ilhe susceptible
animal_ species. t poPulation-atInsk Imore children
may mean a higher risk.). and problems .in.,the
Institution- of control measures. Igniting the ,size of
pet ,populations..,ordinances against imprdper dis--
posal of 'animal excretions! and immunization prac-.,.

Medical students. as future physicians. need to be
informed on procedures for feportingzoOnotic and
other forms of ,infectious disease. and io 'be await-

of the basic epidemlologic pn 'pies foe., their. pre-
v'ention and control

DEMOGRAPHY

Demography.' as the study of population dynam-
ics. has-long been part of,die foundation on whic
epidemiolory and public healtb-rest I t is imperative
that students understand one l its fields of stud,.
vital.sta-tistics. and learn 'the techniques for,. decrib-
;rig and analyzpig data t

vital stat!Zties offer an incomparable Method for

Epidemiology, Demography, and Biostatistic1/77

'understanding public health issues and for placing
them in proper perspective. They provide'the key to
the better' understanding of international health,
issues It would-be a pity if medical students are not
given a proper grounding in this area.

Historically. population issues have been, and-still
are, filled with controversy. Physicians have be-
come involved increasingly with one of these prob-
lems. .namely. the matter of popettion control.
Indeed, this may prove to be the single most
important problem/that society, will ha ;e to face
during the next 56-100 years.

From the medical perspective. one can cohsider
family planning as a kind of personal. preventive
healtb service: and. more recently. the profession
has begun to think of family planning in terms of the
health of the family unit as well. Thrs-extends the
hoiiizon to include the wider societal arena of
population: since family and personal health are
inextncably related to societal health. Furthermore.
in recent years. increasing attention to the role of
environmental pressures on the health of indiViduals
is tacit, reflection of general acceptance of the notion

-the multiple causation of disease. in medical
education. population pressures (density. over- '
crowding. etc I are recogruied as etiologic in ii!'
health, and they rank as a legitimate concern of
'Inedicineparticularly preventive medicine.

Another reason for ,including the subject of
population in the medical school curriculum had -to
do v.Lith-did.concept thk physicians. as.a group. are
among the opinion leaders in society. and. as such.
they have an educational and perhaps a responsible
political role to play in the development of broad.
societal_polIcie4 in areas sych as Pollution and
population For the reasons- above.' it -would seem
most appro c. o include a discbssion of, these
is'sues in se in preventiye medicine. It

.,be catastrophic for students to
rad medical school without formal expo;

ics and population prob-
e Aire are tuber or more pragmatic ,

%tns t;6 popu,lgtion educatir shotildmb in-
cluded in the curnculuri:

Population change 'tbarring d' atic ailteratici' nS

death/bates) is ultimately the result of many.
rrianji individual, reproductir cisi ns

viouslyiphysicians are in .acrittal Rion vis -a-

vis influencing these decisions because theitTopin-
ions are actively solicited. Therefore, they mug-

.
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cu hins! Resources

ntr't,
. ...

to Converw,6enough with thc data to provide F Concepts and issurrelating to poptilation plan-
accurate answer and knowledgable advice. . ning.

2. A -related fact& involves the reality that.,
physicians largely contrOl the most effective meth-
ods for family planning. init "thus sicians are
crucial to impleme of, the _pb lives of
their patients r cultui*-atid societal
objectives. ,Theat =of course. net'only -the
oral csgulexpir intrauterine deviceS; but

W. a n as. well. This being the
idadation' for phyticians in the

yng::!tAsaies is ctearty ofcritical impOr-

f topics for inclusian in the cumm-
t include the folldwidg:-

.A., Tlie,Protzlem of the sciejitifi: study, of popula-
tion:;

-
n._

A desc e di
2, Congo sies r the laws of pC;

<dynamics
Definitions and explanation ci<f Tudime
populpon dynamics. ',;-

j. Birth. death, andfgrtility
-2. Rate of natural, increase ligroWthmra te)

a Emphasis oh the,- fail that ;sdemingly
kiw percentage change in rates can
uktimately haVeprofonnTeffects'.

b Illuslatlinns of grOWth rates and doti-
-4.

hlintirttes
,

.3 Understanding Why-11irth rates can decre.ase
'yet the populatipn continues to increase.--
a Concep9 or zero populati6rr growth and.

.net repfoduction rates. ;

C. "aliF MaithuWn de trine of population &Smart-,
,e" Le.
1). Some reprsentative statistics to illustrittet,she

niagnitude and severity of-the .prohl.eny, of
population growth

- I United States.
Z Other countries
Health tTplications of population* eont[Cil ler
sociee

I. Voluntarism will it do the j817?
w 2. Other incentives an4 disincentife.

0ovenlmentat pro- and anti-natalist pot- we.

1c44*;-- - - b.. Taxation.
4,

c, Pother,
ReligiOtiSa.nd ethical considerations.

tcurrent status. :

Z The genocide issue:.:
a. ..Islauonal fertility, studiesdesired fgrnj

icy size.
current scene. _

Legal issues:
legislation

/3, hiblit, opinion. ire
era.tions.

POSTAfISTIet
:

.

-
and political

6

tfoillsemedical -educators recognize the importance"
of offering some 'instruction in biostatisticS to Medi-
e414studefits. HOwever., the quality :and qualitiey41
biostatisucs instruCtion Vanes-markedly among _riled-
deal schoo. and sdecisions as to course-cOnient,
nitniber o instruction hours, and coiirse Fermat
frequently Ire deteonmed by the 'interestsi inotiva-
iion. and training 'a a small number of t onceme4 '

tiny iiVeach yiptittihon,. and their ability tit
infltidnce policy on coreciamulogi content. .

This overview represent's an' iittenipt.to,-place in
perspective the role of biostatisnA the'rnedical
eurrIculum and -to proyide_some Objective guidelineC
for fe,Ailung thgsubject.

Current _is

A

. ,

teiis were taken ititt6i1-. the Anterican"
SOciation to estiblish a inecbartisM_IWc

ckp among teachers hiostatiS-
s cm howfiestV cfeal with tie
motivation, limited. ciais.'bme,

Changing medical Oak.
10. subse0011. -TeUhing 9f

tth Scieqts was formally
970 meeting-of, the AMIskyan' -

tablitt:
of tiostatiStict curricWa in Medi
ctwidtfted by 'Hopkins in 1957, a%

11,

:

I. ost oflunwanted pregnancies. ,

*2 Cost 'effective and cost b,pificialoissiies,
population planning. . x.-

3. Overcrowding and-stress reactions. ,*.

a. Controlled animal studies
- b. The natural exPennientthe lerrimingsf . Stab

c. Parallels and possible extrapolotions-
humans. ;

i
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first task was to initiate a more up-to-date survey
(1): Of the 109 schools responding. 51 (50.5 percent) "

ofe \e asepara' te required- course in biostatistics.
Ano her 21 - schools (19 percent) required, some
exposur%to biostatistics as part of some other
curse or-on a self-Jeaming basis. Therefore, some
biostatistiottraini4 was 'itquired'of all students in
70 percent of the participating medical gchools
reprekenting a decrease frowithe 83 percent figure
reported in 1957 (4). BiostatiStics was offered as an
elective course, in4 18 schsifils (16 percent) and no
formal training in fbiosta-tistic was' provided in .15
schools (J4 percent). /Wong 66 schools with re-
quired instruction. *Median. time per course was
Z1- hour-s- Sixteen' of these it hods, (24 .percent)
offet.eitress, than 15..fuiurs. and 4 (6 percent)
required lesvtirartit hours" of btostttistics instruct
tiOn

Although the median. required exposure time
.ljneriasedlrorn 47 hours in 1957 to 21 hours in 1969-

3 '10... alelpg option of schobls offenng no formed,
hiosta instruction was virttially unchanged dur-
mg thin Tnr,. period (15 to 147peri:entr. Moreover-, of
45 schZiois, that were offenng o required Course in
b(ostatistiCli 'in `1964r---65 as well as in 1%9-70, 11 (24
percent) were allotting-less time to the course in

' .1969-70. While the majority .of the, medical schools
had apparer.tly upgraded Ilitte bioAatistics cumcu-
,-turn. the 06940 survey revealed that approximately
one-third.

..

- of the participating schools offered little or
no al required instruction in biostatistics.

1.

Jusdfleatioli, for Teikhing .11iostatiAtics in- Medical
4 1

tarlOal 'Minority t3 rnedical school educa-
tors a considerable munt*r of medical students
appear iinconmced of the riniptiname of ,medical
students receiving required instruction in blostatis-

, tics. Medical...students. -who tend"' to give highest
Ptiority to subject mAttet..cOvered nri:,,theT,National

' Board licensing examinations. hat,.e long been wk/re
that biostatistics questions were 'rarely,' included in
Palk I (Basic Sciences). and fitive,generally consti-
tuted no more than 1'5 percent blthe qUesnons in
the public 'healthalid preventive meiitine segment
in Part fl of 'the/ e'r(ninatiOns. Why then, ;hey ask.
should thpethhericyfied to devote time to learning

kiostatistics-at the sexpen,se of other seemingly more
"relevant" vuljects?.Since 1973 however. statistical

Epi;lomioloosfpemography, aild Biostatistics179.,

questions have been included as a regular feature of
the behavioral sciences component _of Pail I of the
National. Board ekainination, and this is bound to ...I
have an impact on the need to prepare student;
appropriately. *

While it is important to prepate students in
subject matter covered on the National Beard ti
e.:arninations.the inclusion of biostatistics in the-.
medical school core curriculum is justified -on far

"stronger grounds than 'tests. Introduction to this
discipline will help the future physician: - .

I. To more critically assenity r dical literature..
2. T-6 gain insight into biological variability and

the range of ,';normal" as they rebate to clinical
decisions and the 'evaluation of- laborateity
results:

3 To understiand'the nature of experimental tnals
and success or failure it,f different prophylactic
and therapeutic regimens.

4.' To be able to participate actively and contiib-
ute as a member of a researth team.

While in school. medicalstudents are tau t the
nest methods of diagnosis and therapy. After:gradu-
ation. they 'must depend' on current literature to
learn new methods and must be able to evaluaHe'for
hemSelves the results of the work.of.other.

he growing emphasis on the role of quantitative
methods in medicine makeslit imperatiVe ihat
medical students acquire, some knoWledge of basi4c
statistical concepts so that they cin critically- assess
thestatistiCal findings in a technical article. A recent
survey by Feinstein (2) of statistical procedures
appearing in five general medical periddicals dis-
close4 That a reader of the scientific sections of such
literature-can expect to find statistical procedures in

,about one-third of the papers. To icompourd the
problern. a staitistical evaluation of ,I0 'frequently
read' and highry regaded,Medical jourrials. con-
ducted by Schor andKarten irm4964 (6.), revealed -
that in almost three-fourths,of the reports4ead the
conclusions, drawn were _invalid in termsofr the
design of the experiment, tRe type of'analysis
performed;

not
the applicability orate statistical tests

used or not used-. Although the more reputable'
medical joUrnals have vAtly improved their statisti-
cal screening procedures: during the past decade.

',invalid studies still appear regulpily in the medical
literature., Therefore, inddern physiciani# need tO
underswid- -statistical principles sott that they ca'il
critically appraisal' research reports. In addition'.

4
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statistical training vontritibtes to an urk(lerstandi% of.

,

the concept of notinal variation. whiCh is essetilial
for evalliating laboratory tett results. I reover, by
lektiing how to collect analyze. and
and to arrive at proper conclusions, future physi-
cians wile to a better position to assess the
Limitations fief their own clinical experience. to

rt., c i pa t e in group research, to recognize when
circuinatances warrant the application of statistical
trieth0.,and to realize when to seek statistical *p
at a higher 16el. , .

sfzed basic statistical principles anti' was designed
theture pitKticing physician. A second course

resented biostati al m
o view. The thi d option was intended
the future physician whewould be
clinical 'research or laboratory experi-ments.,,.

There is no accepted fiett method of teaching
biostatistics. Courses have to be designed to Meet

n

mainly CO
involved in

the needs a st7dents -and- -the--resourcesof_s. ch
mqlic Becaw incoming students differ in
their it exposurelo,..stati'stical methodology,

How Biostatistics is Being Taught in Medic/it School .\ ergtris growing, in selginitructional
such as programnieldinstructiOrTTE3Fts and computer-_

.1rC 1964;70. most schools (62 5 percent) were assisted instruction (CAlj, which -allow ttio student .

teaching biostaustics exclusively by means of the to pro5eed at his or her own pace.
traditional classroot lectu e approach, often supple- In the 1969-Vsurvey (I), the individual assuming

, mented by...numerical p ms, disiussion periods major 'r$sPonsibility for biostatistics_ instruction in
'for questions-, critical review of the literature,' and the t72 schools requiring exposure can be. character-
in-class -quizzes Recently, some schools have ex- ized generally as a finale between 30 and 49 years of
_penmented with le*s traditional methods. At the tge, with a doctoral degree, employed on a full-time
McMaster University Medical School, slide tape basis by the medical schooat the rank of associate
shows. video tapes. and a senes (*handouts are professor or higher, one who has had his principal
used almoSt exclusively in place of formal' lectures.' formal graduate training in a department of statisti
At the University of Iowa College of Medicine. a oz in the biostatistics department of a school
programmed self-instructional fnanual is employed i public health, and who considers himself to be
to present biostatistics material to medical students.
At the Medial College bf Pennsylvania. the biosta-

listics! ccrurse evolved from a series' of nine 2-hour
sessions. each comprised of a lActure hours:and. a
small group- conference hour, to a lecture-free for-.
mat utilizing a _self-instructional. text supplemented
by, weekly smdll grAp-confePencey and-short
quizzes ,

One of the major problems confronting the biosta-
'-`- tistics instructor in medical schools is the .diverse

ba4ground- capabilities, and interest displayed by
the incoming students In 1969-70. more than one
Half

.
.f. half of the schools requiting bidstatistics exposure

made sto proVision for exemption ofltudents from
the hiostanstics.requiremen`ron the baTis of previous
preparition or perfornrance on a qualifymg examina-
tion Approximately one -of tern schools requirin

coufses, for students with differing backgrounds. P r
. biostatitics exposure were offering alternati e,-

ri
elarilple, students 'atteridireg Harvard, Medical
School .had the. option' of selecting one of three,

11, -biostatistics courses differing in me thod,, viewpOint., ,

aid emPhasis.. Most stuVents opted for a .basic
course in introductory biostatistics which empha-

primilyta biostatistician, biometrician, or biomath-
.2P ematician. In 1969-70, th

responsible instructors wire profes,si*al statism
clans -whereas, in 1957, the majority of biostatistics
instructors' did not consider themselves to be pri-
mardi statisticians.

What Biostatistics Topics areBeing Taught in
Medical School

In the absence of firm guidelines and sta rds,
the individual who. assumes tesponsibility fo ach-
ing biostatistics to medical students is ,called upon to
make a subjective determination of-What to include
in the biostaustics cirrculum, within_ the constraint
of the time allotted f?r thecourse, According to the
1969-70 inventory (I) at leas-, one-half of the
medical schools that required biostitistics exposure,
gave major emphasi to the following topics:

L. Frequency-distributions, tal'iles, gran,hs
I2. Measures of Central tendien'cy

3. Measures of variability
rt 4. The concept of probability listribations °.

5.. The nor mai distribution

,w

1 wi

.11!.

I
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6. Sampling distribution of means, central -limit
theorem

7. Confidence limits
8. The "-distribution

.9.. Principles of tests of significance
10. t-tests for comparisonof two groups '
11: Chi-square test for comparison of two inde-
> pendent proportions
12'. Medical experimentatibn: ,clinical trials,

-dornizationl etc,
13. FallaCies and pitfalls in numencal reason)ng:

common sources of bias or selection in
medical studies ,

14. Tv ,scientifk method
These 14 topics could easily constitute an accept-

able basic `minimum cariculum in biostanstics. A
comprehension' of the* subjects should provide
sufficient understanding of general 4itatistical ,con-
cepts, to prepare studients for the National Board
examinations and to enable them to cope with the
bull of,the:stanstical issues in the medical literature.
Indeed, Feinstein's survey of'five mayor medical',
joUrnals (2).,showea that "a physician 'who compre-
hends standard deviations, standard errors, t-tests
and chi-square tests will be ready, for about three-
fourths of the statistical procedures that confrOnt
him." If the time allotted, to the course in biostatis-
tics is instifficient to cover Stansticaloplications in
detail, emphasis should be placed' on the principles
Or-tests, of significance and the basic assilmpubns

N underlying statistical tests, while limiting the discus:-
sion to one or two illustrative tests of significance.
A physician scanning the medical literature does not
necegsaribe havte to know how to agplYa statistical,
test; buthe;should know how to interpret the results
of aleportedest. .

According to the 1969-70 inventory, the following
topics were -given at .least minor tmphasis iq, a
majority of the requirekLbiostatistics programs, and
th6 merit strong consideration- for inclusion irr
curriculum -if time permits:

1.' Elementary probability: adttitiwe and multipli-
cative laws

2. Use of 'binomial distribution
Simple linear regression and/or correlation

4. Chi - 'square and contingency tables beyond the
x 2

5. Chi-square goodness-of-fit test
6. Nonparametric tests' for comparisons of two

groups'

ran-.

.7*

Epidemiology, Demography, and Biosta

. 7. Vital statistids rates and ratios, rate ackigt-
ment),.population life tables,

8. Medical surveys, retrospective, prospective,
and cross-sectional studies. ,

The last two topics frequeripre offered elsewhere
in the medical curriculuingenerally in a course in
epidemiology. ri

A more comprehenisve and detailed proposal for
a core ,turriculurn in medical biostatistics was
recently reported by. a committee of the American
Statistical Association's.Subsection on Teaching of
Statistics in Health Sciences (5). This curriculum
gUggested additional topics ,such as scales of meas-
vrement,sensitivity and specificity .of a *diagnostic

, test. conditional probability, nonparametric meal-
tires of)correlation, andsome ,topics in .multivariate
analysis.

(

4
When Biostatistics is Being Taught in Medical School

The 1969-70 inventory of medical c'hools re-
'waled that of 54 responding schools that gave a
separate required course in biostatistics, 76 percent
dffered the course in the first year and 20 percent
offered the,course durfhg the second year. Ob-
viously, the great, majonty favored injroduction to
biostatistics "early in the medical curriculum, since.
knowledge of probability and statistical principles
are essential to solving problems in such fields as
epidemiology, human genetics, pharmacology, and
clinical pathology. Moreover, a basic statisti61
foundation is necessary to cope with and to appraise
the medical literature. The basic foundation in
biostatistical principles offered in the first 2 years of
the-basic science curriculum, should be reinforced
and extended by representation and application in
other basic science,gourses and in the clinical
progurs as well.

Reconungralle

Progfess, has been made in biostatistics instruction
in AmeriCan and Canadian- medical schools, but
much remains to be, done. This discipline will not
assume its appropriate..role In medical education
until the following recommendations are imple-
mented:
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1. The satisfactory ,completion of a basic course

in biostatistiCs should be mandatory fot gradu-
ation.from medical school.

2. Each medical student should be introduced to
at least 20 hours of biostatistics instruction
with reinforcement ,in the basicOences
the clinical subjects:

3. hiontinuing development of innovative self-
echniques should be encouraged

ment, or to replace, the traci-

T
teachin
either to sup
tional lecture approach-lo teaching biOstatis-

tics.

4. Bioitatistics instruction shoUld be incLad in,

continuing education programs to provide prac-
ticing physicians with the bask biostatistical
understanding required for them to cope with
the current medical literature.
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REFLEVIONS ON TEACHING
EPIDEMIOLOGY' TO MEDICAL -
STUDENTS

Elizabeth Barrett-Connort
in the (all of 1965. 1 joined the faculty of the

University of ,Miami School of Medicine. At that
tithe I was assigned pnmary responsibjlity for'the
teaching of a required course in epidemiology to
second-year medical students. The acquisition of
this course could hardly have been considered a,
prize; in fact. I was led to believe that the teaching

'of it..se,ry eyed as a necessary penarke for a faculty
appointment to a person without laboratory skills or
inclinations: My experience and qualifications for
such an assignment were limited. had felt the
strong and positive influence of the public health
courses at Cornell University Medical College.
_largely under the, auspices of Dr. Walsh Mc-
Dermott, had a: general background in infectious
diseases and their associated epidemiology, and,
while at the Lori'don School of Hygiene and Tropi-
cal Medicine. had attended all of the courses
required for the doctor of public health in the

. tropics diploma' (Which included biostatistics). I also
was the happy, recipient of the teaching problems
and instructor's -guides.distribtited by Dr. Milton
Terris. .

.
It was my intention to teach the course primarily

as a technique in probleM-solving and the methodol-
ogy of data 'collection To this end hoped to
achieve considerable studght-tacher interchange as
opposed to more didactic lecturing characteristic of
other courses given in the tint 2 years of medical
school. Subjects were arranged in order of increas-
ing epidemiologic complexity, e.g., from fold poi-
soning to tuberculosis to chronic diseases. The
subject matter was selected as examples of classic
epidemiologic investigation' or examples of diseases
of public health import which were inadequateij,

' covered in _the, reminder of the medical school
curriculum. Thirty-three 2-hour sessions .were
scheduled4o permit the, detailed discu'ssion, of

,
plilmoocols which the students had studied prior to

Because of class size (119, students) and limited
faculty (me). it was not posSible to divide the class
into small sections to improve interchange. There-
fore. it was originally elected to require the students
to hand in the answers to the problems for my.
review. Because this proved to be incredibly time-

\ consuming. and because the students were in fact
the proble.ms in groups and.turning in,

duplicates of the answers, the second year the
format was changed so that students were alloWed
to hand in their problems in groupsaof up to four.
As my, clinical acid research activities increased, this
again proved to be too great an onus and. after that
year. no further requirement for the handing in of .

answers was made In order to assure, however,
that the problems had been attempted ppor'to class.
the students were given an unannounced quiz
approximately once a month which consisted of
answering one or two randomly selected questions
from the assigned epidemiology problem

It soon became apparent that the teaching prob-
. lems provided by Dr.' Terns and his group were not

suited to the medical student pdpulation with which
I was dealing. As a result most of the problems
were reworked extensively: for example. where _

several pages had been devoted to presenting in-
Creasing bits of demographic infoi-mation, whenever
possible this was compiled into a large table which
indicated age, sex. race specific. and secular trends
in'one pje, which the student was then. expected

to analyze. In this way Some of the original
problems were greatly altered. Others were de-
signed completely anew from reviews of the medical
literature. In addition, most protocols incliided
problems related to the definition of disease for
epidemiologic study and therefore included clinical
generalizations. This approach proved usefolosince
these 'medical students had had very little exposure
to clinical medicine and were efore extremely
anxious to learrr anything they ould about diseases.
even when it was necessary. to learn the distribution
of diseases in order to obtain this information.

This course differed in design and structure from
any other course offered in the first 2 years of
medical school in that, for the first time, the
students were not presented with a digested body of
facts but were asked to do some thinking and make
their own interpretations, The students were given a.

83
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final examination at-the end of each year in an effort
to evaluate, the efficacy of this

{ire

method:
Problems in evaluating learning {ire maxi ized when
the course material is designed fo presen methoclof-
ogy rather than didactic information, and it was not
always possible to correlate examination esults with
progress indicated by class participation. Therefore,
It proved extiernely difficult to evaluate he course.

- Response to the course,, however, as m tutored by
an annual request for, criticism and co mint sheet
to be turned in anonymously at'the end the year,
revealed that over 80 percent of the class were

- ' enthusiastic about the,course content d presenta-
tion. Indeed, it was general scuttlebutt on campus
that the epidemiology course had ch nged from
-being the least desirable of all courses ught in the

* Ail; 2 years to one of the most' popular. Popularity,
of is not necessarily an index of effective:
'ess but then neither is it possible to be highly
effective iy a situation which is extremely unpleas-
ant. J .

In Jankiar?'1970, I joined the. facurty of the
University of California in San Diego (UCSD) and
immediately undertook major responsibility for the
teaching of epidemiology to second-year medical
students. This course differs from th t offered at the
University of Miami in that the nu ber of hours
and the number of students are halve . In addition,
the course-is integrated with pathology and microbi-
ology. For example, lung pathology and pulmonary
infection are taught concurrently with epidemiology
of lung cancer, air pollutic.on, and tuberculosis. In

order to meet these genehf curriculum, commit-
ments it hag been more difficult to proceed from the

`.more- simple to the more complex, i.e , from
infectious disease to chronic disease epidemiology.
For this reason, and because the teaching of
infectious disease epidemiology in the microbiology
cutculum was in general very good, increasing
e4hasis has been placed on the epidemiologic
analysis of chronic diseases. .

Initially the class format was very similar to that
at the University of Miami, i.e., 2-hour sessions.,
Recently, because the smaller class size allows
greater 'participatiorit has been possible to nearly
double the subject material and preserve the Socra-
tic approach in I-hour sessions. The I-hour format
also facilitates integration of subject matter with that
taught in pathology-microbiology. Because the num-

. ber of medical students admitted is increasing

4

annually (52 this year, 65 for next year), some
Change in format will be necessary in order to
preserve the teaching method. Consideration is now
being given to dividing the class into at least two
groups for some of the sessions-in order to promote
interchange.

The topics, as before, , have, been selected to
demonstrate. clagsic epidemiologic princi0e1 and
-pitfalls or to consider public health problems amena-
ble to epidemiologic investigation and are not
adequately covered elsewhere in the curriculum,
e.g., accidents and air pollution. The _addition of
open-ended, i.e., unsolved, epidemiologic problerng
of current interest are those in which student
participation (and presumably learning) is maximal.
Thus. of 36 lectures currently given at least half
have major unresolved epidemiologic questions and
6 are sufficiently topical to be covered in the local
press..In the latter category we have had exciting
sessions on topics Including vitamin C and colds,
BCG and leukemia, abortion rates and risk factors,
oral contraception and stroke, the risk of prematur-
ity in anesthesiologists, and hexachlorophene and
hospital-acquired infection in the newborn nursery.

Another change which has evolved in recent
years is an increasing emphasis on reading original
medical literature rather than the use of protocols.
At the present time over one-third of the problem
solving prior to class involves analysis of two or
three papers on a subject. The students are given,
either a good and bad piper fol; discussion, or
papers presenting conflicting results, or papers with
sufficiently interesting preliminary results that the
class can discuss method6logy for a definitive study.
This approach seems more relevant' to the general
needs and interests of all medical students who will,
hopefully, be reading the medical literature the rest
of their lives. They are now much more enlightened
readers of the methodology section of manuscripts
and are no longer' surprised to- find that the

, summary sometimes bears little relation to the
tabulated resits even when the data are published
in prestigious journA.

It is my conviction that the success of this effort
depends to a large extent on the teaching abilities
and interests or the participants. The constant
updating of material and changing of topics ob-
Viously requires a considerable amount of effort on
the part of the teacher and necessarily, therefore,
more than minimal enthusiasm for the project.

7
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Ideally, one person should have total responsibility
-for the course and should give as many of the
lectures as feasible so as to avoid repetition of some
concepts. and .exclusion of others. In the current
UCSD course, I give half of the lectures and have
beerrfortunatcin having good support from the local
faculty as well as "visiting celebrities" to present

-
other materials.

The rhajor defect of th course remains: there are
some students who are refractory to the concept
that they should inve time,iii attempting to resolve
questions as opposed to reading the facts' from a
textbook. In my experience some 10 t6 15 percent
off' students are never swayed to the Socratic
method and will never find satisfaction in the
pursuit of epidemiologic problems. After nearly
10. years of agonizing over such students, I have

finally decided to aim the course at those students
who can be "turned on'. and not to 'allow myself to

dplitome too Paranoid about the remainder.
It. is difficult to know how to evaluate the coupe.

Examinations with "yes" or "no" type answers
may demonstrate attendance in class but do not

'necessarily demonstrate a working familiarity with ,,
' the necessary thought processes for epidemiology.

An examiqation based' on a specific epidemiology
problem is not entirely - satisfactory either in that
students who have gained tjie most from the course
as a Whole may find themselves totally at sea for a
given 'problem. whereas given another problem they
may achieve remarkably astute conclusions. Fur-
thermore, at UCSD, ekaminations in general are
frowned upon and . the number of teaching hours
provided for this course are too limited to allow for
multiple testings. Therefore. the only hard criteria

. for the' success of this course must be based on
another examination, Part II of Natipnal Boards:'
which is requir0 for all UCSD medicdl Students. I-
dm totally unfamiliar with the questions asked in the
public health section 6f this and have
deliberately remained so, not wishing such informa-
tion to bias what I consider to be my leaching'
priorities. Nevertheless. both of the classes thus far.

. graduated from UCSD have scored higher in the
public health section of the N tional Boards than in
any other,settion. Whether oil not such results bear
any relationship to their futurer abihly as physicians,
researchers, or readers of thel Medical literature is.
of course, unknown. . ,

Perhaps the most positive ing,_1 can say about
111111.
, I.

Reflections on Teaching Epidemiology185

teaching epidemiology in this way is that it is fun.
While it may be thought by some that "fun" is
irrelevant, I believe that a fundamental appeal of
epidemiology is its appeal to the puzzle-solving
proclivities of man. The potential application of
preventive or modifying factors as identified by
epidemiologic study. before the laboratory resolu-
tion of these problems. raises the level ofi"game
playing" to one appropnate for 'serious considera-
tion by all future,physiciails.

Attached to these reminiscences is an abbreviated
list of the major concepts hopefullyscovered in the
epidemiology course as well as the subject 'matter
and related references.'

MAJOR PRINCIPLES STRESSED IN UCSD
EPIDEMIOLOGY COURSI

1. ,Vital statistics; their use and limitation4,
2. Definitions and methodology; rates, risks, ?ro-

spective, retrospective, case, cohort, descriptive,
anal'ytibal, and experimental epidemiology

3. Statistical inferences based on study design;
causal association

4. Definition and classification of disease
5: Definition of and approach to an epidemic
6. Risk factors, multifactorial etiology, and ultiyar-

iantanalysis
7. Genetic vs. environmental studies, twin. adop-

tion, and migration techniques
-

8. Clinical drug trials
9. Screening techniques and priorities

10. Medical etkics of experimental epidemiology
11. Application of epidemiology to health planning
12. Ability to evaluate the medical literature 3.

13. Ability to evaluate an unusual observation it
14Study design

EPIDEMIOLOGY READING -1973

I Cowan: DW, HS Diehl. and AB Baker 1942 Vitamins for
the prevention of colds. JA M A 120'1267
Walker, GH. ML Bynoe, and DAJ Tyrrell 1967 Trial of
ascorbic acid in prevention of colds Br Med 1 1 603

Battling. L 1971 Ascorbic acid and the common cold Am
Clin Ntitr 24 1294

Starnler, J DM Berkstm. and HA Lindberg 1972 Risk

'factors their role in the etiology and pathogenesLs of the

4
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atherosclerotic diseases Pfges 41-119 in Fhe Pathogenesis
of Atherosclerosis. RW VVissler,and 1( (leer (eds

. Baltimore. Williams and Wilkins-
3 Simplon. MB 1968'. Distribution of cancer in the United,

States. Arch Envirciii Health 16 103
4 Feingold, ESS 1970 Hovitatacqired infections N Engl J

Med 283.1381
5 Was Dr Krugwan justified') 19711. Med World News, Oct

15, pp 20-31 I
Krugman, S. ancr.IP Giles 1970 Viral hepatitis new light
on an old disease Trans Assoc Alb Physicians 83 133

6 Knill- Jones. RP. LV RodriguiA. DD Moir. and AA
Spenoe 1972 Agethetii. practkie and pregnancy Lancet
r 1326, June )7 ".1
Corbett, TH 1972 Anaesthetics a4 a cause of abortion
Fend Sten1 23 866

7 Workers' safety and health 1972 Health Policy Advisory
Bull #44 Sept'
Lennane, and RJ Lennane 1973 Alleged psychogenic
disorders in womena possible rrranifestatIon of sexual
prejudice N Engl 1 Med 288.288
Klock. LE, and GX Rachelefsky 1173 Failure of rubella
herd immunity during an epidemic N Engl Med 288 69
Lehane. DE NR Newberg, and WF Beam, Jr 1970
Evaluation of rubella herd immunity during an epidemic
IAMA.213 2236

9 Butler NR. H Goldstein and EM Ross 1972 Cigarette
de'smoking,in pregnancy its influence on birth weight and

perinatal mortality 'Br Med 1 2 127 r
Cortistock. GW, FK Shah. MB Meyer and AH ^Abbey
19710Low birth weight and neonatal mortality rate relied
to maternal smoking and socioeconomic status Am J
Obstet Gynecold 1 53 (Sept) 4' .
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teen, W Nand S Kantor,1967 Some observations on
tionshigs between age. sex, and blood pressure
0-81 in Epidemiology of Hypektension, Grune and

SR, R6 Crispen, ly G Thorne,- N Freikarski, N

and PG Rettig 19/2 EICG vaccination and.
JAMA 222 1543

L, P Robillasd. P Lemonde, and A Frappeir
BCG vaccination andleukemia mortality Lancet
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r Aust 2 351

MT 1971 The epidemiologic revolution AM J
Health 61 143 x
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tnortality data Am J Public Health 57 2076
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for.modern medicine Am J Med 42 849
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LEARNING CLINICAL
EPIDEMIOLOGY AND BIOSTATISTICS
IN AiFORMALLY INTEGRATED '
MEDICAL CURRICULUM

'David L. Sackett

Mrg. Brucea 70-year-old. retired geography
teacher, moved back to her home town following
her husband's death tliree'years ago to livetwith a

. younger sister (also a widow). You first saw her 2
years ago for the' complaint of "smothering.' ensa-,
tions which would awaken her froni a sound 'sleep
and cause -her tin sit up before an open window irr
orderio- catch her breath: At that time you obtained
a history of fever"' at age 10. a heart
"leakage" noted at a retirement physical. and some
ankle swelling at the end of the day. Physical
findings at that time includei a loud. decrescendo
diastolicrnurmur heard along left sternal border.

ide pulse pressure, and a prominent apex beat in
,left 5th intercostal space at the anterior axillary

-line. .

He pisodes of "smothering'. disappeared with
digitalis. -Stiti have not heard from Mrs. Bruce
f or ovesiIr months. However. when you come to
your officethis Monday; you find the foHowing note
frdm the colleague With whom you share weekend
coverage of your two separate solo practices:

Called to see Mrs. Brucd Sunday morning fin-
dysp_nea. Feeling 'lousy" for'the last week, and
said you had given hi4 digitalis for a 'leaky.
heart.' I think her failure has been slowly getting

. worse over several tieeks, and she also seems
pretty depressed. 1 upped her digoxin -(can't be
sure the was taking it) and gave her sow Dula
You had better' call her sister(they are bbth
scared and a bit, befuddled, 1 think) (1 the doesn't
call Monday morning. My findings:

(1) BP 160160 '
(2) P 120, fibrillatdig
(3),huge heart
-(4) high pitched grade 11114 pan - diastolic de-

crescendo murmur heard beg in the 4th left

inters
)

paCe right next to the sterninn. with
radiation toward the apex

) rules at both bases
(6) small pleural effusion on the left
(7) 2 ttre-tibia! sedema:

I. WHAT HAPPENS

This 1s one of 14 biomedical problems (BMP'S)
ountered by medical students dunng the first few.

weeks of the 2-year and 8-month M.D. Program at
McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontano. Can-
ada. These students have satisfied admission criteria
(> 18 years old. > 3 years of'sorne sort of
postsicondary education, > a "B" average in the
year pnor to application) and have peen selected
into a class of 80 students on the basis of personal
letters, an interview (with a medical student. a
faculty member. and a member of the community),
and their performance in a "mock", tutorial. The
regulting'class is heterogeneous with regard to age
(18-38). sex (4 percent of next fall's class are
women). prior -experiences. and former academic
training (many -have had no previous exposure to
cell biology or behavioral science).

The McMaster M.Drogram has no courses
and the "unit" of education is the BMP (usually on
paper: but frequently in the, form of a real patient),
confronted and _solved in a tutorial group of five
students and a tutor that meets. perhaps twice
weekly, the intervening time being spent in group or
individual study, visits to appropriate clinical .or
community settirigs, small group sessions with re-
source people. etc. 11e life of a given tutorial group
is approximately 10 weeks.

II. WHY IT HAPPENS

The 8 M P appearing at the start of this chapter if
an example of the vehicle used in Phase I (which
runs from early'Seplember to mid-November of the
first year) in an effort to achieve.the following goals:

(1) To be introduced to the Hariiilion Region as a
community, 4s an array of ihealth'services
personnel arid facilities (some of which are
organized on a regiOnal basis). and as a locus
of health= professional education and health
research.
Tcr develop compete-nc in the following learn-
ing methods:

(2)

i 87
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(a) problem based learning
(b) self-direoed learning

small group tutorial learning
;(d) the selective use of learning resources

(readings. audiovisual, aids, resource
people)

(3) Ay exploring biomedical problems. to under-
.

stand and integrate universal concepts of
hum0 behavior, structure, and function from
conception todeattik

(4) To begin to develop'clinical skills
'(5) To learn to deal sot; the normal anxieties of

medical education and professionalization, l+4.1

develop a self-awareness. of and ability to
cope with individul strengths. weaknesses.
and emotional reactions.

III. HOW IT HAPPENS

In confronting BMp's, the tutorial groups execute
# sequence of learning maneuvers which we hive
named, "biomedical, problem - solving' described as
f011oWis in the Phang I manual.

Given -a descnption of a patient or other'clinical
situation, stheAutonal 'group or individual student
should Carry out thl)following sequence of activi-
ties:

(11 A senes of uestions, which rnay.be stated in
lay teems. will be listed as they arise from 4he
biomedical problem

(2) These questions will be translated .into issues.
in.structure. function. and response to stimuli
In other words, if the question is asked:
"Why do older women have a greater likeli-
hood of beanng children with epicanthal Mlds.
single palmar creases, and mental retarda
tioa?- one of the 'issues in human behavior,
strticture, ,and function raised is: changes in
reproductive cells as women grow old

' (The atiove activities will usually take place, in a
tutorial discussion which first considers the biome&
cal problem: however, the following two steps will
-althost.ahvays occur outside of a tutorial.)

(3) Aciting singly or in a group, students will
carry out the identification and in-depth study
of educational resources which provide infor-
mation pertinent to the identified issues in
human behavior, structure. and function

(4) The synthesis of this information into a cogent
, explanation of the clinical 'situation is. of

S

-

course: a key step and constitutes one of the
major foci for evaluation. This -synthesis may
occur on an individual basis (and should, at
appropriate intervals, be written out for the
roost helpful evaluation and feedback), or may
occur dunng A yutpriaI group Session.

(5) The development of additional questions. sug-
gestions. and hypothesis for further steps in
the evaluation and/or management of the
clinical situation follow's logically from

thatsynthesis, and underscOres the fact that
biomedical problems can be pursued in a
number of directions and tend not to be'
"close- ended."

(6) The tutorial 'group will complete the .process
of biomedical problem solving by carrying out
the evaluation of individual and group perfor-
mances, of the biomedical problem and the
related learning resourcesand of the resource

' 'sessions._
The Phase t tutorial groups, in the fall a 1973,

completed BMP evaluation forms on "lgssie
Bruce.' and the 13 other biomedical problems
(BMP's) by listing issues they considered' when
solving each problem. The, issues considered with
"Jessie Brice" are listed verbatim irkTable 1. and

provoke three comments. First, this single BMP-
initiated the consideration of an exceptionally broad
array of issues in it wide variety of disciplines,
Second, the process of synthesizing the resulting
array of information into a cogent written explana-
tion of a single patient 'led to a great deal,of
integration. Third, a review of Table 1 reveals a
substantial consideration f_issues in the. realm of
"preventive medicine.' artic Warty in disciplines
other than "Chnual pidennologr and Riostatis-

,
tic .s Becausethis ssIa source-,of
considerable satisfaction to our department, a hisftir-,
Ica' explanation is in order,

TABLE 1.- Verbatim Tutorial Group Reports of 1ssuei
Considered in Solving the Biomedical Problem: Jessie Bruce

4 , P)
Behavior:, pvy chological impact of a debilitating disease.
depressum:Lserulity. dependence. Lomphance. breiudice versus
old people. life chang6s due to cardiac failure. effects _

Comthunity: availability of homes for the aged and how they
funLtion.. visiting nurses. hospitals and pld people. community
resources for old people. systems thspry and communiqes.
vicits to a geriatrics center

Agin: physiological and psychological/processes of agihg,
sexual function and aging, effects or aging and retirement.

0



tiffests of aging on cardiovascular function. biological effects
of aging..notinal aging in persons over.70

Pediatrics: acute rheumatic fever

Clinical Skills: chest 'exam. how to examine the heart. what
information can be gained about the structure and function of

%the Wean by physical exam. `ow does a physician Modify his
'approach to deal with the elderly.patient,lieart exam and
murmurs and auscultation and blood pressure. as per the green
sheet and: a little percussion. pulses' of the body! basic
auscultation of the heart: interview of old people andexam Of
the CNS. clinical observation of the thorax, heIrt sound
chscrrmation

Ninrphology: structure Of heart and lungs, radiology of heart
and lungt. gross exam of heart. Aschoff bodies. actin and
Myosin,/ adult and fetal circulatory systems. structure and
function of old fiiiks, anatomy of capillanes and walls. position
of heart lit thorax

Physiology: function of heart: mechanism of aging function of
pump, fluid exchange. sounds. how heart and lungs and
circulation work. physiology of contraction, innervation of
heart. physiology of failure

# Biochemistry: digitalis. diuretics effects of various drugs on
function of heart and lungs. pharmacology of potassium

Clinical Epidemiology and Biostatistics: importance ail preva-
lence of heart disease, incidence of -heart disease with aging.
what can be done with people who won't take their medicine,
how can events in early life have later manifestations,
incidence of scarlet fever. epidemiology of acute rheumatic
fever. vanations in clinical measurement

Htimanity/Women: do women live longer than men,' manage-
intent of long wi,Jdowhood. women's perception of health care

this is an incltfihne category). euthanasia

Infectious Disease: what are causes*. prognosis, symptoms and
treatment of scarlet fever, why are infections more common in

'childhood. why doe's the same disease have a different
response in different age groups, streptococcal infections.
streptococcus and heart 'Valves. sub-acute bacterial endocardi- .

us

Allied Stealth Professions: nurs4-practitioners. care of old
people

Departments/Special: radiology cardiopulmonary lab. what are
the advantages of a solo versus grout practice

IV. THE 'DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL
'EPIDEMIOLOGY AND BIOSTATISTICS

I was sure that my initial invitation to visit,
Canada in 1967 and *discuss formingest department at
this new medical, school was either a practical joke/
or a caseof mistake'h identity. I was 33, only 7
years out of medical_ Owl 04 years of which had
been spent in training in internal medicine) and my

Learning Clinical Epidemiology find.Biostacisticsli39

. " .
total 'experience. inpreventive medicine consisted of
2 yeArbs in the "Yellow Berets" (the Heart Disease
Control Prograin of the ,USPHS) and 'as year with
Bridn MacMakon at .Harvard (in which I avoided
all of the standard courser in Oublic health). My
disinterest in the post and my abundant ignoranc'e in
the field were reflected in my resPonses to, two
IquestiOns raised' in that-first visit:'

Question. What soil of department of social',
community., and,prevernive,medicine shdlild be
formed ai.this.neW-medical school?

Anstter: None. Unlesg the other departmepts'
view specific issues in social, community, and
preventiVe medicine as their 'responsibility, the
'school is unlikely 'to make progress in these areas
and shouldbe abandoned.

Question: What sdrt of course 'should be taught
in the sciences of epidemiology and biostatisfics?

4nswer: NOne. Unless a,new*chool can
develop a curriculum which integrates these disci-
plines with the other basic and clinical .sciences,
monies Set aside for a new schoold would' better

. be spent' in increasing the class size of the pre-
existing schools. (I1Poncluded with the opinion
, that 'epidemiology did not9atisfy the definition of
a science.)

A dozen or More faculty had already joined the
new school. They included an anatomist who ran a
tdrug abuse program and who was perforwing.
longitudinal studies of social, as well as physical,
growth and development; a surgeon who felt that

. surgery had little or no effect upon the natural
history of cancer; a psychiatrjst who was placing
most of his faculty in community agencies away
from the university; and an experimental pathologist
who was leading the amalgamation of a series of
competing' clinicar labs into a single district labora-
tory program. These seasoned, thoughtful men, led,
by a brilliant dean, had used logic to arrive at the
same answers which' I had stumbled upon as a
recely cedrisumer of medicaleducation, and they
mistook.a novice for a sage! ,

I was quickly challenged to form, not ,a d.epart-
ment of preveritive medicine,,but a methods group
in thd disciplines of clinically oriented epidemiology
and biostatistics, operations research, and ,quantita-
tive -health economics, to serve as a methodologic -

resource for a series, al interdepartmental programs
of.educatidn, service, 'and both basic and apjolied

t ,1 Ts,
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rch. The Department of Clinical Epidemiology
.and Biostatistics was formed late( that same year
and the demands of programs have caused it to

grow. not to its projeacted size of three members by
.1975, but to its 'current (1974) faculty of six clinical
epidemiologists, fiv; medical statisticians. _two oper-
dtions rwarchers, and a health" econoviit. plus a
staff of about forty We have had, and are having.
enormous fun.- and remain convinced that. there
should be neither .a department of social, commu--
ruty. and pikentive medicine 'nor a course in
pidenuology and imostnistics. Thui, or pleasure in

ng that the medical students relegated 'stiles in
preventive medicine to a number of disciplines other
than Clinical Epidemiology and Biostatistics.

WTI In Table 1.

V. DISCIPLINE. GROUPS AND BMP'S

in abandoning-discipline; and departmental-based,
tpstruction-fer-prt)blentased learning, care had .to
be taken to prevent the neglect of relevarit concepts
and to maintain the interest and involvement- of

. discipline gimps the development. of educational
resources This has been achieved through the

« formal recognition of rt series of discipline groups
which are often'coterminus with departments in the
medical school. Other discipline groups. however,
have been self-generated' and have gained recogni-

.'. non and itKolvement through constructive ctiticism
of the educational program. coupled witty an offer to
help.

Dtsciphne groups have been major contnbutors to
Phase I tit three wail First, they have takeri a
direct role in the drafting aral..redraftingl's

. ..so that the final ver ion isrelekant. valid.--and leads
e-- naturally to the copsideratton of appropriate issues

in their discipline Second. each disciplirtesubmit
.list of relevant issOs'and educational resources for
each of the BMP's and this list is available or'the
tutorial fo use in solving each BM P. These "B M13.

Guides- ar4 provided in sealed envelopes which
.can be, opened at the tutorial group's discretion,

they tend to be used for direction early in the phase.
and for eV.,,tuatton, a\ the phase progres"sbs) Third.

.Fttscipline -groups have developed reading h.q.,. car-
"tiisel-tape lectures. a few videotapes, and resource
cessions whwh the students' can utilize as they
search for In elevant 10 the issues raised
by the &Mrs; .

)

r V I. ugiv THE DV.PARTMENT FUNCTIONS IN
THE M.D. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

In the summer of 1968 r sent a qile'stionnaire to
each of the physicians in the' local medical, isotiety

-(The .Hamilton Acacremy,o1 Medicine) Two ques-
tions were asked. .-

114 Was any( ng yo(i learned in rp ical school
in the area of epidemiology a biostatisticg
ever .of use o you in caring.for your patients?

(21-Can you d cnbe any specific clinical situa-
tions in wh II your application of concepts
from eptde iglogy and biosstatistics could

-"really lead t !'Setter oiltaiimesjor your pa-.
bents'' ,

The contrasting esponses to the two queStions
was a pleasant su rise Almost everyone said "no-
rn the firsi,. However, several physicians returned
lengthy and very thOughtful response to the ecOnd
question, and these are grouped and summarized
Table 2

On the basisbof these responses. at times broadly
Interpreted in fight of our own clinical experiences

and ,interests, we have-taken, part in the develop-,
ment of HMV's (As showh in Table I. "Jessie
Brute" led to considerations'of, disease frequency'
measurements, compliance. natural history, and
observer varation). We have held (very barely now)
cesource\-wssions and have .developed the' educa-
tional resources shows[) in- Table- 3. .plus about Q
more,w,hich deal with iopidemiolog o

specific c -conditions such ,as twpertension.. suicide,
. chronrc reviratory'diseasefetc. (these are currently

being reMsed so that' they can be made available to
other schools),

. k.
.

-
TARI1 2. Questionvarre Responses romp Physician Survey

K._ i " --,,,,,,,..

Omura( Situation Concept identified
. .

( I ) Patient receiving oral How to diagnose causation
sonirasuRtives, ujinisian
sonserna'ahout risk of
thromboembolisin

(2) Patient with acute severe
infestious.disease, clini-
cian concerned about. di-
agn9sis

(3) Patient, with genetic de-"-
les t, Llinisan sontecned
about family- counseling

Clintsal uses of .measures of
disease fcequenc'y

Chnisai uses of probability
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Clinical Situation 4r onqpt Identifed

(4) Patient with vague Com- 'Summarizing clinical data,
plaint and 4tens4ve lab norrnal values in
data; clinician concerned medicine,
about interpretation of re-

- suits
(5) Patient requests annual Natural history and early.di-

exam, clinician concefneEk agnosils, compliance *ith
about validity and yield therapeutic regimens

(6) Patient with a new Vaillation an clinical measure-
:murmur, clinician con- ment

*cerned about whether it
.'was missed on an earlier
exarn

(8) glinician reads "clinical Clinical implication .of sam-
Journal; clinician cub- piing
oerned that she/he never
-sees any of the tyPegof,
illnesses described ttfrein

TABLE 3. Carrousel-Tape Resources in Clinical Efildemiolor
, and Biostatistics

(I) What (on Earth) is' the D4jartrrent of Clinical Epide-
miology and Biostatistics`'

(2) A Contemporary Concept of CaysUtiorr
Part 4.: Welcome to the,20th Century
Part II. How to- Diagnose Causation
Palloill. Studies in Causation

(3) Clinical Data
Part 1- Statistics in Medicine and Scales of Measure -'

ment
Part II Methods of Summanzing -Data

(4) Clinical Uses of Prollability
Part 1 Von k

Part II Rules for Calciiiating Probabilities
(5) Clinical Implications of Sampling .

Part 1. What is Sampling.'

4

1

Part II What's in a Sample'
'Part Ill What's to a Sample (continued )

Part IV. People. Patients add Clinical Judgmentti
(6) Clinical Used of Measures of Disease Frequency

Part I: '15efinitiqn, Measurements, and Interi-elttion-

LearneClinical Epideriaology and Biostatisn6191

P

tutors' in 'all phases of the program, as student
advisors, as clinical preceptors, and as phase chair-
men.

VII.1RELATIONSHIP TO CE AND
RESEARCH PR t 'f. MS

-The" formal i tegration seen in the M.D. Educa-
.

nom Program is also-a-major feature of service and
research at, McMaster. The department, acting as a

4
metliodologic re source, Provides expertise in design,
measurement, analysis, And evaluation to some 40
research projects per year which originate with

. members :of other departments in 'health sciences.'
Many of these research projects concern lAsic
issues in' human biology and pathophysiology as
well as que9ions in clinical And health
care. A similar service is providred,to over 30
projects brought to -us each year by health depart;
ments, community and social agencies, 'hosAtals,
and indNdual practitioners who are attempting' to
define or solve problems concerning disease out-
breaks, the use of emergency facilities., and the-

uation of clinical and health care. Because the
versity, the Province, and theNtederal Govern-

ment view this form of interdisciplinary servicg as
an important function of our group, all have been
quite generous in providing support for personnel
and for the 'operation of the department. These

ships
Part II Observer Variation in the Evaluation- of Pa-

% gents .

(7) Components of Variation. in Clinical Measurements
Part I. Jargon and Blood Pressure Measurements
Part II Observer Variation in the Evaluatibn of Pa-

tients
(8), Statisttcal Inference

Part 1. Basic Concepts and,Jargon
Part II: Analysis of Chrlical Data, -,-,_

(9) Normal Values in Clinical Medicine
(10) The State of Health in Canada

,In addition to the foregoing role as a resource,
group; ,individual drpartInental 'members serve as

4

projects and this interaction also provide an invalual,
ble experience in the "consultant-in-training" por-
tion of our graduate programs'in Clinical E-Pidemiol-
ogy, .Health Care Evaluation f'ylethods, and Medical
Statistics.

In addition, research eideas originating within the
Department are often. undertaken within multide-
partmental research prograMs, each of which have
both basic and highly applied concerns. For exam- .

pie, several memberFi of the depa(tInent are also
members of the CardiovaschlartHaemostasis/Throm-
bosis Program, and it is within this program (and

'with the extremely ,Valuable. comments ,and critiques.
of our colleagues fi'.om other departmeits) that we
have carried oeitour studies of attafrosclerosis and
our randomized clini6I-trials of platelet-active drugs
and of clinical strategies to improve corripliance with
antihyperterlsive therapy. Thus, the. concepts and
function of the MIT Education. Program at Mc-
Mftster are seen in programs of research and servic
as well,

1 u
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VIM PROBLEMS IN THE }13RMALLY
INTEGRATED EDUCATIONAL PRCIGRAM

(1) Evaluation, and candid feedback to students,

bas lagged behind the development of indova-

five BMP's, programmed patients. computer -

-based physiologic models. and interdiscipli-
nary resoisessions. In avoiding the preset

.
objective ex inations which we feel discour-

age problem-solving and retard independent
learnihg, we have been slow to come up" with

'suitable. alternatives, and this,plus the desire

to be loved by one's students and tutors. has
often_ led to the fail,ure to recognize and creal

with deficiencies in problem solving skills.

The -
increasing use of BMP write -ups, in, which a

student writes out a synthesis whichintegrates what
been learned into, a 'cogent ex-planation of the

clinical presentation, has represented a major step
toward correcting this deficiency, and we are ewer-

, .imenting With computer - based, self-evaluation 'pro-
grams in a number of areas as well.

dk (2) Anxiety, although we believe it is lower here

than in. other schools, affects 'both students.
and tacitly. When the foi-mer encounter a
gruff clinician or a student from a more
traditional school,- and when the latter are

.ofritstrated in their research or clinical activi-
tiesthe anxieties arising from anecdotal expe-

, riences with deficient student or faculty per
formance 'are inclined sometimes to lead to
blanket condemnation-9f students, faculty,
and the total program. rather th,an to rational
assessment or,.in matters of opinion, a polling
of all opinions coupled with an offer to help

improve the situation.
If the formally integrated curriculum becomes

accepted at other institutions,' this problem mar
lessen; at present. however.- considerable energy is
expended in dealing with these anxieties and in
attempting to harness them into constructive rather

than destructive efforts. Program leadership has

. been excellent, and program changes are increas-
ingly likely to be based upon valid evidence rather

than simple exhortation. *

.

I(

(3) 'Rigidity in the "new" approach is also a
problem. We .run the-Nisk of retaining "new"
approaches'which

and
and rejecting .

all that ,is "'old," and Occasiiallune hears
the liatus defended on firmer ground

than "it is the M.Master ,

This nobleM is being attncked`id two 'Ways.

First, we are attempting to increase the validity of
our evaluation` of the proegraniand its graduates. so

that appropriate Chttitgecatt ll'slownio be impera:
tive. even' though it br'eals awitivi4radition." Set-
ond, since eve established at the outs9t-a system

which "fires" deans and department'al chairmen
after five and six 'years, respectively, we force

, ourselves to return to careers as teachers,Clinitialsr.
and investigators and avoid (we hope) a "cukiof
personality." We believe that these features .will
maintain an appropriate degree of continuous
change in all of the programs,'and gave found that

most of.us'have muchstronger feelings of loyalty to

each other than to -the programs at. the institution. ,

(4).TraniVernbuity. of the formally integrated
M.D. educational program may be very lOw.

It cyanid require the simultaneous generation

of a great deal of flexibility on the pafrof all
the departments and res'MrCe groups. coupled_
with the freeing of sufficient time for planning', ,

coordinain!ft, and the creation of educational
resources. It alsirrequires enoianous commit- k

ment on the, part of students and faculty, and
the institutions must reward both groups for
their efforts and accOmplishments; Mc Master

is the only medical school it-know which
awards ,tenure and promotion on the )basis of ,

contributions confined to education. Col-

leag s at other medical schools are experi-

' menti ith variants of this approach, and
some are incorporating a fey/ of the "pack:
ages" -listed. in` Table III. The 'question of
transferability will be answered by these other

institutions..

IX. SUMMARY

Irhas almost always been fun.
.



STUDY OF HEALTH SERVICES IN A
It. PREVENTIVE MEDICINE .

CifRRICULUM
ti

: George G. Reader with the aszistente of Maly E.
W . Goss ..

A '

° ..PUblirre-alth and 'prevefltige medicine. today are
ansl should be seriously concernecwith medical
dare:"Health care delivery represents 'a..growing
pritortion of the health dollar, .both in personal,
expenditures and in government Outlay's. As tax
money'goes increasingly ihto,,healthservices,,public

, accountability ,demands governmental intervention
to superviSe these expenditures. Society as a whole
has made deliVery of personal health services a top
Priority. For all these reasons it is incurnbent,upon
the student of medicine today to become knowl-

-. edgeallevabout health service delivery ,and particu-
7 :,larly the growing, role of government. To prosper in

the practice environment of the five, the physician
will have to know wJt options a?e -available to him
as a provider'of set-vices; and, as 'S responsible and
informed citizen. he .should be prepared to influence
change constructively. This chapter outlines what,
might' be covered in a medical undergraduate curric-.
ilium in preventive medicine and summarises some
baSic princiPies, on the 'selecfitra of methods of
teaching.ande basic 'Minimum to be learned.

ha order to understand the nature of the United
§tates'personartealth systeni, it is desirable to have

,a background of i'Or-mation aboin other developed
countries' as a_ basis for comparison. It is also

. essential to- have historical perspective on the
evolution ofhealthservices in North America. The
health delivery system:of a country is .art`expression
of its social values and aphides, and -necessary to
this understanding is recognit(o of differenees be:
tillertsystems in terms of values.

A good deal of information has now 'been. accu-
, inulated 'about deliyery of health services as a result-

of 'objective study and analysis of- organizational
variables, utilization, the processbrca-re. and the
outcomes of health prOviderintervention. 'It rs clear,

:for example. that in developed countries there is not
much correlation between the quantity of service

.

0

r

._,
and the health of the population, Service;. sweyer,
may be an end in itself inasmuch as provides
comfort; support, And `satisillptiou ',to:individuals.' In
this context it may' be viewed from the samefradie
of reference as oftierOteonomic goods and services.
Through analysis= of the health, service system
certain principles have emerged: some sociological,
some psychological,. some economic, *and' some
political, The health services are regularly described
in the language and idiom peculiar to each and, at
this point,' one could.reNr to health services
research as the multidisciplinary, or iiiterdisciplittary
expressi6n of the endeavoi to, explain .hol,v the
system works. Epidemiological principles and Meth-
ods pro-vide descriptive statements -about .the
amount of disease in a community- as one w,ay of
indicating the needfor communitytealth services.

,Pririciples limn these disciplines can be applied to
developing countries as well as to an Industrialized
society. ,Since public health has) a world-wide, rp-

.sponstbility. its studerits'shcnild have familiarity with
the:aciplication of prinCiples of medical care to-those '
parts of the world where acute disease still holds

*first rank. Here epidemiolOgical contl'or prinelNes'
may ip fatt be paramount in protection of the giiblic
health. and the services providyd may be Clearly

-related to such reduc death and disability as ,
may 5nsue.

The vast amotin material now available in nl

medical care is t much fof the time allotted
preventive medicine in the usual undergraduate

'curriculum of medical sChoolv Choices must be
Made; priorifies must be Medical students+
recognize the immediate relevance of a tangible
science Tike anatomy-to their role as -embryo
Physicians more readily than they. do the abstract
language and .tudy orthe organization of health.
services. Time is short for.presentation.of prinCiples'
of healdi service olganiiation; the student's alp
non span is sometimes shdrter. Devices to Capture
their interest, such as introduction, of patient-cov-
ered discussions, fun the risk ot preempting the time,
available for an Organized introduction,, to the b-
Ject. A considertle challenge confronts -those- re-
sponsible for transmitting information on health care
delivery early in the ,medical course when all other
instruction is biological.,

It should, however,. be possible to ascertain and'
define a minimum- of knowledge of the subject that
students must have. Neceisarily this Changes from

93
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. year to,year with new legislation and
develoftnent of innovativtr.or modified
medical' Care 'organization.

SUBJECT AREAS

4

Range, of Health Care, Systems: Some Cross- National
Compacisbns

with the
forms of

/

This subject should. begin with explanatiOn of an
analytic, model -that can be applip all health care
systerfis: The APHA's Cuid Medical Caret
Administration provides one _way of examilinglhe
elements of a system; Health Ccire: Can There be
Equity? The United States.S.weden, and kllgratid,
provides another: Becaule. Anderson has used an ,
objective'approach. to compare the Uitjteld States,
Sweden, and Britain, it is useful to consider with
him the health 4stems, of those three countries. it -
may be well to bring irr the USSR as well, Awe it
represents a Somewhat different model', one more
common to Eastern Europe. Other examples may
be chosen from a large literature that hag been
accumulated but time constraints make it' deskable
to limit comparisons to two or three countries. On
the other hand, Interest in the United Kingdom and
the British National Health Service is sufficiently

-high that an entire unit rofitably be devoted to
an.examination of its sis, advantages, and
deficiencies". This is often done most _adthentically if
a native expert from-Britain available' to piovide
the critique.

. t
.

Health Care in Developing Countries

.

-

Each of the -developink countries .'has pr,Pbtern(
peculiar to ifiti tern of geography. types of disea

1 prevalence, andcalree wealth. "Alf have in
common inadequacy of resourcesew deal; with
hunger in a rapidly growing population as -balanced
against the need to deliver health services. Most
have high infant mortality and high incidence of
infectious disease and acciden.s. As already noted,
ad epidemiological model of health prdtection wittr--"
its stress on sanitation and immunization' is more
appropriate in dealing with acute infectious diseases
Shah the social organizational'upproachcornmon to
pupal health care ser_vices in Industrialized socie-,
ties. It is important for the student to learn hpw to
make the best use of scarce resources, as vividly

illustrated in vankirig with the governments of
developing countries, and,in field situations in parts-
of 'the world where organized services we not
widely available. The appropriate strategy must
count on doing without an abundanc,e of physicians
and other hikhly-trained health prOfessionals and
with little money; "The health care system must be
established in such a way that community health
aldes and other indigenous workers can function
effec tively upder supervision dOegated from a few
scattered einters where welitramed pers6itnel are
based.'

,
, I

.Organization of Health Care in the United States

Although a background in health delivery systems
elsewhere is important, medical students freqUently
complain that teachers' of 'preventive medicine are
more concerned with the rest of the world than with
the United States, or with parts or the country other
than the local community of the medical School.
Student4.want to understand the setting of their own
future practicebefore considering health service
proKierhs'elSewhere. They also want to know how
their own medical school, and teaching hospital fit
into the local system of, health care delivery.
important, therefore, to devote sufficient time and
attention to satisfy these, students' desires and to
useexamples drawrt from local experience.

Udder the setting of health.care, attention should
f irst be paid to the goais_and ,values of our society
as they .relate .to health. The health status of the.
nation, and cior the subgroups. within it, should be
considered, and indicators of 'unmet needs- dis-
cussed. The history of the development of health
and social services in the United States must
receive itsif due. CompOnents of organized 'health
services include health manpower (types, numbers(services
and distribution) and health facilities (and their
supporting institutions) which together provide both
personal and public health services..A third compo-
nent is the c,ollectivity of 'consumers, 0)-613 needs

.

t.
r.

andkem and s
The consideration of organization must include

;tie public .services.the heilth care strategy of the
federal liovernmen and local :junsdictions, as well
as the private sector with its multiplicity of provi
ders. These two sectors; public and private, interact'
in ways that result in, a/ variety of quasiofficial
organizational forms. Ai\ this point; consideration of



the contrast with national systems that are almost
wholly pubtie highlights/ the distinctive features of
the United States entrepreneurial type of health care
delivery.

Health Manpowei in the United States: Is Thew a
Shortage of Physkiani?

Becuase of the current debate over the adequacy.
of the siipily df health personnel it is probably
desirable tb devote one unit of study solely to this
question. Students should be given some back-

' a,, ground for judgmv aboiut recruitment needs and
-perspnnel projectiosfor the fulure.m relation to the
anticipated demands of-the population. Simple popu-
lation ratios do not take into account the diversity
of speaaltzatio;., nor the lack of availability of
vanous types okhealth personnel because of prob-
lems of access. distribtuion, time off, and retire- .
rnetiti It is useful to address this problem from -the
point )af view of Lthe ecptiomit., namely, the meth-
ods for judging a shortage, critique of past efforts.
and estimates' for the future.

Forms of Practke and'Payment in the Unite States
Traditional vs. NewrOptions .

Although this topic may be touched uponrun;:ler
organization of health care, it deserves more exten-
sive discussion. Solo. grouP, and institutional prac- -

tice need to be examined in detail, and then The
',iarious-pgrniitations an0 combinations provided by
various payment methods. The growth of the insuE-
ance industry, development of prepayment mecha-
nisms. and the influences that form of practice and
type of payment,,have on the quality and quantity of
service are all relevant to the choice of 'praftice
setting the ktudeitt will enter- Health maintenance
organizmicins (H.MO) are becoming sufitiently im-
portant that they may warrant separate treatment;
the expectations that are held `for them to control
costs through prevention should certainlybe speci-
fied. Whether preventive services in H MO's are
truly effective in improving health and reducing.
utilization, and whether the system of incentives for
physicians results ih reduction of hospitalization
deserve thorough discussion and critique.

Peer Review andEvaluation of Quality of Care
ir

Federal legislation creating Professional Standards

Study of Health Services195

Review Organizations has institutionalized the infor-
mal peer review traditional to medicine. It is dearly
going to become a highly visible part of professional
life. The basis for- peer review needs to be under-
stood by the medical student both in terms of publics
accountability for public funds and the traditiong of
the frofesOon. Utilization review, and its relation to
peer review, must be explained since future practi-
tioners wilt be heavily involved in these activities.
Movement to the broader question of evaluation of
quality of care brings .to tke fore the systematic
attempts that have yeen" made to measure quality
objectively. Students must learn to distinguish be-
tween pro,cess- and outcome measures and to judge
the difficulties and shortcomings in the .application
of each -type. If students can be brought to
understand the high level of-scientific skill required
to measure quality objectively. they will gain alley,'
respect for the complexities of health care deliVery
as well as the difficulty of judging its effectiveness.

Hospital and Ambulatory Care Facilities and
COmmunity Medical Care Needs -

Because of the stutients: desire to understand
their locarsettingLand to bring a note of reality to
abstract discussions of health services. tit is useful to
describe in some detail the system of the immediate
local community most familiar to the'slilpts. This
is best approached. in terms of the needs ),Whe
population: and then the various componentsMnd
the organizatipn,of medical services. DiscreglanciO
between needs met and those hat are not met and
other purposes that medi are institutions serve
will come clearly int s. The usual setting for a

Ftmedical schoefl and its teaching hospitaLis an urban #
community. Here it is desirable to discuss the
development of the hospital system. the various'
roles of proprietary, voluntary, _and municipal or
other governmental hospitals: and how they interre-
late. NeighbtSrhood health centers, healttr,departt-
ment activity ir) supplying personal health services,
and the function of the .outpatient departments and
emergency rooms cart be made evident. The huge
role of the private sector, the, responsibility Of the
private practitioner, and they distinctions between lay
and professional refera systems should indicate the
interdependence of the whole .pattern of services to
the population of the community.,
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Rural Health view and in the perspectiverof sOciet's attempt
meet the netds_of the aged and disadvantaged. This°

Health service delivery in rural areas poses a
special 'problem. In some instances It may be
analogous to that seen in developing countries.
where poverty and unemployment are large factors.
Discussions of 0) ra I health provide an opportunity
to bring up die maldistribution of physicians and the
reasons' for this. The difficulties of recruiting physi-
cians for rural areas. and the methods that have
been employed can be reviewed. Is one of the
major unresolved problem areas health care
delivery in the United Slates and it offers an
opportunity to interest students both in terms of an
*academic public health- problem and as personal
commitment. Mound Bayou. The health center es-
tablished IV .'0E0 in the Mississippi delta, Is an
exam* that has been .well-described by 'Gelgepand,
others.

Financing of Health Care

Most medical students have little acquaintance
With formal economics, and it is, therefore. desira-
ble that alt economist present an introduction to the
subject with emphasis on the rising nationaljhealth

budget and its -relation to the Gross Natio-Al
Product. How the health dollar is spent and where
the funds comerfpao are essential to. an understand-
ing of the health delivery system,, The concepts-Af
cost-control, cost - effectiveness, and cost-benefit
analysis should be presented so tjat students under-
stand that they have a personal stake in con-trolling
medical care costs and that the public will hold
them-`accountable for the way health funds. are
allocated and-used.

Funding Health Care for the Disadvantaged in the
United States: Amendments to the Social Security _Act

The, federal government pow plays such domi-

nant part in financing health care delivei'y through
the Social Security Administration that students
must understand how the Social Secunty Act and
its recent amendments came into being. They
should learn the proviesions of the Medicare and

_Medicaid amendments. in considerable detail and
understand how they attOlministered. It is impor-
tant that they seethe implementation of the law
fro?* the patient's as well as tht physician's point of

review of federal legislation shoOld also serve as an
introduction to a discussion of national ,health
insurance. to

Proposals. for,iNational Health
k.

_

, One of tit; aims of a course in delivery of health
services khoulti' tie -to' lead medical' stiidents to a
point where th4 can begin to ,evaluate objectively 4,
the.cfaims and rationale oflie various proposals ,

for national- health, insurance, currently before ale
Congress. The; tahotild, understand the various
pressures ink democratic society that contribute to
one special invest or anotheY, 'and how, through
political compromise, acoommodat4)11 is eventually
reached. It is important th'at they see that they will
haVea future reshonsibi4is citizens and informed'
professionals to support the 'Mot effective form of'
national insurance and'eta make it work. It may be
particularly effectivetirpresen't some of the differing,.

flints of view through a panel discussion,, with
representatives of labor. organized medicine..and
the Insurance industry present.

-.... r
.

. .
Politics of Health Care Planning

The ,pOlitics. of health can be represented in
discussions of the Process by which laws come Into

, being arid are iniplim,ented Politics can also be
portrayed in the light of important contemporary
movements; the most significant current example is
the 'potential for change inherent in the National
Health Planning,,,Resorces Act, PE93-641.

The first approach has resumably been touched
upOn in the discussions of the Medicare and
Medicaid amendments to the Social Security Act.
Other federal programs, such as -hose relating to
child health, however,- should be presented particu-
larly in terms of .irtiplementation in local' jurisdic-
tions. State and (beat laws regarding health, and, ,

how, they function in practice, are also important to
a student's understanding of the relation of the
political process to actual delivery of services. ,

The National Health Planning and Resouices Act
may well become the most pervasive forth of
government intervention in.health delivery as it is
implem anagtedd' as it InicomeS recognized as a
prerequisit to a.national health insurance program.

" I.---. ,

)



It places great authority in the. office of the
Secretary of Health. Education. and Welfare. re.
quires states ,,to set 'up adequate machinery far
controlling the use of health resources. and relies
upon grass root decision-making for determination
of'neecan local areas. -The formal hospital-,pd
medical establishments may not always be an
integral .4art of the system and professionals may
havetolearn to accommodate to the directives that
are issued. Professionals may propose. but the
democratic process through elected officials and
governtnental bureauc9ts will dispose. Medical stu-
dents,will need to ha4 a thorough understanding of
how this particular system will work and how tbey
will fit themselves into it. both to ,,carry out- their
professional duties effectively and to irtfluepce the
results for the common good.
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American Journal of Public He lth
Medical Care \*
Milbank Memorial Fund Quariesrly: Health &

Society
New England Journal of Medicine \
Lancet
Inquiry .
Health Services Research
Journal of Health and. Social BehaCitTi:-4--
Medical Care Review
Social Security Bulletin
Other sources of 'currint, information may\he

found in the Medical Care Chartbook of th'e.
University of _Michigan, revised , eery few years.`
Special issues such as the Minority Health Chart
rook of the Americah` Public Health Association
are useful. The Amerlitan Medical Association
publishes each _year the fiProle of Medical Practice
and Soeioecohomic Issues of Healtir. The federal
government also provides a Vast amount of informa-

the past to lr ..some: Hon on costs, utilization, and 'facilities and suinmar- ,

that future ptilsic ciane14.,:ies of peeing islation.

.,

4 b

of troubl'e- ari void, a .

now. however has
te

come _summARy
the practice of ritediCine itself

must recognize the problem4` it poses Although methods of teaching deserve a separate
a1,11suits. insurance, costs q(k9Illactkes,-c1pter, the strategy of making the ihost out of
h care, licensing. and professional i, ,curricular hours' available in teaching health care
:subject is probably best prated by delivery is worthy of 41004 As in other basic
is sympathetic tollie- medical profes-

'4 science areas. a certain definitive amount of factual
ersed in all- aspects 'of malpractice knowledge is necessary to an unddrstandihg of
ight be touched upon during the concepts, And- principles in health care delivery.
uality control, but is too important Lectures and reading as4gnments are fairly efficient

h)cthing but a full discussion in its ways of communicating facts and, ideas. Small,
i. group seminars are better and essential to- permit

students to react, ./0 see how their fellow students
seethe same material, and to ask questions.
Cultivating student interest'in,the first year, through
well - tanned lectures and seminars sets the stage th
capture those who mal; be inclinpd -to go into

,,problems of health deliyery in. depth later on
through electives. Attjr time it play be possible to
capitalize on the ini ase of factual, knowledge by
providing real-life experience th u patient assign-.
ments. participation in rather t n observation of
health delivery systems. and fret rips to programs.
Many teachers of preventive medicine, in fact, rely
almost-entirely on what can be learned -in' conjunc-
tion withal* existing- programs of patient Ilite
wherein the student-Physitian finds out at first hand

'
I

A bibliography is appended to this chapter, but it
should be underst that as a principle.'eXcept for
articles of historical interest, it is essential in dealing
with medical students to provide the most up-to-
date reference4 availab14. With thc,kirdtv'elop-

.

ment of the 'medical care fieldi tthe is a plethora of
articles on all aspects sof it in the periodical
literature. There is no single satisfactory, textbook
that can be gi*n to stride is (although a number_ of
texts tire availaAe) so that it is important to keep a
current file Of'recent joum articles. Journals to be ,

reviewed regularly include: ,

,

S.
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'that helneeds to be able to conceptualize the health
deliver system and to infer the principles that
govern it. With a prior background in the principles
of health care-study. this can be successful.

As a minimum. whatevtir approach is used. all
medical students should begome acquainted with an
appropriate analytic modVof the health care deliv-
ery system. understand the component's of the
system in the United States. recognize the ioterrela-
tionships of various kinds of health professionals. be
familiar with the forms of practice and payment in
this couikry. and be knowledgeable about current
health legislation. t"ee, review and quality assurance
efforts will affect all students sooner or later in their
professional careers. and they need, to find out how
they will fit into and be able to influence the health
delivery systems of they are a part.
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TEACHIN COMMUNITY MEDICINE
BY CLERKSHIP"

H. David Banta, George Jackson,' Bess Dana,
Samuel Bosch, and Michael Mulvihill

-

,..As a new, faculty of aromunity medicine at the
"new'2 Mount Sinai School of Medicine- (Columbia
University, New York), kt e are ewaged in the.
lively process of implementing the medical school's
commitment to prepare-students for an active role in
improving the health status oh the community. This
com ent, expressed in.the original credo of the
`sc (/,), led to establishment of a. Department of
Community Medicine along with the basic science'
departments as es ehtial components for converting
a traditional v.olu Lary hospital, noted Tor its clinical
excellence, i a future-oriented educational institu-
tion.

Pressures to open the rhedical school to students'
as early as 'Possible dictated the necessity for the
founding fathert of the school (mostly chairmen of
Moult Sinai Hospital's clinical departments) to
design the place and role of community medicine
in the overall undergraduate curriculum in the

__absence of a permanent' chairman of the .ilepartment
and of most of the present community mediCine
faculty. In their search for a model, to guide the'Pn in
their task. theyiwere attracted to.-the University of
Kentucky, WhOse new program of community medi -'
cine, initiated in,the '1960s as an integral part of the.
'new University of Kentucky medical school,
seemed to represent the successful jpining of clinical
and community medicine that was most congruent
with the Mount Sinai ccfncept (2). In emulation of
the Kentucky experience (3,4), 'a required -week,
rotitiOn in community medicine during the clinical
years was incorporated in the original Mount Sinai
curriculum design. When Dr. Kurt deuschle left the
University of Ke,niucky in 1968 to become the
permanent chairman of, Mount Sinai's Department

' The teaching' program in Community Medicine is partially
supported by a grant' from the Public Health Service (No. I
D04,A H 00941-01).
' Mqunt Sinai admitted its first class in September

of Comm'unity Medicine, further impetusand pos -'>
sibilitywas given to the idea of adapting the
Kentucky,m,1--to-t.k,urban setting. ;

Under Nuschle\jeadprs hip, those of us
who were giien major responsibility for effecting
the transplan# of in- educational program that had
flourished in rural Kentucky to East Harlem, Mount
Sinai's target community base, quickly became
aware of the ways in which differences in sponsor-
ship, environment, and educational and practice
climate influence educational planning and imple-
mentation (5).

In contrast. to Kentucky, a public school with the.
expliCit goal of producing frilly and/or primary
physicians to serve the pOpulation of the state-.
Mount Sinai, as a private medical school, delved
it definition of purpose from the tradition of clinical c../
science excellence on which it had gained its
leadgrship position as a hospital. While a'cknoNvIedg-
ing. the obligation' of contemporary medical educa-,
tion .to concern itself with the, enhancement of
community health, it tended to equate the meeting .

. of this obligation with the production of leaders in
academic, and specialty medi&e: rather than with
the production of "front-line troops." Both its
faculty and student selection thus representedian
academically oriented grodp of learners and teachers
with' a deep commitment to the advancement of
medical science, and technology.. Liberal in their
political and social orientation, they were 'sensitive
to the need to redress the social idequities and
'deprivation so vividly exemplified in,the ghetto
community adjacent(tO the hospital, but they were
uncertain as ;o Otether the physician should -or
couldact as an agent of social change. Thus. while
we found some sympathetic response among our
faculty colleagues to our own fundamental belief in
medical education as an instrument of sociatehange,
we early recognized that the prevailing role model in
the full-time faculty-was that of the clinical scientist;
his counterpart among the atteiiding staff, to whom
mach of the clinical teaching was entrusted, was the
clinical specialist in fee-for-Orvice practice. The
medical school thus coup not provide the primary,
or general practitiphetr on 'which the Kentucky
clerkship plan had sb heavily relied 'for tutorial
guidance.

The situation in the surrounding community also
differed. markedly frbm Kentucky. While Kentucky/

. had early identified the county and its health care
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organizatkm as the geogra hic and institutional
components for its field labo ories. we initially: had,
difficulty in identifying the r counterparts in our

' tdjacent community of East Harlerp. Instead, East
. Harlem began to emerge from our early surveys as

a series of Communities, varying in social, ethnic,
. and cultural characteristics from block to block. and
',.with intense Tivoli-its among blacks and Puerto

Ricans for political Power and control. The, health
care system 'exemplified the "non-system" in its
fullest flowering. The sickness needs of the popula-

. tion were met crn a fragmented. discontinuous basis
by the seveilal hospital's and clinics Vated in the
community Preventive care was provided 'through
public health ,stations scattered throughout fhe area.
Their Emphasis was primarily on venereal disease
control and well-child careTprinpally imaiuniz-
tion (6).

$eyond the lack of cornpreherisiv- care"'inodels
and the social and psychological barriers that x-

4.0. isted between therhealtlf care. pfyviders (for
most part white and middle elass')r and the
white, socially and economically deprived health

4 care consumirs, the threats to rsonal safety-and.
security inherent in inner city I posed additional

'obstacles to,making Oast Harlem th ratory for
community medicine teaching

.%
All oethesefactors forced us to look beneath the

actual .earning experiences provided the :Ken7
tucky community medicine clerk4iip to the princ-
iples, thtt hid governed their selection. Here, we
early identified: (a) getting our sense of rection
from a partnership with t e of health
services; (bt learning as rifuch as possible about the-
needs, resources, and priorities of the'pebpte from
the people; (c).joining our resources with, existing or.

. potential community resources as transferable ele-
ments from the Kentucky experience to-our own.
These principles pertain today as they did 5.5 years

'ago when Sur%teaching prope,r began. We are.
however, only now beginning tO,sexperience the
rewards that come friirn 'this developmental ap-
proach to learning and teaching, in community
medicine.;

In the first program year, the urgency of coMmu-
nity need on the one hand,and institutAnal need'im
the other forcedthe joting of the two in the '

' operational design of the c mmunity medicine clerk-. ship program. In other wordt, we enlisted our first
clerks in the development of our community service

C

and research programs. tin marked contrast to the
clinicarrotations, with'their well-established service

'and research bisf, our clerkships consisted initially
of an 'fort to engage the student in learning at the
sharp edge of unmet community need, using the
disciplines of epidemiolog d saciill science as the

'intellectual base for th expresion of social con-
cern Every effort was made to match up student
interest and future career plans with particular areas
of faculty study and beginning model-building.
Given the fact that the faculty had not yet reached
agreement as to the specific educational' objectives
for the clerkship, howe:er, the implementation of

. this matching principle carried with it certain unfore-
seen consequences; First of all, the veryfreedom of
choice given ' student tended;_to support .the
skeptical str n s belief that community medicine
was a "soft discipline, long on idealg and short on
substance. Second,, the permissiveness of the sys-
tem afforded the cliniplly, mindecrstudent an almost
irresistible opportunity to subvert community medi-
cine learning to the' pursuit of clinical interests
through .opting for a disease-oriented project that
easily lent itself toe clinical emphasis. On the other
hand, highly motivated students, with a Commitment
to learning what community medicine was all about,
flourished in an educational climate that encouraged
the exercise of their creativity and capacity for self-
learning.

If learning fof studentsiw%suneven in the first
year'A the clerkship program. the benefits for the
faculty were enormous. These included:

I. 'The stimulation of concentrated work on the
development of behavioral 'objectives for the
clerkship as essential to thelimplernentationof
our-belief in learner-Centered education.

2. The enhancement of our understanding of the
Criteria for the selection of field learning
pportunities."'With particular attention to the
gredients necessary to convert a',servite or

research prograri into an educational resource.
3. The clarification of our own understanding of

the complementary relationship -btfieen corn-
amity and clinical medicine..

"4. The' development of more preciseultiowledge
of the attributes, limitations, and potentials of
'East, Harlem as a learning environment.

5. Deepening respect for the relationship of the

4

$
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administrative organization and management of
the program- to- progri effectiveness.
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6. A growing
both

Of the importance of
. . process in both student and faculty devefop-

ment.
Progress toward the translation of These insights

'into actual prpgram change. as reflected in the
,current_prograni design, has been. uneven. It has
been influenced not only by the relative difficulty of
the several developmental tasks_involved in the
translation but also by such everyday realities as
time, competing interests and pressures, and the

"need to involve new fa lty and to reconcile
differences among faculty preparation for taking
next steps.

The current clerksp program is designed with
the gad of helping he student learn to :define a
problem in community health terms. This means-

:that he should look beyond the individual.case and
place the problem in the context of a, population
group.

The problem- itself is subject to broad interprela-,
tion, encompassing such issues as health care
delivery to a specific community or group, the
working of a current health care delivery organiza-
tion, human interaction in a medical setting, etc.

The learning goal of pioblem definition -has been
broken down into the following specific learning
Objectives which the student is expected to achieve
by the end of the clerkship:

1. The student should select a potential area in
_ health. ('

2. The student should m e aR iinitial statement
of tie inApoitance of t problem, .considering\--
such areas as: __/'
a. -prevalence and/or incidence of the prob-

lem
geographic distribution

e. extent of present knowledge
d, feasibility of problem solution

medical interventions
socioeconomic factors
political factors
educatitmal factors
cultural factors
available resources

e. ptimOty of the problem in relation to
prob1ms.

3. The student should specify at least three
questions which need answers for a proper
statement of the probletti.' .

other
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4. The student .should recommend methods for
answering those three questions.

5. The student should demonstrate 'the ability io
investigate one of the above questions:
a. state a specific question to be investigated.'
b. define a method fl;or investigating the ques-

tion
4

c. analyze the information
,

'd. draw reasonable and logical conclusions..11

6. The student should state methods for taking
steps toward problem solution.

7. The student should preSent his findings in both,
an oral and written report.

These objectives can be fulfilled through one of
the following routes:

I. Assignment to ad ambulatory careIsIttting,k
preferably away from the hospitalov ere
is an oppoitunity to combine clinic with
the development and' testing of a Oothesis

. under the supervision of- a community_ medi-
cine preceptor.

2. Assignment to an ongoing community medi-
cine field project (service and/or research) with
a community medicine preceptor. iisually the

.project director.
3, Independent epidemiological or social science

research of a delimited nature under( the diree-
tion of a community medicine preptor.

Engagement in.theclerkship is ifaitAted through a
personal interview between .actvasfenA and the
clerkship coordinator several weeks befcr`e?the
actual rotation begins. Designed to Fplcire-,the
student's educationaloals, assess his twilllig
needs, and preferences, the interview represehtsr;an
important first step in the reconciliation of the
student's learning needs and aspirations. with-.,.the
objectives of the program.

Although the personal interview has been used as
the starting point of the cleikship since the program
began. its effectiveness,as an educational device has'',
been greatly enhanced-by: (a) our growing-clarity ate,
to the learning objectives of tht clerkship; (b) the
student's own basic knowledge of community medi-
cine garnered from the enhancement sand gefinement
of our required teaching program in the pre-clinical
years; and (c) the availabilt6 of a grosiIing range of
community medicine service and research opportun-
ities on which to base experiential learning. It is

now the usual rather than the idiosyncratic experi-
ence to have the student come to the interview with

00
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a fairly clear notion regarding the particular problem
he or .she would like to explore and with general
understanding of the factors in-Volved in problem.'
definition. With rare exceptions. by the end of the
interview, the student is therefore abt* formulate a
pentonal goal which falls within the general area of
community medicine and to take the next step in
the process, i.e., making In appointment with the
potential tutor, identified by the curriculum coordi-
nator, for further discussion of his or1her actual
learning experience.

\'he tutor is not necessanly an expert in the area
chosen. Indeed, since. as indicated earlier, the -goal
is that the student should learn to define a problem

"it may he an advantage to have a tutor who
approaches the specific probleM de novo and uses

.
his generic understanding of the principles, of prob-

Nem definition to demonstrate at process required.
Parentheticalfy, this strategy-is a poLserfnl tobl for
faculty as well as student education. ii addition to
his community medicine tutor. the student gevally
also has affield preceptor.gisually a clinician. who
suPervises, his field work and es him access to
meetings, available data, etc. Iirrinciple. the field
-tutor cobld do the entire job. In vfev. of the
relatiVely recent development of community medi-
cine, however, few practicing physicians have siaffi--
Cient knowledge of epidemiology and/or health care

( organization, administration,.and.financing ,to enable
them to carry full reponsibility for student supervi-
sion. Because of the nature of health care practice

_ in the urban environmenj, the field setting is usially
a group practice, a outpatient department. a hospi-.
4.11 emergency room, or, only rarely, a solo practi-
tionertioner concentrating on family-type medicine. Fiel*
labo ories with which community medicine faculty

. ..
ipembers are associated on a consultant-,or direct-
service basis (such as the Yorkville Medical Group
[HIP] [7,81 or the model comprehensive child care
program devVd under 'departmental leadership in
an East Harle public health station) have proved
to be particularly valuable educational resources. As
might be expected, students appear to-,learn most in
-those settings where: (a) they see. in action. the
ihioretical concepts, principles, and values an
which community medicine is based: and (b) they
are given .gene s. competent tutorial help and;
guidance in achiev g their learning goals. Both
program and'- faculty evelopment air thus, in our
view, -critical to the full realization of the educa-

,tional,potential of community medicine teaching
through the clerklihip.

On some'occasions, the field for a:141y and/or the
field preceptors are not affiliated with, us. We
recognize that other departments and progiims have
much to offer, and thit lexperiences in an Area
chosen by the students may have more impact on
their learning'. We do require a written report of the
work and an evaluation by a tutor insthe field
chosen. We also req*re preparation in ad
includinga passing 'grade on a basic epidemipl9g
examination. a tutorial in health care delivery, 'and

last year students have fulfilled the -clerkshi re-

preparation a? the. Specific-area chosen. Dunn the

outrements through doing projects in: sex Aknowl-
edge anclallattitudes 'of medical` students in Zagreb,
Yuggslavta; incidence of argery in the Group
Health CoOPerative of Pt Sound in Seattle:
organization of rural medical care in Israel: and
nutritional problems of Indians m eastern Peru.

As the' regoing .des.tription of the clerkship
indicates, m the very start we have placed major
emphasis o the learning-doing component as the
p-nncipal educational motif of the program. Weekly
sen4ar-mettings are used to supplement .field
learning Imaally, the specific topics to be covered
in the seminar sessions were selected by the clerks
from a range-of possibilities presented to them by
the clerkship coordinator at a curriculum-building
session on the starting day of the rotation. The
administrative difficulties encountered in this a la
carte selection, coupled with, the act that students
have increasingly opted for the in- presentation'
and diScussion of health delivery issues; have led to
our assumingresponsibility, as a faculty, for deter-
Whina the content to covered in the seminars.
Our usual practic is to invite exPerts in a particular
subject area to present the salient facts and issues,
leaving ample time for student-faculty discussion.

These fOrmal sessions, in addition to*providing
the opportunity to loam from experts. also.stimUlate
and promote peer learniig.. The students bring
knowledge and experience frornwtheir field place-
ment to the sessions and challenge each others
ideas with vigor and forthrightness. Gfoup learrtn_g
is further enhanced by student presentations at the
end of the 6-week rotation. Because these presenta-ftions have been so successful in promoting student
and faculty learning, we recently inauguratet a
review session during the second week of the

rt :.. .
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clerkship in which the student presents the Problem
she has identified for study' and his or her

tentative study design for,critical review by a faculty,
committee and his or her, fellow students. This has
proved' to be a particularly good way of setting the
process of group learning in motion. from the very
beginning and stimulatidg high standards of student

. performance.

The topics chosen for study by the students have
been summarized previoUsly (5); Generally, most
studepts hal worked in primary--care sittings, and
done simple investigation, of an area such as patient'
satisfaction or inierprofessional 'functioning. Certain
changes can be perceived with tint. however.(ti
more epidemiological projects;'(2) more data collec-
tion: (3) more, interest M. prepaid group practice; (4)
more health care sfudiei or such areas as cost; and
(5) more focuson medical sociology.

In keeping with medical school policy,, we are
required to grade each student on the ties of Pass,
Fail, or. Honors Finding a way of meeting this
requirement within tW context of our own standards
of accountability andsur own belief in evaluation as
a positive rather than coercive instrument of learn-
ing continues to be a challenge. CurrentlY, each
student is graded on the basis of: (a) a rating scale
which his or ,her tutor completes; and (b) an .oral'
and a written report' evaluated by a faculty jury of
thke. While the evaluatiye.task has become simpler
as the objectives of the clerkship have become

. Clearer. we still encounter discrepancies between a
tutor's assessment of a sitident and that of the
faculty jury. As jurors. we are aware of the fine
judgment it requires to make distinction between
facility in oral and written presentation and actual
working grasp of the plinciples of problem defintiOn
in community medicine terms.

While skeptical about our skills as evaluators, we
tend to place a great deal of value on the students''
capacity to evaluate us. A written feedback instru-
ment haslindeed given us important information as.

'to general attitudes toward 'aclerkship in community_
medicine, as well as clues'regarding the factors in
the clerkship experience that promote or impede
learning.

As might be expected, students react to Our
program in a variety of ways. About one-third of
our students enter the clerkship with a firm special-
ized interest in a -specific medical field, such as
allergy, nephrology, cardiology, etc. Starting from
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where the student is, it is often,possible to .show
him tr her psychosocial aspects oflisease he or she
was not aware of previously\, and he 'or she
inevitably learns some epidemiology. Another third
of) the suidents are oriented toward community
medicine or family, practice, and are very demanding
and sometimes critical of the department. The
remaining third of the students are open-minded,
uneertain, and sometimes confused. This is the
group which seems to learn the most from such a
clerkship. * p

This latter.fact .has been of tremendous
tance in resolving any _doubts that in moments
frustration we might have entertained as to whether
a clerkship' in community medicine should be re-
quired ocoptional. -With- this renewed conviction as,
to the educational validity ,of the requirement,
however. there' is also growing realization 'of the
factorshuman and materialupon which* the
clerkship depends for its maximum effectiveness:

I. Exposure to the prificiples of community
medicine:aS part of the required leartiing of the pre-
-clinical years. In our case. the deceision reached 2
years ago to copsolidate community medicine teach-

, ing into a first course in biargatistics and epidemiol-
ogy (9). and a second-year coursethe study of a
family-Lis strongly affecting students' readiness for
and expectations from the clerkship.

2 Support for faculty.- Like faculty everywhere,
we are Lcontinually Confronted with the irony o a
medical 'edticational 'system which offers 'die least
reward for the performance of what is ostensibly its
Principal functioni.e., the facilitation of learning-
through creative teaching. Our teaching efforts
have, by and large, been kept alive by the personal
commitment of voluntary faculty or by piggy-

, backing on the research and service activities of full-
time staff members. Undei such circumstances it.is
difficult to insist on the rigorous standaOs of
excellence in educational performance with which
the success of the program is intimately allied.

3. The development and maintenance of a trust-
ing relationship with community health care con--,
stoners and providers. Essentially, our field learning
dpportunities are the outgrowth of departmental
investment in a partnership with the surrounding
cormnunity,- designed to .strengthen'the community's
caplicity for understanding and meeting its health'
needs. Students have been and continue to be
particularly skillful in.engaging the consumer's con-

.
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fidence and beginning trust in the integrity of our
purposes.

4. The development and maintenance of viable
linkages with clinital medicine both within and
outside the institution. Having awarded top priority
in our. first years to the outside community neikks
and resources, we are at an ,early, stage sin the"
developmeht of mutual trust, understanding, and
modus operandi with obi clinical colleagues within
Mount Sinai. its affiliated- hospitals, and,in private
practice. We are now identifying important areas of
common concern and interdependence-in, research
and service some of then first uncovered through
the exploration of ways of meeting the students'
need for an experience that linked community
medicine-with 'specific clirrcal interests.

5. The prjmotion of interpri)feistonal and inter-
disiPlmary teaching and learning. Since our faculty
is organized and staffed along interprofessionil and
interdisciplinary lines, interprofessiopal and interdis-
ciplinary teaching is a given fact in our entire
educational program. Conjoint ,I5arning for studfnts
from the various health profesStons has been more
difficult to achieve as a consistent element in the
clerkship. We continue to work on the pragmatic
issues of scheduling; faculty bark -ups, etc., which

, interfere with; our ability to make good on our owp
commitment to this essential feature in education in
community medicine.

In summary, we have reached the 5-year point in
the offering of a required clerkship in community
medicine with a deepened understandine of the
ideational .and pragthatic natureof our respo.nsi6ili-
ties and cdnunued 'conviction' tqtthe importance
of the clerkship model. The ultimate outcomeof our,
efforts. the performance of "bur graduates as agents
of community 'health. awaits longterm follow;up

,

study. Our observation of student behavior a t' the ;
end of the clerkship, however, supports our belief
that community-based ;learning to define a problem'
iqr the multidimensional terms of community medi-
cine enhances the student's perception of the com-
plex.nature of health problems. sensitizes him dr her '
to':the operation of the health care system as it
promotes' and impedes optimum community health,
and provides him or her with a broadened under-
standing cif the physician's role as an agent of
positive health.
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**ACHING RESOURCES FOR
PREVENTIVE AND COMMUNITY
MEDICINE: ACTIVITIES .

Ri;bert E. Carroll ,

Actual 'participation by the student in chagnogis
and treatment has always been a dominant pan- of
the teaching of clinical medicine in the United

`States. Demands for more academic rigor have
resulted in shifts from almost' Kre apprenticeships
to formal didactic teaching mew basic sciences, but
the clinical clerkship has remained. Of all the major
clinical specialties, preventive arickconimUthity
tine has had the most __difficult time in deviSing
satisfactory Tettaities fot student participation and
has utilized them least.

`A fundamental basis for his disinetiOn Iies.in the
fact that, by definition. cOrnmunitemedicine deali
with' health ,problems of groups'of people lks op-
posed to individual patients. Such groups are not as
numerous as the individual'-are *less accessible to
studenticontaci, and may havecomplex health
problems requiring more.slull and knoedge an

the average student can be expected toposses.For
example, a student ;assigned to a patient with a
myocardial, infarct may in a few hours greatly
expand diagnostic andAserapeutic skulls while feel-
ing that he is a part of the clinicar team. Investment
of the same time span in .an epiderniologiowresearch
project or heart disease control program is unlikely
to yield the same 'relative results and satisfiCtion at
being a useful participant. ,

Despite the difficulties, a variety of activities-have
been tried in various medical schools in' efforts to
enhance the learning,of community medicine. Care-
ful ,and critical delineation of curriculum goals and
objectives is crucial before making the decision to
use activity for teaching. At times the desire to
please students or "get away from the le&ur
,initiates activities that enable the community medi-,'
cine "rotation" to have a format similar to that of
other clinical subjects. Careful consideration of the
strengths and problems involved in student place-'

I.
,.., ,

ment, however, Ian lead to a strong, dynamic
teaching program. ,

The types of activities commonly undertaken may
be divided jnto those that involve the student with
an individual case or patient,-and those -where
involvernentis directlywith the group or community'
oriented prckess, program, or agencr-

The individual case approach most closely ap-
proximates what the majOrity of students will 'en=
counter ip future practice. This,type of community
medicine teaching can be integrated with other 4
clinical rotations -to increase student perceptions of
relevance. One successful technique is fimily health
studies of patients that are be ing_seen on other,
rotations. 4long with his regular workup of a case
for presentatiOn, the student is required to examine
aspects' pertinent to preventive and community
medicine. Qtiestions may be asked, such as the
cost of this illness to the family and society; titive.
could the health system have prevented the )11hess; -.

'what resources_ will be teeded for future cai-e? The
cooperation of another :clinical department is essen-
iial so that-the student feels the informationThe.11as .,
obtained and is reporting is of praCticatuse beyond
just impressing the professor of -community::m0i-
.cine. If the leaching goal is simply lo awaken the
student to aspects of disease and health beyond the
individual doctor-patient relationship, then coopera-
tion with every clinical department is not necessary....

Although still working at the individual case level, t
. a student may be assigned to a health care program

or agency that -encompasses community aspects in
its activities. An example would be working as a
clinical clerk in a community health center that has,,,
an interdisciplinary approach. In this case, the'
student is still practicing in the familial' doctor -to;.
patient' role, bin the ongoing system arounilhim
forces an.awareness 'of community factors, in
contrast to the more theoretical approach 6f the
previously described case discussion Method., ?

Many factor,s hamper the successful placement of
students into an active role in such community
oriented-agencies-. Communty,or consumer- boards
usually have a major input into, policy and tradition-
ally have been unwilling to subjet their clientS"-Ito a

"guinea pig" role for teaching purposes. As op-
posed to tea rig clinics in.a medical cente(. these
agencies we' signed to phEoVide efficient service'
and often are reluctant to absorb the disruption'in
model function that the preienCe,ot students seems
to imply.

I
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. = ap teport to the phksician associate, nor can he or

she answer the more difficult problems that the.....
assosiate brings to .40.4 physician. Under these,
circumstances, utilization of the medical student in a..,

,- patieritiodvocate, rather than 'physician, role can,be
successful.

. .
/ - Some schools have developed opportunities for

placement of students in developing countries itfr
medically underserved areas within the United,
States. In these situations the need for medical help
often is sufficient that .the atlent's knowledge and

;Ails can be well utilized. The broader health
vroblerns in these areas are also obvious enough

that the. student cannot help..but expand his 'view of
the tole'd medicinejnd thy. need for a community
approach. Whether

preventive` and
are organizationally

. labeled as part (*preventive' and commurnty medi-
cine.seems not as relevant as thatithey exist

In contrast to the individual_paus-rit or farfuly.
approach described above! the other major class of
activities and field placements involves the student
directly in problems of a community either in

rogram implementatioh or research.

Perhaps A e'simplest of such activities to plan and
execute ii9'the simple field visitl3N group of
studentsbFor example, in clap whop sanitation was
streSseegroim trips to the 'local sewage freatmgnt, - - ,.plant were commo .1113 modern occupatiOnal health'

3 faeility in a larg dustry might he a current
example. The field , es'of many community medi-.

.. cine Activitivs ,today ?hay not have the visual and
sensory attractions -of the clasiic sewage plant.
Careful thought should lee given' whetheCthe trip

' warrants moving numbers oli"..students instead -of
bringing the, program Arector.to the. cla4srooln for a
'seminal.,

laAcademrc Relationships and Teaching Resources

1.11:program's where allied health, personnel and
physician extenders are well utilized, the'rble of the
physician often requires Akins that a medical student*
does not yet have. For example, a nine Practi-
tioner or physician associate may perfolin histories
andphical exams and consult the physician only.
for complex problems' or back-up. The .role petite
medical student .precEptees is then confused. He or
shiocalirtot practice the elementary skills learned

3. .
Commonly! used in epidemiology courses, are

problems or exercises that force Oft student to

1

et

"4\.

.
e .

analyze and make decisions at a community level:.
The situation is artificially recreated for the stude91,.
either on paper oi by disiosion. Ville this lacks
some of the drama and egftetnent of real life, the
exercises can involve, current pertinent question*,
such as interpretation of theleatle&'s own research
data. Student involvement can becom quite intense
if .they feel 'challenged, to make deci ons or offer
advice, rather than-just performing b y work"
calculation "or berat'T. A number of dical school
-departments. haye These exercises and they can be'
used as is, or adapted to meet. teaching needs.
Frequently,, the precise subject matter is not as
important as the method, and a problem in ;which-
the leader is involved or knoledgeable provides a
more dynamic session..Fer example, the review and

soanalysi's of a rather simple, local outbr food
Poisoning may be' mucl5 more effect' for the :

'student thin 'presentation of the instructor's fitiorite
Classic, su s Snow's cholera.

in* the classroom exert e, students may
be assig ed, individually or in small. group. to a
co murn'ty agency or program. Often they are
asked serve in a sort of participant-obseryer role,.
and . produce an analysis of the agency in a
wri en report or presentation for their classmates.,
T s type of acti.7ity, can be very successful for
certain students, but is difficult .tp. arrange and
coordinate for large classeg over a long penod of -c-

Wile. Often the ,students; opportunity for actual
particip,atioh in what they consider a meaningful .
medical role is limited, and the observer relationship:0

mates. Careful planning and discusionwith ,
agency personnel 'who will work with the students
are essential so that they understand the educational

,--
objectives and goals ' , 4

.decisions abOut appropriate educational activities
in community medicine will always depend very
much upon the: local situation, both within the
medical school and the community in which it-.
operates. -Activities should never be Undertaken or
developed jUsi to "do something" or in an attetpt .
To salvage. an unpopular course. When educational,
gdals d objectives are carefully developed, and

eadhing program designed to best acco plish, ..

cine actiiities can he as exciting and challengin as

them with the resources agoilable, community edi-

tither clinical rotations. 4

4
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TEACHING RESOURCES IN
PREVENTIVE MEDICINE:
READINGS.,

I

4

Frederic Bass

4.o.. '

To address the omnipresent but elusive subject
readings and their use, this paper directs itself to

. three questions:
1. What is the trrole of,readings in teaching

preventive medicine to medical studtrus?*: ._.!

2. What-criteria should be used to, assess the
value of ding?.

3. How cl tfie Association of Teachers of
Preventive, Medicie and the Fo rty Interna-

t.
tional Center contribute to a re -.successful
"utilization of readings m preventive medicine?

'READINGS AND READING IN TEACHING
PREVENTIVE MEDICINE-'

,.. _.

To begin a definition *needed: By readings I

rifer too published, printed, or mimeographed mate-
rials unaccompanied by electronic audio sual mate-
rials. Readings include books. journal articles, mon-
ographs. government documents., transactions of
confe naes. reports of: health agencies. case stud-
ies,ies, nd reviews of the litepture.

R adings have severalipotential teaching pur-
poses: 0...r. .. 4

.4° to present significant concepts&thoils, obser-
vations and conclusions'

V to define problems .

to,articulate policy . .

to review the literature on aon topic
attributes.of research design

describe the history of a particular problem
to demonstrate a style of thinking worthy of
emulation or avoidance . .
to provide references to pertMent works.

In,considering the uses of readings, we must keep
in mind those who will J5e doing the reading and
their purpose in pursuing the subjfct. Is the reader a
firstrar medical student taking a required course,
a fourth-year student jn a preventive medjcine

elective exploring one topic in depth, or a general
practitioner attempting to apply preventive medicine,
to his or her practice?

We must also consider how a given readingwill
contribute to the' knowledge, attitudes. and skills

preventive medicine seeks to impart to its
students. 'Generally speaking, Objectives that are
fulfilled by reading tend to lie in the cognitive realm,f.
less frequently in the realm of skills, and. more
rarely, in the realm of attitudes. Vet it is in the
realm of attitudes that we in preveritive,medicine

,faCe our greatest tasksto encourage students to
see their patients as members of groups, to find
reward inprevepting illness, and to help correct the
inequities that existin access to good health care.
Writings which ,can iiba/cate the attitudes we seek
to establish shluldlre identified and promoted.

To. isolatelhe independent effeEFOf a single
reading, a set of readings, or even /Course in
preventive medicine upon a medical student's future
professional pei-formance- may bean impossible
probrep in multivariate, analysis. However, there is
one tprime ingredient which i trust his an identifia-:
ble, long` -term effectthe feeling of pleasure and
-Mastery associated with successful problem-solving,
in Matteis of life and death. In her paper on
teaching prepared for this workshop, Dr. -Elizabeth.
Barrett-Connor.noted:

Perhaps 'the most positive thing I can say
aboV teaching .epidemiology in this way is that it
rs frin. While it.,may he thought'0 some that fun'
is Irrelevant, I believe that' a fundamental appeal

\!..t.epidemiologyt Is its appeal to the puzzle-solving
proclievitks (tf.man (this volume).

This is not the place to' weigh the pros and cony,
of readings as compared to other methodslectures,

, small group discussions, audio'isual presentations,
field trips, or patient work-ups.

HorteVer..reading skills do merit comment. Read-
ing, as:one of ,the highest order funCtions in which

- =CI regularly engages, invites a continuous formula-
tion of hypotheses to explain the flow of symbols
that rush past the eye4(1). Reading subsumes a
variety of maneuvers. skimming, scanning,
studying, reajing, and rapid reading (2). Thg most
vital phase. oilearning,occuet when the reader is not

looking at the book but reflecting on +what he has-
just perceived (3). met. despite continuing develop-
ments in the applied science of reading, medical

109
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educators tend to take all uninformed approach to
the,,subject. In his broad examination of teaching in
medic:al schools, Miller reported that almost nothing
was known aboin the reading ability of medical
students nor about the' precise readability of the
printed materials used to inst ct them

n recent years, several repo ve ate ed to
rela success in medical school to scores on the
Medical College Admission Teit.(MCAT\ which to
some extent reflect readinvability. The results hie
been mixed,, showing no linear relationship of
MCAT scores with success but indicating that those-,
with below-median scores are more likely to drop
out of school (5,6.7)..Would changes in the level of
complexity of readings, their style and format make
for Vire effective learning? Would systematic train-
ing-A reading help medical students? We 'have little -
inforination on this. Recently it has been observed
that the best readers stare also the best medical

` Orients (8). If in,fact any kind of causal relation"-
ship exists between reading cOppetence in medical
school and future performanceas a physician, then
the prOcess of reading must receive much more

`attention from medidal schoo" Is thait'it has received
thus far. Several authors recently haye addressed
the relationship of readings to the -rest .of the

t;Anedical curriculum (9.10). They have underscored
the range of the kinds of readings available and have
noted that advantage can be taken of '-variation in

' student reading taste to encourage each student to
select _what he 'finds most interesting, rather than to
enforce one standard onithe entire class.

To summaiize.ttle point?.made in this s
I. In examining and selecting readings; as in oth

aspects of our teaching, we should proceed fibril*
defined instruCtional,objeetives.

2. Oneojornportant measure to seek irrreadings and
in student response to_ them is enjoylment of the
materi.

3. We need to determine the most effective
deployment of readings for transmitting. cognitive
knowledge and for inculcating attitudes and sharpen:

Ing skills.
4'. We need to work to improve medical students'.

reading. 'Skills and to study the relationship of
student reacting skill and, performance in medicine.

CRITERIA FOR ASSESSINd.READINGS

Miller has suggested a set of criteria based upon

4 '

empirical evidence thai is usefutin choosing books
or journals (11): .

1. Does the material contribute to the achieve-
ment of the objectives of the course of study?

2. Is the work presented of good quality?
3. the material interesting and written in

simple. clear language? ,

4. Are the organization and format attractive?
Wynn describes the "three S's" of a good

medical text book: selective, sequenced, and siMpli-
fled ( /2). As implied in Morton's. approach to
teaching methods, readings should be selected in
relation to the total const5Jration of the teaching
situation: the learning objectives,.the learner's inter-
ests. the setting, the teaching task, and the means of
evaluation to be used (this volume).

, As previously noted, we can exploit the interae-
tion of readings with students' other activities and
responsibilities. For example,' a reading about the
geographic origins of hospital patients can be inte-
grated with the students' clinical experience on a
medial clerkship. Journal 3rticles-on medical topics
currently the objeit of debate for stimulating
and successful sttdent participation (this volume).

AtMc Mar the introduction of each major topic
is accompanied by review articles on the subject,
and these placed on overnight i-eserve_for_ the
students (9).' a

In many:, respects we can view the evaluation of
readings as analogous to the evaluation of medical
care itself. There are inputs (the quality of a reading
for its information;,' clarity, and appeal); process_
Plow readings are presented in relation to lectures,
discussion's, patient experiences, and the patterns in
which readings are assigned in elation to one
another); dnd outcomes (how weIrstudents recall
facts; reveal-attitudes, and provide better preventive
care for their patients). How many of the readings
we. assign ktually have been tested with respect to
these aspectsinput, proces%, and outcome? If we
did so, and if we defined our instructional objectives
more systematically, the success of our teaching in
preventive medicine would improte.

To sthimarize, criterialfer selec'ting re adings in
prey }five medicine should concern:

1. Input'aspects
a. Does the reading addresses teaching objec-

tive?
b., Is the reading clear, ;well-organized, and

appealing?'

1
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Medical.Care. It contains h10 annotation ,=most of
them published in the period (13).

- .

c. Have the readings been chosen selec-
tively? .#

2. Procesi`aspects
a. Do the readings fit well with the other

instructional. methods being used?
b. Are the readings available and are they

read? _1
3. Outcome aspects '

a. Do the students better fulfill the short-
, term instructional objectives because of

the readings?
b. AFe students satisfied with the readings?

THE NEtF STEPS

-Thjoining forces. the Association of Teachers ofty-

Preventive Medicine (ATPM) and the Fogarty
International Center (FIC) have the opportunity to
become a major influence upon the teaching of
preventive medicine. With its proximity to the
National Library of Medicine and its mandate to
contribute to prevention, the FIC is particularly
suited to complement the expertise offered by
ATPM in the development of readings. .

Before proceeding to specific recommendations,
let me first report on a quick-and informal survey of
reading lists in,use in preventivcrnedicine, a survey
done for this conference: To estmate thesfeasibility
and-lialue of sharing lists of references, 23 of the
participants expected at this conference were re-
quested to forward their course reading lists and
their departmental teaching bibliographies. fto u rtee n

.pirsons responded, sending II sets of refaences.
Airiongthe 80 gages of references vere more. than
200 books and more than 500 articles. A comPen-
dium of these reading lists was made available- to
.conference participants and, on initial review-. was
well received. , . .

The logistical problem of preparing and mainta4
ing a selective, edited list bf references becoines
quickly apparent: duplication of articlg, need for
standard format, and difficulties in deciding whicit
references are essentialand which are not. Despite
these problems; it seems to me that the periodic
issuance of bask reading lists ;could be a useful

contribution by ATPM and,FIC.
By far, IN best, currently available bookshelf of

readings in public health, medical carrt and allied
fields, has been assembled by La Rocco and Jones
*cif the Harvard Center for 'Community Health and

4
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RECOMMENDATIONS

I. On objectives:
a. ATPhrshould clarify and .Specify the mini-

mum educational, objectives for each student in
preventive medicine in respect to cognitive knowl-
edge. basic skills: and desited attitudes.

b. - AJPM should develop a formal cla.4sifica-
tion of the co rent subject areas of preventive

,.medicine in orolr to catalogue the diverse kinds of
readings found in out field.

c. Educational objectives and the classification
of the component areas should be up-dated periodi
cally. -

2. On the initiation of evaluation:
a. ATPM and FIC can_ render a valuable

services by compiling, sorting-,--and evaluating read-
ings and other teaching. materials in preventive

dicine.

b. Conferenees on,teaching methods, teaching
re0drces, and then" evacuation should 4)e conducted
periodically for those in preve'ntive mediCine who
regularly teach Medical students. Readings should
be considered in conjunction with the use of other
teadhing .resources.

c. ATPM, informulating a system of evalua-
tion of readings in preyeini've medicine, should 'draw
upon the knowledge of those who have studied the
reading,practiCes of medical students and physi-
cians.

3. On the`assumption of logistical respOnsibilities:
a. Bibliograpkies or published teaching mate-

rials used by departrhents of preventive medicine
should.'be gathered via-a standald format (e.g.. a
structured 3 X 5 card) that would'include a notation
as to the item's subject area (as per lb above) and
the teaching objectives-Which the item is found to
fullfili. A

b. After culling the references submitted, two
file's sliotild be maintained for each subjetrairrif

-preventive medicine one file to hoUse reference
eards;',the -other to holdlhe references themselve§.

The most suitable site for such a file would be
ithin either .the NatiOnal Library of Medicine or

rty InWmational Center itself.
c: FOr each major'subject area of preventive

medicine, an abbreviated (basic) and an extended
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(./

(advanced) teaching bibliography should be pub-
lished and updated periodically:

4. On reading performance:
a. ATPM and FIC should' encourage the

Association of American Medical 04 lieges and the
National Library of Medicine to engage iv an

'extensive examination of the reading -skills and
practices of medical students, house officers, and
practitioners. In view of the vital nature of reading
skills, it would seem worthwhile to undertake a
controlledtrial of the value of teaching advanced
reading skills to medical' students.'

b. relation to.. the teaching of preventive
medicine and its literature, the reading and learning
patterns of medical. students and house officers
should be surveyed penodically.

1
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--PEOPLE AS A RESOURCE FOR THE
TEACHING OF PREVENTIVE AND
COMMUNITY. -MEDICINE

.

Herbert Lukashok

V

:

medical school departments, of community medicine
responded to a questionnaire' addressed ..to the
matter of promotions of nonphysicjan faculty. Re-
spondents from' 68 departments identified 35 disci-
plines :other than medicje represented on glair
faculties and almost one-third reported or more
disciplines.

The following table, taken from the above study;

11141.1 1. Disciplines Other than Medicineiapresented In 68 1

Departments of Community Medicine

THE REQUIREMENT OF A.MULTIDIkIPL1NE
DEPARTMENT

However the subject matter of preventive and
community medicine. might be defined, probably all
-will agree that our concern is with the health
problemi of ciety and tlie.,means available for
'solving them. All our program efforts are involved
in-teaching riwith varying degrees of emphasisthe,
sbcial, econolnic, and political factors which affect
health and,iliseaseln the individual patient and the
community. Within this broad framework thre
exists a variety of curricula depending upon the,
interests and experience of faculty and the educa;
tional priorities of our respective medical schools:
epidemiology, biostatistics, public health, the health
care system, disease control, the relationship of
poverty to illness, social policy issues in health,
environmental pollution. forms of medical practice,

"and so ort. EacklIsi would be' different. buLserta,irL
subjects undittibtedly w$ 13l rear wi eat 'ire-
quency. /

Furtherinore. at Einstein, that tore group of
students Whom we site on a more t n casual. basis -

seems increasingly to be nterested in careers in
primary care or family practice in e' irural. or

. urban setting. To us and to the this itnplies
' training and experience in the teadrt practice of

medicine, and learning- to work will other health
professionals and with consumer and *community
groups.

-Demonstrably. -then, with such a broad and
Multifaceted curriculum, our departmental faculties
wilknecessatily be multiclisciplined and interforofes-
sio. They will contain a wide, spectrum of skills

and experience, traditional and innovative. with or
without the usual academic credentials.

This has been borne out by a retent survey
repotted by Marshall et al' (f): In this study, 82

Discipline

Departments Reporting
Discipline

No. Percinfrege

Behaviciral faience"' 50 74

Administration and management° 40 . 59

-Nursing° 37 54

Biostatistics' 37 54

Sostatt.vrork° 33 49

Env,ironmed, al health° 30 44

Basic medical sciences" 2% 43

Economics' ,25 37

Health plannmg° 23 34

Health education° 21 a 31

_Epidemiology° 15 22

Nutntion° 14 20

Engineering' 13 19.

Law' 8

Dentistwe 6

Computer technology°, 4 6

Physkal therapy'. 3

Occupational therapy4 2 3.

Architecture' 2

Consumer, ocacy*. 2
y', 2 3

Genetics' 2 3

Pharmacy' 2 3

Speech therapy' 2 3

Veterinary medicine' 2 3

Audiovisual technology' 1 1.5

Divinity' 1 15
Entomology'
Journalism° 1

Optometry'
Physical education° 1

Physician associate' 1

Physickt 1

Rachololic technology' 1

V ational rehabilitation'

jeSociology. anthropology. political sc-ienoe, find psychology.
°Anatomy, biochernisiry, microbiology. physiology, pathol-

ogy, and pharmacology.
'Doctorate degree level.
°Master's degree level.
'Bachelor's degree levelenr other (degrees in divinity.

architecture, engineering, and law are often considered equiva-
lent to.the doctorate degree).

2S 4
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indicates the broad range of disciplines represented
in departments pf community medicine (Table I).

The paramount goal is the mounting of a success
ful teaching program by drawing upon the diverse
personnel resources available within the department,
the medical school, the university, and the commu-

G PATTERNS

I-,
Thfte re noharcrand fast rules governing the

loci o£ ulty appointments. Diverse patterns
'exist. Traditionally, certain faculty, i.e.. epidemiolo-
gist, biostatistician, public health physician,.have
*el.r appointments within the department of.preven-
tive and community medicine. Others on the above'
list might or might, not have their appointment' in
this department. equently, in the -case of social
and behavioral scie tists, the main appointment is -in
the basic discipline i inthe university with-a joint
appointment at the school of medicine. Joint ap-
pointments are also common between the depart-
ment of preventive and community medicine and
other departments of the medical school itself.

While it is obviously desirable for our depart
ments to have a strong core of full -time,
lined fvultyrealistically, key faculty frequently
will be located outside of the medical school itself.
The realtissue is to obtain the ,professional skills
necessary\ for the 'teaching prograrii, regardlos of

tithe focus of individual faculty members.

APPOINTMENTS AND PROMOTIONS

Nprenlinents and promotions in departments of
preventive and community medicine represent a
particularly complex and knotty problem within' the
constraints that exist in the typical school of
medicine.

Many of the activities of our departments and
their faculties differ from traditional .modes of
academic functioning. While a tygical department's
activities subsunle those areas glnerally acknowl-
edged as within the academic scope (teaching,
researclb, clinical treatment, scholarly activity, etc.).
there are in addition major areas of functioning of
mahy departmental faculty which are difficult to
assess by the standards and criteria generally ap-

1 2 ;)

plied to the more conventional academic acpvities.
Included in these would be commimitY service
programs, administrative activities, program devel-
ppment and imkpvation, and organizational activi-
ties.

In addition to deviation of these functions front
the traditional activities of academic medicine, there
is the fact that the population to which thSse
activities are addressed also differs from that associ-
ated with usual and accepted academic work. While'
students, colleagues, pnd other scientists do form a..
sigruficant portion of the spectrum of those in the
position to assess and relate to our activities, we
also find ourselves dealing with individuals (both
pttfessional. and nonprofessional) outside the cam-
pus and even outside the academic and scientific
communities. Many service projects require working
with political, legal, and administrative personnel

.. only tangentially related to academic' medicine. Yet
our success and failure in dealing with these
individuals comprise an important benchmark of our
accompli hment as professionals.

criteria of excellence within'
This is toughproblem to resolve. A departmentrtment

should deve its Own c
the framework of activities peculiar to it; for
example, contribution to health services and admin-
istrative workin addition to the more traditiOnal
areas of effeCtiveness in teaching and research
accomplishinents...-As an example of what might be
done in the health sciences area, policies developed
in the University of North Cello:firm at Chapel Hill
are included as an 4ppendix to this paper.

Once the departments develop their own stand-
ards for these newer categori cf activities, they
will be be in a much stronger 1 ion yis-à-vis the
appointments and promotions committee of the
school. Realistically, a continuous and diffic'ult
process of education and enlightenment will be
necessary.

APPOINTMENTS FROM THE COMMUNITY

A related issue is the use in departmental teach-
ing programs of,newer types of ?health -personnel
Such as family health workers, community organiz-
ers, and nonprofessional consumers of health care.
At Einstein, in most instapces, this group has,
supervised or worked with our students in assigned
communlw placements, though on occasion they

5



have also participated in panel discussions mei
seminars. Faculty appointments for them are partit-
Warty difficult to arrange 'since often they do not
,have traditional academic or creden-

)

`have

e have, found that community people bring to
students a direct practical and personal point of
view and experience. However, it is obvious that
departments must strive for an appropriate balance
between, on the one hand; the intellectual: and
conceptual support that students retiuire as provided
by the more conventional academic faculty and, on
the'other hand, the experiential perspective uniquely

,... furnished by the newer and less traditional health
worker.

CLINICAL FACULTY

A word is necessary about the. need for depart-
ments of preventive and community medicine'to
utilize, on an interdepartmental and interdisciplinary

'basis, faculty,fcani. the clinical departments: We
have found that rmost, effective way of transmitting
the principles and concepts of preventive and
community medicine lies within the frameiwork of a
clinical or patient care situation. This is just as true
in working with first-year students who have no
clinical training as it is with senior students who are'
already functiOning as subinterns. Irr.lhe former
case, faculty frorii the department ofisommtinity
medicine tollabolate in supervision of students in,

- for example:following a pregnancy with the obste-
trician; peciiatripm, and 'psychiatrist. In the latter
instance, we participate with faculty from the
departments of medicine and pediatrics in a primary
care clerkship required of all senior students.

4

STUDENTS

I
People as a Resouree1115

Finally. a word about studentsan essential but
ever-changing resource. A few years ago we seemed

:` to be in constant confrontation with the radicats
who represented a strong minority among, the
students at Einstein. Today most students are apt to,
be Placidly neutral in response to our teaching
program. We are delighted. however, that each year
there is a core of students who are interested' and
commftted and for whom we are happy to initiate
elective seminars and tutorials. These students are
the ones who participate with us in the development
of departmental teaching materials and Curriculum.

MoreoVer, we have seen groups of students 'Y
organize on their own, with encouragement and
some financial support from the department, special
seminars with regular attendance, of 15 or 20
students and ulty. In brief[a strong case can be
m for concentration' of faculty time and effort
on tha small but ever present group of students
who manifest an early interest and commitment to
community medicine. It is unrealistic to expect
broad and active response from Abe student body,
given the competing educational jariorities and goals
that now obtain in most medical schools. Programs
such as ours; can have significant general impact
only in the context of radical curriculum change in
the medical school as a whole.

r
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APPENDIX A

In the coutse of workshop disoission of faculty
appointment to a department df preventive medi-
cine, reference was made to the recent,effort of one
university to spell out many Critetia and considera-
lions that appear to apply today. 1 committee
-report which was adopted as institu onal policy for
all appointments in the he h nces field. fol-
lows.

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill'

Criterip ofExceitence for Faculty Appointments
and Promotions: Teaching-And Profissional Service

Outline -

IntroduCtion
Overall criteria for consideAtion
Factors related to teaching excellence
Evaluation of abcrve
Factors related to professional service excellence
Evaluaticin of aboye

Introduction
.P

Vice-Chancellor Sheps assigned this Comp-line
the responsibility for preparing criteria of teac
and professional service excellence for consideration
in faculty appointments and promotions. Criteria for

research and schlarly excellence customarily have
been eiplicitidduced and the% is long experience

,with their consideration. This'is not the case for the
other criteria which have been less systematically
applied. and have often been implicitly considered.
if at all. Their expficit development does not detract
from the importance Of faculty research and scholar-
ship. Rather, it is intended that they focus attention
on the broafl range of fatuity activities and responsi-'
bilities to be considered, where relevant, gong with
research and othei scholarly activities:

'Submitted by B. Greenberg. Dean. School ofAllblic
Health for the Hea h ciences \Advisory Committee on
Appointments and Promotions

In the outline which follows, suggested criteria
are presented. and 'relevant sources of information
concerning these criteria are noted. The criteria are
not, presented as final or definitive. They should be
subjected. to a continuing process of teYiew and
evaluation and altered)is experience and future
contingencies dictate.

Overfill Criteria for Censiderittion

Transcending specific 'excellences in teaching or
professional practice are certain. personal, attributes

'which merit consideration. These may include:
Intellectual integrity
PerVading and continuous curiousity
Imagination
Logical rigor
Conceptual cl ity
Systematic a -S-

ComMunicati skill.verbal and written
Grasp` of alte
Solid grounding in field. kept current
Receptivity to new ideasor change
Critical capabilities
Analytic capabilifies

' Effective usa.af literature and other resources
Reliability and responsibility .;'
'Scholarship and creativity
Ethical and colleare sensitivity

Along -with, this solid base of personal attributes,
specifif criteria concerning teaching and professicinal
service excellence should be investigated.

Factors Related to Takhing Excellence

These may be grouped into four components: (I)
degree of responsibility; (2) intiovation;,(3) effeetive-
ness; and (4) impact upon %-tudents.

I. Degree of Responsibility J.11

Scope of 'teaching witb regard to general assign-
ments

Essentiality of teachingduties with regard to
mission of department, service, or school,

Any exceptional responsibilities undertaken, as-
signed or voluntary

Size and level of teaching load:

2. innovation
1,mproving teaching methods

1:
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\ Enlarging or improving course content
Development of new courses or programs
Devising new teaching techniques or materials
Provision of nevitearning experiences
Educational resrch
Curriculum development or revision
Contribution to educational theory
Spirit of inquiry suffuses teaching

3. Effectiveness
Mastery of subject matter, kept cuFrent
Mastery of interpretation
Effective oral and written communication

-Ability-to-synthesize range of material
Clear setting of goals and *Nod progression

toward them
Links own work well to that of others and to the"

field in general
Exceptional skillsie: approach or content

4. Impact upon Students
Students interested and responsive
NUMber and quality of students
Students catalyzed to independent investigation

'Professional careers of formerstudents
Constructive responses to students' ideas and

experiences
Role as student advisor
Impacts upon student career choices
Counseling with students
Mutual, respect of teacher and students

timluatiOn of 'Feaching Criteria

Most information relevant to this Committees
assignment notes the sources, rather than (he details
of evaluation. There is fairly general agreement
concerning sources which, indeed, comewelose to
being common sense. There is rather less agreement
on how the information secured from the sources
should be handled. For some, the information is the
basis of thoughtftil and careful value judgment. For +
others, reliance is placed upon rating techniques. *
Our focus here. will Ile to note thesources of data,
rather than,to suggest how such data should be )
processed. It is left to others to decide whether to
approach evaluation as a science or as an art. Some
suggested sources:.

Peers (colleagues)
Students'''.

, People as a Resourc-e1117.

Administraiive superiors (chairman dean, course
director)

Supporting materials: syllabi, laboratory manuals,
reports, creative publications

Self-evaluation: stating goals and reviewing per-
formance .

Development .of score sheets for course evalua-
tionak

s

Factors Related t o' Professional Service Excelleoce,

New programs in health sciences have brought
new kinds of occupations and professions into the
teaching setting. Often they do not satisfy the
customary criteria for acadeinic appointments and
promotions. The case is the same in health care
activities, which more and more spill over the..-4466/
customary .clinical settings into unaccustomed com-
munity settings. To meet the entailed problems new
criteria_ of achievement and competence must be
sought.

In reviewing professional service excellence cer-
tain general cons iterations prevail; there are others
specific to the settings *of practice. Furtherr two
types of professional service excellence may be
considered: one involves the practice of intrinsic
.ttrofes.sional skills, the other concerns a broader
variety of services, which professionals may be
called upon to perform. These will be listed here as
primary and related professional serv6s.,

Primary Professional Service Criteria

Form and setting of service (patient care, pro-
- gram, clinic or community; treatment, consulta-

tion)
Time spent in practice and load carried
Relationship' of professional activities to teaching

and research
Relationships y) goals of department, service,'

program, or school
Degree of essentially, re: teaching progra_ pa-

tient service; special program; special knowl,
edge,or skills

Ratio of assigned to voluntaryiktivity
Speciil competencies or skills..."-re:-disease proc-

ego; :diagnosis, therapeutic procedures, modali-
ties of care, programming of service, clinical
teaching or research

Degree of innovation in activities: treatment',
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, clinical teaching or research, community pro- --
gramming

Growth in professional competence and recogni-
tion (added clinical responsibilities, more de-
manding assignments, publications, associational
memberships, professional memberships, mem-
bership on review boards, site visits, consulta-
tions, prizes or awards, special leave's, special
`training).

Criteria Specific to Setting-of Practice

The changingsmodes of hatth care practice entail
certain-difficulties for the 'promotional review proc-
ess. Established criteria, frequently prove inadequate
or irrelevant in evaluatingnew types of profession-
als or new forms of professional activity. There
must be constant alertness. to the need for varying
criteria and broadening their scope. They are, of
course,.already broad and varied.

In settings of direct patient care, for example,
abilities such as differential diagnosisiand patient
management may be of central concern., Personal
relation abilities may be of focal interest. In the
development of care programs, other kinds of
consideration emerge:Ahe contribution to initiation,

modification, or operation. Here organizational
ideal may prevail. Where 'prbgrams are established,
outsida4k academic sitting-still other forms of
consideragOn prevail: leadership and organizing
abilities, ability to work with and coordinate
diverse lay and professional groups of people with
varying (often conflicting) interests. Here the under-
standing of community processes may be of central

importance.
The field of health care has grown so complex

that this ranje of considerations no longer distin-
guisherarnong the professional schools but is shared
by all.

Related Professional Service Criteria

The increasing complexity of the university has
multiplied the opportunities atid demands for serv-
ices of many kinds by members of the faculty. Such

services often consume a considerable portion of an
individual's professional activities. Indeed. for
many, in terms of responsibility and time required,
they may become the primary.activity. Where such

4

services are important and necessary they should
explicitly be considered as a performance criterion.

Related professional service activities may take

place Iran* of settings and at various levels.
For example:

Service to the profession: participation in prnfes.-

Sional society:activitiesAncluding holding offict,
,administrative tasks, or special committee work;
editorial_ work or jointal management; organiz-
ing programs and" meetings; ...special assignment

to professionally sponsored studies or task
forces; 'assignments to special investigative com:
mittees;,meMbership on licensure, certification,
or specialty-boards; participation in continuing
educatibn; service on national or international
professional committees or commissions.

Community services; consultation and guidance to
community health profrcts (drUg abuse preven-
tion, public education, etc.); participation in

health cafe planning programs; service with
organized programs such as Regional Medical
Program, Office of Community Health Services,

"ComprehenSive Health Planning, eta.; wdrk on
special programs to meet community needs;
preparation- of material assaying community
needs and resources; outreach clinic activities;
service on community boards; service or consul~

tation on national or international health pro-
jects,----work with governmental agencies; partici-

pation in extracurricular4activities of school or

university.",
Adm. inistrative services: appointments to office at

the -level of department, school, division, or
university, often maybe the primary- activity); -
committee or boatd assignments (also at the

several level); special assignments (search com-
mittees; course, program, or facility planning
groups).

1 3 :3

Evaluation of Professional %rvice Criteria

Here, again,. the sources of information are
legion. The ways in which the inffirmation is
arrayed and 'weighted mare matters for continuing
exploration. Among suggested sources are:

Publications (including preparation of teaching
material)"

Colleagues (including those who share the work.

setting)
Students

ft ,t

4
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People as a Resourcel119

performing such activities;,the degree of respOnsibit-
ity involved; time required and duration .of the
itivity; the quality of perfOrmancelefforr required.
and contribution made); the range and number of
such activities; and the contribution to professional
growth'.

-Evide of increased, professional, skill, responsi-
bility, and recbgnition (see above, Primary
Pkessional Service Criteria)

4' Considerations of professional service excellence
should include the need and demand for s9ch
service, whether the activity is assigned or volun-
tary; its importance in 'meeting school oldepartmen-
tal goals; qualities of innovation or leadership 'in

4
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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT OF
CONFERE CE ON RESIDENCY
TRAININ INLPREVENTIVE
MEDIC

4oseph Stoki.s, 111

*ACKGROUND OF THE CONFERENCE

'The last decade has been a period of unusual
nt in the field of community, preventive, and

social ,medicine. The reasons for this are complex,
'hut stem principally from a wave of social concern
not unlike the public health movement of the, 1920s.
tbis concern is based not _only on increasing public
and professional awareness of the -health care needs
iiPunderserved groups. and the inequitable distribu-
tion of health services, but also on the rising costs

t4tid inefficiricies of-the health care system. Shifting
0)liorilies are also involved, such as the dispropor-
tiOnate allocation Of resources between the "disease
care system- (i.e.. that system which responds to
the needs of patients: after symptomatic disease
dOelopsligied the "health care system" (i.e.:One
that inch . a focus on the maintenance of hath,
and the prevention of disease).

This ferment has strongly influenced both-depart:
ments of preventive and community medicine in
'medical schools and schools of public health. It has
Also influenced the profegienal organizations' that
represent- them. in particular. the Association of
Teachers of Preventive Medicine (ATPM). In 1970.
that association began to reorganize-its programs so
As to better address certain policy issues and to help"
provide leadership for certain professional Aspects of
this generally' amolphous social movement. .There-,
fort, in Jane 1971, the Executive Ctimmittee of the
association began .to draft guidelines td assist the
develoement of departments in medical schools in
the United States. What was envisioned originally
was a "loose-leaf notebook" of the "state of the
art" which would'also be of use to those, responsi-

' Held at Asilbmar.California. February 12-13,, 1972

ble for Ifle planning, developmegLaM management
of such departments in both new and established
medical schools. The initial guidelines were not
based upon substantial new data nor did they
represent a systematic sampling opinion from-
experts in the field. To a degree, they represented a
synthesis.of periodit reports that re,,tct the evolu-
tion of thinking in the fielitql--7). A ong the most
important issues identified was that of, residency
training which was judged .to be of such high
priority that a workshop conference was organized
and convened at the Asilomhr Conference Grounds
February 12-13. 1972. In all. 60 faculty and other,
health professionals, attended (see Participants, p.
ix).

41though this, conference was convened prior to
the association between the-ATPM and the Fogarty
International Center of the National Institutes of
Health, it was judged, in Fetrospect. That the sport
of this conference should be pi Ublished along with
reports of other conferenCes supported by,the
Fogarty Center.

FORM OF THE CONFERENCE

The conference convened on the evening of
Saturday. February 12. with a keynote talk by Kurt
W. Deuschte. M,D.. Lavanburg Professor and
Chairman of the Department of Community' Medi-
cine at Mount Sinai School of Medicine. His
presentation was based upop, data which he and DP*
Alfred Miller had summarized in a i paper entitled
"Objectives of Graduate (Residency) Training in
Community. Preventive..and Social Medicine.:" On :
the following morning, the conferees partiC'opated in
small workshop groups. each .considering one or
anotheraspiCt o? residency tring. -.

HISTORY AND GROWTH OF RESIDENCY
PROGRAMS IN GENERAL PREVENTIVE
MEDICINE AND pusyc HEALTH .

,.

i
.

The origins of residency ',training in preventive
and community. medidtne are well summarized in
the following excerpt from the Wi r 1961 issue of
the Newsletter of the Association f Teachers of
Preventive Medicine:

In 1949 an "American Board of Prevenlive 4
Medicine and Public Health . was established to
certify properly qualified scientists in public .

123
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health. in 1952 the name was shortened to Me
American Board of lreventive Medic* in order
to place the pffiliated spetialties of aviation

n .d'medicine ao;cciipation;a1, meclicine.under a
parent (ward. The effect o adding these specialty.
sections -,!vas to make pu t alth a section and
in tiine:this became more an ore,the
lent vf.pubtic health ptactice. coincidental -

problem was that all boards must, require resi-
dency training and the date beyond which all
public health andidhtes must have .had,residence
training had been set at July 1 1959. Further, the
resideiesies Available in public.4walt1 yeere inevita -'
bly developed around official departments of
public .health.

This situation diditpot meet the needs of many
persons involved in teaching careers in preventive.
medicine, in research, in biology, in maternal and
cad health, in epidepaiology; in administrative

'medicine,"cleid in other.special fields ypriventive
medicine. Accordingly, "the: Board roved to find
ways of eitabliihing eligibility for broader certifi-
cation and decided upon certification in_ general
preVentive- medicine propreventive ediCitie with-
out ,diAignation of specialtw. Dr. Rodney Beard
was aairman of the ad hoc t-eammittee that
studied eligibility', requirements recommended

AL the board outlines- of certification u er the
Board together, with the essentials of res

, 1r
. ; programs in pre'entive medicine without designa-

,".

Iii general, most residencies in general- preventive
medicine aim to train individuals for academic
career's in medical school and schools of public
health. Bycontrast, the primpy purpose of residen-
cies inpyttlilikhealt. h is to provide Staff for state and
lOcal' health departments.' Both programikalso con-
tribute to the pool of physician administrators in

and other' health atencies' .

the De ent of Health, Education, and Welfare

In November 1967; the National AdvisoryAorn-
mission" on Health Manpower was able to identify
4.933 physicians listing themselves as specialists in
prevsgye medicine. However, of this number,
mos 4), listed their primary focus as occupa-
tional medicine; 1,619 identified themelves as en-
gaged in pubjic health; and 941 were listed in
general preventive medicine: The remainder (659).
listedtheir specialty as aerospace medicine.

Of the 941 listing themselves in general preventiye
'Medicine, 358 (38 percent) were employed in health
departments .and 2044,72 peitent) were employed by
either the, U.S. Public Health Service. the Armed'
Forces, the Veterans Administration, or some other
federal health agency. Therefore, despite the aim to
train 'physicians "for academic careers", only ,136 (14
percent) were actually employed by medical schools
_and another 72 (8 percent) by other education
initituti additional 06 (10 percent) were

oyed by in iistry (including pharmaceutical
houses): 55 '(6 pe ent) .were full-Iime in nonfederal
hospintls, and the maining 20 p percent)-In other
roles in the private

lion of a specialty fief&

- Residency 'programs* in general preventive mdi-
hid their origin in 1960-61. Two programs

weri apprciired Ijuring.that year._ Over the next 5
.years, the number had gro'wn to only eight approved
ilograms offering a total of 55 positions, of whic
38 (70 percent) were filled. l'herfohowing year there
was a `growth spurt" to T4, and by 1970-71 the

"number of approyed prolgrams had grown to 23
offering a total of 248 positions although only 103
(42 peivent) were filled. 4

siry-e.contrits when general' preventive -medicine
reniclencie Were.,, first approved in 1960141, there
were 22 approve0 residency programs ':in 'public

,t health-offenni a.total of '104 positions of which 43
(60 percent); were filled. However, over, the next 10
years, ;his number fluctuated so that by 1970-71 a

,ttieV.licrease of only s..iviten programs took place.
These leered 172 positionsFof which 58 (52.

. , percentNvere fill

LTHE JOB

v+,F.

4 1.10
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ctolor.(Appendix A).

1

. I

job m ket for graduates of residency pro- ab
s. in bot -general preventive medicine and

publit, health hard to estimate. One cannot'.
aclrtely estimat -the number of unfilled faculty
positions from Sources of data. However,
Rost established d . ents have been undergoing
dipansion, and new ; . merits are in the process

-of development. Th ac = demic needs include the
methodologic' disc nes (e.g., biostgtistics, ePide-
analogy), and the sciplines associated with eiide-*
miolofiy in view-of problems of the system and
the likelihood of pa of national health insu-
ance legislation within next few ye. . .

one, can an 1.4 te. inare d needs for
personnel iit .the federal, state.



Programs of the federal.govemment are expanding
rapidly: and they include increasing regionalization
of effort. Quasigoverrtmental agencies, such as

planning organizations, are currently
.seekinglhealth care managers to help meet their new
and_challenging responsibilities.

Finally, the dgyelopment of prepaid group prac-
tices, such as Kaiser-Permanente and the Health
Insurance Program of greater. New York, has
created a demand for/Ssph trainees within the
private sector. This/Will increase as a result of
passage of Health Maintenance Organization legisla-
tion. Continued 4owth of voluntary- health agencies
such as the Ameriarn Cancer Society and the
American
to incr ase the number -of jobs in this sector.
The ore, it is reasonable to assume that there is a
st i s ng job: market. l formal training programs do

resp91111 to this increasing need, these variou
demanding roles will continue to be filled
individuals trained by experience in the "schOol
hard knocks" as has happened in the past.

Report-o4Colference o?4esidencyrTraikng1125

public health included training and experience in
medical ea-Le and health services administration
while also providing some 'emphasis in epidemiol-
ogy. The three remaining programs (two military
and one health department) were exclusively epide-
miologic in their focus. Therefoie, only.,7 programs
out of 23 specifically forded on either medical care
or health services adshinistration.

Although detailed data on public health residency
programs were not available to the conference, it is
reasonable tO assume that the emphasis in such
training programs represents a balanced spectrum of
the classical disciplines of public health including
health services administration.

eart A'ssociation can also be expected

THE APPLICANT POOL

kn 1967, of a total of 302,504 pratticing physicips .

in the United-States, only.4;933 (1.6 percen4\ were
in the field of preventive' medicine and if ublic
health, and.only 941 (0.3 percent) were listed under
general preventive medicine. Clearly, this suggests

'414 that the dearth of highly trained medical care
managers representsone'Of the most critical short-
ages of skilled personnel withinhealth care
system. Admittedly, more definitive data-are
needed.

Therefore, the co
systematic survey

determine the num unfilled positions within
academic medicine, government, and the in-IA/ate
sector se that the job market can Itestimated,with
more precision.

recommended that a
ertaken periodically to

I
THE CONTEXT OPRESIDENCY TRAIN1N13

Am
Of the 23 approved residency

i ;
rams in general

preventive Medicine 1§71-72, 11 were based in
schools-of medicine,.9 in Schoolkoof, pUblic health, 2

wwere with the ipilitary, and 1 was in a, health
department (Appendix A): The focus in most medi-
cal' schdOl ,residency programs has beea primarily'
upon epidemiology, ang.in crnly two prog&nts was
medical care of health' Services administration speci-
&alb( listed..In dontrait, five of the nine schools of

. .

Since the primary concern of the conference was
on the training of a highly sophisticated {health care
manager, it was als6 assumed that the applicants
would come either from medicinslitt from manage-

.ment. Therefore, applicants should be sought not
only in medical schools and schools of public health'
but also in schottb-of business and pLiblic adminis-
tration. Accordingly, it was assumed that other
university departments that offer training in opera-
tions research systems- analysis,, systems engineer-

ing, and information sciences would contribute to
the training of residents as well as the production of
graduate students. Since behavioral science depart-
ments are now interacting Torte regularly 4,41,1
departments-of preventive and community Medicine,
they too should be considered as potential sites for

`aid in training residents. Finally, undergraduate
rhediCal students interested in the discipline should
be offered specialized opportunities to decide' upOn
epidemiology and health care as a career choicee.

It was also agreed that selected -medical students
with pal-Ocular aptitude and specialized motivation
should be recruited into programs where an all-
elective fourth year permits participation. in a formal
master's degrq, program in the school of public
health. Finally, it was recognized that certainkphysi-
siips will Row to enter medictl, practice or a
fitgod and Ebsequently turn to preventive medicine
through one of these training programs...Howo4r,
public health is seen as already too deperilent upon
such physicians and the pecruittrieni focus should
shift to Medical. students when they make ;heir
initial career choice. Moreover, it was reclignized

I
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that certain American specialty boards itermit up to
a year of training in a related field, an clearly, a
year of community and preventive sinedicine would
seem to ciu
special

The
alre

ify in the case of primary care

general feeling pre ailed that there may
be too many ap ved residency programs

in general preventive m dicine and that the empha-
sis during the next ten years should. be on the
-consolidation .of existing programs including closer
cooperation' (if not integration) betiteen schools of
medicine and schools of public health. In his
keymke address, Dr. Deuschle particularly stressed
this point. It wits generally, agreed that it.i'S" unwise
to have residency training programs in general
preventive medicine within operating state or local
health departments. However, such departpients
could well serve as very effective locations for
placement in field -work during the latter part of
residency training, particularly for those residents'
planning to_enter goVernmental service.

Finally', there was a clear consensus that closer
cooperation between clinical medicine' and public
health is needed and that the. ATPM should sponsor
a workshop to explore the varumis means-of seeking
this. .

CURRICULUM

Graduate training 'should be at least 3-years in
duration, although it might be shortened for those

- already trained in a related discipline. It is possible
that some time might be saved by formally.integrat-

,ing such residencies with preparatory training pro-
grains ,ii.e., combined ,M.D.residency training)
although the trend is currently in 016 cliipollte
direction. 'There- was also /agreement,' that the first

, residency year should be more academe than
' experiential and more basic than applied. In ,se-

iected, highly organized training programs, confer-
ment ,of an appropriate master's degree' may be
justified at ;he end of-the first year. The final 2
years should then focus on project work either in
academic or field settings leading to fulfillment of
t4 general preventive medici requirements of the
American Board of Preventive dicine. In addi-
lion, it would then be -possibleforthe trainee to
extend his prograni so as to gain a doctorate either

. 41' public health (Dr.PH) or a Ph.D. Thus, several
master's and terminal degree prOgrams would be

.1114k
.

possible. It was also suggested_that sharp division
between the didactic and practical training be
avoided, and that the residents should be engaged in
some field or project experience during the first
year. Formal seminars, other project work, and
other structured teaching could continue throughout
the second and third years of field study as well.

Some coffsensus evolved regarding a ,curriculum
containing three tracks, each pointing toward one of
the principal job markets. The first track would be
academic and aimed at attracting those interested in
working in epidemiology or in health services
research within medical schools .or schools of public
health. The' second track would be directed toward
governmental seryice arid 'would encourage field
work and exchange arrangements between either The
Dep3tment of Health, Education, and Welfare and
its various programs, or state and ,locar ttealth
departments and health planning orgailitations. The
final track would prepare reksidents for the particular
problems of the pnvate setor by training sophisti-
cated health care managers for health maintenance
organizations, Voluntary health agencies, and indus-
trial medical administration.

In 'summary: within any curriculum proposed,
there is the need of enough program 'structure to
give security. to applicants and to those providing
the resources while retaining sufficient flexibility to
meet the wide variety of needs Of both the applicant
pool and the job market. Eyolution toward fewer

-programs, each with a larger number of trainees,
seems desirable, The present emphasis on training
in,biostatistics and epidemiology should continue as
there is urgent need to apply these methods to the
design, nagement, and evaluation of ,health care
systems. ~natation sciences, operations research,
systems engineering, and the social, and behavioral
sciences will and should find increasing appreciation
within heilth services and administration.

I
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OBJECTIVES OF GRADUATE
(RESIDENCY) TRAINING IN .

COMMUNITY, PREVENTIVE, AND
SOCIAL MEDICINE: THE FIFt,\T TEN
YEARS

Kurt W. Deuschle and Alfred Miller

,

The last 10 years have seen'a substantial growth
in residency training in general preventive medicine.
In the 1961-62 academic year,' there were three
programs offering 20 position's, of which three (15
percent) were filled., In. 1970-71 there were 23'
programs offering 248 positions, of which 103 (42
percent) were filled. Based on this trend, Ellingson:

reviewing-the progress of the two decades since
the founding of the American Board of Pratntive
Medicine, was able to say three ,years ago thA't ifie"
"talent gap ") of academic telichers and researchers
in preventive medicine was well on its way-to being
closed (Table it) U ).,

a year 'later Hayman and'Coniely, reviewing
the status of public health'andnieventive medicine
residencies in the country, concluded: The' nation
is now producing' one trained specialist for each

' seven million persons. In ten .years, by a ,major
)effort, this ratio could be reduced to one for every

r

3,500,000,. In our opinion, there, is a rock bottom
need for one trained public, health aaministrator for
each 250,000, which will never be met by -any
extension of the present system." (2). These widely
divergent statements byeflfingson bn the one hand
andoHaymar; and Comely on the other are not
really in Conflict. In fact, the confusion clears a bit
when training objectives are Stated explicitly. Dr.
Ellingson is concerned with teaching and research;
Drs. Hayman and Comely are referring tq
These goals are, of course, closely related, but it is
necessary to clarify the Objective* and methods of
different types of residency programs. Before we
can realistically evaluate the future status of resi-
dency training in this country, .we' must squarely
face these divergent goals. We must, therefore,'
consider.publiC health residencies briefly as a back-
ground for understanding the situation in general
preventive medicine.

PUBLIC HEALTH RESIDENCIES

Residency training in public health has been and
remains centered in departments of health and in the
armed forces. In 1968, 14 of the 24'progranis had
formal affiliations with a school of medicine or
public health, but none was operated by a medical,
school (Table 2). (An exception is the new Univer3
sity of Washington School of Public Health pro-
gram.) All residencies entail 2 years of field experi-
ence; and the completion of board qualification is
met by an academic year at a school of public
health where,an MPH or MS degree irObtained

TABLE I. Ghowth of Residencies in General Preventive Medicine'

6. Year

Number of
Approved
Programs

Percentage Filled
Number of Number of by Foreign

Positions Offered Positions Filled Pertentage Filled Graduates

'1960-61
196142
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68

1068-69
1969-70°
1970-71

2

3

6

6

9
8

14

.19

21

20
31

47
55

55

106'
J54
206

23 248

\

24

1'124

12

32

38

66
80

104

,103

°SOURCE: AMA
No data available

15

39
51 0

58, 13

j 70 10

11

52 10

, 50

42 10

Council on Medical Education. Residency Training /AMA Education issues: 1960 -1971.
front AMACouncil on Medical'Educat 1011 fot 1969-70.
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IP.

either before the field experience or 'between the
first and second years. The goal is.primarily to train
public health adrrkistrators and practitioners foe,
carrying outthe work`of health departments. Resi-
dency training in public health got under way very
soon after the board was established in 1949, 1,3

programs being set up almoit irhmediately (3)-. By
1960-61 there were 22 programs offering a total of
104 positions with 63 positions filled. This was an.

..:#4.a11-time high. Since then, the number of physicians
in training has oscillated between 29 (1968) and 60
(1967) with a mean of about 45. However, the
number of positions offered rose steadily until 1%7,
at which point 158 positions were available, and
therudrop'ped off sharply to a low of 100 in 1969. In
die last 2 years the number of positions offered has
begun to rise again (4). ,

This level of enrollment in public health residency
progranis falls far below the Hayman and C ly

projection required to supply the nation's ed for
fully trained public health practitioners esti ted to
be in the order of 1 per 2.10,000 population ). This
underenrollment is, compounded'even fibirther by the
fact that over 65 percent of trainees drop out after
the second year, over 50 percent of these in order
to enter the armed forces or regular public health
employment. (Another 20 percent transfer to other
kinds of residency programs.) (6). Clearly, most of
the demand for public health physicians is, met not
by residency training, but by physicians who, at

4
.

most, Obtained .an MPH. The shortage of this
specialized health manpower

The
despite the

;,.. steady. incrtase in the past 10 years with 821
master's degrees in *public health or hygierf and 62
doctorates being awarded by °schools of public
health in 1904, and 1,30 master's and 148 doctorates
in 1970 (7). Of these, an estimated 25 perent of the
1,392 Were physicians., This still does not meet the
recommended reuirements for trained public health
manpower. Drs.'llayrhan and Comely may well
have a point when 'hey suggest that ponclinical
tasks in public health must be taken over by
nonmedical administrators. -

Yet, even if public health manpower.is stretched
by the use of nonphysicians, the number of physi-
cians being trained as public health administrators'
may be seriously inadequate. With only 50 percent

Ziof the available reside ri positions filled, a major
recruitment,cruitment, hike the difficulties are

close enough to those of general preventive medi-
cine that it will be helpful to discuss them together.
Table 3.1-prennts the total number of physicians who
are officially listed as specialists in the preventive
medicine-public health field. Of the,4,933 physicians
in this AMA category, public health and occupa-
tional medicine are almost double in number com-
pared with general preventive medicine.- Indeed, of
the nation's 302,540 doctors only 2 perdent are
iqpluded in the general fieldof public health and
preventive medicine.

(

- YeaIr

1962-63

1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67

111

I TABLE 2. Gerunds of Residencies In Pub& Health"

Number of
Approved
Programs

22

23

23

21

24

26
25

271967-68
1968-69
1969-70°
1970-71

'

24

104

119

135

117

106

138

158/ 118

100

2 122

63

56 '
56

a 54
47

43
60

, 29

40

Percentage Filled .

Numbgr of Number of by Foreign

Positions Offered Positions Filled Percenta Filled Graduates

4',
ti

60
47

/ 41
46
44

I

0

o

35 4

38

25 3

40 35

58 52 , 6

,SOURCE: AMA Council on Medica
No data available 0tim AMA Council on

t

ucation. "Residency Training.' JA MA, .Education Issues, 1960-71.
odic-al Education for 1969-70. .

'-

e.
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I
TABLE 3. Distributioe of Physicians Listing Themselves as,,Specialists in Preventive Medicine'

Lt. Priniary Specialty of Medical Activity:
Direct Patient Care

Private Practice
Non Private

Practice

GenerdPrevintive Medicine 0 11 662

Health 0 1.256

Ocoupational Medicine 388 '1.175

Aerospace Medicine 45 454

Active Medical Trainee or
Related Fellow

a.

Total

278

361

ISO

160

2
. 941

1,619
1.714

659

4,933

Full-time
Specialty
Practice Residents Staff in Hospital Faculty

Other Full-time. Full-time
Administration ResearCh Total

GPM 408

PH 1,011

-OM. 1.43'3

'AM 75

38

33

16

79

144

157

-93
346

171

114

39

6

Institu-
% Self Em- non Re-

ployed search

140 ao 941

248 56 1.619

102 31 1,714

93 659

4.933

E

Medical tonal In- Armed
Clinic School *tutu:ins Forces USPHS H.D

Industrial
Non and Pilaf- Other

Federal maceuti- Federal
V A. Hospital cal Agencies

GPM . 1 11 8 136 , 72 68 84 . 358 19 55 96 33

PH 0 10 -4 , 93 . 72 18 191 1.110 ,8 59, 26 28

OM - 352 El 45 *, 33 12 47 1445 58 10 27 1,013 65- AM 43 9 2' 9' . 2 49-1 4 . 20 47 ---- - 26

SOURCE: Report of-National Advisory Commission on Health Manpower, November. 1967 (As of this report there were a
total of 302.540 physicians listed inthe U S )

a

1

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE AND COMMUNITY
MEDICINE RESIDENCIES ..

The subspecialty board in general preventive
medicine was established in 1960 to assure the
training of academic and research specialists in the
field of preventive medicine. -The residency pro-
grams that have grown out of this mandate reflect
this goal with 20:out of the 23 programs located in
schools of medicine or public health. (Two are with
the armed forces and one with the New York State,,
Department of Health.) There are greater differ.'
ences in the way the ,academit training mandate is
interpreted' than is the case with the service maw
date in the public health residencies. All academic

. programs consider their goal to be a mixture of
preparation for service work (in a health department
or me. administration) and academic posts (M-

., ,
. ,

volving teaching and research). Moreover, the area
in which the field experience is carried out varies
considerably.

In correspondence with the American Board of
Preventive Medicine (January II. 1972), each of a
hapha.&d sample of 40 persons recently declared
,eligible for the certifying examination in general
preventive medicine had had an MPH or academic
year. However, the oarer portion of their training
was quite varied: about 50 percent had the straight
2-year residency programs in GPM (General. Pre-
ventive Medicin4,125 percent -had, I 'year of GPM
with, substitution of other clinical training or prac-
tice; and 25 percelitilAd. the academic year but no
formal GPM residency. In thiS latter category, they
substituted either 5 years of suitable practice or
clinical year with 3 years of practioe.
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Another interesting piece of information from the
American College of Preventive Medicine is the
membership distribution by specialty board certifica-
tion (Table 4). Only 5 percent of the total meniber-
ship have been identified ds.tri' general preventive
medicine. In part this reflects the more recent origin
of GPM `as a specialty area and the age structure of,
the membership of the College.

Table 5 lists the areas of training emphasis
residency programs. Of the 23 programs, )9
epidemiology as an area of emphasis; 7 list commu:
nity 11)(dicine or health; 7 list health service or
Medical oars administration; 6 list-general or clinipal
Preventive. medicine;- 4 each list environmental
health, maternal health, child health, and interpa-
done! health; 2 list population dynamics; and I lists

TABLE 4. Membership Distribution by Specialty Board
VCertifIcationr.Anierican Celtic of Preventive Medicine 14711

Specialty Number

Public Health (PH) 710 48.6
Aerospace Medicine (AM} 343 23 5
Occupational M cape (OM) 275 18 8
General P critive Medicine 78 5.3
(GPM)
Dual ACPMertification 26 18
Certification by other specialty

aboard, 30 2.0

Total Fellowship 1.462 100 0%

SOURCE: American College of Preventive Medicine
1971. (Ward Bentley).

nutrition. All of the schools of public health and
most schools of medicine (as yielf as the" military

4P-and the New York State Department of Health)
view extensive research training in epidemiology as
one of their goals. Community
preventive medicine are foun
medicine; whereas health se

in°
ces

emphasized primarily. in schools of public health.

We should also consider briefly two other kinds
programs now in existence since they can also

leas to board qualification in general preventive
' medicine. One; the clinical scholar program', has
been run for several years now at such medical
schools as Johns Hopkins, Duke, McGill, Stanford,
and Wtstern Reserve. This is an academic program
usually mounted on a standan;Linternarmedicine or
pediatric residency. For 9 mOnths, residents are
freed of their regular clinical duties and attepd
classes in an MPH program or its equivalent.
During this time, they can also continue to keep
close touch with their medical colleagues by attend-
ing rOundt, case conferences, etc. Generally the
academic work emphasizes health care research and
prepares the candidate flit a fourth-year project
Which involves both clinical and health care organi-
zational research. 1The objective is to qualify the
candidate fOr his boards in. botta clinical specialty
and general preventive medicTe,` leading to.an
academic career in he h care research or clinical
epidemiology.

The second p gram, the social medicine resi-
dency at Montefiore Hospital in New York City, is.

me and clinical
ly in hoots of

stratiOn is

TABLES. /Cress of Training Emphasis by Residency Programs in General Preventive Medicine'

' School of
Medicine

SchooYof Public
Health Military

N.Y.S. Health
Department Total

(14) (9) (2) (1) (23)

Epidemiology 7 9 2 1

Communnt Medicine or- Health 1, 7
, Medical Care or Health Services Administra-

tion 5 4 7

Clinical or General Preventive Medicine 4 2 6
Environmental Medicine or Health -2.. 2 4

Mate;ma/ Child Health 4 '4
International Health 4 4

Population Dynamics 2 2
Nutrition 1.

MditaryPrevebtive Medicine ., 2

SOURCE: Directory of Approved Internship's and Residencies. 1971-72.
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an internal medicine (or-pediatrics) residency pro--
gram emphasizing ambulatory care and the team
approach to health care delivery in the setting of an
0E0 (Office of Equal Opportunity) health center,
where social problems qften require as much atten-
tion as the strictly medical problems. This is
accompanied by seminars in epidemiology, behav-
ioral sciences, environmental health, and administra-

-tion and by interdisciplinary, famiry care confer-
ences. The resident has the option of attending a
school of public health for 9 months to secure an
MPH and, by staying an extra year, can be board
qualified iri,,preventive medicine as well as in his
clinical specialty.

Unlike the essentially stable .situation in public
health residencies during the past 10 years, resi-
dency programs in general preventive medicine have
grown -rapidly since 1960 when the subspecialty
board was established. Two programs were started
immediately; today there are 23 active programs.
The number of positions offered has grown from 0
in 1961 to 248 in 1971 (8): The number of positions
filled, i.e., the number of physicians in training, also
grew rapidly until 1968; but has remained stable at
just about 100 since then. This, together with the
gradual decrease in the percentage of positions filled
since 1966, makes one wonder if we are not already
seeing the same. kind of initial saturation effect that
occurred in public health residencies abOut 10 years
after' creation of the subspecialty board in public
health.

THE CAREER OUTCOMES FOR GRADUATES
OF PREVENTIVE AND COMMUNITY MEDICINE
RESIDENCIES'

The most obvious role to train residents for, and
the one closest to the hearts of all program
directors, is the academic role: involving teShing
and research in a department of prevestive or
community medicine or in a school of public health.
In the past, research and teaching have rocusid on
epidemiology, clinical preventive medicine, or'envi-
ronmental health. More and more, however, with
government and community pressury for better
heAlth care delivery, research and teaching in the
area of health care organization and delivery can be
anticipated., However, as we will see below, the
number of graduates who can be absorbed into
academic departments is limited, and to be realistic,

1-1;)

our residency programs4also must prepare graduates
for playing service roles in the health care system.

Judging by the present distribution of specialists
in preventive medicine, the vast. njajority of gradu-
ate& will find positions in health departments, the
United States Public Health Service (and armed
forces), and other government agencies, as well as
industry. Given 'the increasing complexity and cost
of medical care and the demand to "rationalize" the
health care industry through better organization of
practice, such as HMO's,(Health Maintenance
Organizations) (prepaid group practice), an obvious
role for the preventive medicine graduate will be
that of medical director of practicing groups or
ambulatory care clinics "especially where the pro-
grams are closely( tied to clinical residencies or
function as ,a joint field training project. This role
will require\ person with good understanding of
clinical problems plus training in administration and
health care evaluation, epidemiology, and behavioral
science.

Another important role arises from the continuing
need for public health physicians in local and state
health departments. This requires training in*epide-

miologY, public health practice, adininistration, and
environmental health. As a ;consequence of federal
health legislation, there is bound to be a growing

-need for health planners, a role that- will require
training in administration with a heavy emphasis on
system analysis, evaluation. and medical care re-
search as well as economic, political, and behavioral
science. Roles in the United States 'Public Health
Service, armed forces, and other government agen-
cies will require some mix of the epidemiological,
pu health practice, 'environmental health, and
admini rative and planning skills considered above.

The question naturally arises whether it is possil
ble-to train any resident in all the skills w)ich may
be called for in the various roles in which_he may

some day find himself. Obviqusly not; and, unlike
clinical sabpecialization, it is less likely. that the
resident will be able to pick out the exact area of
,Concentration early in ' training and narrow his
interest to that field: To some extent, he can,but for
the most part vit will be . necessary to structure the
training in a brOad enough way that he care move on
his own with enough depth in a subject of interest

so that he learns the process of. independently
grappling with a problem, organizing it,- doing the
esearch, ',tanning to solve it, and evaluating the

re
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MARKET FOR GRADUATES IN GENERAL
PREVENTIVE MEDICINE,

^

It is difficult to estimate2the "market" for
graduates of residency programs in, general preven-
tive medicine because the rate at which schools of
medicine and public health wipe able to absoib,
them ',depends so much on the amount of federal

foundation money forthcoming for research and
teaching. Assuming increasing concern for better
planning, administration, and evaluation of the
health care system will bring with it increasing
research budgets for preventie medicine, we can
make at least an order of magnitude guess about the .
demaid for trained graduates in the coming decade.

The United States Public Health Service recom-
mends a minimum of six full-time faculty members
for a department of preventive medicine of any
medical school with a class Of 96 or more (9). The
SaratOga Springs Conferenoc of the ATPM (Associ-
atiOn of,Teachers of Preventive Medicine) in 1963
recommended a minimum of two faculty Members
in each of 4 to 5 core areas in any "'research
departments" (and we would' anticipate that all
acaderinc departments would alit( to be research
departments) (10). Thus, we might Apmpronuse at
eight as a'minimum faculty -sizg and hope for ten as
an average since the num
will be inchliled i

Teaching of -eve

f large departments
the aveage. The "Project on

tive Medicine" of the Institute
for the Advancerne of,Ale cal Communication iris
1963 found the average 'slie au of preven-
tiVe medicine. included 4.8 mber,s, 52 percent
having five or less. (11). The ,National Advisory
Commission on Health Manpower in 1267 -found
136 physicians employed full time in medical
schools or about 1.4 for each school, meaning that
about one preventiv4 medicine faculty member out
of four is"a physician (a). If 'we assume that the

--percentage of physicians in preventive medicine
departments ought to increase to 40 percent as the
emphasis change* to health care research, this
would mean a need for about 2.5 preventive
medicine physicians per_department plus another 0.5
for those retiring in the next 10 years or about 300
for the nation. This would be 30 graduates per year
for the next 10 years or just about the rate at which
we are presently producing them. This figure almost
seeins to indicate a kind of clairvoyance -among the

Kt

applitants whose number has leveled off atthat rate
for the past 3 years.

However, this..41gure is obviously much too
incomplete and needs a number of revisions both
upward and downwarch Even though` we like to
think of a residency prograiltHas aimed primarily at
producing new teachers and 4rEse rch people filV
departments of preventive and community medicine,
in fact only a small percent of diplomates will
Cfibably end up in such deparuitents. The sanie

ommission report in 1967 showed only ort pre-
ventive medicine specialist in seven located in a.
medical school. Many more were working in health
cltrel7ents, the United States Public Health Serv-*

chools of public health. industry, and the
ar med forces., Assuming these areas will require
replacee, ent and, hopefully, a fair-amount of expan-

he number of trained general preventive' a.
m dicine graduates needed in the next 10 years
would be 4 to 5 times the 300 estimated above when
judged on the basis of medical school, needtionlone.

On the other hand, the main source, of preventive
medicine specialists in the past has been from
physicians who hive trained as clinicians and then,
for one reason or another, switched to the field of
preventive medicine: This may continue to be a
major route by which.physicians enter our specialty.
and piobably this is' a good thing. However, this
again reduces our es
preventive medicine
sorbed out of resid
about two-thirds, i.e.
years or aBout one to
as they are nowise)
would be even more
of public health wer
power requirements.

The final factor to
possibility 'that as b
more important crite
health care research
ponent of service as
department (public he
with or move to coope
thereby making the m

---ramresource for th
personnel in the sery
possibility is very diffi

:.guess. But it is proba
could increase the num

mate of the number of trained
physicians' who can be ab-
cy programs, let us say by
to about 450 in the next 10

one and one-half times as fast
turned out. -121se estimates

triking if the needs-of schools
insertea into the tbial man-

be taken into account is the
and ,certification becomes a
on for employment, and as

omes a,..moje,central coni-
ell as acadotic work. health
th) residencies may merge
to with academic programs,

dicat---school amore impor-
training of public health
ce sector itself. This last
ult to quantify, even as a
ly safe to assume that we
r of trainees between 50 to
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TABLE 6. RiiidelacyTtaineeshIp Grants-LS1PHS
FY 1971

State Congressional
District "Grantee Institution

Type of
Program Trainees

-

Approved
Budget'

Balance
From FY

1970,,

Amount of
Award

Alabama
(6) Jefferson County Dept. of Hialth DPH 2 $ 17.776 $13.00ft $ 4,768

(6) Univ. of Albama GPM , 1 9.050 - 9.050

California ; .

(7) : California Dept of Public Health PM/PH 7 49.620 19.570' 20,050

, (7) Univ. of California Berkeley GPM 3 29,809 4.991 24,818

(28) UniV* of California Los Angles GPM 3 24,443 - 24.443

Colorado
(I) Colorado Dept. of Public Health DPH 2 48.000 - 18,060

Georgia
-

(51 Georgia Dept of Public Health H 2 18,400 15.620 2.980

Illinois

r
1

(20) /lbws Dept of Puttbc Health DPH 2 19,652 7.620 12.032

Kentucky
(6)
(6)

Loimati
Kent ky Dept of Health
Univ f Kentucky-

.A

DPH
GPM

I 7,700

21.144

7,700
1.769

1"0
19.375

' (2)
.

Tulane GPM 3 32.043 8,295 23.748

Maryland
(3) Univ of Maryland GPM I 10.150 0 10.150

(3) Johns Hopkins Univ. GPM II 127,875 13,372 114.503

(4) 'Maryland State Dept. of Health PM/PH 3 ,--,30,299 427 29.872

, Massachusetts
(9) Harvard School of Public Health GPM 3 28,517 19.049 9,468

.-.-. (9) 7- 4 A
Harvard School of Public Health GPM 2 21.820 6.187 15,633

(9) Harvard&,hool of Dental Medicine DPH 1 12.320 0 12.320

49) Harvard School of Dental iredicine DPH . 4 40.120 0 40,120

Michigan -1.-

'of(2) Univ Michigan DPH 2 .-, 24,780 ' 2.408 22,372

School of Public Health 0.

Minnesota ' ,

r5) Minnesota Department of Health PM/PH I 7.000 893 6,107

(5) Minnesota Department of Health w .DPH I 7.500 0 7,500

New York ©
', 1'

(19) New York 'City Dept of Health . PM/PH 2

c
19.284 0 19.284

, (29) New York State Dept. of Health ' DPH' 2 15.162 10.076 5.086

North Carolina
V

(4)
(4)

No. Carolina State Board of Health
rtUniv of North Carolina

DPH )
GPM

I

2

9.617
21.208

471

5,687

9.146'
15.521

(4) No Carolina State Board of Health PM/PH 2 19 . 0 19,614

Ohio
(IS) Ohio State Univ. ..GPM 3 24,500 0 24,500

Oklahoma
', (5) Univ of Oklahoma £ PM 1 27.933 2.326 25.607

Oregon
(3) Oregon State Board of Health PM/PH 24.500 16.456 8.044

Pennsylvania
(3) Jefferson Medical College.... GPM 18.600 8.986 9,614

(17) Pennsylvania 1)ept of Health . PNI/PH 4 33,502 22.502 11,000

(3) Philadelphia Dept of Public Health DPH 2 18.740 3.394 15.366

Tennessee
(5) Tennessee Dept of Public Health PM/PH - 2 15.541 2.126 13.374

14/I
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TABLE 6continuedt
State Congressional

District Grantee Institution
Type of
Program Trainees

Approved'
Budget

Balance
From FY

1970

Amount of
Award

Utah
(2) Utah State Division of Health PM/ PH 2 10.617 10.617 0

Virginia
Virginia State Dept of Health PM/PH I 9.200 208 8.992

Washington
(3) Washington State Health Department PM/PH 3 26.733 4.000 22.733

(3) Univ. of Washington G PM 29.216 0 29.216

37 grasp for total of 95 S881.964 S217,758 tktfdr

100 percent without the danger of producing a glut
On ,the market. All this, of course, is contingent
upon adequate financingsomething much mote
problematic in preventive medicine than in clinical
medicine, since the service produced is a public_
rather than a private good, one that is paid for in
the final analysis through tax levies, a process
subject to the vagaries of the political process.

In the immediate future at least, it ems more
likely that the major problem will be to find recruits
for residency programs, rather than to!firrid positions
for graduates. The second major problem is to
secure adequate finandng of the program. The
entire federal support for preventive medisine-public
health residencies in 1972 came to on13) $880,000
apportioned for 95 trainees, an average of $9,300 per
trainee including tuition and travel. (The breakdown
by program type is shown in Tables 6 and 7.) In
1975 there are 35 students receiving $345,883, an
average of,$9,900. This clearly comes nowhere near
providing the number of traineeships to supply the

41.

national need; nor are the stipends high enough to
compete with growing clinical residency salaries,
subsidized as they are by third party reimbursement

,-schemes.

TABLE 7. Federal (USPHS) Support of
General Preventive MedicineP1

y Training in
by Program Types

24%

48%

Departments of
Public Health

S209.787 (24%1
22 trainees

General-Preventive
Medicine

S426.308 (48%)
43 trainees

Grand Total

$8&L964
9c trainees

PM/PH

S245.869 (28%)
3d trainees

eit
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Keynote Speech and Workshop Objectives,

ASSOCIATION OF TEACHERS OF PREyEN-
TIVE MEDIICINE
Asilomar, Ca ['fibrilla

PURP9SE OF THE KEYNOTE TALK
Kurt W. Deuschle, M.D.

1. To define the objectives of the graduate (resi-
dency) training in departments of Community;
Preventive, and Social Medicine.

2. To review the current status of regidency training
programs in CP&SM departments including time
trends and comparison with M.P.H., Dr.P.H.
training in schools of public health.

3. To define the Toles for which such training
should be directed (e.g., careers in, academic
medicine, health seryices administration.- health
planning, governmental 'agency administration).

4. To estimate the "market" for such trainees over.
the next ten years.

Objectives of Graduate Training1137

WORKSHOP #2 .

INTERRELATIONSHIP OF GRADUATE
, AND UNDERGRADUATE TRAINING

1. To What extent should residency training in
CP&SM be an extension of undergraduate train-
ing?

2. Can a closely coordinated undergraduate-gradu-
ate program shorten the time of training, and is
the -M.D. degree a necessary prerequisite for
graduate training?

3. What undergraduate courses and curricula are
best adapted to graduafe training?:,

Chairman4,Dr. Robert Crede, Dept. of Commu-
nity Medicine, University of Calif., San
Francisco Medical Center 4`-'

Recorder: Dr. Hugh Fulmer, Dept. of COmmunity
Medicine, University of 'Massachusetts
Medical School'

.4

WORKSHOP #1
1c."`" TEACHING MODELS

I. Whit.are the most useful teaching models for
residency training in Community, Preventive,
and Social Medicine?

.2. Are these teaching models the same as those
used for- undergraduate medical students, and if
so, vtill they be able to bear the burden of both
programs?

3. Will new teaching models be needed for a
program which plans a new residency program?

Ylk

Chairman: Dr. C. Hilmon Castle, Dept. Corn.
Medicine, University of Utah

Recorder :. Dr. T. Timothy Crocker, Dept. of
Medicine, University of Calif., San
Franc,co School of Medicine

WORKSHOP #3
ROLE OF THE BASIC SCIENCkS IN"

GRADUATE EDUCATION

1. Auld basic sciences such as Social and Behav-
ioral Sciences, Mathematics, and.,Inforrnationt
Sciences be included as eletnents",of graduate
training

2. How such involvement affect the graduate
training _programs in these basic science depart-
ments? ;

3. To what extent should emphasis be placed on
combined M.D.-Ph.D. degree training in one or
another of these basic science departments?

Chairman: Dr. Herbert Abrams, Department of Is
Medicine, University of Arizona

Recorder: Dr. Joseph Stokes, Department of
Community Medicine, University of
California, San Diego

WORKSHOP, #4
ROLE OF RESEARCH AND TEACHING IN

GRADUATE TRAINING

I. To what extept should research experience be
included as either a required or eledtive element
of graduate training?

2. Which research projects would be iost swtble
for such training (e.g., epidemiol gic studies,
.health services research. etc$

.1 4 !)
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1

3. To what extent should resident in CP&SM be
involved as teachers of undereadugte medical
and other health sciences to students?,

Chairman: Dr. John Fox, Schdolof Public Health,
University of Washington'

Recorder: Dr. Nemat Borhani, Department of
Community Health, University of Cali:
fornia, Davis School of Medicine-

.

WORKSHOP #5
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHEI
RESIDENCY TRAINING PROGRAPI7

I. Should departments of Community, Preventive,
and Social Medicine i&me responsibility for
either the direction or oordination of training

in primary medical care (family prac-
.

training programs in both primary
(family., practice) and in CP&SM

same 'institution, what should their
be?

t, should be the relationship between resi-
ncy training in .CP&SM and residency pro-

grams in medicine, pediatrics, psychiatry, and
other clinical departments?

Chairman: Dr. Lester Departn\enli of
Preventive and Social Medicine! Uni-

versity of California, Los Angeles
Recorder: Dr. Roberjjfuntley, Department of

CommunityMedicine and International
Health, Georgetown University, School
of Medicine. Washington, D.C.

programs
tice)?
If g
mad al
exis

WORKSHOP #6
FIELD EXPERIENCE AS A TEACHING

MODEL

tl.:To what extent should field experience be an
element of the residency training programs in
CP&SM?

2. What rele should local, state and federal public
health agencies play as teaching models?

3. What IV.the role of other agencies such as
Co ve _Health Planning, Regional Medi-
cal Programs, a luntary health agencies, as
teaching:models?

Chairman: ' Dr. Count Gibson, Jr., Depaftment of
community and Pre,ventife Medicine,
Stadfoid University School of Medicine__

4
Recorder: Dr. Robert Eelkema,' Department of

Community Medicine. University,,nr-
North Dakota

WORKSHOt-#7
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH GRAMIXTE

TRAINING I,N SCHOOLS OF PUBLI
HEALTH

1. -Should the graduate training programs i4 depart-.
ments of CP-&SM hiVe different trainit objec-

tives than those in Schools of Public Health?. ti

2. Should an M.P.H. degree be either art element
of or a prerequisite for residency training

3. What special problEns are presented for those
institutions with both slools of medicine and
public health? -r

Chairman: Dr. Warren WinkeIstein, Division of
Epidemiology, University of California,
Berkeley

Recorder: Dr. Fred 'Gilbert, Jr.,' Department of
Community Health, University of Ita-

#. wail School of Medicine

WORKSHOP #8
EVALUATION AND ACCREDITATION

I. Is the American Board Of Preventive Medicine?
an adequate accredi
training .programs
Social, and Prey

ing mechhism for graduat
artments of Community,

iv/ Medicine?
2. If .so, how might the' ABPM tie modified to

bettet.ierve this purpose?
GIs Is there need for continuing accreditation or
.diplomates Of the ABPM and, if so, how does
such continuing accreditation relate to questions ,,
1 and 2?

Chairman: Dr. Cortlandt Mackenzie, Health Care
and Epidemiology, University of British
Columbia, Faculty of Medicine

Recorder: J. J. Beeston, Department of ComnIu-
nity Medicine and Public Health, Uni=
'versity of Southern California ScillOol of
Medicine A

S
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behavioral objectives, 71
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Biostatistics,
-behavioral objectives, 68-70
biomedicaPproblems approach, 87-92
course diversity, 78-79, 81
curriculum content, 80-81
faculty, 80
need for, 79-8041,
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Block electives, 21
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See Computer-assisted instruction
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Center for Disease Control, 46 -.
Chadwick report, 11
,Children's Bureau, 7
Clerkships, 20, 101-106
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X11
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curriculum content, 95 .

Community medicine, departments of
See Preventive medicine, departments or
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Computer-assisted iretruction (CAI); 80,
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20, 24-27. Jr
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development of, 59-62
epidemiology, 73-77
health services, 93-99
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public health schools, 47, 49
residency training programs,

Demography
See Population dynamics
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Disease control

approaches to, 44
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curriculum content, 56-57
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Drug use
curriculum content, 76

Dyer, Robert, 21 , t

En.yiro,tunenttil health
, behavibral objectives, 70-71

curriculum content, 57
.Epidemiology .

behavioral' objectives, 68-70
biomedical problems approach, 87-92
curriculum, content, 56, 73, 7447
research programs, 21, 91
teaching methods, 83-86

,appointments and promotions, 32, 33,
116-119

biostatistics, 80
lid -19, 37, 113-114, 134

-teaching resource role, 43-115 .

Family planning 77, 78
Family practice,17, 37
Federal legislation

impact on preventive, medicine

Field 'experience, 21
Financing health care

curriculum content, 96
Flexner report, 11

* Ge9graphic me icine .
6ubicuIiim ,content, 76

V

..
Health care agencies

career opportunitiekin, .133, 134
role,9f, 4-5, 7-8 ;

a.. Health care education, t46, 47-48
Healttrcare planning

curculum content, x-97
Health care planning agencies, 16
Health education

behaviotalobjen.71
programs, 22

Health maintenance organizations
curriculum content, 95

Health Manpower
ctu'riculuni content, 57, 95

Health services
billiftraphicaliresources, 97 99

L)

114 -I IS,

departments, IS,
`

6

curriculum content, 57, 93-97
teaching methods, 97\98

HMO's
See Health maintenance organizations

Homicides 5
curriculum co tent, 76

Horlbeck, Henry B.,
Hospital epidemiology
,' curriculum content, 76

hospital facilities
curriculum content, 25

Hospital.Insurance Plan, j3;

Infectious diseases
control, 13
curriculum content; 75
research programs, 21

International medicine
curriculum content,e57-58

Kentucky, University of
clerkship program, 101, 102

Malpractice!
curriculum content, 97

MCAT
See Medical College Admission Test"

McMaster University M.D. Program
development of.e 89-90
goals, 87-88 .

problems, 92
research programs, 91
structure, 87, 88-89, 110 .

Medicaid, 16
Medical care organization .

behavioral,objectivg, 67-68 k. ,

Medical College Admission Test (Tvir AT), 110
Medical economics

curriculum content, 57
Medical ethics and the law

behAtioial objectiveta 71
curriculura.content, 58, 95-, 97._

Medical practice
curriculum content, 95

Medical 'schools
biohatistics curriculum, 78-79, 81, 87-91
impact of student unrest, 16-17
research funds, 14-15
specialization, 15, 45.
See also preventive Medicine, departments of

Medical sociology

15.3

curriculum content, 58

.
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Military medicine, 14
Mount Sinai School of Medicine

clerkship in community medicine. 101-106
Murray-Wagner- Dingle Bill, 15
Mustard,_ Harry S., 11, 20
Mustard Ctguittfee, 20

Nat ional Board,'55, 56, 57, 79, 81, 85
National Foundation, 21
National health insurance

curriculum content, 96
National health program

American Public Health Association statement
on, 4

need for, 8
National health service, 1I-14
New York Academy of Medicine, 6-7
New York City Board of Health, 6
New York, ity Health Department, 7, 20

York County Medical Society, 6
fliw York State Health Department. 7.
New York University, T5
Nutrition

curriculurit content. 56

Occupational health
Curriculum content, 57, 76-77

o

-
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Preventiv medicine, departments of 1.4

coral objectives,' 67-71 e

tomedical proble* appallkh, 87-92
clerkships, 20, 10,1=r06
curriculum content, 20-21, 24-27, '55-58, 73-82,

93-99
cumculum development, 59-60, 61
diversity of titles af, 1718, 37.
faculty, 18=19, 37, 80,-113-119, 134
family practice resurgence, 17
funding, 14-16, 19,135-136
health edusation--programs, 22
influences & the development of;.13-I8
relationship ;to public health schools, 22-23, 31-

32, 37-41, 43, 44-46, 47-48
"IT'ese4Irch activities,. 0, 2)-22

residency programs, 22, 49, 123-136
scope of, 9-10
structures 1842, 24-27
summer progranis, 21 '
teaching methods, 60-65, 83-86' '
teaching resouices, 97, 98-99, 107-119
teaching time, 20, 55, 56; 73, 79

Professional Standards Review Organizations
curriculum content, 95

Public health
development, 1-12
health deptirtment role, 7-8
physician affinities toward, 5-7, 9

Public health,*schodls of
curriculum Content, 47, 49
development of, 32, 44, 47, 49
faculty, 32, 33
relationship to preventive, medicine departments,

22'723, 31-3/, 42,44 -46, 47-48' .

residency training, 125. 129-130, 135-136 ,

scope of, 8-9 .

structure. 32, 33, 37. 47. SO, 51 -
student diversity, 50

Public Health Service, U. S.. 7, 14, 19, 134

Peer review
curriculum content, 95

Physician

I

American Public Health Association members. I.
' 2, 5

armed:forges, 14 .

attitudes toward public health, 5-7. 9
bioitatistics'needed by, 79-80, 81 ,
preventive 'medicine department faculty members.

18, 134
preventive medine s fists, 124, 130, 13t -132.

133,134 YY

public health school enrollment, 49
,public health specialists, 130'
shortage, 15,95

. , specialization, ltd, 130-132
.,population dynamics

curricUlum cdritent,56, 77-78
,Preventive Medicine-

development,.175, 9
infectious disease control, 13

,

be

(

Quality of care evaluation
curriculum content, 95

Rsgiotl Medical Programs, 46
`Research

development of funding, 14
influence on. medical specialition, 15-16
Mc Master- University M. D. Program. 91
preventive medicine departments, 19, 21-22

,
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Residency training .

applicants, 22, 49, 125-4126
areas of entphasis, -132
career goals, 124, -133

-clinical scholar program, 132
curriculum content, -126
development of, 1237124; 125, 129 -130, 111, 133
federal'traineeship grand. 135-136
job.market, 124-125, 134, 136 / ,

public health school programs, 125. 129-130
,social medicine residency, 132-133

Rural health
curriculum content, 96

Saratoga Springs Conference, 134
Self-instruction material programs (SI M 64-65, 80
Sink Committee, 19, 21
Shattuck, Lemuel, 11
Sheppard-Towner Act of 1921, 6,
SIMP

See Self-instruction material programs
jiSmith, Stephen, 1-2, 10
`Social SecuritrAtt Of 1935, 15
Southern Medical Scheoli' Consortium, 65
Students

bicgrna 'sfics background, 80
public health schools, 50
reading skills, 110
teaching resource role, 115

Suicides
curriculum .content,

o

t
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Teaching methods
biomedicjI problems "approach, 87-92
biostatistics, 80
clerkships, 101-106
deCielopment of, 60-62
epidemiology, 83-86
health services, 97-98
types of, 624

Teaching resources
community medicine activities, '107-108
faculty, 113-119
literature, 85-86, 11W112
students, '115

Teaching time, 20;-55, 56, 73, 79

.-&-

Univosity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
faculty artoointments.riteria, 116-119

Utiliiarion review ,

curriculum content, 95

. Vital statistics, 5, 77
Voluntary health agencies; 15-16,.19

Wilbur, Ray Lyman, 11

Zoonotic diseases
curriculum content, '77
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